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PREFACE 

 

Dear e-HRM experts and colleagues,  

I would like to welcome you warmly to the ―Third European Academic Workshop on 

electronic Human Resource Management (e-HRM)‖. 

I am pleased to see that our Workshop has been established and is attracting a 

committed group of e-HRM practitioners and academics. 

In order to tackle an obviously wide-spread scientific problem we decided for 

―Evidence-Based e-HRM? On the way to rigorous and relevant research.‖ as the major 

workshop topic. We hereby face the challenges of the rigor vs. relevance debate and 

intend to bridge research and practice by elaborating on the idea of evidence-based 

management in e-HRM. 

After a prolific review process by our program committee we could select 23 quality 

papers, some of which directly, some rather indirectly refer to this topic. In particular, 

we received papers in the realm of Strategic Perspectives, HRIS Personnel, e-

Recruitment, e-Learning and e-Competencies Management, Research Perspectives, 

Organizational Aspects, Cases and further miscellaneous issues and are looking forward 

to interesting presentations and discussions. 

I am grateful to Theresa Welbourne (University of Southern California) and Uwe Simon 

(SAP) who agreed to be Key Note speakers to support and stimulus us. 

In an established manner, the Workshop also includes a Practitioner Track. Besides, as a 

final part of the Workshop, a Scientist-Practitioner-Forum is planned to foster relevant 

future research. 

I thank all authors for sharing their findings, all reviewers for their active support and I 

hope that all participants will profit from interesting discussions. I also thank our two 

sponsors, SAP (http://www.sap.com/) and DFG (http://www.dfg.de/en/) for supporting 

the funding.  

Enjoy the conference and your stay in Bamberg. 

 

Prof. Dr. Stefan Strohmeier  
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Academic Key Note 

 

 

From e-HRM to Fast HRM 

Opportunities for Research and Practice Innovation 

Theresa M. Welbourne, Ph.D. 

 

 

 

 

Human resource management (HRM) is a field that historically has been inundated with 

paperwork and bureaucracy.  Thus, the promise of e-HRM was to help streamline core 

HR process, reduce costs, and improve efficiency.  The result of these improvements 

would be transforming HRM to take on a more strategic role in the organization.   

However, with all the improvements in technology and HRM, the reality of moving into 

a more strategic role has not ensued in many organizations.  While there is agreement 

that e-HRM has helped the field progress, something remains missing.      

One way to move forward is to study the negative consequences of eHRM.  In one 

word, what we hear from leaders, managers, HR executives and the general employee 

population is ―information overload.‖  And with too much data comes complexity and 

slowness, often the very things that e-HRM was implemented to reduce.  The answer 

lies not in more technology but with innovative thinking about core HR systems.  It is 

time to go beyond putting tried and true HR practices on the web and moving to 

creatively rethink how HR work can be done.  In other words, the academic community 

can apply new thinking to suggest alternative ways to do HRM.  Combining technology, 

theory and empirical research with innovative exploration and science, the field of 

HRM can let go of its past and move into a new realm.  

New HRM systems should be fast and light because in today‘s fast paced environment, 

if HRM does not keep up, practitioners will miss the opportunity to be strategic.  

Replacing manual HRM processes with heavy technology often creates more, rather 

than less, work for HR. Think about the many HR areas where we now have too much 

data and perhaps not better decisions (e.g. dashboards with HR metrics few know how 

to use; recruiting with more resumes than anyone can read; performance management 

systems that for efficiency went to annual programs that exhaust everyone involved).   

If HRM is going to help organizations grow, it must not only add technology but also 

become fast and light.  In this regard, academics are well equipped to help practitioners.  

To start, there is an abundant amount of well researched work from other areas of 

business that can be applied to HRM.  One such area is agile or extreme programming.  

Over the last few years, through work at the Center for Effective Organizations, we 

have tapped into the agile and extreme programming research to speed up HRM.  We 

are working with companies to alter the HRM strategy making process, reinvent 
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employee surveys, and applying new theories to deploy a role-based, 3-minute 360 

feedback tool.  These experiments lead to innovation for practitioners and research for 

academics. Also, our team is working to speed up learning by blending social 

networking with traditional teaching, webinars, and real-time benchmarking.  These 

Fast HRM™ tools and processes, using a development cycle based on extreme 

programming, are examples of moving from e-HRM to Fast HRM.    

Evolving from e-HRM to Fast HRM requires innovation and high quality relationships.  

There is tremendous opportunity for the academic community to shape the 

transformation of e-HRM by applying new theories, tested empirical work, in-depth 

case studies and innovative technology to change core HR practices.  Fast HRM goes 

beyond putting HRM on the web.   Fast HRM is a lens that can be used to think 

differently, and it can be one more effort to take the somewhat abstract idea of ―being 

strategic‖ and turning it into a reality.  
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Can the Evidence-Based Management Movement Help e-HRM 

Bridge the Research-Practice Gap? 

 

Miguel R. Olivas-Luján, Clarion University of Pennsylvania, USA 
molivas@clarion.edu 

Denise M. Rousseau, Carnegie Mellon University, USA 
denise@cmu.edu 

 

Abstract. Evidence-based movements have emerged recently in various 

disciplines. They are motivated to improve practice by making research-

informed decisions. However, the concept of “evidence-based” is easily 

misconstrued, risking a lost opportunity to bridge the gap between 

practitioners, academics and other stakeholders. As an inter-disciplinary 

field, e-HRM is likely to exhibit the research-practice gap from which its 

parent disciplines (IS and HR) suffer. In this paper, (1) We trace the 

developments of the Evidence-based Management (EBMgt) movement; (2) 

We outline how e-HRM will profit from an evidence-based perspective; and 

(3) We offer recommendations to increase the role of academics in the 

practice of evidence-based e-HRM.  

 

Keywords: Evidence-Based movements, Levels of evidence, Research – 

practice gap, Decision making, Recommendations for e-HRM researchers. 

 

1 Introduction 

Calls to incorporate the best available scientific evidence in decision making have been 

raised in domains as widespread as medicine [25], education [32], criminal justice [28], 

management [14][18][20][22][23][33], and software engineering [9]. These calls in part 

stem from the frustration academics experience from limited uptake of their research 

findings by practitioners –a phenomenon referred to as ―the research-practice gap‖ [24]. 

In the context of management, academics criticize business decisions that fly in the face 

of well-established, scientific evidence [20], such as over-use of mergers and 

acquisitions and ineffective use of incentives and change management despite published 

studies identifying appropriate actions and conditions of use [18]. Business decisions 

are frequently based upon ―gut feelings,‖ custom, bandwagon effects, ―best practices‖ 

from noticeable companies and even organizational politics [14]. Yet it remains 

common that ―[c]hief executives,… pay little attention to what business schools do or 

say,‖ because of academics‘ ―inability to research and write about their work in a way 

that real-life business people understand;‖ ―many business school faculty prefer to 

adorn their work with scholarly tables, statistics and jargon because it makes them feel 

like real academics‖ [29].  
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But scientific jargon is only part of the problem. The issues upon which researchers 

focus their attention are often perceived as irrelevant [5][17]. To use an example from e-

HRM research, many pages have been written to illustrate that top management support 

is important [16] or that a positive intra-departmental relationship between IS and HR 

matters in the intensity of use of HR technologies [15]; a positivistic stance (the 

epistemological viewpoint that knowledge advances by confirming through observation 

and empirical validation) is, after all, a fundamental basis of scientific research. Still, 

how many practicing IS or HR managers would find these conclusions surprising or 

useful? Findings are often based on issues of interest to scientists, not practitioners, and 

thus fail to motivate managers to seek out or apply them. The emerging field of e-HRM, 

defined by Strohmeier as ―the (planning, implementation and) application of 

information technology for both networking and supporting at least two individual or 

collective actors in their shared performing of HR activities‖ ([31], p. 20) would also do 

well by making as purposeful an effort as possible, so that its scholarly work does not 

grow separate from what is needed and useful for practitioners.  

We now proceed as follows: in section two, we describe the recent developments of the 

nascent Evidence-based Management (EBMgt) movement; in section three, we argue 

that e-HRM is likely to profit from an evidence-based perspective and offer 

recommendations to increase the role of academics in the practice of evidence-based e-

HRM. The conclusion of this paper summarizes its major contributions. 

2 The Evidence-based Management (EBMgt) Movement 

As noted in the call for papers to the Evidence-Based e-HRM workshop, EBMgt 

attempts to bridge the research-practice gap by using the ―best-available scientific 

evidence‖ in managerial decision-making [18]. The earliest proponents of EBMgt have 

attributed the Evidence-Based Medicine movement as the inspiration for EBMgt 

[18][20]. Although the essence of these movements is the systematic use of 

scientifically derived information, Table 1 shows that a certain amount of adaptation is 

necessary to promote evidence-based practice suited to a given profession or domain. 

The working definitions of EB Medicine and EB Management have evolved to 

emphasize the importance of certain stakeholders; it is not exclusively about taking into 

account the best available evidence (preferably of the scientifically collected kind), but 

also about considering the focal professional‘s expertise and the stakeholder‘s 

preferences or values. 

Table 1: Evolving Definitions of Evidence-Based Medicine and Management 

Elements in Definition Medicine Management 

(1) Best available evidence ―the conscientious, explicit and 

judicious use of current best 

evidence in making decisions 

about the care of individual 

patients‖ (Sackett, cited in [18], 

p. 63) 

―a way of seeing the world and 

thinking about the craft of 

management; it proceeds from the 

premise that using better, deeper 

logic and employing facts, to the 

extent possible, permits leaders to do 

their jobs more effectively‖ ([18], p. 

74) 
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Elements in Definition Medicine Management 

(1) Best available evidence, 

combined with 

(2) professional expertise, 

and (3) stakeholder‘s 

preferences or values 

―the integration of best research 

evidence with clinical expertise 

and patient values‖ ([26], p. 1)  

―a movement to integrate best-

available evidence, manager‘s 

judgment and stakeholder values in 

business decision making‖ ([14], p. 

11) 

(1) Practitioner‘s expertise, 

(2) evidence from the local 

context, (3) best available 

research evidence, and 

(4) stakeholders‘ 

perspectives 

 ―making decisions through the 

conscientious, explicit, and judicious 

use of four sources of information: 

practitioner expertise and judgment, 

evidence from the local context, a 

critical evaluation of the best 

available research evidence, and the 

perspectives of those people who 

might be affected by the decision‖ 

([3], p. 19)  

 

This development is necessary and appropriate but far from complete. Practice domains 

deal with problems that vary in complexity and in the types of research that might 

effectively inform practice. To illustrate, in medicine, randomized controlled trials are 

considered to be the ―gold standard‖ [19][22], but the applicability of random 

assignment to assess the effectiveness of most managerial interventions is limited. 

Again, in Medicine, hierarchies of evidence classify studies in accordance to the 

strength of the research design [19]. In contrast, in Management, evidence hierarchies 

are disputed [3]. A first attempt at creating an evidence hierarchy applicable to 

Management was characterized as ―helpful‖ in terms of organizing literature but also as 

meriting ―further development [through] a more rigorous process that engages more and 

more varied experts in the management and implementation sciences‖ ([19], p. 16). 

Moreover, the importance of contextual factors including culture and societal issues in 

management research means that a mix of methodologies, including qualitative and 

critical approaches, are more central to evidence-informed management practice than 

may be the case in other domains [3][22]. 

2.1 The Evidence-Based Management Collaborative 

A group working to promote of the use of evidence in management practice is the 

Evidence-Based Management Collaborative. It has been described as:  

...a community-of-practice to make evidence-informed management a reality. [Its] mission is to 

close the gap between management research and the ways practitioners make managerial and 

organizational decisions and educators teach organizational behavior, theory, strategy and 

human resources management. [11] 

This collaborative has been brought together prominent researchers, including several 

past-presidents of the Academy of Management, representatives from many of its 

divisions, and journal editors and international professors, all of whom are early 

adopters of an evidence-based perspective in their teaching and scholarly activities. As a 

result of these meetings, this group have organized professional development 

workshops during professional meetings (e.g., Academy of Management) and published 

journal articles to promote EBMgt. A related initiative, sponsored by the collaborative, 

exists in the Society of Industrial/Organizational Psychology (SIOP), sponsoring 

developmental activities for its practitioner members, and the launch of a research 
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translation annual Science You Can Use series in 2010. We now summarize two major 

contributions of the EMBMgt Collaborative that might also be helpful for e-HRM 

academics: Systematic Research Syntheses and Translation Prototypes. 

2.1.1 Contributions of the EBMgt Collaborative –Systematic Research Syntheses 

A major contribution of the collaborative has been to call attention to the importance of 

a comprehensive form of literature review, referred to as systematic research syntheses 

(SRS, akin to ―systematic reviews‖ in Evidence-Based Medicine) [22]. Rousseau and 

her colleagues have identified four forms of systematic review: aggregation, integration, 

interpretation and explanation [22].  

The well-known statistical meta-analysis [27] is a way to execute the first kind of SRS, 

called ―aggregative systematic research synthesis.‖ In essence, given a well-specified, 

focused question, researchers set a priori inclusion criteria for the studies that refer to 

that question and use statistical algorithms to find the answer.  

The second category is an ―integrative‖ synthesis, similar to a meta-analysis in that it 

identifies patterns and uses questions defined at the onset of the study, but triangulation 

and contextualization are allowed –including qualitative data and procedural 

knowledge. An exemplar of this type of review dealt with information systems 

outsourcing authored by Dibbern, Goles, Hirschheim and Jayatilaka [8].  

―Interpretive syntheses‖ are the third category, associated with relativist epistemologies, 

where social construction or phenomenology is the main approach to understand the 

subject matter. Meta-ethnographies and theoretical narratives typify this category, 

wherein the original researchers‘ judgment is of paramount importance. Use of this 

approach is an alternative to more structured methods such as triangulation in sampling 

and coding, which stress objectivity at the expense of contextual richness. Campbell and 

colleagues‘ meta-ethnography of diabetes care [4] is offered as an exemplar by 

Rousseau et al. [22]. 

The fourth SRS category is the ―explanatory research synthesis‖, emphasizing the 

identification of causal mechanisms underlying observed phenomena across diverse 

circumstances.  At first blush, this type of synthesis is very similar to the former –

interpretive—, except that the explanatory synthesis does not favor a particular type of 

evidence (e.g., quantitative over qualitative studies). Rousseau and her colleagues 

suggest that this is particularly useful ―in fragmented and methodologically diverse 

fields, where little consensus exists regarding what constitutes quality research‖ (p. 

499); such as the Management and Organizational Sciences, a characterization also used 

by Denyer et al. [7].  

Perhaps not so coincidentally, in his recent review of the e-HRM literature, Strohmeier 

found that the field is influenced by several disciplines, that it is ―mainly non-

theoretical, employs diverse empirical methods, and refers to several levels of analysis 

and to diverse focal topics‖ ([31], p. 19). We believe that these characteristics in e-HRM 

offer the opportunity to profit from SRS. We will explore these ideas further in section 

3, below. 

2.1.2 Contributions of the EBMgt Collaborative – Research Translations 

Prototype 

Another contribution is a prototype for research translations. To date, a practitioner 

seeking to get best available research evidence on a practice question would have a 
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tough time. Few plain language summaries of research findings exist. Most up-to-date 

reviews of findings are written for academics and relevant original research, albeit 

available through electronic databases, is difficult for lay people to find or read. The 

new research translation annual –Science You Can Use—provides such user-friendly 

summaries as does a proposed on-line searchable portal similar to WebMD
®
 

(www.webmd.com) that is intended to allow practitioners easy access to research 

summaries relevant to their decisions. 

2.2 The Future of the Evidence-Based Management Collaborative 

The EBMgt Collaborative is actively developing the nascent features of the EBMgt 

movement. At present these features are four-fold. The first of them is interaction-

based, creating quality relationships between scholars and managers via joint research 

efforts, consultation, and personal networks. SIOP is a particularly important partner 

organization in this regard as its membership represents both scholars and practitioners. 

The second is text-based, both on-line and in print via scholarly publications and 

research translations. The Science You Can Use series initiated in 2009 uses the EBMgt 

Collaborative-developed prototype for research translations as its template for authors. 

Its editors and authors comprise teams of practitioners and academics. The third is user-

oriented, where recognition of the lack of knowledge researchers have of practice, 

coupled with the heterogeneity of practitioners, has led to detection of the need for user 

research in preparation of research translations and other possible means of bridging the 

research-practice gap. User research involves focus groups as well as controlled studies 

to identify conditions promoting use of evidence. The fourth feature is accessing 

pointer-knowledge, recognizing that text or even electronic availability of information is 

no substitute for access to knowledge people. Networks of practitioners and scholars are 

being developed by such means as an Evidence-Based Management network at the US-

based Academy of Management, and a planned website with contact information for 

practitioners interested in obtaining answers to specific questions. In general, the notion 

of pointer knowledge entails connecting practitioners with knowledge brokers 

(librarians, communities of practice, local experts, post-graduate ties with faculty) to 

provide guidance in navigating academic research and its findings. These activities also 

provide opportunities for practitioners interested in e-HRM to become involved in the 

EBMgt community. 

3 How Might an Evidence-Based e-HRM Perspective Help? 

Strohmeier offered the following definition for e-HRM: ―the (planning, implementation 

and) application of information technology for both networking and supporting at least 

two individual or collective actors in their shared performing of HR [Human Resources] 

activities‖ ([31], p. 20). As an inter-disciplinary and emerging field, is likely to exhibit 

many of the traits that its ―parent disciplines‖ –particularly HR and IS—have. It has 

been documented that both IS and HR appear to have a noticeable ―practice-research 

gap‖ that needs to be bridged [1][2][6][24]. Can we honestly say that most e-HRM 

papers provide usable, actionable knowledge that practitioners look forward to reading? 

Are we addressing issues that make a difference in crucial moments of an individual‘s 

career or an organization‘s life? Is the motivation section of our papers shaped mainly 

by industry needs or by academic research? An inspection of the e-HRM literature will 

certainly find exemplary contributions to answer the questions above, but also many 

more that can easily be improved.  
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A related discussion that has often surfaced suggests that research in applied fields like 

management has to play a balancing act between rigor and relevance. Palmer and his 

colleagues observed that the relevance-rigor debate often claims that ―methodological 

rigor drives out relevance‖ (p. 267); they suggest that systematically collected, 

empirical data obtained ―at arm‘s length‖ to develop quantitative measures and analyze 

using multivariate statistical techniques is currently considered more rigorous than the 

alternative views [17]. They also point out that theoretical rigor has been associated 

with lack of relevance in management research [12], and that there are strong arguments 

against the notion that the most rigorous theoretical work is deductive (the type most 

often used in academic journals), compared to inductive, which is based upon field 

observations (p. 268).  

Huff‘s characterization about this debate as ―boring‖ might provide a refreshing point: 

research that is truly helpful for practice cannot be either rigorous or relevant; it must be 

both. We believe that e-HRM research also cannot afford the luxury of favoring 

relevance to the detriment of rigor or vice versa. It is our collective task to find or create 

the ways in which we can serve our constituencies in a way that provides useful and 

soundly derived solutions. The following are some among the first proposals that can be 

derived from the EBMgt Collaborative, but it should be clear by now that a great deal of 

effort and talent must be leveraged before we can claim that we have found final 

answers. 

3.1 Ways e-HRM Researchers Can Promote an Evidence-Based Approach 

As e-HRM has a narrower, highly oriented to practice focus, we believe that the use of 

the conceptual tools that are being developed as a result of the EBMgt Collaborative can 

have momentous consequences. To illustrate, the use of SRS requires great proximity to 

the potential users of the knowledge –i.e., managers, users of e-HRM technology in our 

particular case—, in an explicit effort to formulate research questions that lend 

themselves to use-oriented, actionable answers. Within the management and 

organizational sciences, an approach to generating useable knowledge has been offered 

by the evidence-based group at the Cranfield School of Management [7][33]. A recent 

proposal –referred to as ―CIMO-logic‖—involves identifying the Context of the 

problem, the Intervention(s) that have been tried (similar to a treatment in medicine), 

the Mechanisms that have been observed after the interventions are put in place, and the 

Outcomes intended by the interventions in several aspects [3][7]. This approach uses 

design science principles that may be helpful in generating procedural knowledge that 

can be useful for e-HRM practitioners. 

Because of its advantages over conventional literature reviews, Systematic Research 

Reviews, as proposed by Rousseau et al. [22] may be of great value in making e-HRM 

research more relevant for practice, without diminishing –actually, we argue, while 

simultaneously increasing—the degree of rigor. See Table 2 for a comparison between 

these two types of syntheses.  

Table 2 Comparing Conventional literature Reviews vs. Systematic Research Syntheses 

Characteristic Conventional Literature Reviews Systematic Research Syntheses 

Genesis Often motivated by debates in the 

scientific literature 

Explicitly based on the review‘s intended 

use 
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Characteristic Conventional Literature Reviews Systematic Research Syntheses 

Transparency No need to specify the way that 

sources are found 

Must specify keywords, literature 

aggregators, databases, and other sources 

utilized 

Replicability Not guaranteed Must be sought after as an essential 

characteristic 

Thoroughness Often limited to published sources, 

sometimes only to certain journals 

or types of publications (e.g., 

empirical studies only) 

In addition to published sources, SRS 

must include unpublished studies, 

conference papers, dissertations, 

consultant reports, surveys, databases, etc. 

Levels of analysis May be restricted to as few as one 

level of analysis but others may be 

included 

Any study that is relevant to the research 

question should be included, taking into 

account its level of analysis 

Contextual factors Frequently disregarded; studies 

carried out recently may be placed 

alongside others that had different 

dates or backgrounds (e.g., different 

nations, industries, profit 

orientations, etc.) 

Background features are to be specified to 

better understand the applicability and 

relevance of the studies for the research 

question  

Language Most are restricted to studies 

published in the English language  

Relevant studies in other languages ought 

to be included too 

As suggested above, the departing point in an SRS is the research question [22]. If the 

research question (or topic) is not appropriately defined, the following steps of the SRS 

will be severely handicapped. This also implies that special care needs to be placed in 

identifying the stakeholders that might be more strongly affected by the interventions 

(e.g., researchers that neglect the impact of union status in companies that intend to 

downsize their workforce after the introduction of an Enterprise Resource Planning 

system do so at their own risk). 

Another essential property of an SRS is its transparency. A well-executed SRS is 

explicit about the procedure that will be used to answer the research question; in fact, in 

EB Medicine, the Cochrane Collaboration (www.cochrane.org; a volunteer organization 

that coordinates and publishes EBM reviews known as ―Cochrane Reviews‖) and in EB 

Education, Criminology, and Social Welfare, the Campbell Collaboration 

(www.campbellcollaboration.org; a similar organization for these fields) use a multi-

stage process in commissioning systematic reviews. First, a review title is negotiated 

between potential authors and the group‘s editorial team; then, a review protocol is 

published, describing how the review itself will be carried out; finally, the review is 

published in the Collaboration website, although the responsibility to update the review 

usually remains with the authors, aided by the editorial team (see 

http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/revstruc.htm for details).  

As it has been stated, there is no consensus regarding what the ―best available scientific 

evidence‖ in management is (e.g., [3] [17][22]). While it might be tempting to use the 

concepts and tools that have been developed by other Evidence-Based movements, we 

strongly believe that careful adaptation and customization are needed to avoid the 

―blind benchmarking‖ or the misguided obsession with ―best practices‖ that have been 

presented among the motivations for EBMgt [18][14][20]. Careful consideration of the 
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differences in the complexity and dynamism of the problems dealt with in Management 

and other organizational sciences demands rigorous work that ensures that the wide 

variety of epistemological approaches is used for advancement of the task, not to 

undermine or favor certain research traditions [14]. 

Systematic research syntheses are also superior to conventional literature reviews in that 

the latter often are sets of ―cherry-picked‖ studies that support or advocate the 

reviewers‘ world view in constructing hypotheses or offering recommendations. In 

contrast, SRS make findings replicable, and the way that conclusions as well as 

recommendations are reached, auditable. Also importantly, SRS are expected to take 

into account the ―grey literature‖ that includes studies that haven‘t been published 

because the results did not reject the null hypotheses –also referred to as the ―file 

cabinet‖ problem [14], or dissertations that, because of career or other personal issues 

have not been published in searchable journals. 

3.2 Getting Closer  

Academics and practitioners are largely mutually incompetent in relating to each other 

[15]. Academics don‘t have very good understandings of how practitioners think nor 

even what they do. Practitioners, an even more heterogeneous group than academics, 

often lack training and insight into basic organizational phenomena and limited insight 

into their own decision making. People in general tend to be overly optimistic when 

evaluating the quality of their performance on social and intellectual tasks [7]. 

Surrounded as we are by (academic or practitioner) peers who make the same mistakes, 

this lack of insight into our own errors [10] leads to overly optimistic estimates of how 

much academics understand about practitioners and vice versa. In the case of EBMgt, it 

is academics who must take the first steps toward gaining insight into the thinking and 

decision styles of practitioners. Our research and our educational programs ought to 

reflect these approaches if we are truly interested in bridging the research-practice gap. 

4 Conclusion 

e-HRM stands to profit from an evidence-based perspective. As an inter-disciplinary 

field that is nurtured by disciplines such as HRM, MIS and more generally speaking the 

managerial and organizational sciences, a gap between what researchers study and what 

practitioners need to know has began to develop. The use of systematic research 

syntheses can help us better understand what is known in the domain of e-HRM and 

which areas need further research [22]. Yet this effort may not suffice if we fail to pay 

attention to the knowledge managers –especially e-HRM practitioners—need [6] and 

the ways in which they make decisions to which e-HRM evidence is related. Promoting 

an evidence-based e-HRM practice necessitates closer ties between researchers and end-

users. The use of research translations is likely to aid in getting the information 

practitioners need from researchers.  

We hope that the concepts developed by the EBMgt Collaborative that we have 

described in this paper are a useful step in this direction. Ultimately, the answer to the 

question in our title depends upon the actions that e-HRM researchers undertake 

individually. The potential exists; shall we make it a reality? 
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Abstract. This paper presents results from an exploratory study in a 

governmental organization on the strategic value of e-HRM. By means of a 

questionnaire as well as through face-to-face interviews with HR 

professionals, line managers and non-managerial employees data were 

collected on two generally acclaimed strategic advantages of e-HRM: 

changing the role of HR towards a business partner, and increasing the time 

available for strategic HR issues. The data presented reveals that indeed to 

a large extent these strategic advantages are realized, however regarding 

some advantages certain conditions need to be met. The results of this paper 

contribute to the ongoing debate on e-HRM and its strategic value. 
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―P&O has become dynamic, flexible, it is all true.  

They are doing interesting projects, many innovative projects and ideas.  

And it is always good to feel that  

things are moving forward‖  

(from an interview with a line manager) 

1 Introduction 

Initially, in the 1970s, personnel management was seen as a suitable candidate for office 

automation in payroll and benefits administration and for keeping employee records 

[10, 17, 34]. Typically, personnel management information would be stored in simple 

databases and interrogated using simple key word searching. Early studies into e-HRM 

found only ‗hesitant‘ use of it by HR practitioners who perceived IT as ‗workhorses‘ of 

the personnel function [1, 11, 13].  

One of the first large-scale empirical studies was conducted in 1986 into the status of 

Human Resource Information Systems [11]), where the author concluded that the role 

of HRIS in the corporate management of information systems was not clear; and the 

topic itself was a controversial one; HRIS managers were not trained properly and 

lacked skills for personnel management; and HRIS planning was not well coordinated 

with personnel planning and the organization‘s strategic plans.  
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Since the mid-1990s, organizations have increasingly introduced electronic Human 

Resource Management (e-HRM) which is understood as a set of Information 

Technology (IT) applications that coverer ―all possible integration mechanisms and 

contents between HRM and IT‘s aiming at creating value within and across 

organizations for targeted employees and management‖ [3: 507].  

Recent developments in the e-HRM area are driven by rapid technological changes. 

Complex Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications offer an integration of a 

broad range of HRM modules together as well as with numerous modules from other 

business areas such as sales, production, and finance. However, the findings from mid-

1980-s still have a certain familiarity. Professional reports since 2000 have indicated an 

increase in confidence in using e-HRM, albeit still mainly for administrative purposes. 

They also report that the e-HRM projects have largely remained focused on the growing 

sophistication of information technology [8, 9, 15].  

The literature on e-HRM suggests that, overall, the three goals of e-HRM are cost 

reduction, improving HR services, and improving strategic orientation [5, 23, 33]. Some 

empirical findings supplement these goals with globalisation as a driving e-HRM force 

in international large organisations (e.g. [30]). However, the findings also show that 

these goals are not clearly defined in practice, and that e-HRM is mostly directed at cost 

reduction and efficiency increases in HR services, rather than at improving the strategic 

orientation of HRM [12, 30, 31]. Recent studies have found that in nearly half of the 

companies with a completely integrated HRIS, the HR department was not viewed as a 

strategic partner [21]. 

The debate on strategic advantages of e-HRM still continues: while some researchers 

argue that e-HRM offers strategic opportunities to HR professionals [30], others report 

the absence of strategic changes due to e-HRM [14], yet another group of researchers 

suggests to think about special conditions when e-HRM can create strategic value for 

organizations and for the HRM function [24].  

Driven by conflicting findings (if any) and vague theoretical ideas regarding the 

strategic contribution of e-HRM, this paper explores the question of what kind of 

strategic benefits e-HRM can and does offer to organizations. 

2 e-HRM and Strategic Benefits 

The literature suggests that the different goals of e-HRM, and the different types of e-

HRM, are expected to result in outcomes including more efficient HRM processes, a 

higher level of service delivery and a higher strategic contribution. Ruël et al. [29] noted 

an aspect that is fairly well covered by the above summary but that is nevertheless 

interesting to highlight, namely the changing nature of the employment relationship. 

With a supply shortage in the labour market (during the economic upturn of the 1990s), 

the individualisation of society, and the increased educational level of citizens (and thus 

of employees), the power balance in the employment relationship has shifted in the 

direction of employees: they want to set their own career paths. In the view of Ruël et 

al. [29], a move towards e-HRM can provide tools to support this development. This 

aspect adds to the earlier-mentioned drivers, such as improving service towards internal 

clients, but has an external societal drive. 

Ruël et al. [30] have also shown that although, in practice, the e-HRM types are mixed, 

establishing a good basis for e-HRM at the operational level seems to be an essential 

prerequisite for relational and transformational e-HRM. This requires changes in the 
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tasks of HR professionals (less paper-based administration, more e-communications 

with employees, acquiring skills for operating IT). However, positioning companies by 

their e-HRM types does not imply judging them - it is not about better or worse e-HRM 

types. Further, it was also shown that there is a ‗gap‘ between e-HRM in a technical 

sense (the available functionality) and its use and adoption by employees and line 

managers. Actual usage/adoption can lag up to three years behind what is available [30]. 

Other available research evidence suggests that, in many organisations, e-HRM has led 

to a radical redistribution of the work that HR managers used to do. Many of the 

reporting activities, previously performed by HR professionals, can now be performed 

on-line by managers and employees [30, 31]. On their own desktops, line managers 

have to perform appraisals, evaluate employee costs, generate HR reports (turnover, 

absenteeism), process training requests and oversee competence management. 

Employees have access to everything they need to change and manage their personal 

files, plan their development, process financial documents, and apply for new jobs [28]. 

Examination of recent e-HRM literature allows us to classify strategic benefits 

prescribed for e-HRM in six groups: 

The generation of HR metrics to support strategic decision making [3, 16, 18, 20, 22],  

The automation of routine HR tasks and replacing ‗filing cabinets‘ [4, 26, 27],  

The branding of organizations [21, 25],  

Freeing HR staff from administrative burdens and allowing them to undertake strategic 

people-management activities [23, 25, 30, 32],  

Improving talent management through e-selection, self-assessment, e-performance 

management [25], and  

Transforming HR professionals from administrative paper handlers to strategic partners 

[2, 6, 7, 19, 14, 37]. 

For our study as the initial basis we have chosen two popular advantages of e-HRM, 

mentioned in the literature as strategic: changes in HR roles (from administrative expert 

– towards strategic partner), and time spent on HR administration (an assumption is that 

with e-HRM HR professionals spend less time on HR administration). Further, we were 

sensitive to the idea that in a real life case study, other ‗strategic issues‘ as outcomes of 

e-HRM could be discovered. Our study, thus, was further motivated by several 

questions like what is perceived by organizational members as e-HRM strategic 

benefits. Who (strategically) benefits from e-HRM? To which extent can strategic 

benefits of e-HRM be achieved, and under which conditions? 

3 Method 

The study was conducted within a Belgian Federal Public Health Service, where the 

introduction of the e-HRM project had a seven-year history. In 1999, the Belgian 

Government introduced the Copernicus project as part of a thorough reform of the 

federal administration aiming to simplify procedures, automate administration, and 

improve service provision to civil servants while, at the same time, reducing their 

numbers.  

As a key component of the Copernicus project, the HR function of the Federal Agency 

was reorganized. In 2005, the various HR units were integrated into one HRM 

department with the strategic goals of minimizing administrative HR tasks, focusing on 
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value-adding HR tasks, and improving HR services for its internal customers. As a part 

of the HRM reorganization, an Oracle-based e-HRM system called DeBOHRA was 

launched in 2006 by the HRM department, following careful preparation, 

customization, and weekly meetings with key-users, training courses, and feedback 

sessions. Later, in the period June – November 2007, in preparation for the system 

going live for all employees, no less than 40 presentations and training sessions were 

held involving 68% of intended users.  

3.1 Research approach 

The research went through four stages. Stage 1 involved intensive preparation for the 

research. During this stage, we held presentations for the HR specialists about e-HRM 

studies, discussed the research design with the DeBOHRA team and the HR director at 

the Federal Agency, and prepared the questionnaire (March – September 2008). Stage 2 

involved finalizing the questionnaire design, putting it on-line, and collecting responses 

(October 2008). Stage 3 concerned conducting interviews, as the follow-up data after 

the questionnaire. Stage 4 was dedicated to transcription of the interviews, discussion of 

the preliminary results, and analyzing the questionnaire, integrated with the analysis of 

the documents and interviews. 

In conclusion, multiple research methods were applied in this project: document 

analysis, interviews, and a survey. Throughout the whole project we were greatly 

assisted by the DeBOHRA team, including its former and current leaders, members, and 

especially the Organization & Development Officer. The latter coordinated all 

communications between the research and practice, translated the questionnaire into 

French, and selected respondents for the questionnaire and interviews. 

3.2 Document analysis  

We gained access to the following documents: Records of 18 presentations from the 

period between October 2006 and February 2008; Implementation plan of the 

DeBOHRA project; SWOT analysis of the DeBOHRA project; four different sets of 

users' manuals; documents for new users of DeBOHRA (―coaching materials‖), and 

operationalization of the strategic HRM plans. 

3.3 Survey  

Our survey was performed between March and October 2008. To gain commitment to 

the research and to establish an atmosphere of mutual understanding, we presented the 

study four times, held two round-table sessions with the project team and the HR 

director, and had numerous discussions with HR specialists. In addition, we accessed 

the full set of related e-HRM documents such as software manuals, presentation 

materials, training courses materials, business case documents, progress reports, and 

technical descriptions of the modules. This detailed preparation allowed us to add some 

specific items and also modify the standard ones in the questionnaire.  

91% of the Federal Agency‘s staff accessed DeBOHRA. The population consists of 

1236 users of DeBOHRA. From these users, a stratified random sample of 500 users 

was drawn that reflects the user demographics in terms of gender (56% female), origin 

(51% Dutch language, and 49% French language users), and educational level (44% 

have been educated up to the university level, 23% had attained higher vocational 

education, 16% - bachelor studies, and the remaining 17% had left after high school). 
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In total, we received 219 completed questionnaires indicating the 43.75 % response rate 

with the respondents not differing significantly from the populations in terms of gender, 

origin, and education level. Since we had used an entry-force technique, all returned 

forms were fully completed with no missing values.  

Scale development consisted of several stages. First, we developed a pool of items for 

each construct using a deductive approach. The first round content validity was assessed 

by independent cross-checking by six HRM experts in a survey research. The initial 

questionnaire was reduced and after that, back-translation into Dutch and French was 

done independently by two Dutch- and two French-speaking researchers, to ensure the 

correctness of the items [36]. These versions were checked during focus group sessions 

at the Federal Agency involving four DeBOHRA project team members and the HR 

director to insure clarity for the targeted respondents of the questionnaire. 

 

Table 1. Variables and Cronbach‟s alpha 

 

Only 8.2% of the respondents had less than 1 month's experience with working with 

DeBOHRA; the majority (91.8%) had been working with DeBOHRA for a longer 

period of time. 68.95% of the respondents have been working for the Federal Agency 

for longer than one year. Among respondents 140 (63.9%) were employees; 38 

(17.35%) - HR professionals, 24 (10.96%) - line managers, and 17 (7.76%) - IT 

specialists.  

All variables are measured on the 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1= very low 

(unimportant) to 5= very high (important). In terms of the reliability of our 

measurement items, all but two of our lowest level constructs had a Cronbach‘s Alpha 

above 0.7 which indicates an acceptable reliability.  

3.4 Interviews 

Thirteen interviews were conducted with HR specialists, line managers and IT 

professionals, amounting to 21 hours of conversation. The interviewees were selected 

by the Organization & Development Officer, who scheduled the interviews and 

explained the reasons to the interviewees.  

Six HR professionals were invited for interviews based on three criteria: their extended 

experience of working with DeBOHRA, involvement in strategic HR planning, and 

diversity in HR operational services. The e-HRM manager and representatives of four 

HR activities participated in interviews: recruitment, payroll, training, and leave 

administration. Ten line managers were invited for interviews via e-mail, based on four 

Construct Variable Number of 

items in the 

questionnaire 

Cronbach‘s 

alpha 

Usage of e-HRM Appropriation 4 .630 

Frequency of use 2 .892 

HRM roles Employee Advocate 4 .854 

Human Capital Developer 4 .878 

Functional Expert 4 .884 

Strategic Partner 4 .866 

Role ambiguity 4 .943 

Time spent on HR 

activities 

Time spent on Strategic HR activities 4 .933 

Time spent on IT-related HR activities 4 .901 

Time spent on HR administration 4 .618 
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criteria: their extended experience of working with DeBOHRA, large span of control, 

unusual services, and equal distribution between French and Dutch speakers. Three line 

managers responded positively and promptly, and they participated in interviews. Three 

IT specialists, who were particularly busy with DeBOHRA maintenance, were invited. 

We conducted the interviews after having analyzed the data gathered through the 

questionnaire. The aim of such a sequential design was to elaborate on some specific 

findings arising from the survey. Transcripts of all interviews were sent to the 

respondents via e-mail for verification.  

Questions were semi-structured and open, covering the main topics from the research 

model: Appropriation of DeBOHRA, perceived benefits from working with 

DeBOHRA, changes in the HR roles, and perceived effectiveness of e-HRM at the 

Federal Agency.  

Table 2. Number and type of interviewees 

4 Setting the Stage: HRM and DeBOHRA 

This research was exploratory in nature; we were interested in determining whether 

different HR actors experienced a strategic ―twist‖ after the introduction of DeBOHRA; 

and if so, what kind of. Therefore, we started with the exploration of perceived 

involvement in HR activities. Figure 1 allows us to compare perceptions of the 

respondents‘ involvement in HRM activities. Line managers expressed that they were 

mostly busy with organizational development including career opportunities, career 

planning and development, individual development cycles and personnel planning. 

Managing the workforce is the activity performed most often. It includes planning, 

recruitment and selection, promotion, contract management and retirement policies and 

procedures. It can be linked to the organizational change happening at the Federal 

Agency: HR professionals take on more strategic roles and are involved in strategic 

planning of the workforce. Employees noticed that for them, the work with DeBOHRA 

seemed the HR activity performed most often from the list. It confirms the meaning of 

e-HRM in organizations – to devolve HR responsibilities for the individual data 

administration to the employees themselves.  

 HR professionals  IT specialists Line managers DeBOHRA project 

team 

Number of inter-

views 

6 1 3 31 

Time  8 h 40 min 1 h 30 min 5 h 6 h 

 

Total 

 

13 interviews – 21 h 10 min 
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Figure 1. Perceived involvement in HRM activities by HR professionals, line managers, and 

employees 

 

Type of e-HRM transaction 

 

Number of 

transactions 

 

Percentage 

of total 

 

Application for internal training programs 1441 51.17% 

Application for external training programs 747 26.52% 

Application for biking compensation payment 174 6.18% 

Changing address 102 3.61% 

Changing work scheme 96 3.43% 

Changing basic personnel data 94 3.34% 

Application for paid services 39 1.35% 

Changing family status and contact persons 34 1.19% 

Recognition of educational level, language proficiency 27 0.95% 

Diploma recognition 19 0.68% 

Application for vocational training leave  19 0.68% 

Training evaluation 14 0.50% 

Recognition of success of exams SELOR 5 0.20% 

Application for a badge 3 0.11% 

Application for the birth allowance premium 2 0.09% 

Application for diploma recognition  0 0.00% 

TOTAL 2816 100 

Table 3. An overview of DeBOHRA e-transactions / sampled employees 

 

Our next step in setting the stage for the research was to investigate applications and HR 

tools offered by DeBOHRA. Important was also to figure out how intensively 

respondents worked with DeBOHRA.  
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Figure 2. Perceptions of respondents about usage of e-HRM 

 

DeBOHRA (Oracle based) contains various modules that offer HR applications such as 

managing personnel data, training and development, recruitment and selection, 

personnel planning, e-learning, HR report generation, holiday administration, workflow 

registration, and payroll management. Of the 1236 employee-users of DeBOHRA, 126 

employees never logged onto the system (10.2 %), indicating that 89.8% had logged 

onto DeBOHRA at least once. Table 3 reports the usage of DeBOHRA by the users 

selected for this study, and further details of 16 HR activities performed by those users 

in DeBOHRA. There were 2816 electronic transactions registered in DeBOHRA in the 

period July 2008 – October 2009. On average, the employees used DeBORAH 8.8 

times. Overall, 91% of the Federal Agency‘s staff had access to DeBOHRA. 

The data from data-base was triangulated with the survey results. Usage of DeBOHRA 

was assessed in the questionnaire by the respondents' perceptions of two dimensions: 

appropriation of DeBOHRA and frequency of use (the amount of actual use perceived 

by users). The data were also compared with the objective transactions administration. 

As Figure 2 illustrates, all respondents perceive that they appropriate DeBOHRA very 

well (mean varies from 3.3 to 3.9). This shows that they work with DeBOHRA in the 

way it was intended to be used, and perceive that they use it in an optimal way. The 

amount of actual usage is perceived as lower than appropriation by employees (mean = 

1.650), line managers (mean = 2.313), and IT specialists (mean = 1.735). 

5 Strategic Benefits of DeBOHRA 

5.1 DeBOHRA and Changes in HRM Roles  

HR roles are usually considered norms and expectations that govern the behavior of HR 

professionals. We could not make strong differences between four HR roles [35]. 

However, the differences between ―People‖ and ―Business‖ orientation in the HR 

profession were clearly visible in the descriptive statistics. This is in line with the results 

of the Explorative Factor Analysis . 
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Figure 3. Perceptions of respondents about two HR roles performed by the HR professionals  

 

The EFA revealed two factors, reducing 4 roles into 2, the business associate and the 

people manager Further, the following observations were made: 

The respondents score both HR orientations – business and people – as equally 

important, with a slight predominance for Business Associate. 

The HR professionals see their own roles more clearly and distinctly than other 

respondents. 

Employees perceive HR professionals as Business Associates (mean = 2.76) slightly 

more than as People Managers (mean = 2.62). 

Line managers also perceive HR professionals more as Business Associates (mean = 

2.65) than as People Managers (mean = 2.50). 

Interviewees felt that the introduction of DeBOHRA did not change the HR roles and 

responsibilities at the Federal Agency. HR specialists did not see their work becoming 

easier. For example, the HR specialists described: 

―People who were busy with HR administration five years ago – they still do the same. 

New HR employees are mostly busy with strategy and policies. But that is due to our 

new HR director and not due to DeBOHRA.‖ (HR sp-1) 

―My tasks did not become easier, maybe only making reports and checking the data go 

easier. But talking about my main responsibility – staffing plan – it is as intensive as 

without DeBOHRA.‖ (HR sp-3)   

At the same time, all interviewees acknowledged changes in the vision of the HRM 

department. They see it as becoming more strategic, oriented towards people and 

organization development. However, attributing an HR strategic orientation to the 

introduction of DeBOHRA seems to be unsound. Most of all, interviewees attributed 

such a re-orientation to the new envisioning of the HRM work at the Federal Agency, 

and particularly to the HRM director and his highly effective and respected leadership. 

One of the HR professionals described it: 

―Nowadays I think that our P&O department plays a more strategic role than ever be-

fore. P&O is becoming strategic. At the same time, given the FOD work environment, 

such changes go too quickly. People have different knowledge, expectations, and expe-

rience. I often hear that it is a ‗long-life change‘. Myself I do not think it is bad, but 

some people find it too quick.‖ (HR sp-3) 
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Line managers also expressed changes they experience as a result of the whole 

reconstruction of the HRM: new roles, new responsibilities. And there is a clear 

commitment to these changes: 

―I see lots of advantages compared to the situation of ~10 years ago... There are a lot of 

changes. Now we have to be busy with management of people, budgeting, planning, 

etc. I have 3-, 6-year plans, for example. Our targets are high: sustainability and mo-

bility. We determine the goals, and the P&O helps us further. We get guidelines from 

P&O or the board.‖ (Line man-3) 

An HR specialist emphasizes: 

―We are very much up-front. The HR Director is a fantastic leader! He is a driver of 

this change! I am very glad that we are pushing ahead and in front of other ministries. I 

like it much more than only administration, to be a pioneer in HRM.‖ (HR sp-4) 

The e-HRM manager summarizes: 

―I feel that we work now very differently from the past. We discuss concepts, rules, 

policies, and less administration.‖ (HR sp-5)  

All in all, the respondents did not see big changes in the HR roles or HR responsibilities 

as a result of the introduction of DeBOHRA (from the questionnaire and interviews). 

However, both groups of respondents, HR specialists and line managers, acknowledged 

that extensive changes have happened to the HR management at the Federal Agency. 

HRM has become more strategic, in their view, due to the whole program of HRM re-

envisioning. 

Figure 4. Perceptions of respondents about time spent on HR activities after the introduction of 

DeBOHRA 

 

5.2 DeBOHRA and Changes in Time Spent on Different HR Activities 

Figure 4 allows observe that all respondents perceive that since the implementation of e-

HRM, they spend most of their time on HR administration (checking, recording and 

organising personnel data). Line managers score the highest on amount of time spent on 

HR administration since the introduction of e-HRM. HR professionals score the lowest 

on the time spent for HR administration. Time spent on strategic HRM activities 

(forecasting employees‘ needs, matching job vacancies with the organizational needs, 

developing long-term HR policies) is perceived by both HR professionals and line 

managers as the second greatest time-consuming HR activity (since the e-HRM 
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introduction). It also echoes the latest strategic developments at the Federal Agency. 

The maintenance of DeBOHRA and other e-HR applications is not perceived as time 

consuming by line managers, employees, and IT specialists. HR professionals indicated 

that they spend more time on these activities than other groups of respondents, although 

it remains the lowest time-consuming activity. 

The opinions of interviewees fell into two groups: those who did not see differences, 

and those who noticed a lot of time saving due to the introduction of DeBOHRA. 

―In my view, it does save time. If in the past 30 people had a salary increase, we had to 

change the salary steps 30 times. Now, with the basic data, the list is in DeBOHRA, 

and it makes changes automatically. At the beginning people were not motivated to 

make this list. Now they see – if they have good information, it helps. It takes time to 

explain and convince people to use it. Time saving is in my view the great benefit.‖ 

(HR sp-1) 

For line managers, on the contrary, the introduction of DeBOHRA is perceived as 

partial devolution of the HR tasks to them. They might see it as time-consuming, as one 

of them said: 

―At the same time I feel that line managers do more and more HR tasks that were done 

by the P&O department before. It is not always very pleasant but has to be done. I can 

imagine that it is an evolution of the whole organization.‖ (Line man-2)  

―DeBOHRA doesn‘t support all of our HR policies and responsibilities yet. To take, for 

example, personnel development circles. I have to spend about 2 full days per em-

ployee to work on their evaluation, planning and development plans for the next year 

because all of this still has to be done on paper. Too time consuming and not flexible at 

all.‖ (Line man-2) 

The e-HRM manager stressed the importance of changes in the content of spending time 

instead of simply saving it: 

―The idea is that we spend less time on routine tasks and more on guiding tasks, to 

partner with line managers. In 2002 we had 80 FTE, now 60.‖ (HR sp-5)  

The descriptive statistics show some differences in the ways respondents spend time on 

HR-related activities. However, overall we cannot conclude that the introduction of 

DeBOHRA significantly affects/changes the time spent. During the interviews we 

observed that the respondents had diverse opinions regarding this issue. First, HR pro‘s 

do see time savings in digitalization and moving away from paperwork but stress the 

shift in time spending (from administration towards ‗guiding‘ tasks); line managers 

perceive that they spend more time on HR than before.  

6 Overall Perceived Benefits from DeBOHRA 

6.1 Conditional Benefits 

Interviewees talked about so-called “conditional” benefits: time saving, strategic re-

orientation, and better collaboration with other departments. It could all be achieved if 

certain conditions are met. For example,  

Time saving will be apparent if all modules and all IT‘s are integrated in one, inclusive 

e-mail traffic. Saved time could be spent on policy-making and strategic activities:  

―Furthermore, I think that we have to do more to get more results out of DeBOHRA. 

Currently, a lot goes through the e-mail correspondence. It could be all in DeBOHRA. 

If we save time on e-mails, we could use the freed time for policy-making, re-

organizing of the processes, improving our collaboration with the salary-providing 
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company, developing tools for calculation of the net salaries, more integration with the 

social departments.‖ (HR sp-1)  

One condition mentioned by many interviewees was users‘ readiness to work with 

DeBOHRA. If all users were geared to an advanced usage level, all expected benefits 

will appear (as expressed by the respondents): 

―At the moment only those who are working at the administrative level win time from 

using DeBOHRA. But they are not qualified to accomplish DeBOHRA projects. You 

need to train them, invest in people. So, first thing to do is to up-grade people.‖ (HR sp-

1) 

―P&O professionals are not always competent to work with DeBOHRA. If you use 

such an application, you have to be PC literate.‖ (HR sp-2)  

―I feel that we can be still more pro-active. We could work better with IT. Our image of 

HRM would be even stronger.‖ (HR sp-4)  

Moreover, involvement of line managers in the HRM processes requires them to acquire 

new analytical skills. To obtain all the benefits of e-HRM, you need to raise line 

managers to another managerial / analytical level: 

―I have used many DeBOHRA applications, and I think it is interesting. Mostly, we 

perform statistical analysis with DeBOHRA. It could enable us to make in-depth ana-

lyses of ROI, strategic orientation, service improvement. But for this you again need 

new skills – analytical. In my view, not all managers have such skills. Moreover, they 

need to think strategically, to broaden their mind-set, to switch to other personnel 

goals.‖ (HR sp-2) 

 Although the usefulness of orderly information was acknowledged, HR professionals saw a 

possibility to gain more benefits from, for example, better utility of a report generator appli-

cation: 

―Till now DeBOHRA did not help to save time as we have to print many papers to 

make reports. In the future I believe if a report generator works better, it will help much 

more, but now we still produce many documents manually.‖ (HR sp-4) 

 There was understanding of the strategic possibilities IF the DeBOHRA implementation is 

completely successful:  

―If it works, then I foresee my future as being busy with: steering a HR project, work-

ing on competencies development‖ (HR sp-4). 

6.2 Realized benefits 

Many interviewees noted benefits from using DeBOHRA without any conditions, so-

called ‗benefits-in-use‟. Collection of their expressions reflects the aggregated value of 

use of DeBOHRA. DeBOHRA contributes to the image of the HRM department.  

 ―We are trying to be a modern HR brand. There are other ministries that do not have 

an ‗organization‘ group within their HRM department.‖ (HR sp-5) 

―P&O department doesn‘t always have a very good symbol / image in an organization. 

When people talk about P&O, usually they talk about paying salaries. DeBOHRA 

might improve and change such an image. For example, if you need to, you can quickly 

communicate your problems and get a rapid response. It contributes to the image.‖ (HR 

sp-2) 

―I think that with DeBOHRA, P&O has become more 'open' to the employees. We get 

more insight into a lot of the business and actions that are being taken by P&O.‖ (IT 

sp-1) 

DeBOHRA is a tool that helps the company to realize a new way of doing HRM. HR 

specialists participate in strategic and analytical discussions instead of being busy with 
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just the salary administration. Thus, e-HRM improves the professionalization of the HR 

specialists. 

―I feel that we work now very differently from in the past. We discuss concepts, rules, 

policies, and less administration. It is not easy to explain to all HR colleagues, mostly 

we benefit from others‘ work. Benefits I see are: professionalization of the HR func-

tion, strategic discussions, and analytical discussions.‖ (HR sp-5)  

HR administration runs more easily, with possibilities for orderly information. 

―Anyway, we see certain benefits from DeBOHRA. Definitely, the administration runs 

more easily as there is a link with, for example, the position of people in the organiza-

tion. If we recruit somebody, we see immediately overviews of similar positions. We 

also see directly how diverse our workforce is, and whether we should work further on 

this issue: gender, language, handicaps, etc.‖ (HR sp-3) 

Administrative HR tasks are mostly automated, allowing for less paper work, more 

transparency and sharing of information. 

―An advantage is that certain HR administrative tasks get automated, less paper work, 

documents can be shared and centralized. Everything can be done within one system. 

No need to have contacts with P&O for every small administrative question. P&O tries 

to keep a ―Q&A‖ section up-dated, too. If we have to ask for a reimbursement for ex-

ample, it is just a few clicks now, no need to search for many documents as we did ear-

lier. To change your address is the same – very easy.‖ (IT sp-1) 

Orderly information in DeBOHRA makes it possible for HR specialists to participate in 

strategic workforce planning. 

―I have an overview of the workforce, then I also take recommendations from FOD 

P&O concerning personnel planning (levels, functions, diversity, etc., and after that I 

make vacancy plans.‖ (HR sp-3)  

―Thanks to DeBOHRA, the board now discusses HR issues on another level. Today I 

presented a balance-score card to all P&O directors of all ministries. It‘s easy to make a 

balance-score card now. e-HR makes it much more modern.‖ (HR sp-5) 

Orderly information in DeBOHRA makes it possible for HR specialists and line 

managers to manage employee performance objectively. 

―DeBOHRA = transparency: all jobs are now ‗officially‘ function-matched and not 

people-matched, which is useful to map career opportunities and objectify promotions. 

It became more visible with DeBOHRA. At least with DeBOHRA, performances of 

people can be objectively evaluated. It is very good.‖ (Line man-2)  

DeBOHRA is seen as a means to make HRM more efficient. At the moment there are 

60 HR specialists working for almost 2000 employees at the Federal Agency. 

―At the moment there are 60 employees in the HRM department working for 2000 

workers. A norm for the public sector is 1:60, but here we have 1:33.‖ (HR sp-5) 

7 Strategic Benefits from DeBOHRA: Quantitative and qualitative 

data combined 

Perceived benefits Perceived status of 

benefits 

Improved image of the HRM department and HR professionals Realized 

Perceptions about uniqueness of the HRM  Realized 

Facilitating a new way of ―doing HRM‖ and professionalization of the 

HRM function 

Realized 

Enabling strategic and analytical HRM discussions Realized 

HRM-related information is orderly and transparent Realized 

Enabling sharing of HRM-related information  Realized 
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HR administration is easier than without e-HRM Conditional 

Enabling and simplifying strategic workforce planning Conditional 

Enabling, objectifying, and simplifying strategic performance man-

agement 

Realized 

Strategic re-orientation of HR professionals Conditional 

Time saving for HR pro‘s by reducing HR administration Conditional 

  

Table 4. Overview of the realized and conditional benefits perceived from using DeBOHRA  

 

The results from the quantitative and qualitative studies combined leads to the following 

picture: the implementation of DeBOHRA has resulted in an improved image of the 

HRM department and HR professionals, it has contributed to perceptions of the unique 

character of HRM within the ministry, it has facilitated a new way of ‗doing HRM‘ and 

contributed to the professionalization of the HRM function, it has enabled strategic 

HRM discussions, it has lead to more orderly and transparent HRM information, it has 

enabled the sharing of HRM-related information, and it has enabled objectifying and 

simplifying strategic performance management. 

Only if certain conditions are met (e.g. integration of tools, user readiness, line manager 

involvement), the implementation and use of DeBOHRA will make HR administration 

easier, it will enable simplifying strategic workforce planning, it will enable the 

strategic re-orientation of HR professionals, and it will save time for HR professionals. 

We summarize in Table 4 the integrated overviews of statistical and interview-based 

data regarding potential (conditional) and realized benefits from working with 

DeBOHRA at the Federal Agency, and conditions for their realization and further 

enhancement.  

8 Lessons Learnt 

8.1 Success of DeBOHRA Implementation 

The implementation of DeBOHRA should be considered a successful project for three 

reasons: 

- More than 90% of the people working for the Federal Agency are using 

DeBOHRA. 

- The acceptance rate of the technology is very high. Perceived appropriation ranges 

from 3.3. to 3.9 (5-point scale, 5=the strongest appropriation), meaning that the 

users work with DeBOHRA as they are supposed to. 

- Users are competent to work with DeBOHRA. 

8.2 Net Benefits of DeBOHRA 

Research has revealed that the implementation of DeBOHRA (= high level of its use 

and appropriation) leads to sound benefits for the Federal Agency: 

- High level of perceived uniqueness of the HRM at the Federal Agency by all 

stakeholders. 

- Brand management of the organization as a whole and its Human Resource 

Management. 

- Enhancing of a ―new way of doing HRM‖: 
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o HR professionals see themselves more as HR advisors than 

administrators 

o Line managers and employees perceive HR specialists more as Business 

Associates than People Managers 

o Line Managers get more involved in (Strategic) Personnel Management 

o Employees take responsibility for some HR administration 

- Improving HR information management: 

o Transparency of HR-related information 

o Sharing of HR-related information 

- Enabling Strategic HRM: 

o Enabling strategic and analytical HRM discussions  

o Strategic workforce planning 

o Strategic organizational and employees‘ performance management 

o Strategic re-orientation of HR professionals 

- Simplifying administrative HR processes. 

 

Table 5. Overview of conditions for enhancing benefits from using DeBOHRA 

 

Two facts advocate the efficiency gains from using DeBOHRA: 

- Reduction of the number of HR professionals (ratio is 1:33) 

- Partial, perceived reduction of time spent on HR administration. 

 

However, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the total financial overview as a result 

of DeBOHRA implementation from this research. Such an overview may include many 

aspects like training, maintenance, new DeBOHRA projects, upgrading, interface 

changes, Oracle license, line managers‘ involvement, etc.  

Line managers deem DeBOHRA benefits less positive than HRM specialists. On the 

one hand, this is understandable as they feel it is taking over their HR tasks. On the 

other hand, it indicates that the visibility, comprehensibility, and distinctiveness of 

HRM policies and practices should become clearer for line managers.  

Conditions for DeBOHRA benefits realization / enhancement 

Increasing ease of use of DeBOHRA applications, good and prompt communication about improvements 

and challenges 

Matching of all information technologies  

Increasing intrinsic data quality in DeBOHRA 

Increasing visibility of HR practices, more communication 

Improving comprehensibility of HR policies, more explanation 

Employees‘ involvement in the DeBOHRA projects (more than just informing) 

Increasing analytical skills of line managers and HR pro‘s 

Technology should work well, and all modules should be integrated 

Communicating to the users both the advantages and limitations of DeBOHRA 

Increasing the usability of a report generator 
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User participation is a well-acknowledged factor affecting people's commitment to an 

IT (e-HRM). In IT research, user participation is usually recorded as the activities and 

behaviors of potential users in an IT project. Line managers and employees score their 

participation in the project as low. A lot has been done by the e-HRM project team to 

inform the users of DeBOHRA about its intentions, functionalities, and progress. At the 

same time, research has shown that the intensity and extent of users‘ responsibilities and 

hands-on activities in the DeBOHRA project are characterised as ―symbolic 

participation‖ and ―participation by advice‖. This means that users are informed about 

the project (at the risk of having information overload!), and they participate in the 

project groups. But their advice / inputs are limited due to different circumstances, 

including legitimacy and empowerment issues. Our advice is to involve users in 

participation by doing: create DeBOHRA sub-projects in the future to empower line 

managers, employees and HR pro‘s to take decisions.  

9 Discussion: The Ongoing Debate on e-HRM and its Strategic Value\ 

As put forward in the introduction of this paper, the debate on e-HRM and its strategic 

value has not been conclusive: does e-HRM create strategic value? and how does it 

create value, if it does so. The literature presents different schools of thought on this 

issue, however the results presented in this paper support the school that believes that e-

HRM does create value. Although we are aware of the critique one can have on the 

methodology used, which mainly investigates perceptions, we believe that it is relevant 

and useful to use perceptions as a data source. As we combined systematic – structured 

measurement procedures such as a questionnaire with face-to-face interviews, the 

research method allowed opposing views and perceptions to emerge.  

However, we invite new studies in other types of organizations to make new 

contributions to the debate on e-HRM and its strategic value. 
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Abstract. One stated purpose of electronic human resource management (e-

HRM) is to make the entire HRM function more strategic. The goal of this 

paper is to examine recent research in e-HRM to evaluate the cumulated 

evidence on the relationship between strategic HRM and e-HRM, and to 

provide evidence-based guidance to practitioners and researchers. 

Specifically, we examine evidence of a relationship between e-HRM and 

strategic HR, the direction of the relationship, and the resources or contexts 

important for the e-HRM and strategic HR relationship to exist. We review 

20 studies published from 2007-2009 using integrative synthesis as our 

evidence-based methodology. Results reveal that few e-HRM empirical 

studies have explicitly examined strategic issues. Less than half the studies 

are at a macro-level of analysis, which is a key distinguishing feature of 

research conducted in the strategic HRM domain. Furthermore, most 

research only examines the relationship between e-HRM and perceived 

strategic effectiveness of HRM. None directly examine other strategic 

outcomes. Our review highlights the need for more empirical studies on e-

HRM and strategic HRM outcomes at a macro level.  

 

Keywords: e-HRM; Strategic HRM, Evidence-Based Management; HRIS; 

HRM. 

 

1 Introduction 

Both strategic human resource management and electronic human resource management 

(e-HRM) are relatively new research streams. Strategic HRM literature emerged about 

30 years ago [17] and early e-HRM studies begin appearing around 1995 [39]. 

Interestingly, both research streams invoke potentially transformational outcomes for 

the role of human resource management within organizations. In the strategic HRM 

literature, scholars focus on strategic outcomes such as organizational performance [3], 

strategic alignment [37], and competitive advantage [48]. In the e-HRM literature, 

researchers expect internet-based technological innovations to assist in realizing the 

outcomes predicted in the strategic HRM literature. Organizational goals for e-HRM 

investments include cost reduction through streamlining HRM operations [22], 
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improved effectiveness through providing better delivery of HRM services [34] and 

transformation of the HRM function to a strategic business partner [20]. 

Given the prominent role accorded strategic outcomes in the e-HRM literature, it is 

important that researchers and practitioners have a clear picture of the accumulated 

research evidence to date on this presumed relationship. The purpose of this study 

therefore is to apply an integrative evidence-based framework [33] to examine recent 

empirical studies on e-HRM to identify scientific research evidence concerning the 

nature of e-HRM‘s association with strategic HRM. We also review these papers to 

ascertain what e-HRM and strategic outcome relationships are supported across studies 

and what resources or contexts are important for e-HRM to be associated with strategic 

outcomes and to be accepted and used by stakeholders.  

After presenting definitions of strategic HRM and e-HRM, in section 3, we present our 

evidence-based methodology for systematically selecting our sample of published 

empirical and case study evidence linking e-HRM and strategic HRM. We apply this 

methodology to direct our analysis of the evidence presented in our sample of published 

research in section 4. In the final section, we synthesize the evidence, noting common 

themes, gaps in our knowledge, and lessons learned. 

2 Conceptualizing Strategic HRM and e-HRM 

2.1 What is Strategic HRM  

An early and widely accepted definition of strategic HRM is that it is ―the pattern of 

planned human resource deployments and activities intended to enable an organization 

to achieve its goals.‖ [49] A more recently proposed definition, derived from a growing 

body of research, reflects a more expansive perspective. Synthesizing multiple strategic 

HRM models including the universalistic [31], contingent [36-37, 49] configurational 

[18, 49] and contextual [25] perspectives, Martin-Alcazar, Romero-Fernandez and 

Sanchez-Gardy [25] define strategic HRM as ―the integrated set of practices, policies 

and strategies through which organizations manage their human capital that influences 

and is influenced by the business strategy, the organizational context and the socio-

economic context.‖ This latter definition sets the strategic HRM phenomena in a 

broader context emphasizing important influential factors beyond the organization.  

Lepak & Shaw‘s [19] literature review of strategic HRM in North America builds on 

the latter definition. They identify several specific distinguishing features of strategic 

HRM. First, strategic HRM is a macro-level concept and thus further specify the 

concept of organization to mean at a company, business unit or establishment level. 

Second, strategic HRM highlights the notion of fit among HRM practices, known as 

horizontal alignment, and vertical fit between HRM and other organizational factors, 

typically business strategy. Third, strategic HRM focuses on HRM systems, a bundle of 

HR practices that are either universally, contingently, or configurationally effective 

depending on espoused theoretical perspective. Finally, strategic HRM emphasizes 

organizational performance outcomes.  

Lengnick-Hall and colleagues‘ (2009)[17] also contribute to an increased understanding 

of what the strategic HRM domain comprises. In a comprehensive chronological review 

of the strategic HRM literature, they identify three chronological stages. Early strategic 

HRM literature emphasized a contingency perspective in which fit between human 

resource policies and practices and various strategy elements was the focal point. 

Consequences of strategic HRM in this stream of research included organizational 
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performance contingent on vertical fit or predicted bundles of HRM practices based on 

intended business strategy. Thus this literature focused on describing the phenomena in 

terms of bundles of practices and the fit of HRM practices with each other and with 

other organizational contexts such as business strategy. 

A second line of inquiry focused on strategic HRM as a source of important strategic 

contributions. Consequences of strategic HRM in this stream shifted focus from 

employee welfare as the key outcome to competitive advantage, human capital, social 

capital, organizational capital, intellectual capital and knowledge management as key 

outcomes. The focus of this stream of literature was on outcomes of the strategic HRM 

phenomena and the notion that the outcomes determined whether the HRM input was 

strategic. 

More recently, another line of research emphasizes the importance of effective 

execution of HR policies and practices and ensuring that the strategic intent is realized. 

In this newer stream, divergence between intended and implemented strategic HRM 

practices are explored and suggest the possibility that the expected outcomes of a 

strategic HRM intervention might depend on what actually is implemented. 

2.2 What is e-HRM 

Several definitions of e-HRM exist in the academic literature. The two most cited 

definitions are provided by Strohmeier [39] [40][41] and Ruel and colleagues [34]. 

Ruel, Bondarouk and Looise [34] proposed an early popular definition in which e-HRM 

was defined as a way of implementing HRM strategies, policies and practices in 

organizations through the conscious and directed support of and with the full use of web 

technology based channels. Strohmeier [39] expanded this definition to be more specific 

about the technological and organizational contexts, defining e-HRM as the application 

of information technology for both networking and supporting at least two individual or 

collective actors in their shared performing of HR activities. In the remainder of the 

paper, we use a hybrid of these definitions in which e-HRM consists of intended and 

actual HRM policies, activities, services, and collaborations with individuals and 

organizations, which are delivered and enabled using configurations of computer 

hardware, software, and electronic networking capability.  

3 Research Framework and Methodology 

In this study, we use integrative synthesis which is an accepted evidence-based 

methodology to summarize the existing research literature [33]. Integrative synthesis 

involves the collection and comparison of evidence involving two or more data 

collection methods [33] . It investigates patterns across primary research studies, 

compensating for single-study weaknesses in research design to improve the internal 

and external validity of the various research findings. Integrative synthesis typically 

employs predetermined questions and selection criteria. Critical selection criteria 

include the relevance and construct validity of indicators obtained by different methods, 

all tapping what is presumed to be the same phenomenon. This method often pursues 

multiple questions allowing the review to address issues difficult to examine in the 

context of a single study. Integrative synthesis is not meta-analysis. It relies on 

judgment of the researchers, but around a structured framework and set of questions.  

Below we define our research methodology in detail following the procedure described 

by Rousseau and colleagues, and Dibbern and colleagues [8, 33]. We begin first with 

identifying our predetermined questions and follow with our selection criteria. Our 
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selection criteria involved first specifying key construct search terms to identify relevant 

studies. We then specified factors that would insure relevance and construct relevance. 

Finally, we categorized each selected study by its theoretical foundations, type of 

relationship examined (e.g., type of validity), level of analysis, and empirical approach. 

We discuss this methodological process in more detail in the following subsections.  

3.1 Integrative synthesis questions 

Typical questions framing an integrative synthesis relate to effectiveness of 

interventions and cause-effect relationships. The key question framing our integrative 

synthesis is: What e-HRM and strategic HRM relationships are present and supported 

across studies? In our review of the evidence addressing this question, we examine the 

nature of the relationship between these two constructs. What does the evidence suggest 

concerning the causal order of the relationship? Does the evidence suggest e-HRM is 

the cause or consequence of strategic HRM outcomes [40]? Does the evidence support a 

deterministic view in which technology triggers organizational change or does the 

evidence suggest a more influential role for social and organizational actors [12, 28]? 

We also note how strategic HRM is conceptualized. Is it based on early stage theories, 

on strategic outcomes of strategic HRM, or later concerns with the juxtaposition of 

intended versus realized strategic outcomes? Finally, our synthesis addresses the 

feasibility of applying the findings from this literature. We therefore also examine what 

resources or contexts are important for the e-HRM and strategic HRM relationship to 

exist. What do stakeholders (HR managers, managers, employees, vendors, 

shareholders) experience and what issues are important to them? 

3.2 Sample Selection 

To identify an appropriate sample of published research evidence to include in our 

integrative synthesis, we started by searching for all published articles related to e-HRM 

in the past ten years (1999-2009). We searched in the primary business and psychology 

indexed databases, utilizing ABI Inform/Proquest, Business Source Premier, and 

PsycArticles. We developed an extensive list of search terms used in the field. Table 1 

presents the search terms used and the number of articles identified using each of the 

search terms. Articles were coded based on the search term with which they were first 

located. Several of the articles were matched with multiple search terms but we did not 

code the additional matching search terms. Ten additional articles were identified by 

scanning reference lists of recently published research [e.g., Strohmeier, 2009]. In total, 

we identified 77 published research articles related to e-HRM.  

In the next step, we applied several criteria to identify the set of articles most relevant to 

our research questions. We decided to retain only those articles that (1) were in peer 

reviewed publications, (2) included quantitative or qualitative data (no purely 

conceptual studies), (3) fit one or more definitions of e-HRM as reviewed above, (4) 

addressed the use of e-HRM in an organizational setting rather than taking a 

pedagogical approach of teaching students about e-HRM, and (5) were published in the 

same year or after Strohmeier‘s [39] recent literature review (2007 – 2009). At this 

stage, we did not consider the extent to which the articles addressed strategic HRM. 

This screening process resulted in 20 articles that met all criteria. Our review of these 

articles is organized first by stated or implicit strategic HR perspective, thus addressing 

our key question. In the case of articles with an implicit strategic HR perspective, we 

used our judgement based on a close reading of the article to categorize any underlying 

presumed relationship. In most cases, although not the main focus of the paper, a 
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presumed relationship between e-HRM and strategic HRM is a stated justification for or 

implication of the research.  

Then we discuss evidence by theoretical foundation, type of statistical relationship, 

level of analysis, and empirical approach. Articles included in the review are 

categorized in Table 2. Note that the column totals within a category (e.g., strategic HR 

perspective) do not necessarily add to 20 because some of the articles were categorized 

into multiple categories.  

3.3 Strategic HR perspective 

We organized our sample of e-HRM published studies by Lengnick-Hall et al.‘s [17] 

chronological stages of strategic HRM research. Research in e-HRM that takes the 

contingency perspective examines a potential fit between different organizational 

characteristics and the use of e-HRM, either overall adoption or the use of different 

types or elements of e-HRM. Research founded in the strategic contributions stage 

examines strategic outcomes and thus the specific strategic outcomes or consequences 

associated with e-HRM. Finally, research in the third stage examines consistency or 

divergence between the intended and implemented HRM practices, and how the 

intended or presumed strategic impact could be limited by implementation problems. 

Much of the prior research in individual-level adoption of e-HRM technology is at this 

third stage. We also identified studies that simply focused on contextual factors that 

might affect whether intended outcomes are actually realized.  

Search Term Number of Articles Identified 

B2E and HRM 1 

e-HR 6 

e-HRM 6 

ERP and HRM 2 

HRIS 31 

HRM and Internet 4 

Self-service 7 

Virtual HRM 1 

Web-based HRM 11 

Table 1: Articles Identified Using Specified Search Terms 

 

3.4 Theoretical foundation 

Since our key questions involve investigating the types of relationships evidenced 

between e-HRM and strategic HR we categorized each study based on the theory used 

to develop the research model/hypotheses. Relevant theoretical foundations are found in 

the strategy, information sciences and strategic HRM literatures. Key theories in the 
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strategy research that are relevant to the e-HRM and strategic HR relationship include 

contingency theory, the resource-based view, and strategic evolution, value chain 

theories, and institutional theory. Theories from information science include 

technological determinism [28, 40], structuration theory [12], innovation diffusion 

theories [32], technology acceptance theories [6, 45], and information processing 

theory. Theories applied to strategic HRM include configurational and universalistic 

theories and behavioral theory [7, 15, 18, 31, 38, 47]. We looked to see if the research 

was based on a single theory or multiple theories, and also included an unspecified 

―other‖ category in our framework to cover other theories or unexpected findings, 

which provoked alternative theoretical explanations.  

3.5 Type of relationship 

For research to effectively inform evidence based management, we must be confident in 

the conclusions drawn from the study. There are four types of relationships between key 

constructs that research must address in order to meet satisfactory empirical standards. 

These four relationships are typically referred to as conclusion validity, internal validity, 

construct validity, and external validity. Conclusion validity establishes whether there is 

a relationship between two constructs. Internal validity establishes whether this 

relationship is causal and if so the direction of causality. Construct validity investigates 

whether measurement of the key constructs is sufficient to adequately assess the 

relationship. Finally external validity establishes how generalizable the relationship is 

and whether there are contextual contingencies that might affect the observed 

relationship. We classified our sample of studies by the type of relationship that 

received the most attention. 
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Teo, Lim, and Fedric x x x x x x x

Ruel, Bondarouk, and Van der Velde x
x x x x x x x x x

Hussain, Wallace and Cornelius x
x x x x x x x x x

Olivas-Lujan, Ramirez, & Zapata-Cantu x x x x x

Allen, Mahto, and Otondo x x x x x x x

Dineen, Ling, Ash, and DelVecchio
x x x x x x

Tansley and Newell (JMP) x x x x x

Tansley and Newell (ML) x x x x x

Alleyne, Kakabadse and Kakabadse
x x x x x

Panayotopoulou, Vakola,  and Galanaki x x x x x

Voermans and Van Veldhoven x x x x x x x x x

TOTAL 2007 4 4 5 6 2 2 7 2 3 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 4 4 4 4 7 5 0 4 2

Haines and Lafleur x x x x x x x x x x

Lukaszewski, Stone, and Stone-Romero x x x x x x

Ngai, Law, Chan and Wat x x x x x x x

TOTAL 2008 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 1

Dineen and Noe x x x x x x

Payne, Horner, Boswell, Schroeder, and 

Stine-Cheyne
x x x x x x

Strohmeier and Kabst x x x x x x x x

Marler, Fisher, and Ke x x x x x x x x x

Farndale, Paauwe, and Hoeksema x x x x x x x x

Bondarouk, Ruël, and van der Heijden x x x x x x x x

TOTAL 2009 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 1

OVERALL TOTALS 8 7 9 9 5 4 12 4 3 1 0 1 1 6 2 1 0 2 2 7 8 9 8 12 9 2 6 4

Empirical Approach
Level of 

Analysis

Theory? Reference TheoryStrategic HR Perspective

Strategy Information Science Organizational Science

Relationship

 

Table 2: Descriptive Analyses of Empirical Studies 
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3.6 Levels of analysis and empirical approach 

Next we chose to examine the key relationships by the levels of analysis addressed in 

the research and then by empirical approach used to verify the type of theorized 

relationship within level. The level of analysis used in any study should be clearly 

linked to the theoretical foundation.  

To adequately address the question of strategic HR, constructs of interest should be at 

the firm, division, or some other unit at the organizational level. Research in e-HRM 

may also be at the group, team or department level, examining group-level social 

constructs or perhaps differences between groups in implementation of new technology.  

Then we evaluated the empirical approach used to verify the expected relationships 

within the specified level of analysis. Cross sectional samples and variance-based 

statistical analyses help establish conclusion validity, construct validity and external 

validity. Longitudinal samples, experimental designs and process-based statistical 

analyses better establish causal relationships or internal validity. 

4 Literature Review and Analysis 

The first finding of note is that less than half of the empirical research, eight out of 

twenty studies, conducted on e-HRM over the past several years has explicitly 

addressed strategic relationships or outcomes. The majority presumed some kind of 

strategic relationship. Based on Lengnick-Hall et al.‘s [17] framework, we identified 

seven articles adopt a contingency perspective and nine that evaluated strategic 

outcomes associated with e-HRM. In some cases, we counted a study as both a 

contingency perspective and a strategic outcome when the strategic outcome 

represented HRM strategic effectiveness. Nine articles examined consistency or 

divergence between the intended and implemented HRM practices, and five focused on 

contextual factors that might affect whether intended outcomes are actually realized 

(note that some of the articles incorporated more than one perspective). In the last two 

categories, strategic outcomes were often implied or offered as a reason for conducting 

the research but were not directly examined in the study. We continued to assess all of 

the studies with our complete research framework to determine how the findings of 

these studies might inform practitioners and future research on the relationship between 

e-HRM and strategic HRM.  

Six studies in our sample explicitly examined the relationship between perceptions of e-

HRM effectiveness and perceptions of the HR function‘s strategic effectiveness and 

strategic business partner role. These studies presented a strategic contingent theoretical 

perspective with the underlying assumption that HR managers that provide strategic 

support to line managers also support the organization in reaching strategic objectives. 

E-HRM in these studies enables the HR function to become more strategically effective 

as described by Huselid, Jackson and Schuler [15].  

Of the nine studies in the sample categorized as dealing with strategic outcomes, none 

provided explicit evidence concerning other strategic outcomes (e.g. improved human 

capital, competitive advantage, business performance) beyond improving perceptions of 

HRM‘s strategic effectiveness. Less than half of the studies (n = 8) were conducted at 

the organizational level of analysis. 
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4.1 E-HRM and strategic HR: contingency perspective 

To date, the literature on e-HRM and strategic HRM assumes a contingent theoretical 

perspective in which the perceptual relationship between these two constructs is most 

frequently studied. Six of the studies we reviewed provide evidence of a significant 

relationship between individual perceptions (e.g. employees, HR managers, line 

managers, senior executives) of e-HRM effectiveness and perceptions of the strategic 

effectiveness of the HRM function. The second most common approach treats e-HRM 

as the cause of business process improvements that are assumed to be related to more 

effective, potentially more strategic, HRM practices.   

Ruel, Bondarouk and Van der Velde [35] conduct a field study to determine whether an 

employee‘s assessment of various characteristics of e-HRM is related to perceptions of 

HRM‘s strategic effectiveness. Their study integrated Huselid and colleagues‘ measure 

of strategic HRM effectiveness within a technology acceptance model theoretical 

framework[5]. They surveyed 100 employees of the Dutch Ministry of Internal Affairs 

and found that employee participation in the development stage of e-HRM 

implementation predicted employee perceptions of e-HRM quality. They also found that 

e-HRM quality predicted employee perceptions of strategic HRM effectiveness. Similar 

to Ruel and colleagues, Voermans and van Veldhoven‘s [46] study of 356 Dutch 

employees of Philips, a Dutch multinational, provided additional evidence of a link 

between attitude toward e-HRM and perceptions of the quality of HRM as a strategic 

business partner. 

Haines and Lafleur [13] surveyed Canadian HR managers across 210 firms to assess the 

relationship between the degree IT supported HR activities and HR managers‘ 

perceptions of HR‘s technical and strategic effectiveness. They found a positive 

relationship between the degree of IT support of HR activities and HR manager‘s 

perceptions of the organization‘s HR strategic effectiveness, and with the quality of 

HR‘s strategic and change agent roles as assessed using Ulrich and Brockbank‘s 

measure of strategic business partner and change agent role performance [44]. 

Hussain, Wallace, and Cornelius [16] found that slightly less than 50% of a random 

sample of companies in the UK use HRIS or other software exclusively in support of 

strategic HR usage tasks
1
. They claim their findings reveal wholesale adoption of HRIS 

in support of a full strategic partnering role, regardless of company size. Their results 

show, however, that while surveyed HR professionals believed that the usage of HRIS 

for strategic decision-making led to enhanced professional standing within and outside 

the organization, semi-structured follow-up interviews with organizational executives 

revealed a less positive assessment. Senior executives thought that HRIS use had not 

enhanced HR's professional standing within the organization, contrary to the views of 

HR managers' themselves. 

Two very recent studies, however, suggest that expectations that e-HRM enables or 

supports HR managers in taking on more strategic business partner tasks are not 

founded [4, 11]. In a qualitative case study of an e-HRM module deployed in the Dutch 

Ministry of the Interior, Bondarouk and colleagues [4] found that line managers and 

employees did not appear to link e-HRM functionality with HRM strategic 

effectiveness. E-HRM made administrative/data management more accessible but it did 

                                                 

1
 Although they did not measure e-HRM specifically, we assume at least some of the HRIS fits the 

definition of e-HRM given the survey fielded in early 2000. 
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not improve the line managers‘ or employees‘ perception of HRM being more 

strategically effective. Ironically, the semi-structured interviews of managers and 

employees suggested HR managers continued to misdirect their efforts on non-

employee value-added activities such as cost reduction and re-organization. Farndale 

Paauwe and Hoeksema [11] also found the deployment of an electronically enabled HR 

shared service centre resulted in less use of local HR generalists by line managers, 

contrary to the authors‘ expectation that the technology would free HR employees to 

spend more time strategically supporting line managers.  

4.2 E-HRM and strategic outcomes 

As described above, some studies examined perceptions of HR managers‘ strategic 

effectiveness or strategic business partner roles. However, none of the studies looked at 

whether e-HRM was related to other strategic outcomes such as competitive advantage, 

organizational performance, or improved HR outcomes such as increased human 

capital, reduced turnover or increased organizational commitment or job satisfaction. 

Instead the existing studies focus on factors one step removed from such strategic 

outcomes. 

Ruel et al.‘s [35] theoretical frame had an underlying deterministic presumption, which 

was that e-HRM would facilitate the strategic transformation of the HR function. 

However, they also examined whether the degree to which managers were involved in 

adapting the e-HRM at implementation predicted managerial perceptions of HRM‘s 

strategic effectiveness. Although they did not test whether perceptions of the quality of 

the e-HRM acted as a mediator, their study design implies that perceptions of e-HRM 

quality are an important outcome of potential strategic significance. Thus they treat e-

HRM effectiveness, the mediating construct, as both an effect and a cause. It is an effect 

of managerial involvement in implementing e-HRM and it is a cause of managerial 

perceptions of HRM‘s strategic effectiveness.  

Alleyn, Kakabadse and Kakabadse [2] take a novel approach by applying the customer 

service satisfaction profit chain [14] model combined with the concept of met 

expectations to argue that satisfaction with e-HRM technology will result in line 

manager satisfaction (line managers are HR‘s internal customers). The implication here 

is that by developing satisfied line managers who are HR customers, e-HRM is thus 

related to eventual greater productivity and retention of line managers. Their interviews 

suggest that when line managers‘ expectations of the e-HRM are met they express 

satisfaction with e-HRM and their satisfaction with the HR function increases. On the 

other hand, unmet expectations resulted in dissatisfaction with both the e-HRM and the 

HRM function overall.  

4.3 E-HRM as the strategic outcome: an alternate causal ordering 

In a review of early e-HRM consequences, Strohmeier [40] calls into question the 

appropriateness of assuming a deterministic view of e-HRM in which e-HRM 

determines organizational outcomes. He argues the causal ordering could be reversed 

and thus suggests that e-HRM itself is the result of strategic decision-making. With this 

perspective, researchers are focused on understanding what social agents and contextual 

factors determine how a technology is developed and designed and whether and how it 

is deployed. Thus e-HRM is a strategic outcome of strategic HR and not the other way 

around.  
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Haines and Lafleur [13] also argue that outcomes of IT do not deterministically change 

an organization but depend on the extent to which IT is viewed as useful and thus 

adopted and adapted to improve organizational information processing capability. 

Hussain, Wallace and Cornelius [16] argue that strategic pressure on the HR function 

within organizations is implicated in HR managers‘ use of HRIS to improve their 

strategic decision making capability and professional image within the organization. 

This theoretical perspective presumes e-HRM is the outcome of strategic choices on the 

part of HR managers with the intended effect of improving their strategic capability and 

image. 

Two exploratory studies, one of firms in Hong Kong [26] and one of firms located in 

Greece [29] examined reasons why firms used e-HRM. Both studies found the key 

reason related to improving communication between HR and employees and between 

managers and employees. Strategic outcomes were of secondary importance and 

generally related to achieving reduced HR costs. Teo, Lim and Fedric (2007) examined 

e-HRM adoption as an outcome among firms located in Singapore. They looked to see 

if innovation, organizational, and environmental characteristics of the firm would 

impact adoption of e-HRM systems. Findings suggested that the organizational 

characteristics were related to adoption while the more strategic predictors such as 

competitive pressure were not.  

In a very recent study Farndale, et al. [11] explored HR shared service centres (SSC) 

used by 15 firms located in the Netherlands. They argue that a SSC is a natural 

progression of e-HRM technologies because SSC are characterized by electronic 

communications through an internet-based infrastructure that is combined with a call 

center, enabling the consolidation of corporate activities into fewer locations while 

spreading information to a broader audience. As Farndale and colleagues note, ―a 

shared-service centre is not an end in itself; it is a means to transforming the whole 

function of HR to make it more strategic….Ultimately, the decision to create an SSC is 

largely a factor of corporate strategy. The decision to bring HRM administrative tasks in 

a single location to provide services across business divisions or locations indicates a 

certain desire on behalf of the organization to consolidate its field of operations.[11]‖ 

Thus the deployment of e-HRM represents an outcome of a corporate strategy to 

consolidate HRM administrative tasks with the primary objective to improve customer 

(e.g., manager and employee) service at reduced costs. 

4.4 E-HRM and strategic HRM: Intended vs. realized implementation 

In this section, we examine the extent to which strategic intent of e-HRM technology 

was effectively implemented. As noted by Tansley and Newell, the strategic intent for 

e-HRM may be present, but there are many complications in system development and 

implementation that may stand in the way of effective use [44, 45]. Nine of the papers 

directly shed light on this part of our question. The two case studies by Tansley and 

Newell provided a detailed context for understanding, for those who have never been 

involved in implementation of e-HRM, how complex the process really is. They studied 

two different development teams to examine factors that can help these teams realize 

the intended goals of e-HRM. They found that leadership competencies were very 

important, such as the ability to bring together individuals from different role 

perspectives (e.g., IT and HR). Project leaders in this context must be able to identify, 

manage and dispel political issues that have potential to derail the project. 

The experimental and quasi-experimental papers included in our review [1, 9-10, 21] 

offer a different perspective on the intended/realized question. These papers sought to 
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examine the effectiveness of specific aspects of the e-HRM systems (recruiting, 

performance appraisal, and broader HR data storage) in a controlled environment to see 

if they had the intended effects before implementing the systems more broadly. Three 

papers examined the use of e-HRM to improve recruiting outcomes [1, 9-10]. Allen, 

Mahto and Otondo conducted an experimental study looking at how the amount of 

information presented to potential job applicants would affect attitudes toward the 

organization and subsequently, intentions to apply for a position. Dineen and colleagues 

[9-10] also examined information provided to potential job applicants, focusing on 

provision of customized information from a person-organization and person-job fit 

perspective. All of these studies found that appropriate, active use of technology could 

be used to enhance applicant interest in a job or organization, or even enhance the 

quality of the overall applicant pool by providing customized data about person-

organization and person-job fit. Another paper examined implementation of an online 

performance appraisal (PA) system (Payne, et al.)[30]. This was a quasi-experimental 

study in a large organization that looked at perceptions of a new online performance 

appraisal system compared to a more traditional system. This study found that with the 

online system employees perceived managers to be held more accountable and 

employees reported participating more in the process, two indicators of a more effective 

PA system. However, Payne, et al. also found employees were equally satisfied with the 

paper and pencil and online systems, and actually reported that the online appraisals 

were of lower quality than the paper and pencil ones received the previous year. This 

was certainly not an intended goal of the organization. 

Lukaszewski et al. [21] examined privacy concerns with e-HRM data storage. They 

found that employees had greater concerns about the privacy of data stored in an e-

HRM system when data sensitivity was higher (e.g., with medical data). This is another 

unintended outcome that needs to be examined further. 

4.5 e-HRM and strategic HRM : Contextual factors  

Another common theme in many of these studies is that there are important contextual 

factors upon which e-HRM acceptance and use by stakeholders depends. Although 

these contextual factors were often not the specific focus of the study, several 

researchers concluded that e-HRM acceptance by stakeholders depends on degree of 

involvement in design and implementation of e-HRM [2, 35]; the perceived usefulness 

of the e-HRM technology [23-24, 46]; whether expectations were met [2]; degree of 

managerial coercion [23] on training/ perceived organizational resources [24, 46] and 

finally to perceptions of privacy or data security related to acceptance of e-HRM, with 

inconsistent results [21, 30]. We discuss these findings because e-HRM certainly cannot 

achieve strategic outcomes if it is not accepted and used by stakeholders. In addition to 

factors that might affect e-HRM acceptance, several studies identified contexts or 

resources important for e-HRM to be associated with strategic outcomes. These 

contextual factors included organizational size [16, 41] union presence [13]; 

environmental infrastructure [27] and national culture [27]. 

In the current literature, larger organizations are more likely to adopt e-HRM systems 

and tend to have more positive outcomes [43]. From the motivational perspective, 

Hussain et al. [16] examined whether organizational size was an important factor in the 

degree to which HR managers felt compelled to invest in HRIS to improve their 

strategic capabilities. They found that size was not a significant differentiator.  

One additional contextual factor studied in seven of the papers is the nationality of the 

firm adopting the e-HRM technology. Nationality was held constant in six of the studies 
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(Singapore, Hong Kong, Greece, Mexico, the Netherlands) and was used as an 

explanatory factor in one study [41]. The studies using a single-country sample 

appeared to do so for convenience of sampling, as no theoretical arguments were 

offered for constraining the sample in that way. It is important to note that even within 

these single-country studies, a large percentage of MNCs were included. To the extent 

that adoption and use of e-HRM occurs at the firm level, these studies may in fact 

represent a broader, more global sample. 

In contrast, others (e.g., [41]) have argued that national context will directly affect 

adoption and use of e-HRM due to national differences in human resource management 

laws, education systems, industrial relation systems, legislation addressing storage and 

use of electronic data, and level of economic development. Strohmeier and Kabst [41] 

found rather unexpected results related to national context, as former Eastern European 

countries in their sample were actually more likely to have adopted e-HRM than 

Western European countries.  

Olivas-Lujan and colleagues‘ [27] case studies of 4 large Mexican multinationals 

examined the extent to which key contextual variables, competitive environment, 

external telecommunications infrastructure and national cultural norms affected how e-

HRM was used within organizations. For example, deficient telecommunications 

infrastructure in more remote regions of Mexico constrained one company‘s use of e-

learning to enhance its employees‘ customer service skills and behaviours. Their 

qualitative descriptions suggest these factors might affect how e-HRM was deployed 

but the degree, significance, and nature of these relationships were not addressed.  

Tansley and Newell [42-43] took a third approach to examining the impact of 

nationality on implementation of e-HRM. In their case studies, they noted that staffing 

implementation teams with employees from different countries increases the challenges 

inherent in accomplishing such an effort. Development and implementation of e-HRM 

is challenging enough with a cross-disciplinary team (represented by IT and HR 

functions) and the national diversity added another layer of complexity to the projects.  

Another contextual factor that may be related to the strategic impact of e-HRM is the 

breadth of the technology and number of HR processes affected. The e-HRM 

technology reviewed in this paper ranged from single function systems for recruiting 

and performance appraisal to broad HRIS packages
2
. It seems reasonable to expect that 

the broader e-HRM systems have the potential for greater strategic impact. However, 

they may also come with more risks and technology adoption concerns. 

4.6 Levels of analysis and empirical approach 

Only eight of the studies examined macro-level questions about e-HRM and strategic 

HRM. The majority of the studies were focused on individual level reactions to such 

systems or team leader behaviors related to effective e-HRM projects [42-43]. The 

underlying assumption of these papers, therefore, is that there is a relationship between 

e-HRM and strategic HR and that individual level acceptance of e-HRM is an important 

issue to study. These e-HRM studies are more suited for understanding the conditions in 

which e-HRM will be accepted and effectively used by individual stakeholders. They 

                                                 
2
 We intentionally excluded e-learning from this analysis, as that literature focuses more on individual 

learning than on the strategic benefit, data management, and user acceptance issues in the e-HRM 

literature. 
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cannot address the primary question of what relationship exists between e-HRM and 

strategic HRM.  

In terms of research design, six of the studies used the case study approach to examine 

issues around e-HRM in detail within one or just a few organizational groups. Of the 

remaining empirical studies, nine were cross-sectional in nature, two were longitudinal, 

and four were experimental. This variation in research design is generally a positive 

feature of this set of papers, as each approach has strengths in answering specific kinds 

of questions. At early stages of an area of inquiry, it can be very useful to play different 

approaches off one another, even alternating approaches to better understand the 

phenomena being studied. Unfortunately, we did not see this cross-fertilization of 

research approaches, with research groups pursuing a particular approach to the 

exclusion of others.  

We also examined factors related to construct validity, internal validity, and external 

validity in each of the studies to help evaluate the existing evidence regarding e-HRM 

and strategic HRM [34]. Construct validity varied widely across the studies. Some 

studies used well established measures for their constructs and performed structural 

equation modelling to demonstrate good fit of their measurement models, giving us 

more confidence in their measures [e.g., 1,9,10,22,24]. Others were forced to rely on 

measures developed by others when using an industry-wide survey [43]. While we 

applaud the use of large samples across industries, it is critical to ensure that core 

concepts such as presence of an HR strategy are adequately measured. We also question 

the construct validity of some measures of e-HRM implementation [e.g., 43] including 

the binary measures.  

 Naturally, external validity was limited in the case study and experimental papers. One 

factor that appears to limit external validity for all the papers is differences in e-HRM 

systems that are not always specified. Having a clear system for describing and 

categorizing key features of e-HRM systems would likely help with generalizing results 

across situations and studies.   

Finally, no studies were able to establish internal validity and therefore causal ordering 

at the macro-level of analysis. Of the 20 studies examined only 8 were at a macro-level 

of analysis and of these, only 5 provided empirical evidence for a correlational 

relationship between e-HRM and strategic HRM and none provided appropriate 

empirical support for establishing causal ordering.  

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

Our evidence-based examination of e-HRM and strategic HRM relationships across 20 

studies in peer-reviewed literature over the last 2 years reveals several interesting 

themes for practitioners to evaluate gaps in the literature that should provoke interesting 

avenues for scholars to explore in future research.  

5.1 Key themes  

The majority of empirical studies concerning e-HRM and strategic HR have examined 

the relationship between perceived characteristics of e-HRM and perceived strategic 

effectiveness of the HR function or HR managers. The evidence consistently suggests 

there is a significant, positive relationship. All these studies depict a relationship in 

which e-HRM perceptions predict strategic HR effectiveness. Thus positive (negative) 

perceptions of e-HRM are associated with positive (negative) perceptions of HR‘s 

strategic effectiveness. Although these cross sectional and case study analyses assume 
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the above causal ordering, there is no evidence to counter the reverse relationship. That 

is, it is also possible that positive (negative) perceptions of strategic HR effectiveness 

predict positive (negative) perceptions of e-HRM effectiveness. Teasing out the causal 

order would make a very useful and interesting contribution to this literature. 

A second underlying theme in this literature is that HR managers expect e-HRM 

deployments to improve their strategic capabilities and enable them to become strategic 

business partners. Results on whether these expectations are actually realized are mixed. 

Early exploratory studies suggest such a strategic outcome is realized while more recent 

studies call this expectation into question. 

A third theme is that none of the studies looked at whether e-HRM was related to other 

strategic outcomes such as competitive advantage, organizational performance, or 

improved HR outcomes such as increased human capital, reduced turnover or increased 

organizational commitment or job satisfaction. Instead the existing studies focus on 

factors one step (or more) removed from such strategic outcomes. 

Finally, a fourth common theme in many of these studies is that there are important 

contextual factors upon which e-HRM acceptance and use by stakeholders depends. In 

addition to factors that might affect e-HRM acceptance by stakeholders, several studies 

identified contexts or resources important for e-HRM to be associated with strategic 

outcomes. 

5.2 Gaps and future research 

Our examination of the current published empirical research reveals at least four gaps in 

this research stream. The first noticeable gap in the literature is the lack of attention to 

strategic outcomes. We found there was generally an assumption of the strategic value 

of the e-HRM system, but few studies directly examined the assumption. In our opinion, 

this relationship is not well enough established to consider it a well-founded 

assumption. Thus, future research designs should consider where possible the 

measurement of strategic outcomes such as better knowledge management, more 

productive human capital, better organizational performance and so on.   

The second gap we identified in the literature is a lack of longitudinal research. Only 

two of the 20 studies used a longitudinal design. This makes it difficult to disentangle 

issues of causality in the relationship between e-HRM and SHRM, as the direction of 

the relationship depends on the theoretical perspective underlying the study design 

rather than testing the relationship empirically. Interestingly, as more and more 

organizations adopt e-HRM and complete their implementation, we may be losing the 

opportunity to directly study the causal relationship between e-HRM adoption and 

SHRM. The time may be coming in which we need to reframe the research agenda 

around different characteristics of e-HRM rather than simply existence of e-HRM. 

Another gap was the somewhat limited application of theory to the research questions. 

We considered only four of the studies we reviewed to be lacking theory altogether, but 

we need a stronger theoretical foundation for e-HRM research in general to help make 

sense of the literature, strengthen the research conducted, and facilitate effective 

accumulation of knowledge. The most commonly used theory across this group of 

studies was the technology acceptance model (TAM), a well-used theory that helps 

explain adoption of new technology. However, TAM is only tangentially related to 

strategic issues.   
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The last gap we see is the need for more empirical, field-based research on e-HRM and 

SHRM. Single organization-based case studies and experimental research accounted for 

nearly half (10 of 20) studies we reviewed. These approaches have helped provide a 

good foundation for future researchers to design more empirical, field-based research to 

test the theories and models that have been developed through case studies and 

experiments. This will provide a better evidence for practitioners to know what really 

works in practice.  

5.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this evidence-based review of the intersection between e-HRM and 

strategic HRM has led us to four primary findings in the literature: 1) implementation of 

e-HRM is associated with perceptions of strategic effectiveness of HR (both positive 

and negative), 2) there is very limited empirical evidence supporting the expectation 

that e-HRM s related to other strategic outcomes, 3) there is considerable evidence 

indicating a contextual factors are likely to be key moderators of the relationship 

between e-HRM and strategic HRM outcomes, and finally, 4) there are considerable 

gaps in the cumulative literature that need to be addressed in order to provide strong 

guidance to practitioners. There are many opportunities to continue and refine this 

important area of research, and we believe this review provides a foundation and strong 

motivation for moving ahead. 
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Abstract. The role of human resource information systems has evolved over 

the last twenty years such that sophisticated software is now available to 

organisations regardless of their size. Whilst there is a growing scholarly 

interest in the ways in which technology has begun to have a significant 

impact on the way in which HR work is undertaken, there is still a limited 

understanding of the human capital necessary to undertake this work. 

Initially this paper considers the limited literature pertaining to the human 

capital of the HRIS specialist to date. Using NVivo 8 to facilitate analysis, 

the paper continues by offering a descriptive overview of 41 advertisements 

placed on one web board over a fifteen month period. The paper concludes 

by offering a generic framework for developing human capital for a HRIS 

specialist and suggestions as to how this can be applied in practice, offering 

suggestions for further study. 
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1 Introduction 

What is the balance of skills and knowledge organisations are seeking for human 

resource information system (HRIS) specific roles in the twenty-first century? In order 

to begin to address this question it is appropriate to consider how the development of 

HRIS in the last twenty years.  Although it can be argued that the introduction of 

information systems into many work areas has had an impact on the work done, here it 

is suggested that the introduction of human resource information systems (hereafter, 

HRIS) has caused a paradigm shift in the work of the human resourcing professional, 

requiring individuals to acquire and utilise new knowledge and skills – human capital – 

that are not historically associated with an HR body of specialist knowledge.  Ongoing 

work has defined individual human capital as the ‗innate attributes (formal education, 

skills and experience) owned, developed and created tacitly by an individual that are 

productive in an economic context and taken with that individual when they leave the 

firm‘ [1] and it is this that is referred to in this paper 

The historical human capital of HR professionals enables a range of HR activity 

including resourcing, selection, performance management, training and development, 

leading to the development of specialist human capital in these areas. Given the current 

economic climate, this human capital is receiving greater attention in current 
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practitioner literature, with particular attention paid to that which enables talent 

management, where the focus is on retaining and developing individuals that are likely 

to be able to contribute to the long-term advantage of an organisation. The technological 

developments in recent years have added another opportunity for HR specialists 

highlighting the potential for a new remit within the HR role, highlighting the debate as 

to whether HRIS work should be placed within the HR or the information systems 

function and explore the impact on the human capital of HR and information systems 

roles. However the concern of this paper is whether the HR professional has the 

requisite human capital to rise to the technological challenges thus presented. 

The historical evolution of HRIS is succinctly documented in other places [2-5]. 

Although there is a growing body of HRIS literature [for example 2, for example 6], 

there is limited discussion of the human capital associated with HRIS; to date the 

literature has mainly focused on the infrastructure and applications for HRIS. Therefore 

it is apposite to give a short historical review here with particular reference to how the 

human capital of the HR professional has developed.  

The emergence of human resource information systems 1960s, 1970s and 1980s was 

concerned with the automation of transactional HR activities [7]. These tended to be 

information systems capable of producing a minimal number of basic reports. Initially 

there was a payroll focus and often HRIS were not user-friendly as most were located 

and managed from within information systems functions, where information systems 

specialists prepared any ad-hoc reports, often taking several weeks to produce.  During 

the 1980s smaller ‗stand alone‘ systems were introduced and located within HR 

departments, however their data capture, manipulation and reporting capabilities were 

still limited. Emerging HRIS did not have an immediate impact on the human capital of 

HR professionals and delays did lead to some frustration, particularly concerning the 

need for timely reporting. The main focus of the HR role with regard to HRIS during 

this period was one of caretaker and administrator and as such did not develop the HR 

professionals‘ human capital in any noticeable way. It was not easy to make changes to 

these physically distant systems, therefore the capability of HRIS was often not 

exploited as much as it could have been; this was particularly true where the HRIS was 

‗owned‘ by the information systems function.  

Early work from Hall and Torrington [8] identified four categories of HRIS users. The 

few ‗Stars‘ ―made full & imaginative use of the computer‘s potential to enhance the role 

and effectiveness of the personnel function‖ [8], however the majority were 

characterised as ‗Plodders‘, who made some use of the ‗electronic filing cabinet‘, and 

the ‗Beginners‘, who at least had a system, but any usage was in its very early stages. 

Although subsequent work from Ball [9], who focused on smaller organisations, and the 

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development [10, 11] suggest increased attention 

is being paid to how HRIS are used, there is still minimal scholarly consideration of the 

necessary HRIS human capital requirements. 

During the 1990s the transactional capabilities of HRIS became more reliable and the 

introduction of transformational systems is noted [2-5], with particular reference to 

strategic activities such as human resource planning and talent management – activities 

that require different human capital, and are part of the HR professional qualification 

programmes in the UK. These professional qualification programmes also offer a 

limited grounding in some statistical and financial techniques, and in recent years this 

has incorporated learning around human resource information systems; for many 

providers and students, this is a challenging element of the qualification programme. 
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There is a limited and somewhat dated literature that specifically discusses the human 

capital of HR professionals within an HRIS context. Yeung and Berman (1997) state 

that, unlike other functions, there is a natural reluctance for the HR function to try and 

quantify its impact on the business. Perhaps this is because they do not have the human 

capital to design, specify and implement strategic HRIS [12], perhaps there are other 

reasons that need to be considered as well? 

Historically HR have had some challenges which are brought into sharp focus when 

negotiating for capital projects such as new or upgrading the HRIS. Early HRIS were 

owned and managed by information systems professionals. This was understandable 

given that most were large, centralised, main frame systems that required some 

knowledge of code to design suitable applications and manage project implementations. 

This resulted in a focus on the virtues of information systems and underestimated the 

importance of creating an easy-to-use applications that will work with people rather 

than against them [13, 14]. Often information systems specialists fail to appreciate 

importance of human dynamics, the potential impact on the way in which is done, and 

the perspective of those who use the systems, such that these factors are overlooked or 

only partially solved due to financial constraints or competitive imperatives [15, 16] or 

simply that the process is mismanaged [17, 18]. Perhaps because of line managers‘ 

perceptions that HR specialists did not need (or want) to get involved in what is likely 

to be considered information systems policy making [19]; in approximately fifty percent 

of organisations, decisions to introduce new applications are taken without reference to 

HR [10]. 

There is considerable concern regarding the information-systems-orientated human 

capital of HR professionals [20-22], which does not seem to have changed in the last 20 

years, despite a number of practitioner [23] and academic [11] calls for this to be 

addressed. Indeed early studies found HR managers to be technophobic, short-sighted, 

and complacent about the need to use information systems [22, 24-26]. Recent research 

from the CIPD suggests that this is still the case, with one respondent commenting, ‗I 

don‘t have the expertise in the operational area under discussion so I would not have 

anything positive to contribute‘ [10: 17]. This implies that the integration of human 

resource information systems within the UK HR professional qualification programme 

during the last decade has not increased levels of confidence of HR specialists. There 

are commercial organisations in the UK that offer specialist generic human resource 

information systems training. Some of these organisations are associated with particular 

HR applications. Although some of these organisations offer assessed programmes, 

these assessments have yet to be ratified and accepted as generic professional 

qualifications across the HR profession. 

Critical thinking and analytical skills have a long association with roles in information 

systems. There have been periodic calls for these skills, but there is a recognition that 

these are not generally associated with the human resourcing profession [1, 11, 23, 27-

30]. These critical thinking and analytical skills can be acquired to some extent and with 

increasing numbers entering the HR profession having completed a first degree, many 

of whom are ‗information systems literate‘, it is reasonable to assume that these are 

likely to be present for those qualified individuals appointed to HR roles. In as much as 

these skills are present, they are often not associated with an information systems 

perspective, but tend to be associated with human capital that centres on office-based 

applications. The most challenging module of the UK HR professional qualification 

programme for many students is the one that combines numerical, financial and, for the 

purposes of this paper, human resource information systems. As recently as 2007 
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Barron comments that ―HR lacks the number-crunching skills‖ and that ―what HR 

needs to do is to tell people what the data means‖ [31]. This situation is reinforced 

within roles whereby there are financial pressures over which there is limited control 

[32], a tension that is highlighted in the current economic situation. 

Other literature promotes the view that HR needs to be more strategic in its endeavours 

and act as a ‗change agent‘ [33, 34]. HR specialists are increasing likely to be in 

positions that provide opportunities to act as particularly effective ‗new technology 

change agents‘ due to a cross-organisational brief [35]. HRIS can be a ―driving force in 

the transformation of the HR function‖ (Ruël 2009) utilising technology to transform 

data into strategically valuable information [36]. Studies continue to identify 

technological expertise as a core HR competence [37-39] and suggest that this can have 

a transformatory impact on the human capital of successful HR professionals [40] and a 

recent study from the CIPD [11: 36] in the UK states that ―the movement of HR 

practitioners into this advisory or consultancy role not only requires consultancy skills 

but also requires a certain degree of data analysis skills so that they can read and 

interpret HR data effectively‖. 

Another recent development in larger organisations utilising a HR shared service centre 

(SSC) is a growing trend towards dedicated HR information specialists who have 

human capital associated with both a HR specialism and information systems specialism 

[1]; these examples are still rare. For smaller organisations, where HR professionals are 

likely to be characterised as ‗generalists‘, this human capital set is less likely to be 

apparent.  In the same way that there is a critical number of employees prior to 

employing an HR specialist, it is likely that this is equally true for an HRIS specialist. 

With the shift towards specialist roles within human resourcing and a developing 

literature on talent management [41], it is timely to consider the search for the ‗right 

kind‘ of human capital required for an HRIS specialist role or part of the generalist HR 

role; this premise is supported by the professional institutes in the UK [11] and the USA 

[42]. This historical review illustrates the fragmentary and dated state of the literature 

on the human capital of HR professionals as it pertains to HRIS work in the last twenty 

years. The literature implies that those undertaking HRIS work can be described as 

‗hybrids‘; they have developed and now require human capital from several disciplines 

in order function at both operational and strategic levels. 

For this researcher, the original interest in the human capital of the HRIS specialist is 

the result of a number of years working in corporate roles, teaching on the UK and 

international CIPD HR professional qualification programmes, and a long-term research 

interest which invites scholarly curiosity in HRIS [1, 27, 43-46] where it is clear that 

HR specialists do not demonstrate significant levels of HRIS human capital. This paper 

seeks to describe the human capital of the HR specialist sort by organisations and offer 

a contribution to the search for the ‗right kind‘ of HRIS human capital by addressing the 

question: What is the balance of skills and knowledge organisations are seeking for 

HRIS specific roles?   

Having considered the literature pertaining to the human capital of the HRIS specialist 

to date, this paper continues by offering a descriptive overview of forty-one job 

advertisements placed on one UK-based web-board over a fifteen month period. The 

paper offers a generic framework for developing human capital for a HRIS specialist 

and suggestions as to how this can be applied in practice. In addition the paper seeks to 

promote other scholarly interest in this under-researched area. 
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2 The Study 

Many research studies seek to identify the appropriate human capital of particular 

professions by conducting large scale postal or more recently electronic surveys. 

Alternatively researchers may chose to interview individuals or small focus groups of 

individuals. In these instances researchers are often seeking the ‗ideal‘ or ‗desirable‘ 

human capital. These approaches are based on collective, sometime subjective 

perceptions and they reflect what is perceived to be desirable. It is also possible that 

these studies indicate what respondents perceive is the response that the researcher is 

seeking, thus bias is embedded. Therefore rather than rely on potentially subjective data, 

it is useful to examine what is ‗actually‘ sought by organisations recruiting for specific 

human capital using descriptive data drawn directly from organisational job 

advertisements to determine the degree to which this is likely to be achievable. 

The empirical basis for this paper is located within job advertisements posted on a UK-

based recruitment website resourcing HR professionals between June 2008 and 

September 2009. This website was chosen as it is well-known within the profession and 

this geography and specifically advertises direct to those in the HR profession. In the 

preceding years there have been a number of such advertisements and although these 

were noted in terms of scholarly curiosity, no action was taken June 2008 when the first 

advertisements were captured for future study.  

The advertisements were placed by different sources, primarily recruitment agencies 

and occasionally one or two large organisations. In the first instance a key word search 

was made for any advertisement with ‗HRIS‘ or ‗human resource information system‘ 

in its details, either in the job title or in the descriptive elements of the text. An ‗alert‘ 

was set up such that jobs that fit the criteria were automatically emailed to the 

researcher so that notification and data collection was not reliant on active interaction 

with the recruitment website: the aim was to reduce researcher bias and to ensure that 

advertisements were not missed. In total forty-one discrete jobs were advertised during 

the fifteen months. It is noted that some jobs were advertised more than once during this 

period, however each job is only counted once for the purpose of this paper and details 

of jobs that were re-advertised are noted, along with any jobs that were readvertised 

with some changes in the new advertisement. As this paper is using secondary data that 

is publically available at the time of collection, there is no restriction in terms of sample 

size, as is sometime the case with survey-based research and interview-based research. 

Details of the jobs advertised were emailed directly as part of a slightly wider ranging 

list. This was not requested, but presumably activated by the web site in case the reader 

was interested in other associated jobs. This means that on most occasions a decision 

was made as to whether to include a particular job advertisement within this data set. 

Job advertisements excluded at this point include those whose primary role comprised a 

significant focus on generalist HR activities, compensation, payroll and benefits, or data 

input and thus included a small element of (mainly administrative) HRIS work. Only 

roles where the substantive focus comprised HRIS work are considered here. 

The details of an included advertisement were copied into a word document and saved. 

It is not possible to use data directly from the source link as once the application 

deadline was passed, or the job was filled, the advertisement was (automatically) 

removed from the website, making it impossible to return for retrospective clarification 

or further study. However, extreme care was taken when copying the data across such 

that even minor errors in the advertisement (for example spelling errors) were saved, as 

are details of the data source link. It is the actual words and phrases that are of interest 
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here and the strength of this approach is that the copies of the advertisements provide a 

description of what organisations actually state they are seeking and these constitute the 

data set for this paper. The advertisements are subsequently described as ‗source‘ files 

in this paper; each source contains one job advertisement. Although the advertisements 

were not presented in the same format, there are some similarities in that most 

advertisements share some common features, for example: contract details; elements of 

the job description and person specification; general sector and/or organisational 

information, which assisted the initial analytical process. 

Although attempts were made to contact some of the agencies advertising on the 

recruitment site, none replied, therefore it is impossible to track the length of time to fill 

a particular position, whether the role was filled at some point, readvertised in a 

different place or concurrently with the web board. For almost all the positions, 

applications needed to be sent via the website, usually by attaching curriculum vitae 

such that telephone contact was discouraged in the first instance. 

In order to facilitate analysis, NVivo 8 (hereafter referred to as NVivo), a computer 

assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) is used. CAQDAS are designed 

to assist qualitative researchers at various stages of a research project, including the 

initial design, data collection and data management, initial and on-going analysis, model 

building and visual representation of the research. CAQDAS is enabling technology, so 

that the researcher can manage complex data in such a way as to make sense of the data 

and promote interpretation – it does not interpret the data or make any decisions about 

the data – its strength is that it makes these processes more straightforward and efficient 

for the researcher. This researcher is familiar with NVivo, therefore it made sense to 

continue to use it as a sense-making tool. An NVivo project was set up in the week of 

the first advertisement being identified.  

The first task within the project was to set up a research journal, referred to here as a 

‗project journal‘ and is described as a ‗memo‘ within the Source‘ section of NVivo: the 

contents of a memo can be linked to source data as well as other aspects of NVivo. The 

use of such a journal is recommended by many researchers [47-49, for example 50] and 

acts as a diary in the guise of a reflective journal, helping to track future tasks as well as 

those completed. It also acts as a place to record thoughts and questions (such as why 

there is an interest in this subject) that may be helpful later in the analytical process. 

Necessarily there is little structure to this diary apart from date notations, however the 

journal proved an exceedingly useful reflective tool for related study and analysis‘s. 

Coding is often seen as a central process within qualitative research methods. Coding is 

a process whereby parts of the data are identified as relating to a specific idea or 

example pertinent to the research themes.  

Data can be reviewed by reference to specific codes so that any thematic patterns are 

made visible. Previous work by Williams et al [1] offers an initial coding structure for 

analysis. This research was located in a multi-national organisation implementing and 

maintaining the HR ‗pillar‘ of an SAP global, enterprise-wide, information systems on 

their UK, Germany, Canada and the USA sites. Three constituent elements of individual 

human capital were identified in this research: personal human capital; specialist human 

capital; and firm-specific human capital – various attributes are associated with each of 

the three types of human capital (see Figure 1). In NVivo the three constituent elements 

are described as different types of ‗codes‘: ‗tree codes‘ or ‗free codes‘ in the ‗Nodes‘ 

section. This paper focuses on the attributes located at the node for „specialist‟ human 
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capital elements: human resourcing; financial; information systems; project 

management; and global exposure (see Figure 1 No.2 ).  

1. Personal attributes 

 Individual human capital is characterised by the repertoire of personal attributes (particularly values 

and beliefs, education, knowledge, skills, experience, commitment and motivation) owned, developed 

and created by an individual that are productive (or have the potential to be productive) in an 

economic context and taken with that individual when they leave the firm [51]. 

Examples include values, beliefs, knowledge, skills, experience, commitment, motivation, and 

interpersonal skills. 

2. Specialist  

 Individual human capital can also be characterised by specialist attributes [52] that are observed in 

those who are considered ‗experts‘ in their field and who are vital to the continued competitive 

success of organisation and an essential part of its core competence. These ‗experts‘ have explicit and 

tacit knowledge and skills [53-56] that can only be found within particular professions and roles. 

Where specialist attributes of human capital exist they need to be attached to appropriate roles in an 

organisation with ―different occupations . . . [requiring] investments in different kinds of human 

capital‖ [57: 175]; this is echoed in the work of Heijke et al [58]. 

Examples include human resourcing, financial, information systems, project management, and global 

exposure.  

3. Firm-specific 

 Individual human capital finally can be characterised by firm-specific attributes, notably an 

individual‘s specific skills, experiences and learning that can only be gained and employed within a 

particular organisation and are not transferable outside of that sector or organisation [59]. This type of 

attribute is developed through long-term tenure within a particular organisation. 

Figure 1: Constituent Elements of Individual Human Capital [1]  

 

Different approaches to coding are noted by various scholars for example [60-65]. 

NVivo facilitates an inductive approach to coding. Given that initially data was 

collected without reference to a specific outcome, but as a result of long-term scholarly 

curiosity in HRIS and recent research [1, 43, 51], descriptive codes were used initially 

as they are based on predefined areas of interest resulting from this prior research [1]. 

As these initial codes were drawn from previous research, the constituent elements were 

allocated as ‗tree codes‘ within a ‗human capital‘ code and provided the initial coding 

structure. Descriptive notes are associated with each NVivo code such that a more 

detailed understanding is gained overtime. These codes are not considered ‗fixed‘ and 

some were changed, deleted or merged with others. During the fifteen months each 

source data file was ‗coded‘ according to the three types of constituent elements of 

individual human capital using the details noted in Figure 1. As the number of sources 

data files increased and new material and codes were added, it became necessary to 

revisit previously coded source files and recode as necessary. This is an important 

iterative process and contributes to the depth of analysis during the study period. 

Each data source file was imported into NVivo within two to three days of the being 

received. In the first instance each source is set up as a ‗case‘ within the ‗Node‘ section. 

Within NVivo this term does not imply a case study approach [as described by 66] to 

the research, rather a ‗case‘ is a way of expressing a unit of analysis. This means that 

‗attribute data‘ such as salary, location, and qualifications for each job advertisement, 

can be attached to a particular ‗case‘. In this way data collected about various data 

sources can be gathered together, given values, and later used for analytical purposes. 

Subsequent to coding, various ‗queries‘ were performed on the source data, using the 

cases to interrogate the data. The NVivo ‗query‘ facility permits segments of data to be 

located that meet the criteria identified along with additional data depending on how the 
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query is structured. Examples of simple queries located all those roles that identified the 

associated geographical base, more complex queries compared the global reach of a role 

with the associated salary for that position. Queries, and their results, can be saved for 

future use or abandoned as the data builds, enabling reflection as the study progresses. 

3 Findings and Discussion 

This paper proceeds by concurrently presenting and critiquing the data focusing on 

‗specialist‘ aspects of the constituent elements of individual human capital. Previous 

work [1] identified these as comprising human resourcing, information systems, project 

management financial, and global ingredients. It is the blend of these constituent 

elements that is interesting here. In addition attention is paid to the combination of 

words and phrases that make up the main text of the job advertisements in order to 

foreground the complexities of the hybrid nature of the HRIS role. Bold and italic 

highlighting is used for imperative and definite words and phrases, and underlining is 

used for subjective words and phrases. 

Each job advertisement source data summarised the essential features of the job being 

offered: the permanency of the position; its location; the required hours; the sector, and 

the salary range.  Figure 2 summarises these features, noting the number of 

advertisements from which the data is drawn: not all the job advertisements are 

complete in terms of these essential features so direct comparisons for all the data 

sources are challenging. An initial overview suggests the majority of advertisements are 

for permanent, full time jobs, located in London within various sectors, with a salary 

mean average of £38,000 per annum with the highest remuneration being awarded in 

three independent positions with global reach. The majority of roles however are paid 

between £20-39,000 per annum, implying an operational rather than strategic remit; this 

is also reflected within the responsibilities sections of the advertisements, particularly at 

the lower end of the salary scale. Given the permanent nature of the contract offered, the 

majority of organisations seem keen to appoint someone who will potential add value in 

the long term and can make an immediate impact.  

It is interesting that these positions are considered to be full time in nature as a more 

detailed consideration of the data reveals a strong emphasis on discrete projects, which 

may have the potential to attract individuals seeking more flexible work patterns. What 

is not clear, however, is whether these positions have a recognised career path within a 

talent pool (either as part of the human resourcing pillar or the information systems 

pillar) or whether the roles are perceived as specialist positions within discrete 

unconnected specialist silos. Previous work [1] suggests that opportunities for career 

enhancement may be limited dependent on the context, culture and perceptions of the 

role of HRIS within the organisation, and there is no indication in the advertisements as 

to how these positions ‗fit‘ within the hierarchal structure of the organisation; this 

presents an interesting opportunity for future research.  

Over forty percent of the roles are located within the London area. Although it is not 

clear from the source data, it is possible that these positions are based in organisations‘ 

head offices, even though there has been a noticeable shift of physical location in the 

last decade. Given the location of the majority of the roles, the salary range seems 

surprising low for (niche) specialists living and working in the London area. Further 

research is needed to investigate how these roles compare with the remuneration of 

other specialists in HR and information systems. 
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Category No of 

adverts 

Details  

Contract permanency 

&  

 

24 Permenant 19 

Interim 2 

Temporary  3 

 

 

Contract type 38 Full time 35 

Part time 3 

 

 

Geographical 

distribution  

 

 

39 London/City 17 

Manchester 5 

Birmingham 2 

Luxumbourg 2 

Northamptonshire 2 

One each in … 

Berkshire, Birmingham, 

Bracknell, Edinburgh, Epsom, 

Leeds, Leicestershire, Liverpool, 

Luxembourg, Manchester, 

Northamptonshire, Nottingham, 

Reading, Sussex, Yorkshire 

 

Salary distribution  32 £000's No 

20-29 10 

30-39 8 

40-49 6 

50-59 5 

60-69 0 

70-79 3 

Mean average £38,000 

Min £21,000 

Max £75,000 

 

Note:  

Only sources stating annual 

salaries were counted as it is 

unknown how many days work 

is required in roles that state a 

day rate only. 

 

Sector distribution  

 

16 Sector No 

Charities 1 

Construction 1 

Energy 2 

Engineering 1 

Health 1 

Sector No 

Law 1 

Manufacturing 1 

Natural resources 2 

Public sector 3 

Technology  3 

Figure 2: Overview of data from 41 job advertisements 

 

3.1 Human resourcing 

Previous research [1] identifies human resourcing as a relevant domain of human capital 

for these roles. Given that this recruitment web site is specifically aimed at HR 

professionals it is somewhat surprising to note that only eight of the job advertisements 

specifically sought previous experience within an HR role or function. Only one 

advertisement asked for applications from individuals with a CIPD qualification; five 

asked for applications from individuals with a first degree.  

The extracts drawn from job advertisements in Figure 3 are quite general in character, 

the sources from which they are drawn do not specify the level or depth of experience 

preferred. Words and phrases in these extracts such as ‗worked in‘, ‗understanding‘, 

‗passion‘, ‗ideally‘ and ‗exposed‘ are surprising in their vagueness and imply a general 

appreciation of the HR remit. However, some words and phrases, such as those in bold 

italics, illustrate that for these eight roles there is a definite requirement for experience 

or exposure in the HR arena, implying that this type of human capital is valued and 

required within these organisations. There is almost a contradiction of meaning when 

the definite requirements and the seemingly vague phrases are combined. How is the 

potential applicant to interpret here? 
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… will have previously worked in resourcing … 

… have a solid understanding of the HR space … 

… must also have been exposed to HR or have a passion for HR … 

… have solid experience of working within an HR and/or Payroll environment … 

… Knowledge of HR practices, ideally gained through working in an HR generalist role 

… will also have worked within a similar role within an HR or Shared Service Centre capacity 

Figure 3: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous HR experience 

 

The complexity of the work discussed elsewhere in the advertisements suggests that 

although most of the roles are functionally and physically located within the human 

resourcing remit reporting to HR line management, the focus of the actual role relating 

to HRIS does not appear to require significant levels of HR knowledge and expertise. It 

is possible therefore that recruitment web sites aimed at the HR specialist may not be 

the most appropriate media to produce high levels of applications; further research 

comparing differing web sources may inform this question. 

Twenty-nine of the advertisements asked for knowledge of specific HRIS applications 

(see Figure 4); a range of solutions are noted and twenty-three of the advertisements 

seeking experience working with the market leaders (Oracle, PeopleSoft and SAP). 

Thirteen of the advertisements state that a core element of the roles is involvement in 

upgrading current systems, migrating from an existing system to a new system, or 

investing in new solutions. It is not entirely transparent from the advertisements whether 

the implementation of a ‗new‘ information system suggests replacement of current 

technologies where there was not system in place previously or whether the role is 

around the migration from one system to that offered by a different provider. Although 

the other advertisements are centred on provision of HRIS solutions, the vagueness and 

brevity of some other content continues to surprise.  

However there are clear indications that organisations are seeking to appoint 

experienced HRIS specialists who can have an immediate impact in the workplace. 

Figure 5 illustrates extracts from different source data; nevertheless some of the words 

used are very subjective. What does ‗considerable‘ experience mean? How is a ‗sound 

knowledge‘ measured? What is a ‗sound‘ or ‗good‘ knowledge of HR systems? What 

does ‗a strong awareness‘ mean? What does ‗exposure‘ mean? How are ‗competency‘ 

and a ‗proven track record‘ being assessed? Once again there are some imperatives 

(indicated by words and phrases in bold italics) that when combined with the subjective 

(underlined) words and phrases may lead to confusion for the applicant. The implication 

is that the resourcing decision is likely to be equally subjective and given the overall 

vagueness of many of the advertisements, there is some concern regarding the 

knowledge of those making the resourcing decision.  
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 Category No of 

adverts 

Details  

HRIS applications 29 Applications specifically 

mentioned … 

Applciations No 

Oracle 8 

SAP 8 

Peoplesoft 7 

Northgate Arinso 2 

Resourcelink 2 

Snowdrop 1 

Trent 1 

Core element of the 

role 

13 Element No 

Upgrading 2 

New system/module 10 

Migration 1 

 

Figure 4: Overview of data from 41 job advertisements requiring previous experience of HRIS 

 

… considerable experience of HRIS … 

… sound knowledge of HRIS systems … 

… with a good knowledge of HR systems … 

… will be an experienced HR MI professional … 

… be an experienced HR systems […] operator …  

… strong awareness of HR Systems is essential … 

… an experienced HR & Payroll systems professional … 

… project/programme management of HRIS system integration … 

… HR systems experience gained within a professional services organisation … 

… will have a proven track record delivering […] the introduction and roll out of HR IT Systems 

… be competent across a range of IT systems/HRIS and management information reporting 

… exposure to HR or Payroll related technology, ideally with some HR MI Reporting experience 

… will be an experienced HR & Payroll Systems/Software Project Manager with a client facing and 

relationship management background … 

Figure 5: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous HRIS experienceInformation systems 

 

A second body of human capital identified in previous research [1] for these roles 

centres on information systems. Essentially HRIS are specialised information systems, 

therefore it is logical to suggest that knowledge and experience of information systems 

represent a significant contribution to the human capital of a HRIS specialist. However 

not one of the job advertisements required any form of information systems 

qualification or technical qualification. Again, examples of extracts from the job 

descriptions (see Figure 6) focus on previous experiences and are subjective in 

character; these continue to prompt questions about the precise nature of the individual 

human capital required. One job advertisement does state that the individual appointed 

―will be the nominated SQL server 'expert'‖, but there is no indication as to the relevant 

previous experience or qualification that is likely to support this responsibility. It is 

possible that this individual would have responsibility, but limited or no technical 

underpinning ‗know-how‘ [67].  

The extracts from the job advertisements offered in Figure 6 constitute all the specific 

references made to previous work experience of ‗information systems‘. Again the 

language used is very general and subjective in construction, for example ‗keen‘ and 

‗understanding‘, combined with the imperatives of ‗you must‘ and ‗will have‘. One 

advertisement indicates that the position is suitable for someone interested in moving 
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into HRIS systems role, but does not indicate any particular knowledge set that would 

be drawn on. 

 

… you must have a background in MI … 

… for someone who is keen on moving into the field of management information systems … 

… The ideal candidate will have a thorough understanding of IT systems and processes and functions … 

Figure 6: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous information systems experience 

 

3.2 Project management 

A third body of knowledge identified in previous research [1] centres on project 

management. Twenty-two sources refer specifically to this body of knowledge – more 

than any aspect of specialist human capital (see Figure 7). These extracts have been 

further sub-divided: management/leadership skills; client relationships; technical 

acumen; specific HRIS applications; and qualifications. These advertisements recognise 

the differing elements within a HRIS project and appear to associate these aspects with 

different levels of human capital at different hierarchal levels. 

There is a noticeable shift within some of the advertisements from the loose and 

subjective tone of the language noted in previous sections of this paper to more precise 

terminology where the focus is on project management. There are more examples 

seeking specific experiences, for instance: ‗gained from client facing projects‘; ‗change 

management and relationship management skills are absolutely key‘; ‗proven track 

record in HR systems project delivery‘. The roles require individuals to be able to liaise 

with different professional functions, external and internal clients. Within some 

advertisements HR specialists are positioned as the ‗client‘ which may suggest the role 

is located outside of the HR function; in others the ‗clients‘ are line management and 

other areas of the organisation, possibly implying the HRIS role is located within the 

HR function: this is not clear from the data sources. Overall organisations may construe 

HRIS within a project framework and then associate with HR and information systems 

bodies of knowledge; this requires further research. 

As in previous discussions in this paper there is a distinct absence of the need for any 

form of qualification, with one notable exception where on advertisement specifically 

mentions that ‗ideally‘ they are seeking an application from an individual with 

PRINCE2 certification. 

3.3 Financial 

Although previous research [1] identities financial human capital as relevant to the role 

of HRIS specialists, this data set does not make any specific reference to appropriate 

experiences or qualifications required in these organisations. However it is likely that 

they would be useful in some of the roles which are either located within the financial 

sector or that require significant liaison with internal financial functions (see Figure 8). 

It is worth noting that an important element of managing successful HRIS projects is 

financial key performance indicators. Therefore this element is implicit within the 

project management elements of HRIS human capital.  
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Management/leadership 

… project management skills …  

… project co-ordination skills … 

… effective project leadership […] skills  

… project lead for HR process review and redesign project … 

… project management experience gained on client facing projects? 

… requires an individual with strong project management experience … 

… proven experience as a project manager, ideally from a HR consultancy … 

… will be a HR technical visionary, with outstanding project management skills … 

… to lead implementation teams  

… you have to have proven project management experience and exposure to implementing HR / talent 

management systems would be advantageous … 

 

Client relationships 

… candidates will have a track record of delivery in a customer facing role 

… an experienced […] project manager with a client facing and relationship management background 

[…] with the ability to set targets and delegate within a project environment.  

… lead […] successful client facing transformation … 

… change management and relationship management skills are absolutely key 

 

Technical acumen  

… functional team member of the […] upgrade project - responsible for analysis, design, implementation 

& support of designated products within the project. 

… seeking an enthusiastic professional with a keen interest in HR systems and project support … 

 

Specific HRIS applications 

… [transformation of] HR & payroll software technology  

… [support] the successful implementation of the e-self service module 

… experience of project managing in an HR & payroll environment 

… will have a proven track record delivering HR projects including the introduction and roll out of HR 

IT Systems 

 

Qualifications 

… Ideally PRINCE2 certified, you'll be a proven track record in HR systems project delivery …  

Figure 7: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous project management experience. 

 

Financial sector 

… our client in the financial services sector is seeking […] to join their team … 

… an excellent opportunity has arisen […] at a leading financial services organisation 

… the client, an international financial services organisation, has a requirement for …  

… This global finance business is at the forefront of … 

… Considerable experience of HRIS, preferably within financial services or similar environment … 

… Leading financial services client …  

 

Internal liaison 

… liaise with local finance team … 

… liaison with finance … 

… the role will offer support to the […] finance teams […] building strong relationships with both teams 

and acting as the link to … 

… partner with […] finance etc, as required 

Figure 8: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous financial experience. 
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3.4 Global exposure 

The final area noted in previous research [1] focuses on the global nature of specialist 

human capital. Ten of the job advertisements specifically note the global nature of the 

HRIS role. Five of the ten roles that require global experience commanded a salary of 

over £45,000 per annum, and include the more strategic roles [33, 34] at £75,000 per 

annum. The language employed in these advertisements suggests global experience is a 

significant element of the role and that very particular human capital is required. 

… it is likely experience will have been developed within global organisations and candidates will be 

used to working in complex matrix organisations … 

… keen to invest and develop in an individual who is looking [for] a position that involves taking 

ownership of global projects. 

… work on HR [IS] projects […] across the global operation, for both internal and external clients … 

… Proven experience of managing successful implementation and delivery of global [HRIS] projects … 

Figure 9: Extracts from job advertisements seeking previous global experience 

 

4 Some concluding observations 

This paper began by asking a question: what is the balance of skills and knowledge 

organisations are seeking for human resource information system (HRIS) specific roles 

in the twenty-first century? The paper acknowledges the significant impact HRIS is 

having on the human resourcing work in the first decade of the twenty-first century, 

suggesting that it is now appropriate to consider the impact on the human capital 

appropriate for the role of HRIS specialist given the limited scholarly interest to date.  

Using NVivo as the primary tool for analysis, an overview of forty-one job 

advertisements placed on a recruitment web board over a fifteen month period is 

examined to identify the blend of constituent elements of individual human capital for 

the HRIS specialist. 

The literature presents a mixed view of the constituent elements of the HRIS human 

capital to date, however recent work [1] offers a useful framework for further study. 

The framework comprises five constituent elements consisting of human resourcing, 

information systems, project management, financial and global reach. Although the 

constituent elements of individual human capital with regard to the HRIS role have been 

recognised in this previous work, this analysis of advertisements for HRIS roles 

suggests that organisations are not placing and equal emphasis on these elements. The 

data for this study is drawn from one web board in one county. Further research is 

needed to identify whether these five constituent elements are a useful framework for 

constructing the specialist human capital elements for HRIS roles in other geographies. 

The analysis in this paper suggests that currently organisations are seeking experienced 

as opposed to academically qualified individuals. Although some organisations are 

seeking degree-level qualifications, there does not appear to be a particular disciplinary 

focus to the degree required. Given the lack of attention to specific qualifications, does 

this suggest that organisations do not know what qualification is appropriate, or that 

there is not appropriate qualification? Thus one implication of this study is that there is 

an opportunity for academic institutions, as opposed to institutions which have a 

commercial imperative, to address this gap.  

Some organisations are looking for applicants looking to move cross-functionally into 

the HRIS role and appear willing to invest in their training and development; their focus 

is on finding early careerists who are interested and have a passion for this type of work. 
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However, the majority of organisations in this study seek experienced candidates who 

have undertaken HRIS work in the recent past. This suggests organisations need 

talented individuals that can make an immediate impact on the workplace, but leaves 

unanswered the question as to how individuals can access these experiences in the first 

instance as organisations do not appear to seek applications for a ‗learning‘ role, or ‗first 

position‘ role.  

Seventy percent of the advertisements seek experience with specific HRIS applications. 

These are complex applications supporting different pillars of HR work. There is a lack 

of clarify in most advertisements concerning the specific modules that need supporting. 

An applicant may have experience with one module but not with another. This lack of 

clarity within the advertisement may lead to delays and time being wasted in the 

recruitment and selection process. This is particularly pertinent where there is a need for 

individuals to have an immediate impact. 

Overall the language used within the advertisements could lead to a variety of 

interpretations from both the organisations‘ and applicants‘ perspective. There is a 

combination of imperative in words and phrases such as ‗you must have‘, etc, and 

vagueness in ‗exposure‘, etc. Do applicants actually know what they are applying for? It 

is disappointing that there is no opportunity within this study to determine whether this 

lack of clarity has had an impact on response rates and time-to-hire metrics. 

For future study it would be useful to investigate how the remuneration offered for 

HRIS role compares with specialist roles in HR and information systems. If there are 

difficulties in recruitment for these specialist niche roles, especially for the roles that 

were re-advertised, are the salary rates part of the reason. Comparative work for roles in 

other geographies may help to support a deeper understanding of the UK context and 

work will continue on this project. 

The development of the HRIS role as a specialist form of human capital is clearly 

evident in the forty-one job advertisements discussed here. As HRIS applications 

become ever more sophisticated it is reasonable to suggest that there is a need for 

associated human capital. This paper offers a generic framework for examining 

individual and team HRIS specialist elements to determine the ‗right-kind‘ of individual 

human capital. The question of what is the balance of skills and knowledge – the ‗right 

kind‘ of human capital – organisations are seeking for human resource information 

system (HRIS) specific roles in the twenty-first century is clearly not easily answered, 

however the analysing framework offered here is a step toward understanding what is it 

that organisations are actually seeking. 
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Abstract. Researchers are required to make methodological choices about 

the underlying nature of phenomena being investigated, which appropriate 

research methods to use and how to present valid evidence. Information 

systems (IS) is a discipline originally rooted in a single overarching 

perspective, the positivist/realist domain, but critics of such a narrow view 

have encouraged a move towards more interpretive approaches in order to 

understand human thought and action in social and organisational contexts. 

Addressing this gap, we demonstrate, using examples from case study and 

ethnographic research on human resourcing information systems (HRIS), 

how four analytical „tools‟ (contextual narrative, personal narrative, 

template analysis and evaluation) can be used to interpret respondents‟ 

accounts. It is found that narratives can provide a meaningful description of 

events and experiences through time and go some way to encourage an 

informed consideration of alternative approaches to the positivist research 

dominating the IS domain. Critical reflections of narrative analysis are also 

provided in the paper.  

 

Keywords: Qualitative; ethnography: talent; narrative; template analysis. 

 

1 Introduction 

Those engaging in social science research have a range of research perspectives to 

choose from [1, 18; 48; 51], offered by researchers from different disciplines 

(sociology, anthropology, psychology, administrative science). However, such a range 

of traditions has not been widely evident in the arena of IS research [50], which was 

originally rooted in a single overarching perspective (the positivist/realist domain) that 

exhibits a single set of philosophical assumptions regarding the underlying nature of 

phenomena being investigated, the appropriate research methods to be used and the 

nature of valid evidence. Critics of such a narrow view [65, 66, 34] encourage a move 

towards more interpretive approaches [49] as they can help IS researchers to understand 

human thought and action in social and organisational contexts [41]. To aid these fresh 

approaches to studying IS work in greater depth, Currie and Gallier [23] also 

recommend utilisation of methodological approaches from other disciplines. However, 

this has only happened to a small degree in IS research [5, 6].  
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In this paper we present a methodological story, derived from two studies (on talent 

management and human resource information systems (HRIS)) undertaken between 

2007 and 2009. This story consists of a reflexive journey of our interpretive research 

practices derived from narratives from nine talent management case studies in the first 

instance and a longitudinal ethnography in the second instance, where we examined 

talent management at project team level on the HR component of a global, enterprise-

wide information system. We demonstrate the utility of such ‗tools‘ as template 

analysis, context narrative and personal narrative analysis for understanding the context 

and lived meaningful experience of those involved in IS work. We also discuss how 

such research might be evaluated. This has produced lessons for talent management 

practices generally, with prescriptions for the study of IS work in particular.  

1.1 Narrative approaches and IS research  

The ‗linguistic turn‘ across the social sciences has generated an increasing interest in 

stories and narratives [31, 32, 55]. Narrative has been construed as ‗the meaning 

structure that organizes events and human actions into a whole, thereby attributing 

significance to individual actions and events according to their effect on the whole‘ [52, 

p18]. Hinchman and Hinchman similarly take narratives to be ‗discourses with a clear 

sequential order that connect events in a meaningful way for a definite audience and 

thus offer insights about the world and/or people‘s experiences of it‘ [37, xvi]. One 

constant debate is whether there should be delineation between a narrative and a story. 

Scholars have not reached ‗consensus on how stories and narratives may be 

distinguished from definitions, proverbs, myths, chronologies and other forms of oral 

and written texts‘, but rather their ‗key concern is with accounts of sequenced events, 

with plots that weave together complex occurrences into unified wholes that reveal 

something of significance [14, 15, 32, p195, 16, p324].  

Whilst there has been ‗a long literary tradition of studying the art of narrative‘ [27, p3], 

the application and analysis of narratives in human and social sciences is also extensive 

[2, 3, 29, 37, 47, 57], although not without critical debate [54]. Narrative analysis has 

been undertaken on a variety of topics: ill health, with its impact on individual identity 

[42, 40, 20]; sexuality in modern society [53] and management [13, 24, 25; 28]. Whilst 

there has been some narrative analyses in the area of information systems development 

(see Brown [14] on IT implementation; Brown et al. [13] on games software project 

team work and Wagner and Newell [64] on ERP implementation for example), little, if 

any, has been undertaken on HRIS work or, indeed, talent management initiatives of IS 

specialists. 

1.2 Conceptual distinctions of narrative  

We follow Polkinghorne‘s suggestion that '‖Narrative'‖ in the singular is used to refer to 

the general narrative process or form, whereas ―Narratives‖ as a plural refers to the 

diverse individual stories, which differ in content and plot line‘ [52, p188]. With regard 

to narrative, various conceptual distinctions have been made between different types of 

narrative for the analytical task. Elliott advises there are three key features of narratives: 

chronological (as temporal representations of sequences of events); meaningfulness and 

that they are inherently social, in that they are produced for a specific audience [27, p4].  

1.2.1 Narrative orders 

Carr [19] provides two ‗orders‘ of narrative. First order narratives relate to the ‗stories 

that individuals tell about themselves and their own experiences…The special 
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significance of these ... is that they can be understood as in some senses constitutive of 

individual identities [hence ‗ontological‘] [19, p12]. Second-order narratives are not 

necessarily individually-based but, rather, are those accounts we as researchers 

construct in order to present our interpretation of social, cultural and historical 

knowledge. Elliott gives Abbott‘s [4] account of the formation of a profession as an 

example of a second-order narrative [27, p12]. Somers and Gibson [58 in 27, p12] 

prefer alternative terms ‗ontological narratives‘ and ‗representational narratives‘. For 

our study we coined the terms personal narratives which reflects Carr‘s first order 

narrative definition and contextual narratives to denote the existing conditions of the 

milieu or social, cultural and historical environment in which the actors telling the 

narratives enact their practices. 

1.2.2 Contextual narratives of talent management 

With regard to contextual narratives, we begin our methodological story by focusing on 

our research on talent management. The term ‗talent management‘ became common 

parlance at the end of the 1990s when used by McKinsey consultants in their report, 

‗The War for Talent‘ [8]. The profile of talent management was raised as organisations 

responded to increasing competition for those high performers with high potential 

across sectors at all levels, including graduates, individuals with a particular aptitude for 

leadership or the next CEO. As ‗talent‘ came to be perceived as the primary source of 

competitive differentiation, organisations started to think about the steps they needed to 

take to ensure they identified, developed and retained the ‗brightest and the best‘ 

people. Talent management practice was initially linked to recruitment then changed to 

encompass all HR activities but is still rather focused upon high performing individuals 

with senior leadership potential.  

In 2007, the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) provided a 

definition of talent as ‗those individuals who can make a difference to organisational 

performance, either through their immediate contribution or in the longer term by 

demonstrating the highest levels of potential‘ [21, pxi]. Similarly, their research into the 

processes of talent management also identified a wide range of practices that tended to 

be organisation-specific and dependent upon the context within which talent 

management was taking place. But once more a definition was derived from various 

examples of successful practice in this and other research projects as: ‗The systematic 

attraction, identification, development, engagement/retention and deployment of those 

individuals with high potential who are of particular value to an organisation‘ [21 pxi]. 

In our study we examined nine organisations representing a wide range of sectors which 

included manufacturing, finance, hospitality, e-business, the NHS and local government 

to highlight different issues and challenges for talent management. Our aim was to 

obtain contextual narratives of a broad range of stakeholders to understand how they 

defined talent and what they were doing in managing and nurturing this talent. Over 100 

face-to-face interviews were undertaken with senior executives, HR directors, HR 

professionals, talent management specialists, line managers and individual employees. 

Our research protocol was constructed from a literature review and a focus group 

discussion with 10 leading ‗expert‘ practitioner HR directors. Interviews in 

organisations were supplemented with employee focus groups. At this stage we 

interviewed specialists from the finance and other functional groups such as sales and 

marketing, although they were targeted as leadership material rather than ‗pure‘ 

functional specialists. Strangely, we were given no access to specialists from the IS 

discipline at any level of the case study organisations.  
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1.2.3 Methods for identifying/constructing contextual narratives 

Data was transcribed, loaded into an NVIVO database [56] and analysed to identify 

narratives about organisational talent management initiatives. We used a grounded 

theory approach [36] to assign initial concepts and theme codes about talent 

management generally to all the research data. We analysed the three types of coding 

during the analysis. For example, ‗open coding‘ was used to examine the data and 

assign codes by giving conceptual labels to the phenomena as they were discovered 

(e.g. ‗organisational talent‘). We compared the concepts being examined with those that 

had already been devised from the initial expert focus groups and coded whilst keeping 

an open mind during this process to avoid the concepts inherent in the data being 

obscured by any predetermined theoretical basis (such as those found in the domain of 

human resource management (HRM)).  

We then provisionally combined the concepts into related categories to reduce the 

number of concepts to be handled (such as ‗talent‘) and provide a stronger conceptual 

basis to the themes discovered. Next, ‗axial coding‘ commenced where we examined 

each category in terms of: the conditions that cause it, the context in which it occurs, 

actions and interactional strategies by which it is managed or handled and the 

consequences which arise from the category. By examining these factors, it becomes 

possible to link categories and to verify the linkages by testing them against the data. 

This enables the researcher to ground their theory on the data. The final result of axial 

coding is a very rich description of the phenomenon being researched. From this we 

began to produce case study reports of contextual narratives for each organisation for 

collation in the final research document. As the research was geared to practical 

recommendations rather than actual theory we did not undertake the final stage of 

‗selective‘ coding, which enables the development of a grounded theory by integrating 

the categorized material into a theory which accounts for the phenomenon being 

researched. (This integration is done by selecting one of the categories as the focus of 

interest and making it the ‗core category‘ or ‗story line‘ around which the rest of the 

categories are organized. This creates a theoretical framework, which is validated 

against the data).  

1.3 Displaying the findings: Template analysis  

In order to make sense of the rich data from the case study research we chose template 

analysis to display emerging themes. The term "template analysis" refers to a particular 

way of thematically analysing qualitative data [see 69]. The data invariably comes from 

interview transcripts, but may be any kind of textual data, including diary entries, text 

from electronic "interviews" (e-mail), or open-ended question responses on a written 

questionnaire. Template analysis involves the development of a coding "template"; that 

is to say, broad themes (e.g. "Employer branding") encompass successively narrower, 

more specific ones (e.g. "employer value propositions"). Such a template has three 

levels but here we present an example of the coding template which summarises themes 

identified by the researcher(s) as representing the talent management themes overall and 

some of the practices. We can see that with template analysis hierarchical coding is 

emphasised. In column one are the a priori codes we constructed from the original 

talent management research material. In column two are the specific themes we found 

relating to the talent management processes in the case study organisations. This helped 

to provide a structure to focus the next steps of the HRIS study. The template analysis in 

table 1, below, shows some of the categories: 
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Key theme Practices 

1.Constructing 

talent categories 

1. Defining ‗talent‘ as those with leadership potential only 

2. Exclusive labels for talent (e.g., ‗high performers‘; ‗rising 

stars‘; ‘emerging talent‘; ‗entry level talent‘). 

2. Acquiring talent 1. Ascertaining talent supply and demand inside and outside of 

the organization  

2. Talent review panels identify talent for succession planning of 

two or more levels of promotion 

3. Employer branding 

4. Succession planning 

5. Recruitment strategies, policies and practices 

6. Selection strategies, policies and practices 

3. Developing talent 1. Leadership development only 

2. Regular ‗talent reviews‘ of individual development needs, 

plans and objectives in key workforce groups linked to a coherent 

succession planning process. 

3. Coaching, mentoring, job rotations and international transfers 

frequently used as career development tools in preference to 

investment in formal post graduate educational programmes.  

4. Managing talent 1. Active inclusion of succession planning and leadership 

development in the talent management strategy 

2. Developing clear policies and resource planning for 

identification, nomination, selection, engagement and retention of 

internal and external talent  

3. Employer branding has a strong and positive image in the 

marketplace 

4. Review panels to identify talent across the organisation 

5. Performance management processes designed to provide 

robust evidence about individual‘s high performance  

6. Provision of regular feedback on performance  

7. Line managers involved in all areas including coaching, 

mentoring and trained in giving performance assessments 

Table 1: Template analysis: two out of three levels of talent management themes 

 

1.3.1 Talent management and the IS specialist 

A key finding which had not been part of the original study protocol was that in over 

80% of the interviews with line managers and HR respondents there was a concern that 

their talent management processes did not facilitate the inclusion of specialists who 
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were not suitable or did not want to pursue management roles. This prompted the 

researchers to embark on a new study with a different organisation to those in the 

original study in order to explore the extent to which those working specifically in the 

IS domain were taken into account in talent management programmes.  

We had been undertaking ethnographic research with ‗Flow plc.‘, for over a decade in 

project teams developing global HRIS. Flow plc. is a leading power-systems company 

manufacturing in 20 countries, employing approximately 38,000 people worldwide and 

serving customers in 150 countries. The HRIS project leader offered to provide further 

funding for a study to consider talent management issues related to his project team 

members, who were involved in developing global HR information systems. Gathering 

new research material from this organisation would enable us to collect another, more 

specific, data set, apply it to the initial template and modify it in the light of careful 

consideration of each transcript. Once a final version was defined, and all transcripts 

coded to it, the fully completed template would then serve as the basis for our 

interpretations and illuminations of the data set and we could then write up the findings. 

However, we had a way to go yet.  

2 Ethnographic work and the challenges of interpreting fieldwork in 

the HRIS culture 

Van Maanen [63, p1] described ethnography as the coming together of fieldwork and 

culture, resulting in a written representation of that culture. He describes cultures as 

comprising the knowledge that members ('natives‘) of a given group are thought to 

more or less share. This knowledge subsequently informs, embeds, shapes and accounts 

for the routine and not-so-routine activities of the members of that culture [22, 11, 60]. 

Ethnography has long been a recognised research method for studying information 

systems work on topics ranging from ethnography in systems design [38] to critical 

ethnography studies on IS developments as an inherently political activity [9]. In 

particular, using an ethnographic approach to study project teams as they develop and 

implement their systems can enable enhanced understanding about local project routines 

and the complex problems that practitioners face during their daily work routines and 

help account for how practitioners address these problems. 

2.1 A contextual narrative about Human Resource Information Systems  

Over the years, to orient our research with our sponsor, Flow plc., we had constructed a 

contextual narrative about the development of HR information systems (HRIS). HRIS 

are increasingly being used to ensure human capital data is utilised in a strategic way to 

both collect relevant data and enable the sharing of common data across the enterprise 

in a real-time environment [12]. However, these can involve major technical and 

organisational challenges, for example, from business process reorganisation, and this 

often involves delays and budget over-runs and result in major organisational challenges 

[59]. One possible reason for this is that talent management for those working on 

international project teams is not in place, with a number of gaps being identified [68]. 

Firstly, the ‗hybrid‘ knowledge and skills requirement of functional HRIS teams, 

typically composed of both IT personnel and representatives from the departments 

where the system is going to be used, are generally not acknowledged and understood. 

Secondly, there is often a lack of understanding of the key roles required on the project 

and lack of appreciation of the relational knowledge and skills required of HRIS 

specialists in order that the system provided meets their clients‘ needs [61, 30]. Thirdly, 
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there is little aligned appreciation of a ‗supply chain‘ model to the attraction, 

development, engagement, mobility and reward of team talent.  

In order for HRIS to be used effectively both now and in the future, it is clear that those 

designing, implementing and operating those systems need to be recognised as core 

staff fulfilling business/operation-critical roles who have specific talents which can 

enable systems for the provision of effective strategic HRM. The strategic importance 

of these ‗niche‘ roles is not recognised either by HR management or within 

organisational talent management systems. We suggest that the reason for this is that the 

elements and importance of these roles are not understood and we had two key 

questions to explore in the next stage of our research: 

1. How is the ‗talent‘ of specialists in the HR IS domain defined in practice in 

comparison to generalised talent management initiatives?  

2. How is HRIS talent nurtured and their careers developed? 

3 Conducting the ethnography 

In Flow plc., focusing upon specialist talent, we conducted 25 interviews with 

stakeholders from their HR and IT functions in the UK, Germany, Canada and the USA, 

each lasting up to two hours and tape-recorded. Ten interviews were with members of 

the HRIS team at the corporate headquarters and their HR and finance ‗clients‘, the 

other interviews were undertaken by telephone. Those not interviewed included the IT 

supplier‘s consultants, country business managers and employees who were not part of 

the global HRIS programme. Extensive notes were also taken of informal discussions 

and telephone calls with various members of the HRIS team. All interviews were 

undertaken using a narrative interviewing convention with a chronological underlying 

form. In this study the use of narrative in examining lived experience as it happened 

provided a unique opportunity to see how 'continuity and change are emplotted in 

narrative form…where ―a good-enough‖ narrative contains the past in terms of the 

present and points to a future that cannot be predicted, although it contains the elements 

out of which the future will created‘ [39, p35]. 

However, given the ‗alternative‘ interpretive nature of this study, we had to take care 

that appropriate methods of evaluating the research are undertaken. Here we use 

Bryman and Bell‘s [17] criteria for evaluating qualitative research as a checklist for 

undertaking ‗alternative‘ interpretive research in IS:  
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Criteria Evidence from the HRIS study 

Authenticity Frequency of ethnographic researchers on Flow plc‘s company 

premises meant that narrative findings were fed back to the 

project team on a regular basis. This raised awareness of relevant 

issues amongst the HRIS team, enabled reflection on their practice 

as a result of reading their own narratives and encouraged changes 

to the perception of the researchers on the situations occurring. 

This provides for authenticity in the narratives produced from the 

study. 

Trustworthiness 

Credibility 

When respondents from the HRIS team were asked to read their 

own narratives in the interview transcript, we requested they 

highlight any issues they felt they missed or did not report 

correctly in their account. If necessary, amendments were then 

made to the transcripts. Informal meetings were also held to ask 

team members for feedback on observations the ethnographers 

had made about the project team and talent management. 

Trustworthiness 
Transferability 

Rich descriptions were achieved by asking each respondent, 

where relevant, to use real-life examples and to describe their 

experiences of this in detail. Probing questions were asked. 

Narrative construction was undertaken by supplementing 

individual descriptions with observations made by the 

ethnographers, meeting discussion notes, notes from informal 

discussions and telephone calls with the HRIS team. 

Trustworthiness 

Dependability 

The ethnographer always has to be vigilant that she is not 

sacrificing ‗truth‘ for dramatic effect (Denzin, 1997, p142). 

Electronic and written records were made throughout the research 

process and shared between the research team, with academic 

colleagues auditing the process. The records detailed how 

decisions were made e.g in relation to the respondent sample, 

interview questions and what to observe.  

Trustworthiness 
Confirmability 

A research protocol was used to ensure consistency across the 

interviews. Respondents were asked to comment on their 

transcripts and observations the research team had made and any 

amendments made. The ethnographic nature of the study also 

meant that the ethnographers were aware of any internal politics 

which may have influenced the researchers‘ objectivity.  

Table 2: Alternative criteria for evaluating qualitative interpretive research (Bryman and Bell, 

2003) 

It has been proposed that the validity and reliability of qualitative, interpretive research 

can be evaluated based on two key criteria: trustworthiness and authenticity [44, 45, 

17]. Authenticity refers to the wider impact the research might have and in this sense 

shares similarities with action research [9].  Trustworthiness consists of four elements. 

Bryman and Bell [17] describe the first element ‗credibility‘ as being concerned with 

the feasibility of the account and the extent to which the researchers have consulted the 
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respondents to check that they have understood their accounts correctly (respondent 

validation). The second element refers to ‗transferability‘ and the degree to which the 

rich descriptions provided by the respondents could be applied to other settings. 

‗Dependability‘ is the third element. This considers how the research has been 

conducted and whether records of the different stages have been kept (such as interview 

transcripts, field notes and data analysis decisions). It also relates to the extent to which 

this process is audited by peers. According to Bryman and Bell [17] the final element 

‗confirmability‘ considers whether the researchers have remained objective throughout 

the research process. 

4 Analysing narratives from ethnography 

Ethnographic narratives are highly reflexive in content and in construction. They 

involve self reflection and critical interpretation, with the researcher interpreting the 

interpretations of others. In this part of our methodological story we foreground Elliott‘s 

highlighting of three key features of narratives: chronological (as temporal 

representations of sequences of events); meaningfulness and that they are inherently 

social, in that they are produced for a specific audience [24, p4].  

4.1 Chronology, meaningfulness and social specificity of personal narratives 

from Flow plc. HRIS 

Throughout this ethnography the chronological aspect of narrative was engaged by 

asking questions such as ‗Tell me about your experiences of the project from the day 

you became involved‘ and critical incident questions such as ‗Tell me what has 

happened since we last talked‘ [10]. To identify meaningfulness for the individual, these 

questions were linked to probing questions, particularly about each interviewee‘s 

feelings about chosen critical incidents along the course of the project. For social 

specificity we gathered personal narratives embedded in contextual narratives reported 

in documentary materials such as house magazines, internal memorandum on company 

activities generally and global information systems developments specifically. 

Contextual narrative analysis was still being undertaken during this. All tape transcripts, 

a number of contact and document summary sheets [46] and research journal notes were 

input into a qualitative software analysis database (NVIVO8), where they were coded 

for narrative themes to add to the template analysis at levels one, two and three. Next, 

emerging narratives across ontological groups over the history of the project were 

identified and then analyzed to identify key themes in relation to talent management 

issues perceived by individuals to be important, including concerns about career 

development.  

In the next section we provide a contextual narrative analysis of HRIS within the 

organisation and then an example of a personal narrative analysis from one of the 

participants on the project. In constructing each personal narrative we drew upon Labov 

and Waletzky‘s [43] temporal framework with its six separate elements for analysing 

individual or personal narratives in order to provide a clearer frame for the analysis of 

first order narratives of the HRIS team members in our study:  

A: the abstract (a summary of the subject of the narrative);  

O: the orientation (time, place, situation, participants);  

Ca: the complicating action (what actually happened);  

E: the evaluation (the meaning and significance of the action);  
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R: the resolution (what finally happened); and lastly  

C: the coda, which returns the perspective to the present 

4.2 Contextual narrative of Flow plc‟s talent management  

With regard to talent management generally in Flow plc., management and leadership 

development teams had constructed a contextual narrative about managing talent. In the 

first instance they were implementing rigorously designed talent management 

strategies. Whereas talent management had previously consisted of separate HR 

activities to engage and nurture talent , their strategy was now about using all three 

recruitment, performance management or leadership development to get the best 

results. The narrative continued that the growth of talent management from all of these 

initiatives is also driven through solid executive board support and an awareness of 

how closely talent management initiatives need to be linked to the goals of the 

organisation. However, one jarring aspect of this contextual narrative is that talent is 

only taken to be those who have potential to progress to senior executive level, with 

specialists such as scientific, engineering, IS or HR specialists not considered for talent 

pools.  

4.2.1 HRIS implementation in Flow plc.  

Flow plc. found itself in the invidious position of operating many legacy systems across 

functions, with 1600 for HR alone. It was decided to implement an enterprise resource 

planning system which would reduce wasteful repetition and align data management 

across functions. The HR component of the system had a number of different elements: 

personnel administration; organisation management; reward; time management; payroll; 

resourcing; travel and expenses; training and events management; global mobility; 

occupational health and reporting and personal development. Stakeholders involved in 

the project included: business managers, HR clients as system users, IS project 

managers, IS designers, HR IS developers and maintainers and several external to the 

organisation, such as consultants.  

Flow plc. experienced a number of challenges in competitive international and local 

labour markets in attracting and identifying talent with key skills or with high 

professional, technical and/or leadership potential. Their recruitment processes 

encompassed external candidates and internal recruitment through intra-, inter- and 

cross-functional moves, secondments and rotations. Many see talent management 

programmes as capitalising on internal talent. And so it was the case here that it was 

decided that HRIS team recruitment would be from within Flow plc. and the project 

team leader used his network to identify ‗suitable people‘ so there were names against 

various jobs.  

The Flow plc HRIS development team responding to client needs had grown 

organically over the last 10 years, rather than being designed and developed 

strategically. This growth had been driven both by embracing and expanding SAP HR 

technology and functionality in the UK and the addition of different parts of the 

business operating in different countries (USA, Canada and Germany). This meant there 

were eight members on the UK central HR IS team and six in HRIS teams in other 

geographies. Among the recruits was Phil.  
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4.3 Personal narrative analysis: A Flow plc HRIS project team member 

Phil had been with the company in roles other that HRIS for 37 years, such as working 

with the organisation‘s financial systems, in HR, as a systems analyst and being 

responsible for the finance component of ERP. Although there were formal company 

recruitment practices, staff on IS projects tended to be recruited by word-of-mouth. And 

so it was that Phil was informally recruited to his present role to act as a trouble-shooter 

for the HRIS team since the team were experiencing problems integrating data from the 

German business unit. Here is an extract from his personal narrative which explores his 

recruitment to the HRIS project team, analysed according to Labov and Waletzky‘s [43] 

temporal framework. 

Element Evidence 

A When my last ERP project finished in 2003 I started to look to the future.  

O My boss said basically, you are on maintenance; we‘ve got nothing on the 

horizon in finance. And they knew I liked challenges. So in the 

development reviews we discussed it. And I knew they were having 

problems with integration issues in Germany. John [HRIS project team 

manager], who I‘d known from when he first came in the company, I was 

talking to him about it. 

Ca And then John rang me and asked me if I wanted a job with him. There 

aren‘t many people like me who come from finance to HR and vice versa. 

Apparently he was told through the development review process that I was 

looking for project work. He just said I guess I‘m just going to give you a 

lot of rubbish to do really, all the difficult things, and I said that‘s fine with 

me. It was all to do with audits and a whole host of jobs including the 

trouble with the Germans and integrating their financial operating costs. 

He wanted me to be the Germany account manager, if you like. 

E It would be a feather in my cap so that‘s exactly why I went. I calmed the 

team down, and any time they had a problem I could deal with that straight 

away. John was a bit fearful but I‘m the only one who understands how it 

all fits together. I spent a good few years in HR and finance. 

R And sure enough, John stopped getting the aggro from the team. 

C But we‘ll just have to see how it goes now though because I‘m getting on a 

bit, and I‘m only good for a few more years. I‘m 59 in January. I‘m 

looking perhaps at another 3 years, but that‘s it. 

Key:  A = abstract; O = orientation; Ca = Complicating action; E = evaluation; R 

= resolution; C = coda 

Table 3: Personal narrative analysis 

 

We see here how Phil‘s narrative is chronological, in that it takes us across the time 

scale of the recruitment process and beyond. Distinctive to Phil‘s personal narrative was 

his meaningful way of presenting his joining the project as a tale of his rescuing a 
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difficult situation through his personal attributes and his extensive knowledge and 

experience. Finally, although there were company policies for formalised recruitment 

practices, we found time and again that Phil‘s story of being recruited through a process 

of serendipity was a common one and he would have spoken to the condition of many 

others in IS teams as his narrative had social meaning.  

Collating the various narratives of the interviewees on the project we were able to add 

to the elements at third level of the template analysis (we show only two rows as an 

example): 

Key theme Practices IS talent 

1. Constructing 

talent categories 

 

Defining ‗talent‘ as those with 

leadership potential only 

Exclusive labels for talent (e.g., ‗high 

performers‘; ‗rising stars‘; ‘emerging 

talent‘; ‗entry level talent‘). 

No shared organisational 

definition of, or special 

‗labels‘ for ‗specialist‘ 

(non-managerial) talent  

No recognition that talent 

exists at team level as well 

as individual level 

2. Acquiring 

talent 

1. Ascertaining talent supply and 

demand inside and outside of the 

organization  

2. Talent review panels identify talent 

for succession planning of two or more 

levels of promotion 

3. Employer branding 

4. Succession planning 

5. Recruitment strategies, policies and 

practices 

6. Selection strategies, policies and 

practices 

1. & 2. Reactive human 

resource planning for 

specialist talent  

2. No clear perspective 

available across the 

organisation.  

3. Employer brand shows 

no IS staff ‗employment 

promises‘ 

4. No formal succession 

planning for HRIS jobs 

 

Table 4: Level three completion of template analysis 

5 Discussion 

Researchers adopt narrative analysis for a number of reasons: an interest in people‘s 

lived experiences and an appreciation of the temporal nature of that experience; a desire 

to empower research participants and allow them to contribute to determining what are 

the most salient themes in an area of research; an interest in process and change over 

time; an interest in the self and representations of the self and an awareness that the 

researcher him- or herself is also a narrator [24, p6]. Personal narratives are important 

because 'a person's identity is not to be found in behaviour, nor ... in the reactions of 

others, but in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going. The individual's 

biography...must continually integrate events which occur in the external world and sort 

them into the ongoing 'story' about the self' [35, p54].  
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Narratives (understandings, meanings and stories) of organisational practice, then, are 

constructed and negotiated by researchers and the subjects of their studies through 

dialogic and reflexive processes relating practice, context, language, discourse and 

interaction. These narratives are: ongoing and open-ended; mediated through processes 

of interpretation, reflection and theorising and occurring in a dialogue with self and 

between self and others. In telling the ongoing story about self, individuals are 

interpreting and reflecting upon their ‗real life‘ experiences as they engage with 

different forms of empirical material and draw upon concepts and theories in order to 

bring about new and critical understandings of organisational work . 

5.1 Interpretation of narratives 

Taking an interpretive ethnographic stance as we have shown here produces distinctive 

and problematic challenges for those trying to understand the ‗lived experience of 

others‘ and raises concerns for the subjects, the producers and the consumers of 

ethnography [63]. Denzin [26] describes a triple crisis of representation, legitimation 

and praxis, with legitimation a key element requiring some rethinking in relation to the 

terms validity, generalizability and reliability (with ‗truth‘ and verisimilitude 

problematic concepts here).  

With regard to making truth claims, we take the position of pragmatists in our analytical 

presentation of contextual and personal narratives. Watson [67] helps us delineate three 

ways of understanding theories of truth. A correspondence theory of truth involves 

judging an item of knowledge in terms of how accurately it paints a picture or gives a 

report of what actually happened. A coherence/plausibility theory of truth involves an 

item of knowledge being judged in terms of how well it ‗fits in with‘ everything else we 

have learned about this matter previously. A pragmatist theory of truth involves judging 

knowledge in terms of how effectively one would fulfil whatever projects one was 

pursuing in the area of activity covered by the knowledge, if we based our actions on 

the understanding of those activities which it offers. 

By taking a pragmatist approach to the utilisation of contextual narrative analysis of the 

literature, we were able to develop a typology of talent management narratives to map 

against the first level narratives of HRIS specialist talent management on this project. 

By using template analysis for the context narratives from case studies of talent 

management generally and Labov and Waletzky‘s [43] framework to analyse a personal 

narrative from an ethnography of an HRIS project from HRIS specialists in particular, 

we have attempted to show how an examination may be undertaken of the critical 

incidents related to management of their talents.  

6 Conclusions 

Previous research on talent management has argued that a clear position needs to be 

taken on how the talents of all employees might be optimised, not just those who are 

chosen for the ‗future leadership‘ talent pool [21, p5]. In the methodological story in 

this paper we reflexively considered our utilisation of narrative methods of research 

collection and analysis in two research projects on talent management undertaken 

between 2007 and 2009. The first consisted of case study research with nine 

organisations undertaking talent management. By using ‗template analysis‘ [69] to 

identify a typology of narratives in the talent management context, we identified how 

systems designed in this way tended to focus only on those who were regarded as 

having leadership potential and neglected specialist talent.  
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We then took these findings to another research project we were involved in, an 

ethnography which was focused on the talent management of project teams working on 

a global, enterprise-wide IS designed for use by HR and management. Here we used 

analytical tools of contextual and personal narratives to demonstrate how findings can 

emerge from interpretive research material.  

The investigation highlighted the contextual challenges of attracting and nurturing 

specialist talent for global project teams working on an enterprise-wide system 

operating beyond the usual functional HR department boundaries targeted at enabling 

significant innovation of HR business processes in the networked organisation. In order 

to test out our emerging propositions about specialist talent highlighted in the talent 

management template analysis, we used Lavor and Waletzky‘s [43] hierarchical 

framework to analyse personal narratives derived from that ethnography. This 

illuminated how such an individual, through his narrative, discursively made sense of 

his career transition as it emerged over time and in different geographical spaces 

Through such insights, the narrative analyst can construct a rich, complex, multifaceted 

and aligned picture from the voices of situated individuals. As Giddens [35] would have 

it, in the post-traditional order of modernity, against the backdrop of new forms of 

mediated experience, self-identity becomes a reflexively organised endeavour. The 

'reflexive project of the self which consists in the sustaining of coherent, yet 

continuously revised, biographical narrative, takes place in the context of multiple 

choice as filtered through abstract systems' [35, p5]. Highlighting the serendipitous 

nature of interpretive and ethnographic research shows that such ‗alternative‘ methods 

of analysis have great value for the organisational analyst examining the IS domain.  
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to determine whether the introduction 

of e-recruitment has an impact on the process and underlying tasks, 

subtasks and activities of recruitment. Three large organizations with well-

established e-recruitment practices were included in the study. The case 

studies were conducted in Denmark in 2008-2009 using qualitative research 

methods. The findings indicate that e-recruitment had a noticeable effect on 

the overall recruitment process in the studied organizations. The 

investigation revealed changes in the sequence, divisibility and 

repetitiveness of a number of tasks and subtasks. The new process design 

supported by information and communications technologies was identified 

and is presented in the paper. This process allowed recruiters in the study to 

perform recruitment tasks more efficiently. However, practitioners should 

be aware of the increasing demands of the quality of online communication 

with applicants, and with it the electronic communication skills of 

recruitment professionals.    

 

Keywords: recruitment, e-recruitment, web-based recruitment, online 

recruitment, staffing, e-HRM 

 

1 Introduction 

The first decade of the twenty-first century saw rapid growth in the use of online 

recruitment [25] and the transformation of electronic recruitment into one of the fastest 

growing recruitment techniques [23:119]. The most often reported benefits of electronic 

recruitment include wider applicant outreach [19], faster information exchange between 

potential employees and employers [38], lower costs of advertising [41], data 

accessibility and availability [39], reduced costs of communications [27], and improved 

organizational attraction [36:284]. The drawbacks of e-recruitment are associated 

mainly with résumé overload [11:85], increased diversity in quality of candidates [3], 

lack of personalized response to applicants [8], and issue-related candidate 

confidentiality [25]. Nevertheless, an online hiring process is regarded as being more 

cost efficient, and the fastest route to finding the right candidates, than traditional paper-

based recruitment [27].   

Despite the widespread use of e-recruiting methods, a gap seems to have developed 

between research into and the practice of e-recruitment [1; 39]. Of the increasing 
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number of research contributions, many focus on the design of corporate recruitment 

websites [29], applicants‘ perceptions of career websites [5; 9; 16; 39], and e-

recruitment system design [14; 26]. Although recruitment by and for organizations is 

intended to improve organizational performance [2:124], academic research on the 

subject from an organizational perspective is still relatively sparse [33; 34], possibly 

because scholars are struggling to keep pace with the sheer rapidity of change [1]. The 

organizational perspective is understood here as the process of organizing and 

performing recruitment tasks and activities within organizations and in the context of 

organizational environment.  

The purpose of this study is to identify how e-recruiting affects the overall recruitment 

process, and whether it causes changes in the nature and sequence of tasks associated 

with the traditional recruitment of external candidates. The research contributes to the 

body of knowledge on the subject of e-recruitment, and is relevant for both academia 

and practitioners.  

Case studies of three large multinational Danish companies were carried out in 2008 

and 2009. The companies had extensive experience of e-recruiting and deployed a broad 

range of electronic means in their recruitment practices. The introduction of e-

recruitment technology and sources in the case companies affected both recruitment 

activities and the sequence of some recruitment tasks and subtasks. A new task that of 

maintaining a corporate career website, was also added to the process.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The next section discusses the 

theoretical starting point of the study. This is followed by an outline of the research 

design. The following two sections contain a presentation of the findings and a 

discussion of the key conclusions. Finally, I briefly discuss the implications for theory 

and practice.  

2 Research Background 

There is wide agreement among scholars about the growing importance of 

organizational recruitment in the development of human capital and strategic human 

resource management [9; 28; 31]. Given that the primary objective of recruitment is to 

identify and attract potential employees [2:10], recruitment can be defined as practices 

and activities carried out by an organization for the primary purpose of identifying, 

attracting and influencing the job choices of competent candidates [2: 5; 30:178; 35]. 

Recruitment activities are either directed towards external candidates from outside 

organizations or towards current employees, in which case it is called internal 

recruitment. The focus of this study is solely on the process of recruiting external 

candidates, since internal recruitment often involves other issues, such as career 

planning and development [2:4]. 

E-recruitment can be understood as recruitment carried out by the use of various 

electronic means. Online, Internet, or web-based recruiting can be defined as the use of 

the Internet to identify and attract potential employees [34], e.g. advertising a vacant 

position and attracting a pool of applicants through corporate websites and Internet job 

boards [4]. An e-recruitment system is a back-office system for administrating the 

recruitment process, and is normally designed to allow applicants to submit their data 

electronically. E-recruitment can thus be perceived as an umbrella term covering 

recruitment activities performed using various electronic means and the Internet, 

including online recruitment and e-recruitment systems.  
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The recruitment process can vary in complexity and degree of difficulty depending on 

the recruitment objectives and the recruitment sources chosen [6]. The most commonly 

used sources for external recruitment are newspaper ads, private and public employment 

agencies, Internet job boards, corporate websites, employee referrals, colleges and 

universities, search firms, job fairs, etc. [36:280]. As e-recruitment uses online job ads 

as the recruitment source, the focus here will be solely on the recruitment process for 

sourcing applicants from advertising. 

Traditional recruitment, which uses formal sources like job advertising, starts with the 

identification of required applicants, their location and placement in the labour market, 

and proceeds with activities to attract and persuade qualified applicants to apply. Job 

applications are then received, screened, and sorted, leading to the drawing up of a 

shortlist. The process ends with communicating the pre-screening results to applicants. 

A summary of this type of recruitment process tasks, subtasks and activities is presented 

in Figure 1. 

In this study, recruitment is treated as a business process [37: 328], defined by 

Davenport and Short [10] as a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a 

defined business outcome for internal or external recipients. A business process occurs 

across or between organizational subunits and is independent of formal organizational 

structure. In the case of recruiting, this process is normally performed for either internal 

customers – line managers and executives from various parts of the organization - or 

external ones, resulting in a shortlist of candidates which customers can choose from 

(ibid.).  
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Tasks Subtasks Activities 

  Based on the request for hire from a client (e.g. another 

department) and eventual job analysis information, 

identify candidate profile and required qualifications. 

Develop a job description and job specifications.  

  Identify where and in which segment of the labour 

market to look for qualified applicants.   

  Select recruitment source, and decide which method to 

use to reach the target audience, e.g. newspaper 

advertisements, TV and radio spots, professional 

magazines, etc.  

  Prepare and place job ads in the selected sources, 

observing certain requirements such as size restrictions, 

design guidelines, graphic elements, etc.  

   Sort incoming paper-based applications for each 

vacancy. File and register these for monitoring and 

administrating the recruitment process.        

   Pre-screen and review applications, identify a number of 

applicants to be included in a pool for further assessment 

and selection. Forward the shortlist to clients for 

evaluation.  

 

 

 Inform rejected applicants that they have not been 

shortlisted for further consideration. Prepare and mail a 

formal letter, and /or make a telephone call.  

  Inform prospective candidates by formal letter and / or a 

telephone call, or in person, that they have been pre-

selected for further assessment. Arrange further 

interviews with them, site visits, and test.  

Figure 1. Traditional paper-based recruitment process using job advertising 

Adapted from Barber [2], Breaugh & Starke [6], Bartram [3], Dessler [11],  

Millmore et al., [31], and Newell [32] 

 

A business process change can be caused by many factors and affect organizations in 

many ways . In order to better understand the complexities related to such changes, 

Kettinger and Grover [21] propose a descriptive model of business process change 

(BPC) based on research contributions from other scholars and their observations of 

practice. The model rests on the assumption that an organization is a complex, social 

system consisting of mutually interrelated and self-adjusting subsystems of 

organizational change, namely task, technology, people, and structure [20; 24]. The 

BPC model is strategy-driven, and adds process, products and services [21].  
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Figure 2 shows my adaptation of the BPC model to the recruitment process. Following 

the model‘s logic, introducing ICTs to the recruitment process, as in the case of e-

recruitment, would not only affect business process tasks, but also people, management 

and structure.  

A study of peer-reviewed journal manuscripts on e-recruitment, online and web-based 

recruitment, and e-recruitment systems identified only a few research contributions on 

e-recruitment from an organizational or business process perspective. Some of these 

research contributions are discussed below, and a summary provided in Table 1. And, as 

noted by Parry and Tyson [33], there has been little empirical research to determine 

whether e-recruiting leads to radical changes in recruiting practices. 

In his study on Internet recruiting, Cappelli [8]examines different service providers, 

new technologies, and companies‘ recruitment strategies . In his view, the e-recruiting 

process consists of three major steps: attracting, sorting, and contacting candidates. The 

first step involves the appropriate design of web pages, using electronic networks for 

promotion, tracking potential candidates on the Internet and in on-line databases. The 

next step – sorting – involves the screening of candidates with the help of sophisticated 

on-line tests. In the third step, contacting candidates, e-recruitment systems are a big 

help, since they enable communication tasks to be automated (ibid.).  

 

 

Figure 2. Recruitment process change model 

Elaborated and adapted from Kettinger & Grover [21], and Kettinger, Teng & Guha [22] 
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Lee [25], who has studied the evolution of e-recruitment systems and analysed the 

corporate career websites of Fortune 100 companies, emphasises that e-recruiting has 

fundamentally changed the corporate recruiting process from batch mode to continuous 

mode, suggesting a major change in the business process. Unlike the traditional paper-

based recruiting process, e-recruiting allows around-the-clock collection and processing 

of job applications. Thus, a modern e-recruiting process is a two-way communication 

process, web-enabled, time- and space-independent, and a ubiquitous system for both 

job seekers and recruiters (ibid.).  

Based on a review of the literature, Singh and Finn [38] conclude that the increased use 

of ICTs in recruitment has had a fundamental impact on all aspects of an organization‘s 

recruitment function, including people, processes, organizational structures, and forms. 

They suggest that new processes are needed to lower costs, accelerate transactions, 

improve efficiency, and provide better service. One example of such processes is the 

automated, web-based, pre-screening of applicants.  

Table 1. Summary of previous research into the main effects of  

e-recruitment on the recruitment process 

 

3 Research design   

For various reasons, it was decided to base this research on case studies [40], in 

particular because they allow the researcher to study processes in their social context 

[18: 323]. Prior to the study proper, I carried out an exploratory study on the organizing 

principles of e-recruitment, during which I selected three large organizations with well-

established e-recruiting practices which could potentially allow a case-by-case 

comparison [12] and permit theoretical sampling.  

I used the recruitment process as the unit of analysis and focused only on the business 

process. My interest was primarily in whether e-recruitment had an effect on the 

traditional recruitment process, its tasks, subtasks and activities. If the introduction of e-

Article Changes in the recruitment process 
Changes in the recruitment 

process performance 

Cappelli [8] The recruitment process turns into a 

marketing process of selling jobs, with more 

activities and resources dedicated to building 

company reputation, Internet 

communications, and relationship marketing. 

Automation of the entire recruitment process. 

Introduction of sophisticated on-line 

screening systems. Automated systems for 

contacting applicants.  

Shorter recruitment cycles. 

Bigger pool of experienced 

candidates. Efficient selection of 

best candidates.  

Lee [25] Change from batch mode to continuous 

mode, with some activities being performed 

concurrently. Automated pre-screening. 

Long-term candidate relationship 

management.  

Cost savings, better efficiency, 

increased convenience for 

recruiters and clients, and shift 

of focus on effectiveness.  

Singh and 

Finn [38] 

Introduction of new processes, e.g. web-

based pre-screening. ―Just-in-time‖ recruiting 

on demand.  

Lower costs per hire. Shorter 

recruiting lead times. Improved 

quality of candidates. 
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recruitment had resulted in changes in process tasks and subtasks, then it would have 

meant dramatic or at least significant changes in the overall recruitment process. If the 

changes had occurred only at the level of activities, the changes would be considered 

incremental. I was thus looking for possible changes in the tasks, subtasks and activities 

of the business process of recruiting which could be attributed to the use of electronic 

recruitment.  

The companies selected for the study are all multinational corporations (MNCs) 

originating from, and with headquarters in, Denmark. To ensure confidentiality of the 

collaborating organizations and their respondents, the companies in this paper have 

been given fictitious names - Scandifin, Danadrinco and Energowing. Some general 

information about the case companies is provided in Table 2. At the time of the study, 

the case companies had been using Internet recruitment and e-recruitment systems for 

over 5 years.  

Fictitious 

name 
Primary Industry Ownership 

Number of 

Employees 

Scandifin Banking and investment Shareholding 

company 

33,000+ 

Danadrinco  Alcoholic and non-alcoholic 

beverages 

Shareholding 

company 

45,000+ 

Energowing Design, production, and 

installation of energy systems 

Shareholding 

company 

20,000+ 

Table 2. Case companies 

 

Data were first collected at Scandifin, and later, following the replication logic [40: 47-

48], at Danadrinco and Energowing . In all three case studies, the recruitment process 

was embedded in a specific unit: at Scandifin and Danadrinco it was in the HR 

departments responsible for recruiting in Denmark only, while at Energowing it was in 

the unit responsible for recruitment for a major division. All the data were collected in 

Denmark in the years 2009 and 2010. Following Yin [40: 39-53], this research design 

can be defined as a multiple embedded case study, and is regarded as being cross-

sectional.  

The data for each case were collected from multiple sources available to the researcher, 

and were predominantly qualitative [15: 465]. Qualitative data was considered to be 

more suitable, since it can provide insights into complex social processes [13], such as 

the recruitment process in this study.  

 I conducted face-to-face semi-structured interviews with a number of key informants, 

including HR partners and brand managers, recruitment partners, and others, who were 

involved in recruitment process tasks. All face-to-face interviews with key informants, 

normally 2-4 persons per case study, were conducted onsite, digitally recorded, and 

subsequently fully transcribed. The interviews lasted between 1 and 2 hours. 

As the three case organizations used various technological solutions in the recruitment 

process, I reviewed the functional characteristics of their e-recruitment systems and 

interviewed representatives of the companies‘ technology providers. In addition, I made 

a number of observations at two job fairs and two HR fairs in Denmark, where I had the 

chance to meet and interview representatives of major job portals and job databases 
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used by the companies for online recruiting. Notes on observations and conversations 

were then recorded.  

In order to get a more comprehensive idea of how online recruitment methods were 

used at the studied companies, I analysed the content of corporate recruitment web 

pages and the job ads that the case companies placed on their websites. Thus, a blend of 

qualitative methods, techniques, and data sources available at the time of the research 

were utilized during the study. 

The overall data analysis was deductive. The fully transcribed interviews were exported 

to QSR nVivo - software for the analysis of qualitative data. Most of the brochures, 

texts, and other secondary text data were scanned and also exported to the nVivo 

project. The data were then sorted in sets for each case, coded, and triangulated. The 

coding started with provisional categories, referring to recruitment tasks and subtasks, 

and proceeded with more specific codes related to activities. The findings were then 

summarized and analysed using the method of case-to-case comparison.  

4 Findings 

4.1 Scandifin 

Scandifin is a corporation consisting of Scandinavian banks, insurance companies and 

investment funds, merged and incorporated in 2000. Its main activities include personal 

and corporate banking, capital markets, savings and asset management, and running 

pension funds. With a customer base of around 10 million, Scandifin is one of the 15 

largest private financial institutions in Europe. It runs 1400 bank branches in 

Scandinavia and Eastern Europe and has a total full-time staff of 33,000 employees.  

The recruitment team in this study was based at Scandifin‘s headquarters, in the HR 

department under the supervision of the senior HR partner. The team handled all 

Scandifin‘s recruitment in Denmark, including temporary jobs and traineeships. Job ads, 

including online ones, were the main recruitment source for around 300 to 500 

vacancies a year.  

The Danish office started using corporate websites and Internet job advertising as a 

recruitment source in the late 1990s. In the early 2000s, Scandifin acquired an e-

recruitment system from a Scandinavian application service provider (ASP), which also 

hosted and serviced the system. This meant that it could be quickly implemented, since 

it did not require any installation and maintenance onsite. Scandifin merely had to link 

its career website to the e-recruitment system when posting new job ads. The system 

was web-based, and, using a standard Internet browser and a login, it gave instant 

access to data from any location with a computer and Internet connection. From then 

on, Scandifin no longer accepted paper-based applications, and systematically directed 

prospective applicants to their career website for further information and submission of 

applications, whether unsolicited or for an advertised position.   

According to the interviewed recruiters, Scandifin‘s career website became an efficient 

source of communication with candidates. One of the interviewees said: ―... On our 

website one can log in and subscribe to [receive] job announcements. This is one of the 

first functionalities we implemented, and we have continued doing this for 10 years... At 

some point we reached 3000 subscribed users... It is a very effective place for hiring, 

say, students... Student jobs can be 100 different things, and once they find out which 

job they want, they can write an application explaining why they think they are the right 

ones for the jobs. For many years we have not processed unsolicited applications for 
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student jobs...instead we ask them [i.e. students] to keep an eye on our website where all 

jobs announcements get posted, and where it is easy to subscribe to email 

notifications...‖ (own translation).  

Most of Scandifin‘s job ads were placed on the corporate career website and a number 

of job portals. Sometimes, recruiters chose to use printed media for advertising jobs, 

although this was for other reasons than attracting applications from qualified 

candidates. Scandifin‘s use of printed media was mainly for reasons of employer 

branding and maintenance of corporate reputation. One of the interviewed recruitment 

partners explained why Scandifin still used printed media: ―... If there is a vacancy, e.g. 

in Aarhus or Skive, and there is a local free newspaper distributed weekly to all 

households, then sometimes our local branches place a job ad there. You could say that 

this is a bit of local marketing...There are also industry magazines... Most employees in 

Danish financial institutions receive NN (a financial magazine) 10 times a year, but 

placing a [job] ad there does not usually generate any applications …‖ (own 

translation).  

Overall, Scandifin‘s recruiters were satisfied using e-recruitment in the recruitment 

process. The main benefits mentioned were streamlined communication with applicants, 

less paper administration, ease of accessing applicant data, reduced labour intensity in 

processing résumés, and a shorter recruitment cycle.   

4.2 Danadrinco 

Danadrinco is part of an international group of companies, with more than 45,000 full-

time employees in 25 countries. The company has 2,000 employees in Denmark, mainly 

in running corporate headquarters, production, and the distribution of alcoholic and non-

alcoholic beverages.  

In 1996, Danadrinco introduced an e-recruitment system supplied by a major 

international HR technology and Internet job portal provider. The system was used for 

all Danadrinco‘s internal and external recruitment, including when handled by a third 

party, e.g. employment agencies and search bureaus. As explained by the company 

recruiters, the main reason was purely administrative - to keep track of all new 

employees and their flow and status.   

The recruitment partners and their assistants worked out of the HR department, carrying 

out a number of HR-related tasks. Annually, they handled 130-150 recruitments, of 

which about 100 were sourced externally through job advertising. The majority of job 

ads were placed online on Danadrinco‘s corporate recruitment webpage and external 

Internet job portals. One of Danadrinco‘s recruitment partners described Danadrinco‘s 

choice of sources in the following way: ―... 80% of all vacancies are sourced through 

the Internet and the remaining 20 through head-hunters... Of the job ads which we place 

during a standard recruitment process, only 5% are placed in printed media. And this is 

a drastic change compared with just 5 years ago. Basically, either we do it on the 

Internet, or we go to a head-hunter...‖ (own translation). 

All incoming applications to Danadrinco were sent electronically. The corporate career 

webpage could either be used to apply for a concrete vacancy or to send an unsolicited 

application. Each application submission was automatically confirmed by email. The e-

recruitment system was web-based, and Danadrinco‘s recruiters and line managers 

could access vacancy-related data and incoming applications from any geographical 

location through a web browser.  
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Danadrinco‘s recruiters were generally satisfied with the e-recruitment system. The 

benefits mentioned included a reduced administrative burden, shorter recruitment lead 

time, ease of follow-up on each case and individual applicant, and the benefits of 

outsourcing some applicant screening and communication tasks to line managers. One 

of Danadrinco‘s recruitment partners recalled his previous experience with another 

employer: ―...What I like most [about the e-recruitment system] is that it saves you from 

the administrative part. I remember my time with company N, where we counted how 

many times we typed the names and addresses of job applicants, and we managed to use 

7 different systems during the process, for letters of acknowledgement, thank you 

letters, etc. The new system saves you from all this...‖ (own translation).  

The disadvantages of using e-recruitment mentioned included the increased number of 

unqualified applicants, limitations imposed by job portals on the size and design of the 

job ads, and the lack of personal contact with applicants.  

4.3 Energowing 

Energowing is a multidivisional MNC with headquarters in Denmark. Its core business 

comprises R&D, and the manufacture, sale and maintenance of energy systems.  

The recruitment team in this study came from one of Energowing‘s divisions in its core 

business operations. Recruiters were placed in the divisional HR department and 

reported to the divisional HR Partner, and Energowing‘s corporate vice president and 

corporate employer brand manager.  

Energowing‘s recruiters used a wide range of recruitment sources in their staffing 

activities. The corporate career website and a number of Internet-based job portals were 

the main recruiting sources for external candidates. The corporate career website 

received the special attention of the corporate employer brand manager, who was 

responsible for conceptual design, content and updating. Unlike the other two 

companies, Energowing used professional online communities like LinkedIn for its 

employer-branding activities and job advertising. At the same time, Energowing had a 

strict corporate policy, which prohibited using online social networks, e.g. Facebook 

and MySpace, for either branding or recruitment.   

Energowing used an e-recruitment system which was a modular part of a wider 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system implemented universally throughout the 

company in Denmark and abroad. The system was installed centrally onsite and 

maintained by highly qualified IT personnel, and none of the company‘s units were 

allowed to make adjustments or changes. The interviewed recruiters expressed general 

satisfaction with the possibilities and functioning of the e-recruitment system, but 

complained about the system‘s complexity and excessive functionality, which in their 

view had a negative effect on the application experience of prospective candidates.  

Unlike Scandifin and Danadrinco, at the time of the study Energowing continued to 

receive paper-based applications, though recruiters had to register and file them in the e-

recruitment system manually. One of the HR partners explained the reason for this 

:‖...There are not a lot of them [i.e. paper-based applications], and we receive them 

primarily from factory workers... It is OK that they are on paper. So we type them in 

ourselves. We do not ask candidates to do this, because I think that it‘s just arrogant. 

We cannot tell them that we want their applications but they must go home and submit 

them through the website. You just can‘t do that ...‖ (own translation).  
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Another concern about the e-recruiting system was the apparent lack of a personalized 

response to rejected applicants. As one of the recruiters put it: ―I think that candidates 

feel like that they are just a number in a row, especially if they are not selected for the 

first interview. We have actually considered conducting telephone interviews with all 

the qualified candidates just to be closer to them... Even if they are rejected, a telephone 

interview might give them a positive image of Energowing anyway... It is important to 

me that applicants receive an explanation for why they were not hired, instead of just 

being rejected through the e-recruitment system. So, I would say that the main weakness 

of such a system is that candidates may feel impersonalized‖ (own translation). 

However, the same recruitment partner admitted that, due to the growing number of 

applications submitted electronically, telephoning all applicants was not feasible.   

4.4 Case-by-case comparison of the recruitment process  

A case-by-case comparison of the three companies‘ recruitment process, involving 

similarities and differences in tasks, subtasks and activities, is summarised in Table 3.  

As can be seen from the summary, in all three companies, there were no e-recruitment 

activities prior to the task of attracting applicants. E-recruitment systems were then used 

for the preparation and submission of job advertisements from the system interface, 

enabling previous texts and job descriptions to be easily reused and reformatted for new 

vacancies and potentially new e-recruitment sources.  

Online or web-based recruiting was the main recruitment source for the studied 

recruitment processes. All three case companies were largely reliant on their corporate 

career websites, and used them for communicating with prospective applicants and as 

the entry point for the online submission of job applications. All three companies had a 

localised Danish career website with the possibility to submit applications for positions 

outside the country. At Scandifin and Danadrinco, the task of providing and updating 

the content was the responsibility of the HR departments at headquarters, while at 

Energowing the career website was updated and maintained under the supervision of the 

corporate employer brand manager. In all three companies, new job ads were posted 

directly by divisional recruitment teams using their e-recruitment systems. All three 

studied organizations also had long-term agreements with a number of major Danish 

Internet-based job boards, and occasionally added other online sources, e.g. in the case 

of Energowing, online professional communities and networks.  

Unlike with traditional paper-based recruitment, the processing and pre-screening of 

incoming applications could start and run concurrently with the activities for attracting 

candidates. As confirmed by the informants from the case companies, the screening of 

résumés was often initiated by line managers even before the deadline for applications. 

The timing and sequence of this subtask was strongly dependent on the line managers 

themselves.  

None of the recruitment teams used automated screening of incoming applications; in 

fact, all the recruiters in the study rejected this as an option. The rationale behind this 

was well put by one of the informants from Scandifin: ... ―We have 300-500 different 

jobs with a job description. And in my opinion, if we are to think seriously about 

screening questions, we have to look at each job individually, and also at each job 

description. We then need to evaluate what is important for us to know [about the 

candidates]... and the [screening] questions should be very precise and correctly 

formulated so that we can get correct answers. And even then we may not get the 

answers we want, as people interpret questions differently, and therefore also answer 
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differently... Therefore I think that it would be extremely resource-intensive to have to 

formulate [screening] questions for each job‖ (own translation).  

In all three companies, communication with prospective candidates and job applicants 

started with job advertisements being posted on the Internet. This was due to job-

seekers subscribing to automatic alerts on new job vacancies, which they received by 

email and/or SMS. In addition, the companies‘ e-recruitment systems always sent an e-

mail confirming that they had received a job application. By means of the automation 

features of the e-recruitment systems, rejected candidates were often notified 

immediately about the result of the pre-screening even before the vacancies were 

formally filled. All three companies considered this to be an advantage, since it meant 

that recruiters did not have to keep them waiting unnecessarily long just to hear that 

they had not been selected for further assessment. In the case of Energowing, the system 

allowed applicants to create individual web pages on the employer‘s server, where they 

could submit their files and monitor the progress of their application. Recruiters were 

uncertain how much this feature was used, however.  

After the pre-screening was completed, a number of candidates were contacted to 

arrange further assessment and selection activities. E-recruitment systems were used for 

this as well, but all the studied recruitment teams and their clients, i.e. line managers, 

would normally do this by telephone, and would use the system only for scheduling and 

tracking purposes. This electronic tracking ended with the employment of a selected 

candidate. 

The technological solutions used by all three companies in the recruitment process 

enabled individual recruitment data to be integrated with other HR information systems, 

such as Talent Management and Employee Development systems, as well as with wider 

ERP systems, but none of the companies made use of this . The reasons differed for 

each company, and varied from the apparent lack of coordination between functional 

units to differences in the employee data required by departments.  
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Table 3. The recruitment process at the case companies  

Task Subtasks Similar Activities Divergent Activities Recruitment Process Change 

Identify appli-

cants 

Prepare a job descrip-

tion and job specifica-

tions 

Based on the request for hire from 

line managers and job analysis 

information, recruiters draw up a 

candidate profile and required 

qualifications and develop a job 

description and job specifications.  

  No change. 

Identify the appropriate 

pool of applicants 

Recruiters determine where to look 

for qualified applicants geographi-

cally and in which segment of the 

labour market to generate a sub-

stantial inflow of applications.   

 No change. 

     

Attract appli-

cants 

Select recruitment 

source(s) 

Recruiters choose among a number 

of online sources, e.g. job data-

bases and job portals, with which 

they have a long-term agreement.   

Scandifin: Specialised websites, e.g. finan-

cial institutions and the state regulator are 

sometimes used as sources. 

Changes in activities. No 

change in the nature of the task 

or the subtask.  

Danadrinco: Job portals outside Denmark 

are sometimes used as sources.  

Energowing: Professional (though not so-

cial) networks like LinkedIn are frequently 

used as a source. 
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Task Subtasks Similar Activities Divergent Activities Recruitment Process Change 

 

Prepare and place job 

announcement 

Recruitment personnel prepare and 

place job ads in the selected 

sources, observing certain require-

ments, e.g. size restrictions, design 

guidelines, graphic elements, etc.  

Job ads are posted on corporate 

websites.  

Scandifin: Job ads from the corporate web-

site are posted by Internet job portals and 

database systems.  

Changes in activities. No 

change in the nature of the task 

or the subtask.  

Danadrinco: Job ads are posted automati-

cally, through the e-recruitment system, in 

Internet job portals and databases. 

Changes in the sequence of 

tasks – the task of communicat-

ing with applicants starts here. 

Energowing: Job ads are forwarded by 

email to the selected Internet job portals 

and databases and posted by them. 

   

 

 

Process in-

coming appli-

cations  

Receive, register, and 

sort incoming applica-

tions 

All incoming applications are re-

ceived and sorted automatically 

through an e-recruitment system. 

The subtask is fully or almost fully 

automated.  

Scandifin and Danadrinco: No paper-based 

applications accepted. 

Changes in the sequence of 

subtasks, i.e. pre-screening may 

commence simultaneously, as 

well as continuation of the task 

of communicating with appli-

cants. 

Energowing: Paper-based applications 

 are registered and transferred into the  

e-recruitment system by an  

Energowing employee.   
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Task Subtasks Similar Activities Divergent Activities Recruitment Process Change 

 

Pre-screen and evaluate 

applicants 

Line managers and recruiters pre-

screen and review applications 

using the data stored in e-

recruitment system. They identify 

and rank a number of applicants to 

continue through assessment and 

selection. The rankings and even-

tual comments are stored in the e-

recruitment system.   

  Changes in activities. No 

change in the nature of the task 

or the subtask.  

Communicate 

with appli-

cants  

Inform applicants about 

pre-screening results  

Rejected applicants receive an 

email sent through the e-

recruitment system. Sometimes, 

they are contacted by telephone.    

Scandifin and Danadrinco: Line managers 

are responsible. 

Changes in activities. No 

change in the nature of the task 

or the subtask.  
Energowing: Recruitment partners 

 are responsible. 
Arrange interviews with 

shortlisted candidates 

Arrange further interviews, site 

visits, and test with them.   

Scandifin: Line managers arrange inter-

views by telephone. 

Changes in activities. No 

change in the nature of the task 

or the subtask.  

Danadrinco: Further interviews are planned 

and arranged through electronic scheduling 

and e-calendar.   

Energowing: Recruitment partner arranges 

interviews by telephone.  
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5 Discussion and conclusions  

In the three studied organizations, the traditional recruitment process was completely 

replaced by e-recruiting. The investigation confirmed that the recruitment process as 

described in Figure 1 no longer existed in the studied organizations in its original form 

and design. The most significant differences identified were attributed to changes in the 

sequence of tasks and subtasks, and their increased divisibility, as well as in the nature 

of the related activities.  

The detailed analysis of the recruitment process in the three case companies has shown 

that the introduction of e-recruitment affected process tasks and subtasks to a varying 

extent. For example, the subtask of receiving, sorting and registering incoming 

applications was significantly affected, since the e-recruitment systems did this 

automatically, apart from the one case when recruiters had to register and type in paper-

based applications manually. Therefore, it can be concluded that this subtask is 

irrelevant where an e-recruitment system has been introduced and applications are 

accepted solely through the system‘s submission facility.  

Due to the affordances (don‘t quite know what you mean by ‗affordances‘ – do you 

mean ‗cost‘ or ‗functionality‘ or ‗ease of use‘ or something completely different?) of the 

technology, communication with current applicants started simultaneously with the 

posting of job ads, and continued through the entire recruitment process. Apart from the 

apparent change in timing, the subtask of informing applicants about the pre-screening 

results was transformed into the subtask of informing them about the progress of their 

applications. Furthermore, in all case companies, the subtask of pre-screening incoming 

applications was often initiated shortly after job advertisements were posted online.  

This meant that the tasks of attracting applicants, processing applications and 

communicating with candidates were often performed concurrently, supporting the 

findings of Lee [25]. However, this study found no evidence to support Cappelli‘s [8], 

Singh and Finn‘s [38] and Lee‘s [25] assumption that the pre-screening of candidates 

can be handled by sophisticated online systems, and none of the recruiters in the study 

regarded this option as being feasible.  

According to the informants in the study, the introduction of e-recruitment has led to a 

number of performance outcomes, most of which were considered positive. Many 

informants mentioned the reduced costs of job advertising, improved recruitment lead 

times, ease of communication with candidates, and exposure to a wider candidate pool. 

The corporate websites were also very much appreciated as an effective way of 

branding the companies as an attractive place to work. These findings correspond with 

the results of Parry and Tyson [33] and a number of other research contributions. 

Traditional paper-based recruitment by means of job advertising, as shown in Figure 1, 

is often viewed as a discrete, fixed process [17], initialized by an apparent need and 

request for new employees. It consists of tasks and subtasks which are fairly well-

defined and repeated for each new vacancy, but which are sequential and not easily 

divisible. Such process design is viewed by organizational design researchers as being 

complicated, since it requires the coordination of connected processes and continuous 

attention [7: 111-114]. The recruitment process investigated in the study rests on the 

process design, which is characterised by a high level of repetitiveness and a medium to 

high level of divisibility, as a number of tasks and subtasks can run con-currently, or 

even be performed independently. Such task design can be defined as orderly [7: 112-
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113]. The orderly design has a major advantage over the complicated design in its task 

divisibility, inasmuch as problems encountered in performing one task do not 

necessarily prevent progress in other tasks. This therefore requires less coordination and 

is more efficient (ibid.).  

One of the highly divisible tasks, which emerged together with the spread of the Internet 

and the use of e-recruiting, is that of maintaining career websites. This is an ongoing 

task and is independent of individual hiring cycles, yet it is interrelated with the 

objectives and outcomes of each individual recruitment cycle. Therefore, the task of 

maintaining corporate career websites is added to the new recruitment process, as 

shown in Figure 3. The move from complicated to more orderly task design might 

explain why recruiters in all three companies reported a reduced administrative burden 

and less coordination of the recruitment process.  

As can be seen in Figure 3, with the new process, the task of communicating with 

candidates becomes one of the focal tasks, because it ―binds‖ several tasks and subtasks 

in the process and is performed practically throughout the entire recruitment process. 

This may explain why, in two cases companies, HR departments were hiring 

communication experts, e.g. an Employer Brand manager at Energowing and a new 

graduate in corporate communications at Scandifin, suggesting changes in required 

skills and personnel competencies.   

6 Limitations and implications  

 The above research has some limitations. The main purpose of the study was to 

determine whether the introduction of e-recruitment had affected the overall recruitment 

process. Therefore it did not address in depth any changes related to management, 

formal and informal structures of the recruiting teams, etc. Although applicants are the 

other major player in the recruiting process [2:7], they were not included in this study 

either. Furthermore, the reasons for adopting e-recruitment were not investigated. 

Practitioners considering introducing online recruiting and e-recruitment systems might 

feel apprehensive about the less consecutive nature of the recruitment tasks in the new 

process and the need to learn a new technology. However, this study does not reveal any 

specific problems for HR professionals using various e-recruitment technologies, and 

none of my respondents reported or complained about being forced to learn a lot of new 

technology. On the contrary, the e-recruitment systems were very easy to use, and when 

hosted by an external ASP, were up and running in literally no time. However, as 

communication with applicants plays a more significant role in the new process, 

recruiters should be aware of the increased demands associated with this task. In 

particular, special attention should be given to activities related to Internet 

communications and automated mailing. This was a concern expressed by many 

recruiters, and two of the case organizations made extra resources and specially 

educated staff available to deal with the issues of online communications.  
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Figure 4. Traditional paper-based recruitment process vs. the (new) recruitment process with e-recruitment 
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The Business Process Change (BPC) model presented in Figure 2 suggests that, if there 

are changes in one of the subsystems, i.e. technology, personnel, management and 

structures, then the other subsystems will be also affected. This is a potential starting 

point for research into organizational design and management of HR departments and 

recruitment teams, and would address the question of how e-recruitment affects these 

subsystems. Lee [25], for instance, argues that management practices evolve together 

with e-recruitment systems. And Cappelli [8] suggests that changes related to the 

introduction of e-recruitment may be manifested in a decentralization of the hiring 

function, where line managers can find their candidates on job boards and other 

vendors. These propositions may constitute some relevant avenues for future research. 

This study finds that, although line managers began playing a bigger role in the tasks of 

pre-screening and communicating with candidates, there was no evidence to suggest 

that they were performing recruitment activities without the involvement of their 

recruitment partners.   

Research at the macro-level can contribute to the field by determining how 

environmental factors attributed to society in general, e.g. culture, regulations, etc., 

affect organizations‘ recruitment strategies and practices. For example, Cappelli [8] 

argues that on-line recruiting is more than just an HR tool, but represents a change in 

the culture of how to get hired. If this is true, then companies without an e-recruitment-

enabled process of hiring will have to review their strategies and practices to conform to 

the norms of the society in which they operate.  
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Abstract. Virtual worlds and serious online gaming simulations are 

expected to become more and more important in business contexts [27]. 

Our research evaluates the possible use of online games in the recruitment 

process by presenting two case studies of companies who implemented an 

online game to provide realistic job previews for potential applicants going 

with the opportunity to test and match their individual skill-set with a 

specific job profile they‟re interested in. Based on these results and the 

expectation by companies how job seekers might react when confronted 

with online games in a business environment we developed a research 

model for empirical evaluation hypothesising that the intention to use these 

online games are mainly driven by perceived usefulness, perceived ease of 

use, perceived selection fairness, perceived data security and perceived 

enjoyment. 

 

Keywords: E-Recruiting, Serious Gaming, E-Assessment, Self-Assessment, 

TAM 

 

1 Introduction 

Since the beginning of the digital age computer games are a popular application for 

users of information technology. In June 2009 one of the most popular games – Tetris – 

celebrated its 25th birthday. While the technical quality of information technology has 

significantly improved for leisure games since 1984 education and economy still 

struggle to transfer this quality to the development of serious games [30]. For the last 

two decades computer games were beside business applications another important part 

of the IT industry. However, gaming and serious applications were two distinguished 

parts. Nevertheless in the last years these two streams started to merge. In 2006 the 

SIM
3
 Advanced Practice Council (APC) discussed the possibilities of ―serious gaming, 

which applies 3-D computer-simulated environments in business environments‖ [27]. 

Being initial scepticism the 25 participating CIOs brainstormed a range of potential 
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business applications. Those identified included ―conferencing, collaboration, new 

employee orientation, training, facilities management, safety, brand development, 

customer feedback, product trials, and recruitment‖ [27].  

With the increasing diffusion of the internet and its related internet-based services the 

way corporations design and conduct their business processes has fundamentally 

changed especially driven by the increasing number of internet users. Especially as 

noted above virtual worlds, social network platforms (such as facebook.com) and 

serious gaming are expected as particular drivers for this development in corporations. 

For example e-commerce platforms (as magentocommerce.com) support the 

sales/marketing function in advertising and selling companies products on the Internet 

[21], trading platforms (as tradestation.com) help the finance department to deal in 

shares and even an IT averse department as HR gets increasingly supported by the use 

of such platforms especially for functions as staff recruitment [22]. Virtual worlds (as 

secondlife.com) or social network platforms (as linkedin.com) offer new options to get 

in touch and to attract potential candidates [32] or online game simulation help to 

efficiently select adequate candidates. In general IT has been identified as an important 

driver for cost and time reductions in the recruiting process [23, 33, 44].  

The particular reason for this development lies in the increasing number of internet 

users over the past years as the internet becomes part of everyday life [38]. In 2008 

more than 1.23 billion people worldwide used the internet [8]. In particular people do 

not solely use the internet for leisure and information seeking but also for other 

important aspects of their life [4] such as applying for jobs [28]. In the last ten years the 

way people apply for jobs changed from simply looking at job ads in printed media, 

sending an paper-based application, being interviewed and finally hopefully employed 

by the company to looking for job ads in the internet (on job boards such as 

monster.com or platforms such as linkedin.com) and sending an IT based application (e-

mail or online application form [10]. In the course of this progress companies started to 

test candidates‘ suitability for specific job profiles using IT based methods over the last 

years [12, 35].  

These basic ideas of e-assessment use online simulated business environments to test 

for the appropriateness of candidates within a serious game. Caligiuri especially 

discusses the possibility of realistic job previews using the concept of self-assessment in 

terms of question-answer procedures, where candidates can test themselves if they are 

appropriate for a job or not [12]. As first approaches have successfully shown adoption 

and usage on corporate side hardly anything is known about jobseeker‘s use and usage 

behaviour regarding online gaming simulations [31]. So we address the following 

research question: 

What influences jobseekers‟ use of serious online games in the recruiting context? 

We will answer this question by providing a two-step approach. First, we will discuss 

the possibilities of online games for realistic job previews by presenting the results of 

two case studies conducted with two companies who implemented already an online 

game for a realistic job preview (section 3). Based on these results and the general 

research background (section 2) we develop (section 4) a research model. A description 

of the research design for the empirical validation of the proposed model (section 5) and 

a general discussion (section 6) will conclude our paper.  
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2 Research Background  

As the objective of our research is to discuss the applicant`s perspective of online games 

in recruitment we establish our research in the general research of serious online gaming 

and e-recruiting which are explained in the following sub-sections. 

2.1 Serious Gaming 

Serious games are those which are built on the one side to entertain users and on the 

other side to educate them in a particular topic [43, 46]. They especially ―adapt 

computer-gaming technology for business use‖ [27]. However, those games are not easy 

to develop and building them is a challenge for game designers, researchers and 

practitioners [30]: ―Managing the development of a serious game requires the skills of 

many disciplines and sometimes painful processes that force team members to learn 

from their specialized colleagues‖. People play not because they are personally 

interested in solving an instance of a particular problem but because they wish to be 

entertained [1]. For example, Chatham discusses the possibility to use online games for 

training [16] or Mayo for science and engineering education [39]. These early 

experiments of serious games (i.e. built in virtual worlds) can be categorized in three 

dimensions: 

 using social presence capabilities, 

 using visualization capabilities, 

 using simulation capabilities [27]. 

The combination of an individual‘s social presence in a visualized simulated 

environment together with other models of categorization, selection and classification 

will provide rich insights for both researches on performance diagnostics and 

assessment. Although the current degree of serious gaming use in large scale 

corporations is still capable of development [18] and potential regarding recruiting 

performance determinants as time-to-hire and costs-per-hire is largely in the future, the 

technologies‘ development is fast and their maturing process rapidly. But as the 

potential of these serious online game simulations for corporations is very high 

corporations cannot ignore it. Within the next decade virtual worlds and serious online 

gaming environments are expected to be major platforms for business applications and 

opportunities especially for secondary business processes as HR Financial service 

institutions as ABN Amro or temporary employment agencies as Manpower, and Kelly 

Services, as well as the country of Luxembourg, have already used these platforms as 

successful recruiting channels [27]. 

As the objective of this paper is to discover online games in the domain of recruiting the 

next sub-section presents research related to e-recruiting. 

2.2 E-Recruiting 

2.2.1 Recruiting and applicant selection 

During the last decades there has been a lot of research dealing with the recruitment 

process and the applicant selection procedure of companies [2, 33, 42]. Especially the 

greater competition for employees has led executives to think about how various 

components of the recruitment process might influence the attractiveness of the 

organization [45] and with the diffusion of the Internet the process of recruitment 
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changed dramatically [2, 13, 29]. Therefore the interest of researchers and practitioners 

in recruitment related topics increased. For example an analysis of the employer and 

job-seeker behaviour on the IT labour market showed that job ads are mainly posted on 

the internet, job-seekers apply for jobs predominately using online application forms or 

e-mail and job seekers more and more introduce themselves to companies by storing 

their resumes in databases of both social networking platforms (as linkedin.com) and 

online job boards (as monster.com) where employers can search in [28, 53]. 

Lee (2007) suggest a holistic e-recruiting system architecture to visualize companies the 

potential information systems and especially the internet offers to perform the 

recruitment tasks both more effectively and efficiently [36]. A first step towards an e-

recruiting success model was proposed by [23] who showed that companies using IT in 

recruitment improved their recruitment process in terms of cost, time and applicant‘s 

data and overall quality. In general, research of e-recruitment shows that the way staff 

recruitment is conducted changed from a paper-based world to a mainly IT supported 

one. Especially the recruiting process step of candidate attraction and workflow 

management information systems are an important supporting function [33]. 

According to [34-35] the next step of IT support in recruitment is the selection sub-

process. These ―internet-supported processes for the evaluation and prediction of 

relevant biographical and psychological variables in order to assess the suitability of a 

candidate for a particular job‖ (p. 263) are defined as e-assessment [35].  

The basic goal of e-assessment is to generate a limited shortlist of suitable candidates by 

means of the skills and abilities of the applicants with the requirements of the job profile 

[11]. The instruments used to diagnose suitability can be classified in terms of their 

methodology: attribute approach, simulation and biographical approach. The attribute 

approach can be used to assess personal characteristics regarded as relatively stable. The 

simulation approach is intended to capture the behaviour of an individual in situations 

of a kind that might be expected in the work environment and the individual‘s 

biographical approach is simply collecting data using for example an online application 

form [35]. E-Assessment can furthermore distinguish on the one side offering recruiters 

the possibility to select candidates and on the other side offering a self-selection to 

candidates (self-assessment [34].  

Self-Assessment is based on the idea that a question and answer procedure can be 

devised that will help a person appraise and develop his/her knowledge about a 

particular topic‖ [52] (p.110). The primary motivation of self-assessment is not for an 

individual to satisfy his joy; rather, it is for the participant to appraise and develop 

him/herself. Caliguri and Phillips (2003) discussed the possibility of self-assessment 

procedures as method to provide a realistic job preview to applicants [12].  

A realistic job preview is the provision of both favourable and unfavourable job-related 

information to job candidates [40]. Communicating a complete picture of the 

requirements of the jobs better allows a candidate to self-assess their likely fit with the 

position enabling candidates to make a better informed decision about applying for the 

position or not. The way in which these aspects are communicated can vary greatly. For 

instance, realistic job previews consist of verbal (e.g. discussions with current 

employees or recruiters), audiovisual (e.g. video clips of what the job will entail) and 

written materials (e.g. pamphlets, orientation books) [12]. Another possibility is the 

usage of online games to enable candidates in a playful environment to discover the 
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attitudes of a job they are interested in [34]. Therefore the next subsection describes the 

concept of online games in recruitment. 

2.2.2 Online Gaming and Recruiting 

Computer games offer many options for communicating complex concepts. Already in 

1988 Webster discussed how computer tasks can be made more playful [51]. As 

discussed in the sub-sections before in case of recruitment practitioner see the 

possibility for serious online games [27] and some pioneers already implement them 

[34]. Online games are used especially in the simulation approach to capture the 

behaviour of an individual in situations of a kind that might be expected in the work 

environment. The simulations of the work environment can be used on the one side to 

provide a realistic job preview to job seekers and on the other side as a tool to diagnose 

the suitability of applicants and to select the most appropriate ones [11, 35]. Our 

research presented in this paper will focus on the job preview part of online games in 

recruitment.  

3 Case Studies of Self-Assessment 

We use a case study approach with two companies to introduce the concept of self-

assessment within the recruitment context. We designed the case study following the 

guidelines by Yin [56] and Eisenhardt [24]. We conducted a two-stage interview with 

process-owners in each company to discover the context variables using a semi-

structured interview and a fully structured one after one month. Context variables were 

based on general information systems acceptance literature [48-50] as well as recruiting 

selection acceptance literature [2, 5-6]. We considered these variables as the basis for 

our research model. We conducted the interviews to validate with the experience of HR 

managers which variables influences an individual‘s decision to use self-assessment 

systems. To support our results we have added further documents provided by the 

companies as meeting records and project descriptions. The resulting case study report 

was released by the companies. Based on these results we developed our research model 

discussing the results with the relevant literature in section 4.  

3.1 Companies Background 

The first company chosen for the case study is one of the largest global publishing 

houses with more than 14.000 employees in 24 countries. Despite the size of the 

enterprise difficulties concerning its employer brand were identified. The main reason 

for this situation is the weak awareness of the company‘s name compared with a wide 

range of very well-known products. Furthermore the observed company searches for 

new employees in the commercial area, but people do not expect a publishing house 

being an employer for commercial occupation. Addressing these challenges the 

company decided to implement a system for self-selection by candidates within its 

recruitment process. 

The second company is one of the largest chemistry distributers in Europe. The main 

focus of the company is international trading with synthetics, specialty chemicals and 

chemical agents. In 2008 the company employed 650 people and had a turnover of 1 

billion euro. The main focus in recruiting is on candidates for the apprenticeship 

programs due to the shortage of candidates available on the job market for professionals 

in the fields of chemical distribution and engineering. The apprenticeship program is 

designed for a combined business and chemical engineering education and is conducted 
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together with a university of applied science. Due to the specific job profile the 

company is challenged to find suitable candidates which do fit with the requirements of 

the apprenticeship program in the background of an unrenownedness of the company in 

general. Therefore the company decided to implement a system on the corporate career 

website to improve on the one side its attractiveness and on the other side to enable 

candidates to decide themselves if they will fit with the requirements of the 

apprenticeship program.  

The next section discusses the expectation of the both companies how they suppose that 

candidates will accept the system, how candidates reacts after using the system and 

which challenges are important while considering to implement a self-assessment 

system for candidates. 

3.2 Self-Assessment systems 

Both companies implemented a self-assessment platform to address the described 

challenges which are designed in an online gaming environment in a virtual world. The 

platforms are built as online games where candidates can act as avatars in a simulated 

business environment and are confronted with typical tasks of the job they are interested 

in. The virtual environment is built similar to the real world of the company 

headquarters and real employees are included as simulated avatars. The systems are part 

of the websites of the companies and therefore accessible to everyone on the internet. 

Having performed a task, the participant gets a feedback about her/his abilities and fit 

with the requirements tested. Furthermore the candidate gets an idea of how the job and 

job environment looks like and therefore he/she is provided with a realistic job preview. 

Playing these online games the candidates assess their appropriateness and propensity to 

start a career or apprenticeship at the companies and decide after completing the tasks 

whether to apply for the job or not. The results of these self-assessments can only be 

seen by the candidates and are not stored for further use for the companies. As an ideal 

result of the self-assessment appropriate candidates who did not consider the companies 

as an employer before would now apply for a job realizing the interesting challenges the 

companies offer. On the other side candidates who intended to apply for a job in the 

past would now forbear from doing so, if they expected a different kind of work. Both 

scenarios would lead to better appropriateness of applicants as well as to a better 

personnel selection. 

3.3 Candidates‟ reaction 

Both projects were implemented in 2007 and designed to achieve a high user 

satisfaction. For the project managers it was important that the system offers candidates 

both a fun driven and enjoyable atmosphere while using the system. Therefore the 

system was implemented as an online game because the managers expected that the 

system will be easy to use for candidates if it is implemented as an online game.  

Furthermore it is important that the candidates perceive that the selection process is fair 

and transparent as well as that the data collected is secure and not used otherwise as 

provided the HR managers of both companies explained their objectives for the 

platform design. For example as the HR manager of company 2 explained ―one 

candidate reported in the job interview that he applied for the job due to the self-

assessment system because he enjoyed it and he got a good impression of the job and 

his appropriateness for it. Most of the candidates reported that they perceived the 

online game really innovative and cool.‖  
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The HR manager of company 1 pointed out that ―in job interviews the candidates 

reported that they enjoyed playing the game and they felt well during the job interview 

because they know me and the environment by playing the game. Most candidates 

where surprised that I had no idea of their game results as they expected that we would 

use the data in the job interview. Some candidates explicitly stated that the only concern 

they perceived while playing the game was what happens with the data the game is 

collecting.‖  

Furthermore the manager of company 1 continued that ―the received applications are 

now more focused and most of the applicants have a clear expectation of us as an 

employer. The candidates who were employed reported after a while that they were 

surprised how good the feedback and job preview of the system is as they can realize 

now how the jobs really are and that they are not very different from the expectation 

they perceived after playing the self-assessment game‖.  

 

4 Research Model  

Based on these case study results and the theoretical background of our research we will 

develop a research model explaining online gaming usage behaviour of self-assessments 

in a more general way. In the case study interviews we identified five reasons why a 

candidate might use a self-assessment system. First of all, the TAM constructs 

Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness were identified to influence the 

Intention to Use a self-assessment system. Therefore the basic underlying model for our 

research model is Davis‘s TAM. Furthermore we identified Perceived Enjoyment, 

Perceived Selection Fairness and Perceived Data Security to have an influence on the 

intention to use a self-assessment system. In the following subsection we will discuss 

the hypotheses of our research model as we have identified them in the case study 

interviews and which are summarized in Figure 1.  

4.1 Technology Acceptance Model 

Technology acceptance research is one of the most important research streams in the 

information system discipline. The research stream has its root in Davis‘s technology 

acceptance model (TAM) [18-19], which hypothesize that user acceptance can be 

explained by two beliefs: perceived ease of use (―the degree to which a person believes 

that using a system would enhance his/her job performance‖, [18], p. 320) and 

perceived usefulness (―the degree to which a person believes that using a system would 

be free of effort‖, [18], p. 320). Based on TAM Davis et al. (1992) [20] discussed the 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivation to use computers in the workplace and added ―an 

important addendum to the model [TAM]‖ ([47], p. 695) called Perceived Enjoyment 

(―the extend to which the activity of using the computer is perceived to be enjoyable in 

its own right, apart from any performance consequences‖, [20], p. 1113). Since 1989 

technology acceptance research has lead to various extensions, refinements, replication 

and unification of technology acceptance models [55]. We will use the technology 

acceptance model to explain the usage behaviour of applicants regarded to self-

assessment applications 

As we identified perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use as important 

antecedents for the intention to use self-assessment systems we hypothesis following the 

proposition of Davis (1989) [18-19] that 
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H1: The Intention to Use (INT) a system has a direct, positive effect on the 

actual system usage (BEV). 

H2: Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) has a direct, positive effect on the intention 

to use. 

H3: Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) has a direct, positive effect on Perceived 

Usefulness.   

H4: Perceives Usefulness (PU) has a direct, positive effect on the intention to 

use. 

4.2 Perceived Enjoyment 

Beside the two extrinsic variables PEOU and PU technology acceptance especially in 

the case of hedonic information systems [47] is driven by intrinsic motivational factors 

[20]. An intrinsically motivated user is driven by benefits derived from the interaction 

with the system per se [9]. According to our case study results users of self-assessment 

system are driven by the perceived enjoyment of the system as well. Therefore 

following the propositions by van der Heijden [47] we hypothesize that: 

H5: Perceived Enjoyment (PE) has a direct, positive effect on the Intention to 

Use (INT).  

H6: Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) has a direct, positive effect in Perceived 

Enjoyment (PE).  

4.3 Perceived Selection Fairness 

Ryan and Ployhart (2000) summarized the research of perceived fairness of selection 

procedures of applicants [42] and Bauer [5] developed an selection procedural justice 

scale to evaluated the perceived selection fairness of instruments used by companies 

during the recruitment process.  

Furthermore other research discussed in detail different aspects of applicants‘ views on 

the fairness of selection procedures. For example [40] evaluated rule violations and time 

of measurement as effects on applicants‘ reaction. Elkins and Phillips [25] discussed the 

perceived selection fairness of applicants in term of job context, selection decision and 

the expected decision outcome. In addition [26] discussed the perceived selection 

fairness form an organizational perspective.  

First approaches of perceived selection fairness of applications related to IT based 

selection instrument can be found by [54]. They argue that applicants are more indented 

to use IT based measures if the offering company can ensure the selection fairness of 

the systems.  

Therefore, according to Gilliland (1993) [26], we hypothesize for the perceived 

selection fairness of applicants while using a self-assessment system that it will affect 

on the one side the self perceptions such as perceived usefulness and on the other side 

the direct reaction of the application during the recruitment process. Hence our 

hypothesise are: 

H7: Perceived Selection Fairness (PSF) has a direct, positive effect on 

Perceived Usefulness (PU). 

H8: Perceived Selection Fairness (PSF) has a direct, positive effect on the 

Intention to Use (INT). 
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4.4 Perceived Security Risk 

Known from research on e-commerce another important antecedent of intention to enter 

data on websites is the perceived risk that the entered data might be misused by 

companies or others [37]. While conducting self-assessments companies are technically 

able to collect data although most time they do not so applicants are concerned that their 

data is spread inside the company across different departments [34]. Therefore we 

assume that the perceived data security while using a self-assessment application has a 

direct effect on the intention to use it. Hence, our final hypothesis according to [37] is: 

H9: Perceived Data Security (PSR) has a direct, positive effect on the Intention 

to Use (INT). 

Our research model to explain the usage behaviour of self-assessment platforms by job 

seekers containing the nine hypotheses developed by theory and case study research is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Research Model 

 

How we intend to validate the proposed research model will be described in the 

following section.  

5 Research Design 

We will use an online questionnaire to empirically validate our hypotheses. Our 

research model will be operationalized and transferred into a structural equation model 

which will be analyzed using the Partial Least Squares (PLS) approach [3, 17]. Each 

construct is represented by a set of reflective indicators which are summarized in Table 

1. The indicators were adopted from the relevant literature as discussed in section 4. 
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Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness are based on Davis [18], Intention and 

Behaviour on Venkatesh et al. [49], Perceived Enjoyment on van der Heijden [47], 

Perceived Selection Fairness on Bauer [5], and Perceived Data Security on Lwin [37]. 

BEV-1 How often do you use self-assessment? 

INT-1 I intend to use self-assessment in the future. 

INT-1 I plan to use self-assessment in the future. 

INT-2 I will use self-assessment in the future. 

PDS-1 I think that my results of a self-assessment will be treated confidential. 

PDS-2 I think that my results of a self-assessment will not be shared with other people. 

PDS-3 I think that no other people have access to my results of a self-assessment. 

PE-1 I think using self-assessment is without stress. 

PE-2 I think using self-assessment is appealing. 

PE-3 I think using self-assessment is enjoyable. 

PEOU-1 Self-Assessment will increase my efficancy. 

PEOU-2 Using self-assessments is easy to learn. 

PEOU-3 Self-Assessments are easy to use. 

PEOU-4 Self-Assessments are easy to operate.  

PSF-1 Self-Assessments give good feedback of my appropriateness. 

PSF-2 I trust the results of a self-assessment. 

PSF-3 The results of a self-assessment are usable to draw a conclusion of my appropriateness. 

PSF-4 Self-Assessments discover all important parts to provide good feedback. 

PU-1 Self-Assessment will simplify my decision to apply for a particular job. 

PU-2 Self-Assessments will improve my applications. 

PU-3 Self-Assessments will improve the effectiveness of my applications. 

PU-4 Self-Assessments will improve the quality of my applications. 

PU-5 Self-Assessments will increase my chance to get hired. 

Note: Bev will be measured on a 5-point Likert scale from very often to never, all other items from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree 

Table 1: Operationalization of constructs 

 

The research participants will be invited using an e-mail broadcast. Therefore those job 

seekers who are registered on general platform for recruiting and business context will 

be contacted. We will include in our empirical analyse the data of those participants 

who indicate that they have already used an self assessment system or are used to the 

basic idea of these systems but did not used them already. The data is used to validate 

the measurement model of the constructs used and the power of the structural model.  

Due to our methodology our proposed research might have limitations as every 

empirical field study. It only might represent a single example of jobseekers who 

already used self-assessments with a specific economy, country or cultural region. 

There might be differences for the intention to use with different settings. The results 

might differ for different age groups or career status. In addition, as we will collect data 

from participants at the same time using the same survey our results may be affected by 

common method variance [41]. Therefore we will apply methods to avoid common 

method variance as proposed for example by [41]. A limitation of our research as 
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presented is that we have only collected indirect data. These data are from the people 

who designed the self-assessment system and not from user itself. However, the HR 

managers reported the results of job interviews they have conducted. 

6 Discussion 

Virtual worlds, online communities and serious gaming are expected to change the way 

business is conducted in the next ten years [27]. Based on these expectations the 

objective of this research is, to extend the knowledge of gaming in business contexts by 

discussing the possibility to use online games in simulated business environments to 

enable jobseekers to evaluate themselves if they are appropriate for a particular job or 

not. The case studies with two corporations from Germany showed that self-

assessments can be used as a tool for a realistic job preview. These job previews – 

implemented as an online games in a virtual world simulating real business scenarios – 

help jobseekers to decide themselves if they will apply for a job or not based on the 

information received by playing the online game. Furthermore the case studies showed 

that HR executives have different expectations of how candidates might react when 

confronted with online games in the recruitment context. The developed research model 

hypothesise that jobseekers are mainly influenced by their perceived usefulness and 

perceived ease of use of the system as well as perceived selection fairness, perceived 

enjoyment and perceived data security.  

In terms of perceived usefulness jobseekers expect that using self-assessment will 

support them to apply with improved applications, simplify their decision whether to 

apply for job or not and improve the chance to get hired. Using these systems is in 

addition easy to learn and to execute. Therefore the classical TAM hypotheses are once 

more an important part to explain an individual‘s intention to use an information 

system. 

In addition to TAM jobseekers are more intended to use self-assessments if the 

companies offering this option can communicate that there is no risk of misusing the 

data collected by the games. As the construct perceived data security shows it is 

important for candidates that they think that their data cannot be accessed by other 

persons and is treated confidential.  

Perceived selection fairness is another important antecedent of the perceived usefulness 

of the self-assessments as derived from literature and additionally the case study results. 

Discussing perceived selection fairness related to an IT-based selection instrument in 

the recruitment process will enable research to provide some results how the reaction of 

candidates is different according to IT-based and non-IT-based solutions as the 

construct perceived selection fairness was only used for non-IT-based methods so far. 

The case studies of our approach showed that also for IT-based solutions perceived 

selection fairness is an important antecedent for the intention to accept an IT-based 

selection method.  

Perceived enjoyment was hypothesized following [47] as a mediator for perceived ease 

of use and its effect on intention. According to our case studies and the related literature 

it seems to be that enjoyment as an intrinsic motivational factor is as important as the 

extrinsic ones in the context of online gaming to apply for jobs. The proposed research 

model might be useful to investigate if jobseekers particular intention to use e-

assessment is more driven by the aim to find an adequate profession and less by the aim 

of individual enjoyment. Is it for jobseekers in general more important that companies 
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ensure data security, selection fairness, ease of use and usefulness of the system instead 

of offering really enjoyable systems?  

In general the results might contribute to the technology acceptance literature by 

evaluating perceived selection fairness as an antecedent of perceived usefulness. 

Following the concepts of [7, 14-15, 31] future research might evaluate if perceived 

selection fairness is an inhibitor or enabler of the intention to use an information system 

and if the effect of perceived selection fairness is different for the group of adopters and 

non-adopters. Furthermore future research might contribute to the selection literature by 

applying a selection procedural justice scale to an IT based selection instrument and 

showed that perceived selection fairness is a driver of perceived usefulness. 

Finally as mentioned in the introduction prior research approaches concerning the use 

and success of online gaming simulations were solely limited to the corporate side. 

With our model we provide a new view focusing on users‘ side by combining new 

constructs as perceived selection fairness or perceived data security and classic 

technology acceptance components as perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. 

The results might influence the design of these systems regarding the importance for 

each of the factors discussed as evaluated with the applicants‘ data. 

7 Conclusion  

Self-Assessments built as online games in virtual worlds help jobseekers to make a 

decision on their own to apply for a job or not. Our research provides a research model 

that introduces these factors influencing an individual‘s self-assessment usage. As the 

results show an individual is particularly influenced by the perceived selection fairness, 

perceived data security, perceived enjoyment and the classic TAM constructs perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use. 
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Abstract. Recruiters are increasingly turning to the Web in order to 

compete in the “war for talent”. This paper develops a conceptual 

framework comprising antecedents of websites‟ attractiveness and its 

influence on application behavior. We show the contribution aesthetics, 

content, navigation, interactivity and data security make to the 

attractiveness of a website. Furthermore, we state that employer knowledge 

serves as a partial mediator between a website‟s attractiveness and the 

application tendency. Employer knowledge, on the other hand, is directly 

influenced by the aesthetics and the content of the webpage. 

 

Keywords: Web-based recruiting; Website characteristics; Employer 

knowledge; Elaboration Likelihood Model 

 

1 Introduction 

Valuable staff is highly important for organizational success. Companies are therefore 

increasingly turning to the Web to compete in the ―war for talent‖ [29, 61].  

In their study, Chapman and Webster [24] show that the Web is one of the most popular 

means when recruiting employees for various positions and across industry sectors. 

However, when making use of Web-based recruiting, companies have to take into 

account a great number of applicants who do not match the specific job requirements 

and/or do not fit into the company culture [24]. Hence, simply having a career website 

is not necessarily going to result in a successful recruitment. A career website needs to 

attract those potential employees that are best qualified while sending out the clear 

signal not to apply to unqualified applicants at the same time. So far, our knowledge 

about how to build such an attractive website and about its impact on application 

behavior is limited. Although first laudable steps to explain the effects of different 

website characteristics have been pursued [e.g. 35], we still lack profound insights into 

Web-based recruiting. Moreover, the role of employer knowledge in Web-based 

recruiting has been mostly omitted. Accordingly, we do not know how important prior 

knowledge about a potential employer is or in what way Web-based recruiting might 

contribute to building a strong employer brand. To address these research gaps and to 

provide guidance for future studies we try to contribute to the recruiting literature by 

developing a conceptual framework about antecedents and impact of website 

attractiveness and the mediating role of employer knowledge. 
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The structure of the remaining paper is as follows: As an introduction, the different 

types of Web-based recruiting and their advantages and disadvantages will be 

presented. Additionally, we will critically investigate the factors influencing a website‘s 

attractiveness. Although current studies show that career websites play a major role in 

recruiting, little is known about their impact on potential applicants [26]. Thus, we want 

to contribute to current Web-based recruiting literature by developing a conceptual 

framework about the antecedents of website attractiveness, its impact on application 

tendency and the role of employer knowledge in this process. In this respect, we will 

take results from other studies into consideration and discuss them in detail. Based on 

our conclusions, we will present implications for research and industry at the end of this 

paper. 

 

2 Web-based recruiting 

Web-based recruiting is the search for employees via the company website, job 

exchange or career portals, and resume databases [77]. Thematically, web-based 

recruiting belongs to the external recruitment since the main goal of career portals or an 

own website is to attract people from the external job market. It is, however, also 

conceivable to implement an in-house career portal, for example via the Web. 

Company websites may present different kinds of useful information about the company 

and its available jobs [45]. The person interested in the job has the possibility to either 

apply via an online application form, via email or, quite conventionally, via mail. Just 

like in newspapers, different job offers from various companies are published in online 

job exchanges like www.monster.com or www.stepstone.de. Job exchanges also give 

applicants the opportunity to create and upload resumes, which can later on be found by 

various companies. Those companies often have to pay a fee for this service [44, 45].  

Companies can search for new employees in different ways [44]. Web-based recruiting, 

however, can offer advantages over the conventional forms of recruitment such as 

newspaper ads or employee recommendations.  

Some parts of the recruitment process can be automated which results in a shorter 

application process. This might save resources within the Human Resources Department 

[77]. The estimate is that the costs of Web-based recruiting amounts to only one 

twentieth of the costs of other forms of recruitment [21]. In general, the costs of an 

internet advertisement can be compared to the costs of a small ad in a local newspaper 

[43, 44]. In addition to that, only one-time costs will arise for the implementation of a 

career section on the company‘s website. However, Web-based recruiting not only helps 

the companies save money but the applicants will also be able to achieve a cost benefit. 

Through an online application or an application via email, they will e.g. be able to save 

the expenses for the application and its postage [44]. 

Moreover, Web-based recruiting has a better coverage and effectiveness than traditional 

recruitment forms [32, 37]. Potential applicants are able to visit job-offering websites at 

any time and from all over the world [53, 77]. That way, they can easily find detailed 

information about a company and its respective job offers. This makes a previous self-

selection, i.e. an evaluation on whether a certain job opening is adequate or not, a lot 

easier for the applicants. Another crucial advantage of Web-based recruiting is its 

possibility to interactively present information. Stylistic means such as activating 

pictures and colors may emphasize important information [53]. In addition, it is easy to 

document the entire recruitment process [77]. Consequently, the whole application 
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process becomes clearer and mistakes, such as not responding to an application, can be 

avoided.  

 

 

 

Figure 10: Conceptual model 

 

3 The Company Website 

Applicants usually expect to have rather low chances to get a job by applying over a 

company‘s website. In contrast to this, companies publish most of their job openings on 

their homepages. In order to address as many applicants as possible and to achieve a 

sufficient number of eligible applications, an attractive website is essential. A website is 

attractive when potential and eligible applicants think of it as being appealing and are 

able to recall the information presented on the website. In order to achieve this, one has 

to consider elements such as design/aesthetics, content, navigation, interactivity and 

data security.  

3.1 Company Website Aesthetics  

Design 

Especially pictures, free spaces, fonts and colors are part of the design of a website [27]. 

As Braddy, Foster-Thompson, Wuensch and Grossnickle [12] show in their study, the 

design is of crucial importance when it comes to online job advertisements. Job 

openings presented in an appealing font and color and with a clearly arranged layout are 
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found to be far more attractive than advertisements written in a continuous text in black-

and-white (notice that the format of the text alone will not be able to improve the 

evaluation of the website). 

In order to convey a consistent impression of a website, a uniform design is important 

[27]. This connects the visual components to each other, which again has a positive 

influence on the aesthetics [75].  

A consistent impression of a company‘s website can be created by connecting all design 

elements (color, texts, pictures) properly and harmoniously to each other. On top of this, 

the design elements used should correspond to the content of the website. Consequently, 

the career section should also match the other website components in order to create a 

uniform company website [27]. 

 

Vividness 

Together with the design, the vividness creates the overall impression of the website. 

The vividness describes the extent of features of a website, which are supposed to 

entertain the user [27]. Therefore, a website that is called vivid should appeal to several 

senses in order to provide a unique experience for the user [31]. The experience will 

become even more vivid by implementing pictures, music, videos and animations [27]. 

Steuer [70] defines vividness as the ability of a medium to construct a surrounding that 

is able to appeal to various senses with the help of features such as music or videos. 

Furthermore, he subdivides vividness into two dimensions: sensory width and sensory 

depth. The sensory width describes the number of senses that a medium can possibly 

appeal. The sensory depth, however, describes how precisely the different senses can be 

appealed. 

3.2 Company Website Content 

While an appealing website will attract many applicants regardless of their person-

organization (P-O) fit, a well structured content will enable self-election processes and 

by doing so mainly attract well fitting applicants [52]. Companies are confronted with 

the difficult task of encouraging adequate job seekers to apply while setting hurdles for 

inadequate candidates [35]. Adequate candidates have a high P-O fit, i.e. a high 

concurrence between the values of the applicant and the company [36, 50]. In order to 

address adequate job seekers more precisely, so-called „Realistic Job Previews―(RJP) 

are an appropriate instrument. RJPs draw a balanced picture of a company, which shows 

both positive and negative aspects of the offered job [41, 71]. Various studies assume 

that RJPs contribute to a higher job satisfaction, less fluctuation and better job 

performances [15].  

 

Information and Self-Selection 

Information is important for website‘s attractiveness and relevance [74]. Salary, 

educational opportunities or location of the company should be part of the provided 

information [63]. Generally, two different kinds of information exist: information about 

the advertised job and about the company itself. Both types of information are important 

for the decision-making process of potential applicants [23]. Allen, Otondo and Matho 

[4] confirm the prominent role of information about both the job and the company. 
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Thus, information presented on the website does not only have an impact on the existing 

image of the enterprise but also affects the positive perception of the website [4].  

According to the Signaling Theory, job seekers have incomplete information about the 

company and the potential job. Thus, they will search information from every possible 

source in order to reduce uncertainty [69]. Barber and Roehling [7] confirm this 

argumentation, by showing that job seekers tend to compensate for missing information 

with personal assumptions. Hence, more information can make the company appear 

more attractive because it decreases the job seeker‘s uncertainty [4, 14]. 

Information focused on specific target-groups motivates potential applicants to think 

about their person-job fit [36, 62]. A pool of qualified applicants is therefore rather the 

result of self-selection - in terms of refraining from applying on account of an 

insufficient identification with the job - than a result of increased applications on 

account of a higher job-identification [36]. 

On a company website, information about the company and its job openings are crucial 

and the company itself can arrange type and scope of the information presented [4] 

without having to stick to the expensive space and formatting rules of newspapers. Job 

seekers anticipate this and expect a higher degree of as well as more detailed 

information on a company‘s website. 

3.3 Impact of Website Aesthetics and Content 

The Elaboration Likelihood Modell (ELM) is a useful theoretical framework to explain 

how job seekers process information and received remarkable attention within 

recruitment research [35]. The ELM describes two ways of processing information [39]: 

the central and the peripheral processing. The central way is a rather cognitive 

processing of content-related arguments. In order to process these arguments, (already) 

existing information is taken into consideration [39]. Therefore, the receiver needs to be 

motivated and able to understand the message [35]. However, if a receiver is unable or 

little motivated to carefully examine a message, the peripheral way of processing is 

activated [39]. Here, attitudes and/or opinions are formed based on peripheral 

information such as aesthetics. The content of the message plays only a minor role. [39]. 

In contrast to the central processing, the peripheral processing causes a less intensive 

opinion formation and the information received will not be constantly memorizable 

[35].  

In terms of a company‘s website, the ELM implications show that aesthetical features of 

a website are more likely to support a peripheral processing and are therefore not able to 

convey the message of the career section [35].  

This notion stands in contrast to other studies. In their study, Childers and Houston [25] 

conclude that aesthetical features can attract the attention of individuals to the website. 

Thus, information is memorized for a longer period. Zusman and Landis [78] conclude 

that pictures linked to the information support the processing of this information. Cober 

et al. [27] show that the overall impression of a website determines whether a user 

decides to concentrate on the website any further or not. These results are in accordance 

with the study of Coyle and Thorson [31], which states that a high amount of vividness 

on a website helps to generate a stable attitude. Dineen et al. [35] suggest that aesthetics 

can help the job seeker to process recruitment information just as aesthetics help the 

consumer to sort out certain advertisements and accept others instead. Studies by Allen 

et al. [5] and Rynes and Miller [65], however, show that information alone affects the 

potential applicant positively. Information about both the job and the company 
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positively influence the website‘s attractiveness [5, 4]. In addition, the verbal protocol 

analysis by Barber and Roehling [7] proves that job seekers pay attention to the 

information provided in job advertisements. 

Those divergent results can be explained by the fact that most studies focus either on the 

content or on the aesthetics of a company website. Yet, it is possible that one message 

can cause a central and a peripheral processing, for example if a website owns relevant 

information as well as an appealing design [35]. 

One can assume that job seekers are in the first place interested in the job openings of a 

website and that they are able to process this information. Therefore, it is likely that 

relevant information by itself can motivate the potential applicant to reflect on a 

website‘s content intensively. The job seeker, however, will be able to memorize the 

information a lot easier and longer if the website links relevant information and 

appealing aesthetics. Unattractive aesthetics may result in a peripheral processing of the 

information [35] while an aesthetical website will foster a central processing route. 

Hence, a website with appealing aesthetical features and relevant information allows for 

a better self-selection and reduces the gap between perceived and actual person-job or 

P-O fit [51]. As a conclusion, one can state that a company website, which contains 

aesthetical features as well as target-group oriented information, appears more 

attractive. Moreover, the central route of processing due to aesthetics and content helps 

to build employer knowledge, leading us to propose, that: 

Proposition 1a: The more aesthetical a company website appears, the more attractive it 

is perceived. 

Proposition 1b: The aesthetics of a company website influence the employer knowledge 

positively. 

Proposition 2a: The more target-group oriented information a website contains, the 

more attractive it is perceived. 

Proposition 2b: Target-group oriented information on a company website influences the 

employer knowledge positively. 

3.4 Speed and Navigation 

Speed can influence the applicants‘ perception positively [66]. Delays in the application 

process may cause the loss of the applicant‘s interest [63] or could signal lacking 

competence of the company [63]. Especially for job seekers with little experience in the 

computer area, speed plays a crucial role during the application process [66]. If it takes 

too much time to get a response from the company, there is the risk that applicants will 

already have accepted another job offer [63].  

Besides a quick response to application reception, a fast and easy navigation of the 

company website is fundamental. Palmer [60] defines navigation as a system that allows 

users to obtain information and to systematically move from one position to another. 

Visitors of a website always want to know where they are, where they have been, and 

what further information they could get. Additionally, an unclear navigation structure 

can result in the applicant getting lost and therefore leaving the website before he has 

been able to find the relevant information. The „Two-Click-Rule― by General Electric 

states that it must not take more than two clicks to find the relevant information [40].  

A quick and easy navigation simplifies the search for information on a website and 

positively affects how the website is perceived [28]. Braddy et al. [12] divided 
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participants into two groups: One group tried to find a job opening on a website with 

easy navigation, the second group searched on a website with difficult navigation. The 

first group was able to find the opening quickly which left a positive impression on 

them [12]. Accordingly, we state that: 

Proposition 3: The easier the navigation of a website, the more attractive it is 

perceived. 

3.5 Interactivity 

As far as websites are concerned, the applicant not only has the opportunity to contact 

the company in case of questions, he also has the opportunity to apply online or take 

part in an online assessment test [55]. Besides type and scope, the speed of 

communication is a major part of the interactivity, for example in terms of a quick 

acknowledgement of the receipt of an application [55]. This is in accordance with the 

definition by Blattberg and Deighton [11] who define interactivity as direct and honest 

communication between a company and an individual, independent of time and space.  

Concerning the impact of interactivity, empirical studies come to divergent conclusions. 

Coyle and Thorson [31] did not find a positive influence of interactivity on the 

perception of a website. McMillan and Hwang [56] come to different results. They 

confirmed that interactive websites increase the activity and the processing of 

information. This can positively affect the subjective perception of the website. Liu and 

Shrum [54] found that an interactive online experience attracts far more attention and 

facilitates the cognitive processing more than traditional media.  

A possible reason for divergent results is that interactivity is often defined on the basis 

of the mere presence or absence of certain features [49, 68, 70]. However, simply 

adding some applications does not guarantee a high degree of interactivity [68]. 

Interactivity is rather determined by the actual use of the present applications and by 

how easily a person navigates the website [72]. Until interactive applications are finally 

used, their mere presence does not influence the user‘s perception [68]. If a job seeker, 

who is looking for contact information, reaches one website with five and another 

website with two links, it is probable that not one of the five links but one of the two 

links will lead to the information requested. Although the five-link website is more 

interactive according to a quantitative definition of interactivity, the job seeker will find 

the website with two links more interactive [57]. However, taking controversial notions 

about interactivity into consideration, we propose that: 

Proposition 4: The more interactive a company website is, the more attractive it is 

perceived. 

3.6 Data Security 

Data security is of main concern for website users [48]. Here, the concern in terms of 

personal information relates to the perception of procedural justice or - to be precise - to 

the perceived fairness of the process: the lower the concern about personal data, the 

higher the perception of procedural justice [8, 9, 38, 76]. Harris, van Hoye and Lievens 

[45] showed that people are generally reluctant to reveal work-related information 

because they perceive an absence of data security. Alge [3] reveals that simultaneously 

to a decreasing intrusion of an individual‘s privacy, the perception of procedural justice 

increases. Thus, worries about personal data have an impact on the perception of the 

procedural justice. Furthermore, this can cause a reaction of the applicant [9]. The 

impression of being treated unfairly can cause negative actions such as the rejection to 
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apply or a negative evaluation of the company [46]. Moreover, the job openings could 

possibly get less attractive [46]. Therefore, we propose that: 

Proposition 5: The higher the security of data is perceived, the more attractive 

especially inexperienced users will perceive the website.  

4 Impact of the Company Website‟s Attractiveness on the Applica-

tion Behavior 

A number of factors influence the application decision. According to Gatewood et al. 

[42], the job seeker is initially evaluating available information from various 

recruitment sources. In this respect, an attractive website is very important since it often 

establishes a first contact between the job seeker and the company [78]. The website can 

furthermore assist to clarify unknown characteristics of the company such as 

professionalism, organization or intelligent technologies [4]. Thus, a company‘s website 

is able to contribute to the first impression essentially. 

From an applicant‘s perspective, means of recruitment are often representative for the 

whole company [65]. Regarding a company website, this means: the more structured 

and organized the website of a company appears, the more will the job seeker assign 

these characteristics to the company itself [13]. 

The means of recruitment should be positively recognized in order to attract the job 

seeker‘s attention and to present employment opportunities [7]. With regard to the 

company‘s website, it is therefore important to offer sufficient information as well as an 

appealing environment to the potential applicant. That way, the job seeker will perceive 

the website as positive and will develop an interest in the offered job. 

Summing up, one can say that the impression of a company website is a crucial factor in 

the applicant‘s decision-making process [78]. Various scientific results are in 

accordance with this view. Zusman und Landis [78], Braddy et al. [12], and Barber and 

Roehling [7], for example, showed that aspects such as aesthetics, easy navigation and 

offered information could contribute to the attractiveness of a company website and 

thus influence the application behavior. 

Proposition 6: The more attractive a company website is perceived, the more it 

influences the application decision of the applicant. 

5 The Role of Employer Knowledge  

Brand-Equity-Theory explains how the intention to buy a product is influenced by the 

knowledge about the (corporate or product) brand [4, 16]. According to the Brand-

Equity-Theory, there are two main dimensions of the company brand: familiarity with 

the company and the image of the enterprise [4]. The familiarity with the company 

describes the ability of a job seeker to recall the name of the company in question 

easily. The image of a company is shaped by perceptions, features and associations, 

which persons link to the company brand [47].  

This also applies to the recruitment context. The development of company-specific 

features is of major importance in order to create trust and credibility [2]. When it 

comes to deciding which job to accept, applicants take especially those impressions into 

consideration that they have gained while observing a company‘s way of recruiting. In 

order to evaluate potential employers, applicants use all available information (e.g. by 

newspaper ads, websites or job fairs [42]. That kind of information is called the 
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employer knowledge or employer image [30]. As it has already been noted with regard 

to the Brand Equity Theory, it is of major importance to connect unique images of the 

company as an employer to current, potential and former employees [73]. One can 

conclude that a positive image as an employer can increase an enterprise‘s 

attractiveness. This manifests itself, for example, in the size of the pool of applicants 

[10, 19]. Therefore, we state that: 

Proposition 7: The employer knowledge has a positive effect on the application 

decision.  

One supposes that websites positively influence the behavior of the applicants through 

detailed information. By offering various positive job information as well as values and 

features which are not directly communicated through recruitment ads, high-

information forms of recruiting such as job and career websites have an impact on the 

potential applicants [22]. The huge amount of available information catches the 

applicants‘ attention and increases the perceived reputation of the company [19]. On 

account of those effects, such as an increase of the company‘s reputation and of the job 

information, a positive overall effect on the image or employer knowledge is probable.  

Taking into consideration the definition of media richness by Daft and Lengel [33], who 

state that media richness is the ability of information to change understanding within a 

time interval, one can argue that existing misunderstandings in terms of characteristics 

of a company can be changed and adjusted by means of media with informational 

content (websites). Finally, this results in a higher familiarity with both the message and 

the company [33, 67]. Hence, one can assume that the attractiveness of a website can 

positively influence the image of the employer. Moreover, by directly addressing 

applicants, one can create positive attitudes towards the company [58] as well as a 

unique image [1, 2, 47]. In conclusion, we propose that:  

Proposition 8: The attractiveness of a website has a positive effect on the employer 

knowledge. 

6 Discussion 

This paper contributes to a deeper understanding of the role of a company‘s website in 

the recruitment process by presenting a model and its corresponding propositions. The 

model argues that factors such as aesthetics, content, navigation and data security will 

make a website appear more attractive. By doing so, orientation on the website is 

facilitated and relevant information is found more easily. Thus, the user of the website 

has the possibility to make a well-grounded application decision. Furthermore, we state 

that the image of the employer serves to a certain extent as a mediator between the 

attractiveness of the website and the intention to apply. The aesthetics and content of the 

website are also directly affecting the image of the employer. 

In order to establish a theoretic basis we applied marketing theories. The ELM was 

employed in order to describe the effectiveness of aesthetics and information on a 

company website. We were able to show that the ELM also applies to the recruitment 

context. Appealing aesthetics and relevant information for the job seeker may activate 

both a peripheral and a central processing and therefore be able to support the job seeker 

in his decision on whether to apply or not.  

Our review shows that the relevance and the quality of the information gained through 

interactive applications play a major role. However, one needs to keep in mind that if a 

website has too many interactive elements, it could challenge the perception of the user 
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too much and the central processing of information could hamper. As a consequence of 

this, users could possibly be distracted from central information and process the content 

rather peripherally. This is more likely to happen among inexperienced users, who can 

easily be distracted and who are generally facing problems in processing information 

through interactive applications [55]. Hence, with regard to a company website, it is 

important to scrutinize which interactive applications will actually be useful for the job 

seeker. Simply adding applications will not guarantee a perception of interactivity and 

may even be counterproductive. 

Furthermore, we show that speed and an easy navigation can contribute to the 

attractiveness of a company website. It should, however, be noted that these factors are 

especially important for job seekers with little computer experience [66]. Therefore, the 

company has to figure out which applicants they want to address with a certain job 

opening. If computer knowledge and internet skills are not required, it can be reasonable 

to simplify the navigation of the website with support during the online application 

process. 

Additionally, the perceived security of personal data and the perception of procedural 

justice play a major role for the application process. If a potential applicant feels treated 

fairly, his application decision may be positively influenced [9]. Conversely, an 

applicant who does not feel safe or thinks that he is being treated unfairly will possibly 

refrain from an application. 

Information offered on the company website is pivotal when directly addressing job 

seekers with a high P-O fit. RJPs are one way to convey information. Thus, potential 

applicants have the opportunity to find out by themselves whether there is a high P-O 

Fit or not. The more realistic the presentation of the job and the company is, the easier it 

is for a potential job candidate to compare the job requirements to his skills and 

preferences. This gives him the possibility to apply only for those jobs that offer a 

subjective fit. The level of the fit between company and applicant or, more precisely, 

between the job expectations of the applicant and the offered benefits has decisive 

consequences. The P-O Fit causes a multitude of positive organizational effects such as 

a better performance and a stronger loyalty towards the employer [20, 59]. Moreover, a 

high P-O fit is related to the so-called ―organizational citizenship behavior―. This 

describes voluntary behavior patterns such as voluntary support among colleagues, 

which are not explicitly mentioned in the job advertisement and which are beneficial for 

the company [17]. The N-S Fit (Needs-Supplies Fit) on the other hand, causes job- and 

career-related patterns such as job satisfaction or satisfaction within the given career 

opportunities, etc. [17]. These results are linked to the long-term performance of the 

company or the business unit [51]. As a consequence of this, it is obvious that all forms 

of recruiting will have to ensure a P-O Fit and an N-S Fit. 

Besides the attractiveness of the company website, the reputation of the enterprise is 

also crucial for the application decision. On one hand, the company website influences 

the attitude towards a firm. On the other hand, the image of the company has a direct 

effect on the application decision. Here, the results are in accordance with the Brand-

Equity-Theory. Job seekers relate the image of the company to unknown characteristics 

of the company and the job. On top of this, the image of the enterprise is also able to 

influence the quality of the pool of applicants. If a company is known to be rather 

selective in terms of their applicants, they usually have more applications from qualified 

applicants since these applicants can expect a positive feedback [64]. In summary, one 

can say that the content of a company website and the image of the company are two 
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major components which influence size and quality of the pool of applicants. 

Aesthetics, navigation and interactivity mainly contribute to the attractiveness of the 

website. These factors can either help the applicants to find the information required 

and/or assist the applicants in processing the information. 

7 Implications for Research and Practice 

It is of interest for future research to show the reasons/criteria which make a job seeker 

visit the website of a certain company. The weight of the individual criteria could also 

be an interesting starting point for future studies. Can a website that is easy to navigate 

also be perceived as interactive? Would job seekers refrain from applying if they 

perceived a high P-O Fit but also a low data security? In addition to that, there is still a 

lack of knowledge about which group of persons sets most value on which factors. 

Another point to investigate would be the question of the extent to which one can assign 

the design criteria of company websites to online job boards. In this context, it would 

also be interesting to investigate the impact of the company image on the application 

decision.  

For practical work, our paper makes several implications. Professional and well-

arranged company websites for example, can help the applicants to find the information 

they are really looking for and interested in [55]. Therefore, the arrangement of a 

company website should be uniform and easy to navigate. The problem of many 

company websites is that they were initially created to present the products and/or 

services of the company. This can create confusion among applicants looking for job 

openings on the company website. In order to avoid this confusion, the career section of 

a website should be easy to find and should fit the overall picture of the website. On top 

of this, the user should know at all times where he is located at on the website and how 

he can navigate to other sections [26].  

When creating an online application process, a company should be aware of its target-

groups [55]. In case a company is looking for applicants with knowledge in the 

computer and internet sector, it is not necessary to offer extensive online instructions or 

support throughout the online application process. In such a case, the company should 

rather provide a basic support in terms of the application [9].  

Moreover, target-group oriented information, e.g. in the form of RJPs, should be 

provided on the company website. It is also possible to offer a self-test that will 

additionally facilitate the self-selection of the job seeker. Thus, the job seeker is able to 

discover a probable P-O Fit by answering questions in the first place [34]. This, in turn, 

can have an impact on the quality of the pool of applicants.  

With job seekers having different preferences concerning information [36], a company 

website should contain both information concerning the P-O Fit (for example corporate 

culture, work atmosphere, etc.) and information concerning the N-S Fit (such as rewards 

and benefits of the company). This is important because some job seekers make their 

application decision based on the P-O Fit, others based on the N-S Fit [36]. 

The (virtual) environment is a decisive factor for the way information is received and 

evaluated [6]. According Coyle and Thorson [31], attitudes towards websites are far 

more positive when the design of those websites is vivid. For that reason, it is important 

for a company website to contain vivid elements. Pictures and articles describing the 

daily routine of the employees or a video showing parts of the future job are just two 

examples of how to implement such elements. It is also advisable to give the job seekers 
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the opportunity to communicate among each other, for example via newsletters 

informing about current job openings, a contact email address or a chat. 

In order for the job seeker to feel safe and treated fairly on the company website, the 

privacy policy of the company should be published on its website. The privacy policy 

tells the job seekers what will be done with their data in detail [9]. 

Besides an attractive website, the image of the company is also decisive for the 

application decision. For that reason, companies should not exclusively rely on their 

recruitment techniques. Allen et al. [4] show that even if job seekers had unlimited 

opportunities to find information, the image of the company would still play a major 

role during the application decision. 
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Abstract. The primary purpose of this research paper is to understand the 

role of national cultural dimensions on e-learning practices in India. India 

is considered a major player in the world economy today. US multinationals 

are significantly increasing their presence in India and understanding local 

HRM practices will help global companies transition better. This 

conceptual paper uses the national cultural dimensions of the GLOBE 

project, which is identified as the most topical theoretical framework on 

culture. The national cultural scores are used to develop hypotheses for 

specific cultural dimensions. Examples from the literature are also used to 

strengthen the proposed hypotheses. This research proposes that national 

cultural dimensions of power distance, uncertainty-avoidance, in-group 

collectivism, and future-orientation influence e-learning practices. Future 

research can definitely empirically test the hypotheses proposed. This study 

provides e-learning strategies for multinationals while integrating two 

theoretical models. The suggested strategies can be implemented by 

multinationals in other countries with similar national cultural dimensions 

also. This research also proposes a theoretical e-learning model identifying 

the impact of national cultural dimensions on e-learning practices. This 

research also provides practitioners a strategic implications model that 

could be implemented for e-learning initiatives in multinationals.  

 

Keywords: E-learning and National Culture, Cross-cultural management, 

GLOBE Study and India, E-learning and India, National cultural dimensions 

and e-HRM. 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 E-learning: Definition and pros and cons 

E-learning can be defined as providing training and development to employees via any 

electronic medium such as the internet, intranet, satellite TV, video or compact discs 

(CD). Jay Cross, founder of Internet Time Group and global consultant, introduced the 

term e-learning in 1998 suggesting a comprehensive training method via any 

technology-based medium. Several terms are used to refer to e-learning such as 

computer-based-training (CBT), online learning (OL), virtual learning (VL), internet-

based training (IBT) among several others [19, 6].  
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E-learning can further be divided into synchronous and asynchronous methods. 

Asynchronous e-learning methods provide immense flexibility to the learners allowing 

them learn the online material at their own convenience and pace. Further, the learner 

and the trainer may not be communicating online at the same time. On the other hand, 

synchronous e-learning allows for concurrent discussion among learners and trainers 

through enhanced technological capabilities such as video-conferences and live chats 

providing a very social learning environment [29].  

Organizations have identified several advantages with this learning method. As learning 

styles among individuals vary greatly, online learning allows employees progress at 

their own pace. An online training program tends to be more standardized than 

instructor-based learning. E-learning schedules do not usually follow a strict format of 

specific place and time providing employees undeniable flexibility in learning. 

Employees can enhance their own professional development on any subject matter from 

a variety of experts. Further, e-learning is very conducive to businesses that want to 

provide learning and development to a multitude of employees in geographically 

dispersed locations. As the world is becoming a global marketplace, e- learning allows 

for an international learning platform [1, 6].  

E- learning has proven to be very cost-effective and has shown to provide a positive 

return on investment. [1, 6]. IBM, the giant technocrat, confirms savings through e-

learning initiatives-$50,000 for every 1000 classroom training days being replaced by e-

learning programs. Classroom training is expensive as it involves the instructor‘s fees, 

employees‘ travel expenditures to training sites, and the cost of training rooms [1].  

On the other hand, practitioners [42, 20] and scholars [47, 44] have identified several 

disadvantages to e-learning. This learning method requires employees to demonstrate a 

lot of discipline and self-direction. Further, the collaborative and interactive spirit of 

classroom training cannot be replicated by an online medium. For instance, IBM 

managers preferred learning soft management skills only through classroom training 

[44].  

Employees may not seek to clarify their learning concerns immediately as they may do 

in classroom environments. Therefore employees may not actually master the subject 

content. Many e-learning programs try to include too much content into their learning 

modules causing an information overload. In contrast, classroom training provides for 

clarification of immediate doubts and also opportunities for discussions that enhance 

learning. E-learning does not facilitate easy learning for content material that is new and 

subject matter that needs a lot of knowledge sharing. Also, from a business perspective, 

the start-up costs for establishing e-learning programs may be very prohibitive for small 

and medium-sized companies. Further, e-learning may be conducive to employees who 

are tech-savvy and are independent learners [47]. 

The global e-learning market is predicted to surpass $52.6 billion by 2010 with North 

America having the lion share of this market. As of today, about 60% of US 

organizations actively promote e-learning to train their employees [33]. US 

organizations, such as Booz Allen and IBM, frequently contend for the top awards of 

ASTD (American Society for Training and Development) for the training support they 

provide their employees. Booz Allen, a global consulting company in Northern 

Virginia, uses e-learning method predominantly for career development and provides 

about 600 learning modules to enhance employee learning [34]. In 2007, IBM spent 

$700 million enhancing employee online learning with each employee spending at least 

55.5 hours annually augmenting their online learning skills. Their latest online creation 
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known as IBM@Play involves business simulations and the use of avatars (three 

dimensional images) to enhance organizational learning [44].  

1.2 Challenges in adopting e-learning 

E-learning provides employees a self-paced, autonomous, repetitive, cost-effective and 

flexible method of training. On the other hand, an instructor-based training encourages 

group interaction, identifies the training expert, and provides a sense of formality. In a 

study on global e-learning initiatives, only 24% of the global companies identified their 

e-learning initiatives overseas were successful [44, 20].  

Scholars [41, 30, 36] and practitioners [20, 42] identify several challenges with the 

adoption of e-learning; 1) National cultures, 2) learning and thinking styles, 3) age of 

trainee audience 4) polychronic and monochronic concept of time, and 5) technical 

infrastructure 6) translation issues. The literature on e-learning suggests very mixed 

results as to what impacts knowledge and learning outcomes.  

National cultural dimensions of power-distance, uncertainty-avoidance, institutional 

collectivism, and future orientation have shown to influence methods of training 

learning and training. Some researchers suggest that high power-distance cultures prefer 

to have subject matter experts disseminate training information as such a method of 

instruction identifies training experts and provides them with the status and power that 

such cultures value. Further in such cultures an authority delivering the training content 

has better results on trainees who feel a sense of obligation to learn from such experts 

[41, 48]. The literature also implies also that high uncertainty-avoidance cultures prefer 

to have any approach to training that reduces the uncertainty in mastering the training 

content. Employees from such cultures prefer to have learning methods that are clearly 

structured with definite learning outcomes. E-learning is considered risky due to 

problems that trainees may encounter in the learning process, such as technological or 

navigational problems [15, 47].  

Scholars suggest that collectivist cultures prefer a group approach to learning as it 

satisfies their communal interest in learning and also demonstrates concern for the 

entire group‘s learning outcomes. Collective cultures exhibit a strong group focus on 

group harmony. On the other hand, individualistic cultures reflect a strong emphasis on 

self-growth and individual potential which e-learning methods provide. Employees 

from cultures with high future orientation have a strong focus on their future career 

prospects and hence any form of education or training is cherished [50, 41, 21].  

Learning approaches of deductive and inductive influence training methods such that 

deductive learners prefer to have an emphasis on the training process while inductive 

learners focus on the results of training. Collectivist cultures prefer a deductive 

reasoning style, while individualistic cultures prefer an inductive learning style. 

Deductive learners are usually trained on concepts from the general to the specific 

principles and thus prefer collective learning, while inductive learners are trained from 

the specific to the general principles and hence prefer independent inquiry [41].  

[50] suggests that three kinds of thinking styles help employees approach their attitude 

to learning and development; inventive, evaluative and implementing. Inventive style of 

thinking encourages employees to suggest new ideas and thoughts. Evaluative styles 

persuade employees to challenge old paradigms and construct new ones. Finally, 

implementing styles encourage employees to be passive recipients of training 

information while subject matter experts provide content information. Self-directed or 
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e-learning learning styles may be more conducive to inventive and evaluative learning 

than implementing learning cultures.  

Learning preferences could also be dictated by the age of trainees. Younger trainee 

audiences were able to assimilate e-learning content quicker than older trainee 

audiences. Older audiences find it more difficult to change their traditional paradigms of 

learning [20]. However, [38] in a study of 194 employees of both private and public 

banking sectors of India found that age of the trainees did not result in any different 

consequences for e-learning. 

The concept of managing time as defined by monochronic or polychronic cultures 

further impacts how employees manage their time for learning. Monochronic cultures 

tend to be single-tasked and people from such cultures usually finish one task before 

moving to another. Hence employees from such cultures manage their time quite well 

and therefore can handle he demands of a self-paced e-learning environment. However, 

polychronic cultures tend to multi-task and people from such cultures try to do more 

than one task at a time. Thus employees from these cultures find the process of time 

management and self-paced e-learning quite challenging [41, 20]. 

[39] and [16] also suggest that e-learning initiatives could also be hampered by the lack 

of appropriate technological infrastructures. Emerging economies frequently experience 

the phenomenon of ―digital-divide‖ where the population in these nations are strongly 

divided between who has access to technology and who does not. While most of the 

western nations are used to the concept of laptops both in their homes and offices such 

technological luxuries may not be available in emerging economies. For instance, a 

comparison of internet penetration (IP) suggests that US and Japan lead with IP of 

69.3% (US), 67.2% (Japan), and economies like China and India lag with IP of 9.3 % 

(China ) and 5.4% (India). The concept of continuous or online learning may be a 

contradiction in such economies which seems to be dictated by who has the money to 

access technology [16]. 

[20] suggests improper translations and use of ethnocentric expressions could hinder the 

process of e-learning in other cultures. In an e-learning project in India and United Arab 

Emirates trainees took longer to complete e-learning programs that were similar to the 

ones delivered in the US. Trainees in India and United Arab Emirates took 25% more 

time to complete the webinars because of style of language and expressions were US-

centered. It is important to understand the vocabulary of the target audience so that e-

learning transitions can be smooth.  

1.3 E-learning initiatives: India 

Indian organizations emphasize training and development to enhance knowledge capital 

and also stay on par with the global competition [11, 54]. Further, as Indian educational 

institutions do not sufficiently prepare students for corporate work; Indian organizations 

invest substantially in training and development to provide the ―finishing school‖ touch 

to job applicants [2, 50]. For instance, Infosys Technologies Ltd, a leader in information 

technology, provides on an average four months of training for their entry-level trainees 

with a typical day being from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm. [53]. Suzlon Energy Ltd, a global 

energy leader, operating in 22 countries, conducts ―Campus to Corporate Conversion‖ 

training programs for almost 6 months for their new applicants [52]. Therefore the 

concept of training and e-learning is welcomed by most large and IT organizations [10, 

55, 52].  
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In India, Sanjay Sharma, CEO of Tata Interactive systems championed the e-learning 

efforts in the 1990s. E-learning initiatives at the academe and corporate levels have 

tremendous support from the federal government. The National Knowledge 

Commission was established to make India a potential leader in the field of knowledge 

and learning [6, 50].  

The government is promoting e-learning initiatives in education by providing training to 

faculty to ensure smooth transitions for students from class-room environments to self-

directed learning styles. E-learning initiatives in the academe have provided several 

advantages for students in the Indian culture. Students feel they can question their 

teachers via an internet-based training more freely than in a traditional classroom. 

Educators in high-power distance cultures, such as India, display a lot of authority and 

power and students usually are passive recipients of knowledge in such learning 

atmospheres. Students seem to be more regular in attending e-learning classes as 

chronic traffic in heavily crowded metropolitan cities creates tremendous commuter 

problems. Finally, educators are able to create deadlines and send reminders for 

academic projects more efficiently for students via a web-based learning method 

creating learning efficiency [6, 5].  

Indian organizations are also promoting e-learning to enhance the knowledge capital of 

their employees and therefore contribute to firm performance. In a study of 640 

managers from public, private and multinationals organizational learning was positively 

related to firm performance. In this study it was observed that line managers had a more 

significant role in developing organizational learning programs than HR managers. E-

learning initiatives seem more predominant in large Indian companies and 

multinationals that tries to provide the best practices for their employees [9, 8].  

[7] also observed some impediments for e-HRM services in Indian corporate are 

resistance from HR leaders that they may have reduced control over HRM functions and 

also lose their primary jobs. In another incident, teachers in an academe institution did 

not allow students to use their computers and log on to their online programs fearing for 

their job security. Also, many university students have indicated preferences to the 

importance of social interaction in learning [6]. 

Other critical barriers for implementing e-learning initiatives include lack of proper 

technological infrastructures. While on one hand, India is applauded for its leadership 

position in the IT (information technology), the paradox of ―digital-divide‖ exists. This 

phenomenon has created a virtual divide between the affluent enjoying the benefits of 

latest technology, while the middle-class and lower economic levels are left behind. 

India‘s population of one billion has only 5.4 % internet penetration with approximately 

about sixty million internet users. In contrast, the US has about 69.3% internet 

penetration with about 207 million internet users [16]. The Indian public school system, 

of 1 million schools, has only 0.2 percent of computer-based education [6]. Poor 

infrastructure and undependable power shortages make any computer-based learning 

programs quite challenging for the majority of the population. While the big 

metropolitan cities of Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi and Hyderabad are very 

well-connected, technological infrastructure is not to global standards in most cities [5].  

US global organizations are choosing India for several reasons to establish their 

overseas operations [53, 45]. Primarily, labor costs for entry-level knowledge 

professionals in India is around $25-$50/hour, in comparison to those of $75/hour in the 

US [29], proving to be very cost-effective for multinationals. Further, the country has a 

very well-educated English-speaking work force that can communicate easily with other 
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English-speaking cultures [6]. The country‘s work force is commended for its high 

work ethic- demonstrating a willingness to work twelve- hour work days for six days a 

week [30, 56].  

Today 125 Fortune 500 US companies have their R &D centers in India [56]. Dell is 

planning to double it work staff in India over the next three years to almost hire 20,000 

technical workers. Microsoft is going to add another 3000 jobs in India over the next 

three to four years [22]. Pearson Educational Technologies, educational leader, has 

moved its entire e-learning development to India to take advantage of the sophistication 

of the local information technology departments and lower labor costs [32]. 

This conceptual article is organized as follows: First, it details the theoretical framework 

which is divided into three sections- learning theories, social customs and history, and 

national cultural dimensions with specific relevance to India. The methodology section 

identifies the rationale for using the GLOBE (Global Leadership and Organizational 

Behavior Effectiveness) cultural study to predict hypotheses for e-learning practices. 

The results section provides hypotheses for specific national cultural dimensions that 

influence e-learning practices. The discussion section integrates the theory and results to 

provide specific strategies for multinationals. Finally, the paper identifies contributions 

for both scholars and practitioners. The paper also includes a theoretical and practitioner 

model for researchers and practitioners.  

2 Theory: Learning theories and National Cultural Dimensions 

2.1 Learning Theories 

Learning theories help understand how individuals process, store, and recall information 

that is being learnt. Scholars have proposed several theories to provide an understanding 

on individual learning such as the behaviorist, cognitive learning, constructivist, social 

learning, and social constructivist [10, 54].  

The behaviorist theory suggests that individuals learn by observations followed by 

positive or corrective reinforcement. Examples of such learning can be observed when 

individuals are trying to learn any psychomotor skills (cycling, driving) or when trying 

to learn job-related skills that can be mastered by observation (job shadowing in retail, 

manufacturing). Further in the e-learning environment, the behaviorist approach can be 

included to allow learners to observe content or task to be mastered followed by 

targeted feedback [10, 54].  

Cognitive learning theory suggests that individuals learn based on the importance of the 

learning material to the learner, the learner‘s self-efficacy skills (the learner‘s 

confidence that we can learn this), and the integration of past and current knowledge. 

Examples of cognitive learning approach can be observed at the work-place when 

employees are sent on new job assignments-thus employees perceive the new 

assignment important to their professional growth which requires an assimilation of past 

and currents job skills [10, 54].  

Constructivist learning theory suggests that individuals learn based on how they can 

construct the learning material to make it meaningful. The knowledge that the learners 

master and construct are transferred to the work-place. Examples of constructivist 

learning occur when employees undergo training programs where they have to create 

and develop build their own subject knowledge [10, 54].  
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Social learning theory is considered a bridge between behaviorist and cognitive learning 

theory as it includes observation, retention and recall happening dynamically at the 

same time. Finally, the social constructivist theory suggests that learning is a strong 

domain of the socio-cultural environment and individuals develop and construct their 

learning styles based on their social and cultural interactions. Individuals‘ cultural and 

social perspectives provide the basic learning foundation as to how individuals build, 

retain, and recall information. Individuals learn based on how they have been exposed 

to learning through their social and cultural environment [10, 48, 54]. This paper will 

integrate the social constructivist learning theory and national cultural dimensions to 

identify their influence on e-learning methods in India.  

2.2 Social and historical context  

Portuguese invaders introduced the term castas in the 16
th

 century which meant tribes, 

groups, or families. They observed Indians working harmoniously but in separate 

groups [17]. The Indian caste system was divided into four principal categories based 

on a social and economic hierarchy- the highest, the Brahmins, (intellectual leaders), 

Kshatriyas, (soldiers of war), Vaishyas, (business traders), and Shudras, (unskilled 

laborers) [27, 25]. The early presence of such a rigid caste system had powerful 

organizational implications. The caste system created distinct labor categories and status 

differences among the groups. Consequently, the concepts of inequality, loyalty, and 

power distance were established early in the Indian social system [38, 26, 27].  

Governments and political parties also exert a considerable influence on management 

practices. A contemporary example is that of the Communist party‘s biased selection 

practices of hiring only their political candidates as upper-level executives in Eastern 

European organizations [38]. India‘s was colonized by the British for almost a century 

and they introduced a work culture along the same lines of inequality established by the 

Indian caste system. Differential treatment between the superiors and their subordinates 

was the norm in British organizations in India. [27, 25, 26]. The British reinforced the 

caste distinction at the work place by promoting and recommending only the upper 

caste to prominent jobs [25, 26].  

2.3 National Culture of India: The Globe Study  

This study uses the GLOBE cultural dimensions as it one of the most recent studies [18] 

on organizational values and cultures. It has synthesized cultural findings from 61 

countries on nine core cultural dimensions. The predominant cultural dimensions are 

assertiveness, future-orientation, gender egalitarianism, humane orientation, 

institutional collectivism, in-group collectivism, performance orientation, power 

distance and uncertainty-avoidance. Table 1 provides definitions of these cultural 

dimensions.  
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Table 1: Definitions of Cultural Dimensions 

Source: Chhokar, J., Brodbeck, F., & House, R (Eds) (2007). Culture and Leadership Across the World. 

The GLOBE book of In-depth studies of 25 societies. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Mahwah, New 

Jersey 

 Six of these dimensions have their origins from Hofstede‘s cultural studies. The 

collectivism construct has been divided into two specific dimensions, institutional and 

in-group collectivism, to reflect differences between societal and organizational 

cultures. The masculinity dimension has been developed into assertiveness and gender 

egalitarianism to reflect individual differences and gender equity. Future and humane 

orientation have their origins from studies of Kluckholm and Strodbeck and the 

performance orientation was derived from McClelland‘s work on achievement [18].  

3 Methodology 

This conceptual research paper uses the latest cultural scores from the GLOBE study to 

predict the influence of culture on e-learning practices in India. Most cultural studies on 

# Cultural Dimension Definition 

1 Assertiveness The degree to which individuals in organizations or 

societies are assertive in social relationships 

2 Future-Orientation The degree to which individuals in organizations or 

societies plan for the future 

3 Gender 

Egalitarianism 

The degree to which organizations or society promotes 

gender equality 

4 Humane Orientation The degree to which individuals in organizations or 

societies reward individuals for positive behavior 

5 Institutional 

Collectivism 

The degree to which organizational and institutional 

practices encourage collective action 

6 In-group 

Collectivism 

The degree to which individuals in societies reflect 

collectivist behavior 

7 Performance 

Orientation 

The degree to which upper management in 

organizations and leaders in societies reward group 

members for performance excellence 

8 Power Distance The degree to which organizations and societies accept 

power 

9 Uncertainty-

Avoidance 

The degree to which organizations and societies avoid 

uncertainty by relying on practices and procedures 
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human resource management and training use national cultural dimensions of Hofstede 

[23, 36] which have been applauded and criticized for several methodological issues.  

Hofstede, the principal research investigator, analyzed data from a single multinational 

company (IBM) and its 53 regional subsidiaries from 1967-1970 to provide his pioneer 

work on national cultures to the research world. The respondents for his research were 

predominantly non-managerial employees and the survey was primarily used as a 

management diagnostic tool to understand the nuances in IBM‘s overseas branches. In 

contrast the GLOBE research, conducted from 1994-1997, is a collaborative effort of 

about 170 researchers from 61 countries researching about 951 non-multinational 

organizations. The GLOBE respondents were managerial employees and this massive 

research was theory-driven, based on extensive academic literature [18, 27].  

Apart from these methodological issues, the GLOBE research introduced cultural 

dimensions both at the organizational and societal level- therefore collecting two units 

of analysis (cultural practices or ―as is‖ and cultural values ―should be‖). This is a 

distinguishing feature of this cross-cultural study [25, 12]. This study also introduced a 

new cultural dimension, performance orientation, not addressed in that of Hofstede‘s. 

Scholars suggest that Hofstede‘s studies did not measure feminine scores directly- a 

lack of masculinity was considered feminine, but in contrast, the GLOBE project 

measured feminine scores per se [43]. The results section provides the scores and 

hypotheses for power distance, uncertainty-avoidance, in-group collectivism, & future-

orientation. 

4 Results 

This paper will identify four national cultural dimensions that have demonstrated 

sufficient impact on learning and knowledge construction. Specifically, the dimensions 

of power-distance, uncertainty-avoidance, in-group collectivism and future-orientation 

will be discussed. Scholars suggest the division of power (power-distance), the concept 

of structure (uncertainty-avoidance), the collectivist atmosphere (in-group collectivism) 

and planning ahead (future-orientation) have considerable impact on learning practices 

[3, 48]. Table 2 provides scores and ranks for India and the US on these cultural 

dimensions. The next section will discuss specific hypotheses for these dimensions and 

their relevance to e-learning practices.  
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# Cultural 

Dimension 

India 

(Rank) 

US 

(Rank) 

1.  
Power 

Distance 

5.47 

(16) 

4.88 

(49) 

 

2.  
Uncertainty-

Avoidance 

4.15 

(29) 

4.15 

(28) 

3.  
In-Group 

Collectivism 

5.92 

(4) 

4.25 

(51) 

 

4.  
Future 

Orientation 

4.19 

(15) 

4.15 

(16) 

 

Table 2: National Cultural Dimension Scores for India and the US 

Source: Chhokar, J., Brodbeck, F., & House, R (Eds) (2007). Culture and Leadership Across the World. 

The GLOBE book of In-depth studies of 25 societies. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Mahwah, New 

Jersey. 

*(For the GLOBE study, a score of 4 indicates gender egalitarianism, a score higher 

than 4 indicates feminine orientation, while a score lower than 4 indicate masculine 

orientation). 

4.1 Power- Distance 

The high Indian scores on power-distance (5.47) reflect a society that is distinguished 

by social hierarchy and power [17]. Formal titles such as Mr., Mrs., Dr, Sir, or Madam 

are widely used both in the corporate and in education [17]. Subordinates do not sit 

down till they are asked to do so by their superiors. Generally Vice-Presidents and 

upper-level managers in Indian organizations use private rooms for their office, while 

other employees have general cubicles- indicating a clear class distinction. Indian 

subordinates rarely circumvent their bosses as such behavior is considered defiance to 

authority. In corporate environments, subordinates usually carry out their superiors‘ 

decisions implicitly without questioning [25, 27].  

In training and development, such national cultural values dictate the type of learning 

and training methods employees would prefer. High power distance cultures favor a 

learning environment that differentiates and identifies the source of expertise. An 

instructor-based training is compatible with such deeply entrenched cultural values. The 

trainers offer training based on their knowledge and expertise which provides them with 

status and power. The trainees receive and learn information from the experts in the 

appropriate training protocol- as passive recipients and questioning only wherever 
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relevant. Therefore such cultures may not view replacing human experts with computer-

based methods very positively [41, 48].  

In an empirical study on 310 students, [48] demonstrated that students from high-power 

distance cultures prefer passive methods to active methods of teaching. Passive methods 

identified sources to provide the information predominantly in the form of lectures, 

guest speakers, or classroom presentations. Active methods required students to be 

responsible for their own learning and involved independent learning in case studies, 

research projects or group projects. Students from high power distance cultures 

preferred to receive learning from an expert and also demonstrated less preference for 

self-directed learning styles [48].  

E-learning requires considerable autonomy and responsibility for one‘s own learning 

which high power distance cultures do not prefer. Classroom or passive methods of 

presentations seem to satisfy the concept of identifying levels, which is very important 

in high power distance cultures; 1) trainers are identified as the upper level with the 

required knowledge and 2) trainees are identified as the lower level with less expertise 

[41, 48].  

Learning theorists suggest that individual learning is a consequence of the socio-cultural 

environment and early developmental interactions [10, 54]. In India, individuals have 

been accustomed to constructing and developing their knowledge in a passive way as 

status differences as a consequence of social distinctions and colonial rule encouraged 

submissive learning. Employees were encouraged to rely on authority for any learning 

or training outcomes. Therefore it would be implied that in an e-learning environment, 

employees will prefer synchronous e-learning methods where a training authority or 

expert can be visibly identified through videoconferencing or online chats. Therefore it 

would be right to argue that high power distance cultures would more likely adopt 

synchronous e-learning methods to those of asynchronous as it allows them to make 

power and status distinctions. 

Based on the following discussion, and the national cultural scores and ranks (India: 

5.47; US; 4.88; Rank; India; 16; US; 49), this leads to the first hypothesis: 

H1a: Employers from high power distance cultures are more likely to use synchronous 

e-learning methods than employers in low-power distance cultures. 

H1b: Employers from Indian organizations are more likely to use synchronous e-

learning methods than employers in US multinationals.  

4.2  Uncertainty-Avoidance 

The high Indian scores on uncertainty-avoidance (4.15) reflect a culture that is very 

ritualistic and ceremonial- therefore the society adopts elaborate procedures to reduce 

anxiety. Many Indian social customs suggest a culture that strongly tries to circumvent 

the unknown. For instance, in business, employers consult astrologers to predict the 

future and take business decisions in parallel with astrological predictions. For 

marriages, social customs dictate that the astrological stars of the prospective groom and 

bride are matched before the wedding plans are even established [17].  

In training and development, such national cultural dimensions demonstrate a strong 

need to reduce uncertainty in the learning process. High uncertainty-avoidance cultures 

prefer a learning environment that clearly provides structure and rules. A classroom-

based environment allows for such a structured learning method. The training expert 
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clearly sets the rules and expectations and the employees feel secure in such a learning 

process [48, 50]. 

In an empirical study of 310 university students, it was observed that students from high 

uncertainty-avoidance cultures preferred learning styles that were less risky from the 

learners‘ perspective. The top three learning methods of students were lectures by 

instructor, classroom discussion and reading textbooks. These learning methods require 

minimal efforts from the learners and hence reduce the anxiety in the training process 

[48].  

E-learning requires a lot of self-mastery and independent thinking which can be quite 

risky for anxious learners as navigational and technological problems occur. Learners 

should be comfortable with the isolative self-exploratory learning process of e-learning 

that can be intimidating even to the experienced [50, 39]. Learning theorists suggest that 

individual learning is a product of the environment that individuals have been cultured 

and exposed to [10, 54]. In India, there is a strong tendency to circumvent the unknown 

and therefore individuals prefer a very predictable work or learning environment. 

Therefore in an e-learning environment employees will prefer synchronous e-learning 

methods as it would provide a more structured learning atmosphere which will mitigate 

any concerns associated with new learning. Asynchronous methods allow individuals a 

lot more autonomy and self-direction which might create more anxiety for the new 

learner. 

Based on the following discussion, and the national cultural scores and ranks (India: 4; 

15; US; 4.15; Rank: India; 29: US; 28), this leads to the second hypothesis:  

H2a: Employers from high uncertainty-avoidance cultures are more likely to use 

synchronous e-learning methods than employers from low- uncertainty-avoidance 

cultures. 

H2b: Employers in Indian organizations are more likely to use synchronous e-learning 

than employers in US multinationals 

4.3 In-group Collectivism 

The high Indian scores on in-group collectivism (5.92) indicate a culture that is very 

tightly knit to both immediate and extended family. Collectivist cultures are 

characterized by a very close social framework where members distinguish themselves 

from in-groups and out-groups. In-group members could be members from the same 

social caste, religion, immediate or extended family. In India, it is very easy to 

distinguish a person‘s caste and religion by her or his last name. Indian employers 

frequently recruit, hire, promote and train employees from their own social castes and 

families [14, 13].  

In training and development, high collectivist scores depict a strong need for an 

interactive group learning process. Collectivist cultures focus on the process of learning 

rather than learning outcomes. The context of working and learning together are 

traditional values deeply held. A case in point- Japanese postal employees display a 

collaborative work spirit as employees are trained to unload packages from the delivery 

trucks as a group. In contrast, similar postal work in the US emphasized individual 

responsibility for unloading postal packages [37, 42].  

The learning and training emphasis in collectivist corporate cultures is gaining 

knowledge together and not trying to be different. E-learning has a strong emphasis on 

self-development and individual career advancement that high collective cultures do not 
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prefer [37]. [42] observes from global e-learning professional projects that only7% of 

the Japanese companies introduced e-learning initiatives as the cultures‘ strong 

preference for group interaction and support dictates any other training method less 

engaging.  

Further, scholars [41, 29] also suggest that learning styles in individualistic and 

collectivist cultures differ greatly. Individualistic cultures prefer an asynchronous 

method of e-learning, where individuals construct and build their knowledge 

independently at their own pace. However collective cultures prefer a synchronous 

method of learning that allows trainees and trainers to engage in a collaborative spirit of 

learning. Learning theories also suggest that individuals learning styles are socially and 

culturally constructed. In India, learning has always been a collaborative effort as 

trainers and learners as the collectivist orientation seeks a mutual learning process. In a 

qualitative study on graduate students, [29] observed that asynchronous learning allows 

time for self-reflection - an aspect that individualistic cultures appreciate. Synchronous 

learning provides for social support- a trait that collectivist cultures strongly value.  

Based on the following discussion, and the national cultural scores and ranks (India: 

5.92; US; 4.25; Rank: India; 4: US; 51), this leads to the third hypothesis:  

H3a: Employers from high in-group collectivist cultures are more likely to use 

synchronous e-learning methods than employers from low in-group collectivist cultures. 

H3b: Employers in Indian organizations are more likely to use synchronous e-learning 

than employers in US multinationals 

4.4 Future-Orientation 

The high Indian scores on future-orientation (4.19) reflect a society that always plan for 

the future. The Indian culture nurtures children very early with axioms such as ―save for 

a rainy day‖. This trait to plan for the future is reflected in adults also with most Indians 

having personal savings bank accounts [17].  

In training and development, high scores in this national cultural dimension reflect a 

work culture that is always planning for their future. Employees from such cultures 

therefore value any learning and development as it will enhance their future 

professional status [17, 18]. US joint ventures management observed in China that 

attractive hiring strategies for Chinese applicants required placing a great emphasis on 

learning and development opportunities that multinationals could provide. China has 

high scores in future-orientation and hence employees from such cultures place a strong 

value on their future employability and any learning opportunities thereof [21]. 

As individuals in high future-orientation cultures are conditioned to planning and 

thinking ahead always, learning theorists suggest that this could possibly have 

consequences in the preferred learning methods. In a qualitative study, it was 

demonstrated that synchronous e-learning methods allows individuals to plan and 

organize their learning outcomes. This study demonstrated that 33% of the 

communication time among learners was spent on planning for future tasks and 

assignments. Therefore it would be right to argue that high future orientation cultures 

would prefer e-learning methods that allow them to plan and think ahead such as in 

synchronous e-learning [29].  

Based on the following discussion, and the national cultural scores and ranks (India: 

4.19; US; 4.15; Rank: India; 15: US; 16), this leads to the fourth hypothesis:  
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H4a: Employers from high future-orientation cultures are more likely to use 

synchronous e-learning than employers in low future-orientation cultures. 

H4b: Employers in Indian organizations are more likely to use synchronous e-learning 

methods of training than employers in US multinationals 

Figure 1 provides a theoretical model of national cultural dimensions and e-learning. 

This framework can be tested by researchers to augment their understanding of national 

cultural dimensions and e-learning practices. 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical Model of National Cultures and E-learning 

 

5 Discussion 

National cultural dimensions have shown to have powerful organizational implications. 

[28] provides evidence of the influence of power-distance on pilot behavior as 

evidenced from recorded conversations between co-pilots and pilots of Korean Airlines. 

Korean airlines had a high statistic of airline clashes and the authorities were keen to 

remedy this problem. An external investigation observed how co-pilots of these airlines 

obeyed implicitly the orders of their superiors (pilots) regardless of the safety or 

outcome of their flights. The co-pilots would ignore the orders from the air control 

towers regarding landing or taking off and follow their pilots‘ commands without any 

questions. Korea has a high power-distance culture and these recorded conversations 

suggest the powerful effect superiors have on subordinates- subordinates refuse to assert 

their viewpoint even when the safety of hundreds of human lives are in question.  

[36] in their meta-analysis of 82 articles on culture and IT suggest that national cultural 

dimensions (power-distance, uncertainty-avoidance, masculinity-femininity, and 

collectivism) do impact the adoption of IT services. High power-distance learning 

cultures demonstrate a strong need to have power vested in an expert which e-learning 

services may not accommodate. High uncertainty-avoidance cultures find IT services 

quite risky (technological problems) and hence do not consider any e-HRM services 

reliable (such as e-recruitment, e-learning). Collectivist cultures have a strong need for 

face-to face interactions which e-learning may not be very conducive to. 

National Cultural Dimensions 

 Power-Distance H1 (+) 

 Uncertainty-Avoidance H 2(+) 

 In-group collectivism H3 (+) 

 Future-orientation H4 (+) 

 

 Power-Distance H1 (-) 

 Uncertainty-Avoidance H 2(-) 

 In-group collectivism H3 (-) 

 Future-orientation H4 (-) 

 Synchronous e-learning 

 Asynchronous e-learning 
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[36] further identify three main conflicts (system, contribution and vision) related to 

national culture and the adoption of information technology. A system conflict occurs 

when an IT application (e-learning) brings to surface the cultural differences in 

implementation of these services. In implementing e-learning, the cultural importance 

of subject matter experts presenting information in a formal structured classroom 

environment becomes the main conflict in implementation. A contribution conflict 

occurs when a society‘s core values contradict with the application of the IT services (e-

learning). A society‘s core values of being group-oriented or anxious about the 

unknown can be in direct conflict with the process of e-learning as it is deemed isolative 

and inherently risky. A vision conflict occurs when the society‘s values about the 

technology conflicts with the actual values of the IT application (e-learning). While e-

learning is generally considered self-paced, continuous, and a flexible method of 

learning (actual IT values of e-learning), the society‘s values (India) may consider e-

learning unreliable (lack of subject matter experts), undependable (chronic power 

outages and low internet penetration) and not engaging (no group interactions) [36].  

High power distance cultures prefer a teacher-oriented method of learning as it 

identifies the expert and provides them with appropriate privileges, status, and power. 

High uncertainty-avoidance cultures favor structured learning environments and passive 

methods of learning as it seems to reduce the learning risk. Collectivist cultures find 

group learning interaction methods more engaging and also considerate of the entire 

groups‘ career outcomes. Future-oriented cultures always like to plan ahead and e-

learning seems to offer ample opportunities to do so through continuous learning [41, 

20].  

Learning theories imply learning and knowledge creation is largely a result of how 

individuals are socially and culturally trained. The method of learning among 

individuals develops in a chronological way which usually begins in the early formative 

years which is subsequently reinforced over the academic years culminating in 

established learning patterns by adult ages. Practitioners from multinationals observe a 

lot of learning discrepancies while trying to implement any global training programs 

[10, 48, 54, 41, 42].  

Learning discrepancies due to cultural preferences have been observed in different 

countries. In China, for an e-learning leadership module, both the US and Chinese 

leaders were asked to learn and assimilate similar content. The Chinese leaders 

mentioned to their US counterparts that the leadership concepts taught in the online 

course were not likely to be implemented in China as leadership can be only be 

understood through personal interactions and relationships. In Korea, for an e-learning 

problem-solving module, it was observed though Korean employees indicated that they 

had completed the learning modules they were not able to discuss the content 

thoroughly. The learning module suggested discussions of newly acquired content 

matter with their Korean supervisors. In Korea, subordinates do not like to imply having 

acquired superior knowledge to their supervisors- the hierarchy never changes- the 

bosses always have more subject knowledge. In Brazil, for an e-learning finance course, 

Brazilian managers indicated online course completion but their work applications did 

not reflect thorough mastery of content. It was realized that the gregarious Brazilians 

prefer face-to face interactions while learning and a solitary learning style was not 

conducive to absorb subject matter [20].  

[23] suggests multinationals should take advantage of national cultures in implementing 

HRM practices in diverse countries. For instance, introducing team incentives in 
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collectivist cultures (such as Japan) would be very congruent with the local culture and 

more likely to produce positive business results. The Indian collectivist orientation has a 

strong family emphasis which most Indian companies accommodate with family-

friendly practices (family retreats, family memberships to clubs). Multinationals should 

be cognizant that providing HRM practices that are congruent with the local culture is 

very likely to have affirmative organizational outcomes [40, 46].  

For e-learning initiatives to be successful overseas, practitioners should conduct a 

cultural analysis and understand the role of national cultural dimensions on HRM 

practices. Based on this deduction, e-learning programs can be modified to provide and 

get the best from employees in different cultures. In high-power distance and 

uncertainty-avoidance cultures, it is important to initiate synchronous e-learning 

initiatives so that it would allow trainees to defer their learning questions to the 

authority on the subject. Such cultures prefer an authority to confirm and corroborate 

subject matter. In high uncertainty-avoidance cultures, the anxiety of assimilating and 

learning information on an independent schedule can be mitigated by having a 

synchronous format as it allows trainees to discuss any learning concerns with an 

expert. Such cultures prefer any training options that are less risky and more reliable 

[48, 20, 41].  

In high collectivist cultures, it would be very beneficial to provide synchronous e-

learning initiatives as it allows for social learning where trainees can collaborate with 

other trainees to satisfy their communal interest for learning. While establishing their 

business in China, IBM, the technocrat giant, realized the importance of guanxi or 

relationship-building. Therefore when they introduced, Sales Quest, an e-learning 

training program, they created a virtual world that allowed sales trainees from different 

parts of the country to socialize and interact extensively with each other [44].  

In cultures with high future-orientation as employees have long-term perspectives, 

synchronous e-learning programs allow individuals to think and plan ahead. As this 

learning method provides opportunities to discuss with peers and experts, it provides 

sufficient time for individuals to strategize and think ahead [39, 9]. Table 3 provides 

multinationals strategic e-learning implications relevant to the specific national cultural 

dimensions.  
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# Cultural Di-

mensions 

Impact on E-learning Strategies for multina-

tionals 

1.  
High Power 

Distance 

 

 

Low Power 

Distance 

Employees prefer to learn from training 

experts. 

Employees prefer independent and self-

directed learning 

Establish synchronous e-

learning that can allow 

learners to identify a learn-

ing expert to showcase sub-

ject knowledge.  Establish 

asynchronous e-learning 

that allows for self-mastery. 

 

 

2.  
High 

Uncertainty-

Avoidance 

 

 

Low 

Uncertainty-

Avoidance 

Employees are anxious about new 

methods or the unknown 

Employees are risk-averse and wel-

come novel approaches 

 

Establish synchronous e-

learning to provide the ca-

pability to clarify learning 

questions with visible au-

thority. 

Establish asynchronous 

learning that allows for self-

exploration in learning 

 

3.  
High In-group 

collectivism 

 

 

Low-group 

collectivism 

Employees prefer group interactions for 

learning 

 

Employees prefer individual learning 

Creating synchronous learn-

ing communities to nurture 

the collectivist orientation. 

Creating asynchronous 

learning to allow individual 

learning 

 

4.  
High Future-

orientation 

 

 

Low Future-

orientation 

Employees like to plan ahead  for any 

management outcomes 

Employees do not strategically plan for 

management outcomes 

Providing synchronous e-

learning methods that allow 

learners to plan ahead. 

Providing asynchronous e-

learning methods that does 

not provide opportunities 

for specific planning   

Table 3: Strategic Implications for E-learning 
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6 Conclusion 

This section identifies both the theoretical contributions and practical implications. 

First, while studies have examined the role of national cultures on training and learning, 

academic papers (both empirical and conceptual papers) have not examined the role of 

national cultures on e-learning per se [50, 41]. This paper suggests that power-distance, 

uncertainty-avoidance, in-group collectivism, and future-orientation have a strong 

influence on the type of e-learning methods. This paper addresses this paucity in 

theoretical research by providing an e-learning model that can be tested by academic 

researchers. 

Second, most studies on HRM practices adopt the national cultural dimensions of 

Hofstede [36, 51] but this paper examines e-learning from the perspective of the most 

topical national cultural study and its results. The GLOBE cultural study is considered 

unique as it collected data to identify both the current (what is) and futuristic (what 

should be) societal values [18]. This study also examines the role of future-orientation 

on e-learning while most studies on national cultures and HRM practices predominantly 

use power-distance, uncertainty-avoidance and collectivism. Therefore this paper 

extends the knowledge of national cultural dimensions and HRM practices.  

Third, this paper provides a strategic implication model for practitioners as 

multinationals increasingly choose to establish in emerging economies. Multinationals 

experience tremendous challenges in implementing standardized global practices due to 

deep-rooted cultural differences in learning. A case in point-Japan has only 7% of their 

organizations using e-learning initiatives while the US has 60% of their organizations 

adopting some form of online learning programs [42, 47]. This paper provides 

preliminary guidance as how to integrate national cultures (theory) to identify strategic 

e-learning implications (practice) to bridge the gap between scholars and practitioners. 

Finally, this study focuses on an economy that is moving forward in leaps and bounds 

[38, 24]. Multinationals are establishing to India at an increasing pace with about 

15,000 joint-ventures in India today [14]. [38] emphasizes that India and China are 

going to be the most successful emerging economies with India becoming the world‘s 

―back-office‖ and China becoming the ―factory of the world.‖ Multinationals should 

increase their awareness of cultural practices in these upcoming economies so that their 

international transitions are easier.  
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Abstract. Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) constitute the current 

Information Systems (IS) category for electronically supported corporate 

training and development. Frequently supposed advantages of using VLE 

refer, for instance, to the efficiency, individuality, ubiquity, timeliness, and 

task orientation of learning. However, a crucial precondition of realizing 

such advantages is an appropriate systems design. Hence, the question 

which specific design characteristics actually characterize successful VLE 

is of specific interest for training and development practice. The current 

paper therefore addresses design characteristics by conducting an expert 

study which is based on a general theory of IS success and previous insights 

of the literature. As a result, a set of relevant, well-defined design 

characteristics is presented and discussed while implications for research 

and practice are derived. 

 

Keywords: Virtual Learning Environments, Design Characteristics, Expert 

Study. 

 

1 Introduction 

For decades, electronic learning systems constitute the basic enablers of corporate e-

learning. Though designations as categorizations of such learning systems are rather 

heterogeneous and also change over time, current systems can be pooled under the 

rubric of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE), which can be understood as electronic 

Information Systems (IS) for the administrative and didactical support of learning 

processes in vocational settings by systematically providing corporate learners adequate 

learning materials as well as corresponding collaboration facilities so as to develop 

intended qualifications [e.g. 8, 42, 49]. The usage of such systems in corporate training 

and development is commonly justified based on diverse advantages such as efficiency, 

individuality, ubiquity, convenience, timeliness, cost efficiency and task orientation of 

VLE-based learning [e.g. 15, 20, 41]. Such advantages may also explain the ever 

increasing adoption of VLE in corporate training and development [e.g. 15, 19, 48]. 

However, the actual realization of such advantages crucially depends on several 

preconditions, while the specific characteristics of the used VLE constitute a prominent 
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aspect. It is evident that only adequately designed VLE will offer the promising 

potential for success, while ill designed systems may even cause harmful disadvantages. 

This directly focuses on design characteristics of VLE as a crucial aspect of learning 

success. Technically [e.g. 18] as managerially oriented literature [e.g.6, 7, 45] 

congruently understands design characteristics as the set of those inherent information 

system properties, which determine IS success (while IS success is differently 

conceptualized as net benefits, user acceptance, or actual usage, among others). Though 

termed "design" characteristics, such properties critical to the success of VLE gain 

practical importance for the entire process of developing or else procuring, 

implementing and applying VLE in organizations. It is not surprising that design 

characteristics firstly are relevant for developing new VLE. Here design characteristics 

offer a framework of requirements which mandatorily must be met by the future system 

to assure its quality. Given that corporate VLE are getting purchased more and more 

from external vendors, design characteristic also are relevant for the systems 

procurement, since they offer a valuable set of selection criteria. Beyond development 

and procurement, design characteristics may also instruct the technical implementation 

process by defining technical implementation goals. Finally, design criteria offer 

suitable evaluation criteria for already applied VLE, and hence support the inspection 

and improvement of existing systems. Given the wide-spread and still increasing usage 

of VLE, design characteristics of VLE hence are of relevance for a broader group of 

technical and managerial decision makers in corporate training and development. 

The current paper therefore aims at elaborating general VLE design characteristics. An 

expert study is conducted for this purpose. As a general foundation for the study 

theoretical bases are discussed first. In order to contribute to cumulative research and to 

integrate the expert study with previous findings subsequently a review of previous 

research is conducted. Based on this, the method of the expert study is exposed and the 

results are presented and discussed. Finally, implications for practice and research are 

derived. 

2 Expert Study 

2.1 Foundation 

As a clear explorative empirical method, expert studies usually are employed to gain 

insights in topical domains which are theoretically not or at least not well developed and 

hence, are not open to confirmative research. In certain respects, this applies also to 

research into design characteristics of VLE. At least, there is no completely developed 

theory of VLE design which would allow for a direct elicitation of the desired design 

characteristics. However, alternative foundations may be found in more general theories 

of – given the subject of the study – in the area of general IS design or general IS 

success. In the recently flourishing area of IS design the necessity of a general theory of 

IS design is well recognized [e.g. 14]. However, so far rather procedural models of 

design research have been offered [e.g. 14, 35], while an explicit theory of IS design, 

which directly unfolds design characteristics or at least allows to derivate design 

characteristics, is missing at present. Conversely, in the area of general IS success there 

are some recognized theories [e.g. 7, 45]. Since explaining success of IS such theories 

mandatorily present a set of success predictors. As long as such success predictors 

constitute or at least refer to IS characteristics, these theories can also be used to found 

design characteristic research. In view of this possibility, in particular the IS success 

model (ISSM) [6, 7, 40] presents general success relevant IS characteristics and, 
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additionally, is repeatedly validated. Basically, ISSM offers three groups of success 

predictors, namely, systems quality, information quality and service quality [6, 7]. 

Visibly, systems quality understood as a set of features which refers to the system as 

such, and information quality, understood as a set of features which refers to the content 

of the system, constitute system-related characteristics and hence, are appropriate for 

design characteristics research. Service quality, however, understood as a set of features 

which refers to the user support, does visibly not constitute a characteristic of the 

system itself, and hence is not appropriable. Transferred to VLE design characteristic, 

the ISSM hence clarifies that system-related (features of the VLE as such) and 

information-related (learning content of the VLE) constitute essential groups of design 

characteristics. Being a general theory, ISSM however is not able to provide more 

detailed information about VLE design characteristics. It is hence the task of the expert 

study to ascertain systems as information-related design characteristics of VLE 

empirically. 

2.2 Review 

In order to add to cumulative research and integrate the expert study with previous 

findings a comprehensive review of previous research in design characteristics of VLE 

was conducted. The review considered studies which directly deal with design 

characteristic of VLE in an empirical or conceptual way. Extensive searches of 

electronic databases (EBSCO, ScienceDirect, and Scopus) as well as of selected 

journals and conference websites were carried out to identify appropriate studies. 

However, in order to assure the quality of results only outlets with double blind peer-

review were taken into account. To map existing studies comprehensively, a time frame 

of 20 years (1989-2009) was analyzed. Based on this procedure 25 relevant studies 

could be identified (these studies are marked with an asterisk in the references section 

and are summarized in Appendix 1). The analysis of VLE design characteristics 

identified within these studies yielded several interesting results. 

Firstly and unexpectedly, a plethora of over thirty different design characteristics could 

be identified (for details see Appendix 1). Though this may be judged as ample results 

of previous research, this abundance also represents a certain problem like an increasing 

number of design characteristics detracted from there applicability and usefulness. 

Hence, future research should strive for a limited set of major design characteristics 

rather than amassing a maximum of design characteristics. Secondly, as predicted by 

the ISSM, all identified design characteristics could by classified as either system-

related or information-related, while quite frequently systems quality and information 

quality were presented as design characteristics. Whereas this constitutes a consent 

concerning the general design characteristics, there is dissent concerning more concrete 

design characteristics within these groups. This heterogeneity adds to the problem of the 

mere number, since it is still unclear which concrete design characteristics actually are 

relevant for success. Hence, it is necessary to validate design characteristics to attain a 

set of resilient characteristics. Thirdly, the design characteristics found are of rather 

different granularities, understood as the grade of operativeness and detailedness of 

design characteristics. Basically, very general, coarse-granular characteristics such as 

the mentioned "systems quality" or "information quality" and rather medium-granular 

characteristics such as "personalization" or "clear terminology" can be differentiated, 

while fine-granular, detailed, i.e. very specific design characteristics could not be 

detected. Granularity of design characteristics evidently is of major importance since 

expressiveness and usability increase with granularity (for instance, ―develop/select/use 
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personalized VLE" constitutes a more expressive and usable statement than 

―develop/select/use VLE with good systems quality‖). In view of this, at first glance one 

may claim maximal granularity from the expert study, however increased specificity 

commonly is aligned with a decreasing range of validity. Hence, to warrant general 

validity the expert study may have to get by with a medium granularity. Fourthly, there 

is a prevalent lack of explicit definitions of design characteristics (while there are some 

exceptions). Since the design characteristic presented, such as ―perceived flexibility", 

represent rather complex constructs which can be understood in quite different ways, 

the lack of definition aggravates the understanding of design characteristics as well as 

their further usage. It also complicates the detection of possible redundancies of 

characteristics found in different studies such as ―personalization‖ and ―user 

adaptation‖. Hence, the expert study mandatorily has to elaborate thorough and explicit 

definitions of design characteristics. 

In summary, previous research suggests a set of design characteristics which is copious, 

of limited congruence, of different granularity, and frequently unclear in meaning. This 

clearly justifies the necessity of the expert study. However, instead of just adding a 

further unconnected study, the current state of knowledge is to be used as a base to 

contrast but also enrich the expert study and thereby integrate it with previous work. 

2.3 Method 

To ascertain success relevant system- as well as information-related characteristics of 

VLE with an expert study systematically, the Delphi method was considered as 

promising approach [e.g. 11, 12, 13, 22]. Besides supporting practical forecasting and 

practical decisions, the Delphi method is also appropriate for systematically analyzing 

complex and multifaceted scientific topics that are not directly and easily accessible via 

quantitative research approaches [e.g. 11]. To ascertain relevant design characteristics 

systematically, a two-phased approach was performed. 

Phase I was aimed at a general inquiry and categorization of generally imaginable 

design characteristics. As a starting point of phase I, a group of appropriate experts was 

to be appointed. Participants were selected based on different criteria, while it was 

intended to arrange an international group of experts with extensive knowledge in the 

design of VLE which is of diverse disciplinary provenience (computer science, 

management, pedagogy, and psychology), and diverse institutional affiliation 

(universities and private companies). The resulting group consisted of 13 international 

experts with different affiliation and backgrounds (see Appendix). Subsequently, an 

online-questionnaire was developed. Beside the provision of a general introduction into 

the questionnaire, relevant terms such as VLE or design characteristic were thoroughly 

defined in order to assure a consistent understanding of constructs and questions. In so 

doing, the questions referred to the creation of a comprehensive list of design 

characteristics in general, and to subsequently match this list to a categorization of 

system- and information-related design characteristics of VLE. Balancing the trade-off 

between specificity and validity it was asked for characteristics which were specific, but 

generally valid. To avoid mere adjective lists with undefined and hence unclear 

constructs, experts were explicitly encouraged to explain the stated design 

characteristics in detail. The questionnaire was pre-tested and slightly modified based 

on in-depth interviews with two experts. The online survey was carried out in autumn 

2009, while all 13 experts participated. 

A monitoring team of five independent researchers individually evaluated the results 

obtained in phase I. In particular, based on the construct explanations synonymous 
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design characteristics were identified and adjusted, the adjusted set of design 

characteristics was summarized respectively aggregated according to the principles of 

―summarizing content analysis‖ [31], and finally, general definitions for the 

summarized design characteristics were derived from the expert explanations. In a 

subsequent group discussion, individual results of the monitoring team members were 

mutually adjusted, while there was an initial high degree of inter-coder reliability [31] 

within the monitoring team anyway. 

During the preparation of phase II the result list of design characteristics of phase I was 

compared with the results of the review of previous work. As there was substantial 

agreement concerning several design characteristics, the result list from phase I missed 

some of the design characteristics that proved to be significant for success. To be more 

concrete, experts did not mention ―multimodal‖ [30, 36, 38], ―accessible‖ [30], 

―appealing‖ [3, 4, 16, 27, 38], ―reliable‖ [27, 30, 47], ―secure‖ [30] and ―structured‖ [3, 

36]. To test also the relevance of these characteristics, they were added to the results of 

phase I. The resulting list of adjusted, aggregated, enriched, categorized and defined 

design characteristics constituted the base of the second online-questionnaire. The 13 

experts this time were asked to rank the presented system- and information-related 

design characteristics of VLE from highest (rank 1) to lowest (rank n) priority for 

success. The resulting priority lists were summarized by calculating means and standard 

deviations of the respective rank positions. 

2.4 Results 

Interim results of phase I firstly revealed an unadjusted list of 55 design characteristics 

(31 system-related, 24 information-related). This list was successively reduced by 

adjustment of synonyms to 31 design characteristic (13 system-related, 16 information-

related) and the summarizing of design characteristics to 16 design characteristics (10 

system-related, 6 information-related). 

VLE Design Characteristic 

A. System-Related  

Reliable A1. 3.08 (1.44) 

Secure A2. 4.38 (3.52) 

Learning-Process-Supportive A3. 4.46 (3.13) 

Interactive A4. 4.77 (3.11) 

Appealing A5. 5.08 (2.25) 

Transparent A6. 5.15 (2.79) 

Structured A7. 5.92 (2.22) 
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Standard-Supportive A8. 6.46 (2.79) 

Accessible A9. 6.85 (2.15) 

Platform-Independent A10. 7.62 (2.90) 

B. Information-Related  

Understandable B1. 2.23 (1.48) 

Consistent B2. 2.92 (1.66) 

Credible B3. 3.23 (1.30) 

Challenging B4. 3.54 (1.51) 

Multimodal B5. 4.00 (1.78) 

Enjoyable B6. 4.58 (1.44) 

Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations of VLE Design Characteristics Ranks. 

 

As depicted this list was enriched with 7 literature-based characteristics (6 system-

related, 1 information-related). 

Final results are rendered in Table 1 and 2. Table 1 firstly depicts the results of the 

prioritization process in phase II by presenting the mean values and the standard 

deviations (in brackets). 

The derived definitions of these characteristics are presented in Table 2, while each 

definition is illustrated with selected statements of the literature review and/or experts to 

make their origin more transparent. 

Design 

Characteristic 
Definition Source Exemplary Statement 

A. System-Related 

Reliable 

VLE are reliable, if their 

end-users/learners can 

apply it without 

technology owed 

disturbances. 

literature 

review 

―Whenever I use the e-

learning tool, it always 

works correctly.‖ [30] 
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Secure 

VLE are secure, if the 

system itself as well as 

unauthorized users cannot 

modify or delete the 

learners' personal profile 

data, respectively their 

learning history, progress 

(i.e. learning outcomes), 

and corresponding 

resources. 

literature 

review 

―I trust the system security.‖ 

[30] 

Learning-

Process-

Supportive 

VLE are learning-process-

supportive if they support 

the provision of (further) 

learning activities and/or 

materials with their 

inherent information (e.g. 

activity description and/or 

instruction, etc.) according 

to the learners‘ current 

status in the unit of 

learning, and help the 

learners to coordinate audit 

dates, group meetings, etc. 

expert 

study 

―Workflow-management 

component‖ 

Interactive 

VLE are interactive if they 

allow for learner-system- 

(e.g. taking self-tests, 

uploading assignments, 

etc.), learner-learner-, 

and/or learner-teacher-

communication and/or 

collaboration (e.g. via 

literature 

review 

―[…] key to the learning 

process are the interactions 

among students themselves, 

the interactions between 

faculty and students, and the 

collaboration in learning 

that results from these 

interactions.‖ [34, 36] 
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audio/video conference, 

blackboard, chat, forum, 

etc.). 
expert 

study 

―The core of learning 

remains a relationship 

between a learner and a 

tutor. VLE must keep this 

crucial factor in the loop.‖ 

Appealing 

VLE are appealing, if their 

graphical user interface 

has a pleasant appearance. 

literature 

review 

―Screen design is the way 

information is presented on 

the screen.‖ [16, 23, 28] 

Transparent 

VLE are transparent, if 

they allow the learners to 

keep an eye on their own 

and/or other learners‘ 

learning history (i.e. 

completed and/or passed 

learning activities of a unit 

of learning) and current 

status in the learning 

process. 

literature 

review 

―The e-learning system 

allows the user to control 

his/her improvement.‖ [30] 

expert 

study 

―The system enables users 

to trace why and how 

certain recommendations 

are made, how much 

personal data one allows the 

system to data mine 

implicitly/explicitly to 

produce a user profile.‖ 

Structured 

VLE are structured, if 

learners can quickly detect 

the allocated information 

(e.g. learning resources 

such as learning materials, 

collaboration services, 

assessment items, system-

generated information such 

as user guidance, 

feedback, etc.) in, 

respectively can easily 

navigate the graphical user 

interface. 

literature 

review 

―[…] the ease with which 

users can move around the 

system.‖ [23] 
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Standard-

Supportive 

VLE are standard-

supportive, if they 

facilitate learning materials 

which are compiled based 

on approved eLearning 

standards such as IMS 

Learning Design [17], or 

SCORM [1] as these 

eLearning standards enable 

learning materials to be 

widely shared across VLE 

which also support these 

standards. 

expert 

study 

―Interoperability and 

standards compliance‖ 

Accessible 

VLE are accessible, if 

learners can access it 

according to their own 

possibilities. 

literature 

review 

―The e-learning tool is 

accessible according to my 

own possibilities.‖ [30] 

Platform-

Independent 

VLE are platform-

independent, if they run on 

a wide range of operating 

systems. 

expert 

study 

―VLE should be Web-

based, not standalone.‖ 

B. Information-Related 

Understandable 

The information provided 

by VLE is understandable, 

if the words, sentences, 

and abbreviations applied 

within the learning 

materials are clear in 

meaning (e.g. by use of 

definitions), easy to 

comprehend and easy to 

read. 

literature 

review 

―Terminology refers to the 

words, sentences, and 

abbreviations used by a 

system.‖ [23, 28] 

expert 

study 

―Understandability vs. 

complexity.‖ 
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Consistent 

The information provided 

by VLE is consistent, if the 

learning materials 

themselves are without 

contradictions, coherent 

and presented in a logical 

order. 

literature 

review 

―The use of terms 

throughout the (E-library) is 

consistent.‖ [16] 

expert 

study 

―Sequencing of learning 

objects, tasks, and 

assessments.‖ 

Credible 

The information provided 

by VLE is credible, if they 

originate from a 

trustworthy source (e.g. 

teacher, certified and/or 

reputable organizations, 

etc.). 

expert 

study 

―[…] how much one trust 

the credibility of the 

material (i.e. it does not 

convey wrong concepts)‖ 

Challenging 

The information provided 

by VLE is challenging, if 

the learning materials 

contain difficult but 

interesting tasks which 

stimulate learners‘ 

curiosity to solve them. 

expert 

study 

―For ambitious learners, 

focusing on learning 

objectives.‖ 

Multimodal 

The information provided 

by VLE is multimodal, if 

the learning materials are 

presented in different 

media formats such as text, 

audio, and video. 

literature 

review 

―The Web-based learning 

system offers multimedia 

(audio, video, and text) 

types of (course) content.‖ 

[36] 

Enjoyable 

The information provided 

by VLE is enjoyable, if the 

learning materials 

provided do so in their 

own right aside from their 

expert 

study 

―Positive user experience, 

associated with pleasure, 

fun, playability, and 

enjoyment.‖ 
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textual value, and 

consequently make the 

learning experience more 

pleasant. 

Table 2: Definitions, Sources and Exemplary Statements of VLE Design Characteristics. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The present expert study provides a systematic set of well-defined, specific but 

generally valid system- and information-related design characteristics based on the 

ISSM and compatible to previous research results. Hence, the general objective of the 

expert study could be satisfactorily achieved. 

Findings concerning the system-related design characteristics show that ―reliable‖ was 

unambiguously rated as the most important system-related design characteristic, 

followed by ―secure‖, ―learning-process-supportive‖, ―interactive‖, ―appealing‖, 

―transparent‖, ―structured‖, ―standard-supportive‖, ―accessible‖, and ―platform-

independent‖. It should be noted, ―interactive‖, ―appealing‖, and ―transparent‖ show 

almost the same mean values, that may be a consequence of the prioritization procedure 

within phase II as study participants were ―forced‖ to rank the given design 

characteristics even though they may have preferred similar priorities of different design 

characteristics. However, the salient disagreement amongst study participants 

concerning the relative importance of ―secure‖ (SD: 3.52) as the second important 

system-related design characteristic of VLE in particular might be engendered by its 

diverse understanding (―[…] the system itself as well as unauthorized users cannot 

modify or delete the learners' personal profile data […]‖, etc.). The same may count for 

―learning-process-supportive‖ (SD: 3.13), ―interactive‖ (SD: 3.11) as well as 

―transparent‖ (SD: 2.79) and ―standard-supportive‖ (SD: 2.79). Once again, this result 

may originate in the way the prioritization procedure was conducted. It is noticeable, 

amongst the five system-related design characteristics considered to be the most 

important ones, rank number one (―reliable‖), two (―secure‖), and five (―appealing‖) are 

design characteristics from the literature review which were added subsequently. This 

shows that even though study participants did not even mention these system-related 

design characteristics within the first survey wave, they considered them as highly-

relevant system-related design characteristics of VLE. Thus, the prioritization of 

preceding expert statements and theoretical-founded design characteristics proved to be 

a feasible and promising approach. Hence, the set of system-related design 

characteristics presented should always be under consideration when designing, and 

evaluating VLE. 

Regarding information-related design characteristics, findings show that 

―understandable‖, is considered to be the most important design characteristic, followed 

by ―consistent‖, ―credible‖, ―challenging‖, multimodal as well as ―enjoyable‖. It should 

be pointed out that not similar to their system-related counterparts, all information-

related design characteristics show high levels of agreement amongst study participants 

regarding their relevance for VLE (SD spectrum: 1.30 - 1.78). Hence, when designing 

and evaluating VLE one should consider the set of information-related design 

characteristics presented. 
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To conclude, the results of the expert study presents a comprehensive set of VLE 

specific information- and system-related design characteristics, which should be 

considered when developing, purchasing, implementing or evaluating VLE. 

3 Implications 

The above-mentioned results should generally provide a basic starting point for future 

research as design endeavors, while there are some implications for research as well as 

practice. 

Concerning research implications, firstly, some further theoretical deliberations may 

improve future research. The used ISSM is able to roughly categorize relevant design 

characteristics, but however does not allow to deduce directly specific design 

characteristics. This likely applies to further imaginable theoretical foundations, in 

particular to the prominent TAM-approach, what could be proved within the frame of 

the literature review (see e.g. the TAM-based studies of [3, 38]). Again, the basic TAM 

does rarely directly propose concrete design characteristics. In order to overcome this 

theoretical gap, more recent theoretical developments that are orientated towards design 

and intervention (e.g. the TAM 3 offered by [45]) may offer deeper foundations. In 

addition, also amalgamations of such approaches with the ISSM may be worth of a trial 

(see the example in [32]). Furthermore, given that expressiveness and usability of 

design characteristics increase with growing specificity, future research should aim at 

increasing specificity of design characteristics, however without losing general validity. 

One imaginable way is to work out different facets of the design characteristics by 

constituting sub-characteristics. For instance, based on the definitions elaborated certain 

sub-characteristics of ―flexible‖, ―learning-process-supportive‖ or ―transparent‖ could 

be established. As an important aspect considered by one previous study [30] and 

confirmed in the expert study, possible interdependencies of design characteristics 

should be taken into account. Basically, design characteristics may not be arbitrarily 

combinable for logical and/or technical reasons [10], hence, future research should also 

strive for (in-)compabilities of design characteristics found. This also entails a question 

that has not been tackled till now, whether different system- and information-related 

design characteristics contribute rather individually and independently to VLE success, 

or whether whole bundles or entire configurations of design characteristic are triggering 

success. Moreover, given the benefits of an experimental design, such as controlling 

relevant while excluding confounding variables, ensuring direct relevant experiences of 

respondents, and, particularly enabling the manipulation of specific design 

characteristics [21], experimental designs seem to be a promising approach to ascertain 

and evaluate relevant design characteristics empirically (cf. the pioneering work of [36] 

who conducted an offline experiment to determine relevant design characteristics). 

Finally, given the costs and duration of developing prototypes, and, all the more, full 

versions of a VLE, it would be highly beneficial if relevant design characteristics could 

be ascertained as early as possible, in order to avoid misconceptions and failure [5]. 

Hence, the usage of simple prototypical models (paper prototypes, video mockups, etc.) 

of the system planned may allow ascertaining relevant characteristics in very early 

phases of the corresponding software development process [32]. 

Additionally, the results of the study yield some implications for practice. Managerial 

and technical decision-makers in the process of developing new, selecting pre-packaged 

VLE-software, or evaluating and improving already adopted VLE are offered a valuable 

general (check-)list of criteria relevant for success. Beyond, with a particular view to 

information-related design characteristics, learning designers and teaching staff may 
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profit from their application while preparing their learning materials. Hereby, 

information-related design characteristics could also be understood as a checklist in how 

far their learning materials fulfill the proposed requirements (e.g. understandable, 

consistent, and credible learning materials). 

Refining and customizing this (check-)list towards individual corporate settings and 

subsequently considering the list may lead to practical VLE design- and selection-

processes which minimize learner resistance, increase learner satisfaction, and support 

overall learning success. 

4 Conclusions 

Within this paper a comprehensive literature review and an initial expert study were 

carried out yielding a systematic list of well-defined system- and information-related 

design characteristics of VLE. This hopefully will stimulate future research, especially 

quantitative studies which evaluate and deepen the insights offered, but may also 

instruct future practical development, selection and evaluation projects, while both 

streams may finally contribute to improved VLE which support better corporate training 

and development endeavors. 
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tive approach to gather competency related information? 
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Abstract. Social Tagging as a decentralized collaborative and collective 

approach to describe, structure, and share digital objects with user created 

keywords has become increasingly popular since 2004. Once evolved from a 

social bookmarking application service, meanwhile it is used for several 

private and corporate purposes. It is also applicable for e-HRM tasks, e.g. 

augmenting employees‟ profiles and competency models with tags. In this 

paper we pursue to detect its applicability to support competency 

acquisition. In detail we firstly answer the question, which characteristics 

social tagging systems offer to gather competency related information in 

order to describe competency profiles. To answer this question we present a 

conceptual framework that focuses on social tagging systems from an 

external and internal view. Secondly, we analyze if social tagging systems 

are able to ensure the provisioning of reliable and valid competency related 

information from the classical testing theories point of view. It has been 

detected, that both the ambiguity of language and the absence of rules 

aggravate the estimation of reliability and validity. Nevertheless, other 

strengths social tagging systems offer have been found. They equalize the 

lack of information quality and make social tagging systems valuable for 

competency acquisition.  

 

Keywords: competency acquisition, conceptual framework, reliability, 

validity, classical testing theory 

 

Introduction 

The popularity of Social Tagging has rapidly increased since 2004 [52, 62]. Social 

Tagging is mostly known from private application context. Once evolved from Social 

Bookmarking Service (delicious)
4
, social tagging systems have become one of the best- 

known web-based [42] social software applications. One reason for its ongoing 

                                                 

4
 http:// delicious.com 
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popularity is their simplicity and ease of use: Everybody can be a tagger, who interacts 

collaboratively, or collectively with other taggers in a web-based community for the 

purpose to administer, describe, share, structure and maintain several kinds of digital 

objects, e.g. pictures (Flickr
5
), videos (YouTube

6
) or WebPages (delicious) using self-

created keywords called tags [42]. Taggers do not have to obey any rules or a bound to 

a controlled vocabulary; so, social tagging systems are anarchic decentralized social 

indexing systems as well.  

Apart from private usage social tagging has also been applied for corporate purposes, 

e.g. to support and facilitate customers‘ navigation, e.g. product search (Amazon
7
) by 

means of product-related tags created by the customers themselves. Meanwhile, it is 

also possible to use social tagging systems to describe and augment personal profiles 

using tags. This special form of social tagging is also meant as people-tagging [13, 15, 

16]. So far, it has been used for both private and corporate communities e.g. 

organizations to gather, acquire and retrieve characterizing tags [16, 46].  

Moreover, social tagging systems have also become relevant for e-HRM tasks. So far 

there already exist few approaches which mainly focus on augmenting employees‘ 

profiles with characterizing tags [13] contributed by the employees themselves. First 

promising results have already shown that social tagging systems are useful to facilitate 

the corporate search for knowledge management, to discover employees‘ connections 

and support the expert finding, e.g. IBM Lotus connections
8
 [12, 13]. Another approach 

combines people-tagging and ontology maturing to support competence management 

mainly focused on augmenting competency models with tags [6]. 

However, the applicability of social tagging for competence management still seems not 

to be exhausted. Social Tagging systems might also be a promising method to support 

competency acquisition, which belongs to the main functions of competency 

management as well. It pursues the purpose to provide reliable and valid personal 

related information, gathered by means of measuring, observing and describing 

methods. Having both kind of information it gets possible to align required job-related 

target-competencies with actual competences. Alignment results are for instance needed 

in human resource management to schedule and control e-HRM tasks, such as strategy, 

planning, acquisition, requirement, deployment and development. 

Although previous researches confirmed social tagging systems enable the provision of 

characterizing tags; there is need of further research to detect systematically appropriate 

variants of social tagging systems to support competency acquisition. Further it still 

lacks evidence if they are also able to ensure the provisioning of reliable and valid 

information [5]. Hence, we focus on design characteristics and quality of those systems 

from the classical testing theories‘ point of view. In short, the following questions are 

answered: 

 Q1: Which possibilities do social tagging systems offer to gather competency 

related information?  

                                                 

5
 http://www.flickr.com/ 

6
 http://www.youtube.com/ 

7
 http://www.amazon.com/gp/tagging/cloud?redirect=true 

8
 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/de/lotus/wdocs/connection/ 
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 Q2: Do they ensure the provision of reliable and valid information?  

To answer the first question Chapter 2 regards several variants of social tagging systems 

from an external view and to filter appropriate ones. In a second step the internal view 

focuses on the dimensions social tagging systems consists of, and presents a conceptual 

framework to detect possible design characteristics to gather competency-related 

information.  

To answer the second question Chapter 3 introduces the quality criteria of the classical 

testing theory, on which in Chapter 4 the social tagging systems are analyzed if they are 

able to ensure reliable and valid data information. Difficulties and benefits social 

tagging systems offer are discussed. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and gives an 

outlook on future research. 

Conceptual Framework 

Social tagging systems (social classification systems [57], collaborative tagging systems 

[62]) is a collective term that comprises different system variants. It is at present still 

unclear if every social tagging system version is appropriate to support competency 

acquisition. Hence, we give a short overview on existing system versions detecting 

appropriate social tagging system variants.  

 

1.1 Social tagging systems – System variants (External view) 

Social Tagging Systems allow a categorization from different perspectives. Firstly, the 

stability distinct between closed and open systems. In open systems the taggers 

fluctuation is very high, because the taggers are not bound to the system (delicious); 

whereas in closed systems the same taggers stay for a longer time and the tagger group 

remains stable (IBM lotus connections) [10, 13]. Secondly, the taggers‘ transparency 

within the system separates transparent systems from anonymously ones. In the former 

taggers use their real names, whereas in the latter taggers act anonymously and hide 

their identity using ―nicknames‖. Thirdly, social tagging systems, based on their entry 

barriers, can be split in systems with minor entry barriers [43] and systems with major 

entry barriers. Fourthly, their purpose separates privately used from corporate ones.  
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System variants 

Perspective Characteristics 

Stability Open Closed 

Transparency Anonymous Transparent 

Entry Barrier Low High 

Purpose Private Corporate 

 

= Relevant for competency management 

Figure 2: Social tagging systems – System variants (External View) 

 

Open Systems are wide spread mainly in private usage. Everybody can become a 

member of such an open community, because taggers just have to sign in with their 

email address, first name and last name. It is the taggers decision to use real names or 

fictive ones, so transparency cannot be ensured. They are not bound to the system; 

hence, fluctuation level is high. Further, there also exist open social tagging systems 

which are used for corporate purpose, e.g. Amazon. The entry barrier is higher than the 

first variant, because only customers are allowed to tag, who are transparent for the 

company, because of their customer profile. Closed social tagging systems can be found 

in both private and corporate application [58]. In private application context Collabio 

[4] has to be mentioned a ―Facebook‖
9
 application which allows persons to be 

characterized by other persons with the help of tags in a playful way. Entry barrier is the 

profile owner decides who is allowed to tag e.g. friends or colleagues. Taggers are 

consequently transparent to the profile owner and other taggers. Those taggers are 

bound to the system for reasons of social reputation, consequently their fluctuation is 

low.  

For the context of competence acquisition which takes places in a corporate 

environment a closed social tagging system is required. The opportunity to tag is 

restricted to a special tagger group, the organizational members. Taggers interact 

transparently within the system, and can be identified by their personal ID and real 

names as well. The entrance to those systems is bound to the employment contract that 

limit and regulate the period tagger belongs to the systems and how long they obtain a 

special role and job. Normally, there is low fluctuation within a closed organization. 

Hence, a corporate purpose is given, so we narrow the variety of all social tagging 

systems for this paper to closed ones that provide a high transparency of the tagger, low 

fluctuation and the corporate purpose as well. In the next step we focus on the elements 

social tagging systems consist of from an internal view. 

  

                                                 

9
 http://apps.facebook.com/collabio/ 
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1.2 Social Tagging Systems – Dimensions (Internal view) 

Previous external view has narrowed the number of several social tagging systems to 

special closed ones with special attributes. Now, we have also to narrow the number of 

tagger, digital objects and tags, which are required for competency acquisition.  

Social Tagging Systems consist of three related dimensions: tagger, digital objects and 

tags [9, 42]. Taggers are the persons who interact within the closed community. They 

obtain several roles at the same time, e.g. they are producer and consumer of their tags 

[55]. Digital objects are the resources to tag, and tags are used to describe, augment and 

structure several kinds of them; thereby the same tag can be added to one or many 

objects.  

In context of competency acquisition the variety of those dimensions is restricted. 

Taggers get additional attributes; they are organizational members, employees, 

superiors, subordinates and work mates as well. Further, not every digital object is 

needed to be tagged. We just focus on competency profiles [6]. Finally, we regard only 

competency related information as special content [63] so the tags are also narrowed to 

those which contain and competency-related information. However, this seems not to be 

enough to acquire all facets competency acquisition is composed of. Further filtering 

views on the limited closed social tagging systems and its dimensions seems be 

sufficient to define them more detailed. So each single element is regarded in the 

following from several sub dimensions that originate from competency acquisition.  

In detail, the profile dimension focuses on appropriate profile types and several 

characteristics of transparency [16]. The tagger dimension focuses on taggers rights 

with the closed system, hierarchical level, and taggers‘ perspectives. Further the number 

of taggers, their incentive to contribute, their independence and visibility is regarded. 

Finally, the tag dimension has a focus on suggested tags, permitted tag-types, number of 

equal and different tags for single taggers, the acquisition of a temporal dimension, 

weighted tags, scope of tags, granularity of tags, tag structuring and font size. All 

dimensions, sub dimensions and combinable characteristics are composed in the figure 

below and presented in detail in subsequent paragraphs. 

 

 Conceptual Framework - Internal View 

Dimensions Subdimensions Characteristics 

Profiles Type Individual Job 

Transparency Transparent Non Transparent 

Tagger 

Rights Create Use Change Delete 

Hierarchcal level Equal Unequal 

Perspective Self Others 

Number Single Multiple 

Incentive Voluntary Compulsory 

Independence Given Not Given 

Visibility  Transparent Anonymous 

Tags Sugesstions Given Not Given 
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Tag Types Unrestricted Restricted 

Use of the same Tag Single Multiple 

Number of different 

Tags 

Unlimited Limited 

Temporal dimension  Given Not Given 

Weight Given Not Given 

Scope Professional Personal 

Granularity Predefined Not Predefined 

Structure Given Not Given 

Fontsize Equal Unequal 

Figure 2: Social tagging systems – Dimensions (Internal View) 

 

1.2.1 Profiles 

Types (Individual, Job) 

Actual competency profiles reflect individuals‘ (e.g. employees‘) competency stock, 

whereas target competency profiles point out required job related competencies [11]. A 

comparison of both helps to detect competency gaps [11]. Based on this information, 

measures of personnel requirement planning, recruiting or training can be adopted. 

Consequently, the alignment of actual and target competencies represents a main 

function of competency acquisition. Hence, social tagging systems might support both 

competency profiles, individuals ‗and job related ones.  

Transparency (Transparent, Non-Transparent) 

Individuals ‗competence is sensitive personal-related information; therefore, a selected 

group of experts has to acquire and assess individuals‘ competence. A transparency of 

individuals‘ competency profiles, contributed tags and tag creators for all tagger seems 

to be debatable against the background of data protection. Some people-tagging systems 

[13, 15] just allow a transparent view on individuals profiles [42], provided that the 

profile owner and participating tagger agree with that. However, research results show 

taggers tend to a non-transparent, private solution [49] when it refers to the tags 

attached to their profile. Thereby it is for the tagger to decide on who and how many 

taggers are allowed to have a look on their profile.  

1.2.2 Tagger 

Rights (Create, Use, Change, Delete) 

Taggers obtain several rights and roles in social tagging systems [62]. Taggers are 

consequently entitled to create and use tags for profile description. Due to the context of 

competency acquisition and in particular the augmentation of individuals‘ profiles 

taggers have to obtain additional rights, e.g. changing or deleting tags, if they are 

inappropriate or false [13, 49]. These rights might also be helpful to eliminate obsolete 

tags keeping the profiles up to date. 
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Hierarchical level (Equal, Unequal) 

A specialty of social tagging systems is that all taggers are treated equally; everybody 

can tag and there are no hierarchical differences [53]. However, for the purpose of 

competency acquisition taggers action is embedded into a closed organizational system, 

where taggers from several hierarchical levels interact. Every hierarchical level also 

reflects a special power of decision and expertise [35], e.g. not every organizational 

member is currently allowed to assess and ascertain competencies. Mutually tagging 

already exists in social tagging systems; however mutual assessing within an 

organization is possible but not common [39]. Hence, social tagging allows mutual 

tagging over several hierarchy levels where all taggers are considered unequal or 

without the hierarchical restriction, where all taggers are considered equal.  

Perspective (Self, Other) 

Self-description and assessment by others represent two well-known aptitude testing 

methods [6], which are often used for competency acquisition and assessment. Social 

Tagging also offers taggers the opportunity to describe their own profiles (both job-

related and personal-related) as well as foreign ones [15]. Social Tagging seems to be 

particularly suitable and accepted by taggers in purpose of self-assessment and self-

reference as previous research results show [14, 21, 22, 42, 46, 64]. For the reason that 

taggers can have both points of view social tagging systems offer both perspectives: 

tagging themselves or others [3].   

Number (Single, Multiple) 

There are several methods to acquire competencies. One of them is the single-appraisal 

such as a self-description or the single appraisal by the supervisor [37, 39]. A 

comparison of both represents a common method to gather competency-related 

information. Apart from those methods there are further methods that include the 

appraisal of multiple raters, which differ from each other by their perspectives [39]. 

Social Tagging Systems also allows a single tagger to describe profiles and a 

description of the same profile by a group of tagger from several perspectives as well 

[61]. So the number of tagger can vary between one (single -assessment) and many 

(multiple appraisal). 

Incentives (Voluntary, Compulsory) 

Social Tagging Systems base on the principle of voluntary participation of taggers. This 

principle has led to a high acceptance [43]. But Social Tagging System can only then be 

effective when a minimum of tags and profiles is given. More important become the 

taggers‘ incentives. So, the question is if the competence acquisition should be carried 

out through social tagging systems on a volunteer or compulsory base. Research 

findings show that taggers can be split by their motivation [13, 42, 56]. So, for instance, 

some of them tag for their own sake or for the sake the others [13]. Some tag for reasons 

of self-presentation [42, 64] or just to store tags [15, 50, 51]. Further motivation has also 

been detected in the users need to be a part of a community. However, compulsory 

incentives have also been detected [6], e.g.  Social pressure can also be a reason why 

taggers tag to get not excluded from the community [8]. So, voluntary and compulsory 

incentives can be distinguished. Both are relevant for competency assessment, because 

in closed social tagging systems with corporate purposes a contribution of tags serves 

predominantly corporate and non-private purposes, for which voluntary contribution or 

commitment cannot be ensured [33].  
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Independence (Given, Not Given) 

Social tagging is based on the principle of collaborative object description and taggers 

interexchange. While the description of a profile just by one single tagger might be time 

consuming and incomplete, social tagging systems use taggers collaborative 

participation to get multiple perspectives and a broad description. However, taggers in 

most cases do not acts independent from each other. It is more like a transparence and 

mutual influence between them [50]. They swap tags as ideas through a transparent 

visualization in order to collect multiple descriptions, synonyms or alternative 

descriptions.  

Those can be improved if taggers are influenced by tags from others, and an internal 

vocabulary evolves and gets more stable over time [36]. However, there are few 

approaches in which taggers act independent from each other in order to filter the best 

describing tags for a digital object [61]. So, one can decide for dependence or 

independence over the taggers, but due to the requirements of data protection 

independence over the taggers shall be recommended. 

Visibility (Transparent, Anonym) 

Once a tag has been added to an object, its source cannot be traced anymore. In most 

cases the tag creator remains invisible. Because of its collaborative sharing character 

tags become common property [50] and can be reused by other taggers, which means 

one tag can be related with many taggers. However, to avoid inappropriate tags or tag 

spam [38] it might become important to identify the tagger who causes the false tag 

[49]. Two cases remain disputable. The first is the transparency and visibility of the 

related tagger for all others, the second is an anonymous solution, where the tagger 

remains invisible for reason of data protection and to ensure taggers freedom of opinion.  

1.2.3 Tags 

Suggestions (Given, Not Given) 

A vexed characteristic for social tagging systems is the taggers‘ free choice of 

vocabulary without being bound to controlled vocabularies. Ambiguity of language has 

often been discussed as a main disadvantage of social tagging systems [26, 

53].Therefore, existing approaches tend to get social tagging more structured and 

recommend to support taggers vocabulary choice by suggested tags [18, 42,63]. There 

are already several approaches to suggest tags, e.g. previously used tags [13], tags with 

similar spell, frequently used ones or the latest ones. Each kind of suggestion aims to 

reduce the ambiguity of language [18, 53, 59]. It is the taggers‘ choice to accept the 

suggest tags or ignore them. Hence, suggestions can be given or not. 

Types (Unrestricted, Restricted) 

Apart from suggestions a variety of tag-types results from the ambiguity of language 

[21, 22]. However, it still lacks a complete categorization. We can roughly separate 

single-word-tags from compounded-tags [59] as well as objective tags from subjective 

ones [34]. But there are also tag-types only made for the tagger himself to retrieve its 

own information, which are meaningless for other taggers. For the purpose of 

competency acquisition just tag-types that contain competency related information are 

required, not all tag types can be used [5]. Hence, two cases remain to decide for, a 

reduction of allowed tag-types [63] or tagging without constraints. 
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Use of the same tags (Single, Multiple) 

Normally, competency acquisition methods include a scale to measure the degree each 

competence has got or is required. However, in social tagging systems a rating scale is 

missing [31, 55]. Social rating systems represent another social software category. To 

express the importance a tag has got for one profile, taggers sometimes use the same tag 

multiple times. But in some social tagging systems the multiple use of the same tag for 

one tagger counts once even if it is added twice or multiple times to the same object. A 

reuse of tags by one tagger might also a method to express the importance the tag has 

got for the profile or the degree to which a competency is given or needed.  

Number of different tags (Unlimited, Limited) 

In social tagging systems taggers are not limited in the number of tags they add to an 

object [22]. It is the taggers‘ choice how many tags he or she wants to contribute, that‘s 

why the number of tags varies among the tagger. Using social tagging systems for 

competency acquisition regulations to determine the number of tags might be necessary 

to avoid an assessment bias within a profile and tag spam [38]. However, regulations 

towards a fixed number of tags might also cause spam [38] tags, when taggers just add 

tag because they have to. Hence one has to decide for a limited or unlimited number of 

different tags.  

Temporal dimension (Given, Not Given) 

Some social tagging systems consist of more than three elements; some also include a 

temporal dimension to acquire the date a tag occurs for the first time or every time it has 

been changed. With the additional temporal dimension changes over the time could be 

measured. The additional temporal dimension might also useful for competency 

acquisition to depict changes in the profiles over time [13]. 

Weight (Equal, Unequal) 

Another specialty of social tagging systems is the equality in weight every tag has 

within the system. This is related with the equal treatment of each tagger. However, a 

weighted tag might be a method to underline the tags‘ importance [63], e.g. the 

superiors‘ tags might be more important for individuals profiles than the subordinates‘ 

one. Otherwise latest added tags might be more important than those which were added 

a year ago. So, one can decide for unequally or equally weighted tags.  

Scope (Professional Competence, Personal Competence) 

Current people tagging approaches allow taggers to describe profiles in an unstructured 

manner [13, 28]. Focusing on competency acquisition there are several dimensions 

respectively facets competence consists of [24, 37, 60]. According to the DQR 

competence can be subdivided in two sections: professional and personal competence 

[19]. Hence, social tagging might cover the whole scope or just one of both sections 

[60].  

Granularity (Predefined, Not Predefined) 

Apart from the dimensions competence consists of there are also differences 

considering the granularity a competence is ascertained. The more granular a 

competency is acquired the easier it is to align actual and target competencies. 

However, ambiguity of language and the absence of rules in social tagging systems 

allow every hierarchical level [63] within the tags [10]. To gather more accurate 
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information we suggest predefining granular levels. Alternatively to this suggestion a 

non predefined characteristic is also possible. 

Structure (Given, Not Given) 

Unlike taxonomies, where terms are clearly kept in strict mono- hierarchical parent-

child relations in social tagging systems each tagger can create his or her own structure 

[43, 55]. In most cases those structures are individual and cannot be matched with 

others. Tags can also been aggregated, e.g. compounded as tag bundles [42, 53, 59].  

Further there exist approaches, which recommend a predefined structure, e.g. by means 

of given metadata, to get tags more accurate [1]. Another research recommends 

predefined facets or dimensions, where tags can be sub ordered [48]. In order to get a 

more aggregated view on competencies a given structure through predefined facets or 

metadata might be helpful. However it depends on number and quality of facets or 

metadata whether this is effective [1]. So, one can decide for an integrated structure or a 

structure less characteristic.  

Font size (Equal, Unequal)) 

Finally, tag visualization as one of the main social tagging characteristics remains to 

discuss. There are various ways to visualize tags. Tags can be ordered as tag-clouds or 

they can be listed both horizontally and vertically. It‘s further on possible to order them 

either alphabetically, or semantically, or visualize them as unordered [27]. Each 

visualization aims at supporting social navigation [38, 50, 52]. Apart from structure the 

font sized can vary. In most cases a big font size represents a high frequency [30], up-

to-datedness or occurrence. But it is also possible to visualize all tags in an equal font 

size. 

2 Theoretical Foundation - Quality Criteria  

Competency acquisition deals with measuring, elicitation and collection of competency 

related information; thereby, it gets usually supported by electronically diagnostic 

instruments for aptitude testing. Creating a scientific fundament each instrument used 

for competency acquisition requires a theoretical foundation that in most cases is based 

on a measuring theory. Each theory or model has several assumptions and is founded to 

quality criteria which have to be observed. Competence is a construct of aptitude testing 

[60]. Normally, methods to measure competencies for competency acquisition are 

evaluated by quality criteria, particularly reliability and validity that result from 

classical testing theory [25]. So, classical testing theory seems to be an appropriate 

theory to evaluate social tagging systems. In the following assumptions of classical 

testing theory are presented in short. 

2.1 Assumptions 

Classical testing bases on three main assumptions (axioms) and additional assumptions 

as well. All of them concern the measuring process and in particular the measured 

values [44]. Firstly, the existence axiom declares that the real value exists as the 

expected value of a measurement. Secondly, the connectivity axiom implies that each 

measured value consists of both a true and an error value. It implies each measurement 

is defected with errors. Thirdly, the independence axiom precludes that there is 

dependence between error values and true values among several persons. It is 

additionally assumed that error values within a person are not related. Further 

independence over participating raters is assumed [25]. Classical testing theory mainly 
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considers the quality of a measurement or elicitation from the measurement errors point 

of view; therefore it is also called ―measurement error theory‖. Measurement errors or 

error values can be subdivided in coincidental errors and systematical errors [23]. The 

former results from internal and external influences a person is affected with. They 

appear infrequently and are non predictable. The latter appears in pattern and results 

from errors within the theoretical or empirical measuring model. According to the 

classical testing theory error values result from the lack of quality. Thereby the degree 

of quality can be estimated with quality criteria, in particular, reliability and validity 

which will be subsequently introduced.  

2.1.1 Reliability 

Reliability is „ (…) the degree of accuracy a procedure has with regard to the 

characteristic to be measured.― [35, p. 250][29]. It is also a degree for the stability a 

measuring instrument has got. [44]. Reliability requires two temporal distanced 

measurements which have to congruent in their measured values. So, reliability is a 

measure how prone a measuring method is for coincidental error values. Getting reliable 

results or measured values rules, regulations, norms and structures are necessary 

required.  

The estimation of reliability embraces stability over time (re-test reliability), internal 

stability and at last the agreement over several raters in their interpretation of measured 

values. In detail re-test reliability can be estimated if there are two measurements at 

different times in which the same group uses the same method to measure or ascertain 

the same thing. A special kind of re-test reliability is the intra-rater reliability, a measure 

for the stability of measured values within one rater over time [2]. Estimating internal 

consistency it requires a measuring method to be divisible into many equal small 

measurements, which count as a measurement for their own [29]. If all measurements 

deliver the same measured values, internal consistency is given.  Thirdly, inter-rater-

reliability can be estimated if a fixed group of rater is ensured, who interpret the same 

measured value independent from each other in the same way. It implies a measuring 

method to be clear and accurate so that coincident interpretation errors can be 

minimized. 

2.2 Validity 

Validity is a measure how trustworthy, complete and valid a measuring method is. It is 

given if a measuring method exactly measures what it is supposed to do and nothing 

else. Validity can be assumed as given if theoretical argument and empirical results 

underline this. Validity represents further a measure, how prone a measuring method is 

from both systematical and coincidental error values [2].  

There are several ways to estimate validity. Firstly, content validity is a measure if the 

applied measuring method actually measures the whole content respectively every facet 

of the regarded construct. It implies that a construct is measurable and a fixed definition 

exists which contains every facets the construct exits of it [60]. To estimate or test the 

content validity normally experts are interviewed, respectively, consulted. This is what 

we call face validity, which is given if the majority of experts agree with the definition.  

Secondly, criterion validity is a measure to what extent measured values match with 

present or future external criterion. Simultaneously or present comparison is regarded 

by concurrent validity, whereas predictive validity focuses on delayed comparisons. 

Thirdly, construct validity is given if actually the contrast is measured and nothing else. 

To put that in our perspective construct validity is given if all measured values refer to 
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competence and not to intelligence. Convergence validity is given if several measuring 

methods get the same measured values. Discriminate validity is given if measuring 

different constructs provide different measured values. 

3 Discussion  

Based on conceptual and theoretical assumptions we answer the question if social 

tagging systems, as limited before, are able to ensure the provision of reliable and valid 

competency related information. In the following at the first step we examine to what 

extent social tagging systems ensure the measuring of both quality criteria. At the 

second step we show up the sources of coincidental and systematical errors and give 

recommendations to minimize them referring to our conceptual framework.  

3.1 Reliability 

Estimating intra- rater reliability or re-test reliability a temporal dimension is required to 

compare tags within one tagger over time. Further, it has to be ensured that a tagger 

remains for a fixed period within a social tagging system. It is necessary that at least 

two measurements at different times can be done to compare changes within the tags. 

This is only to ensure in closed systems, because in open ones there is nothing that 

bounds a tagger to a system, whereas in closed systems the employment contract 

regulates the length of a period a tagger is bound to the organization. It still lacks 

research if competency related tags within one tagger are stable over time. Tags 

represent the taggers vocabulary, which develops over time as well as the tagger‘s 

personality and competence. Although previous findings show that some patterns of 

stability in the taggers vocabulary choice and spelling exist [50], it remains unclear if 

their understanding of the tag content remains also the same. 

However, just the fact that the taggers belong to the organization does not guarantee 

their contribution yet. Previous findings show taggers can be distinguished in power 

user respectively normal taggers who tag frequently and lurkers who tag infrequently or 

just profit of existing information [50, 51]. This aggravates the validation of re-rest 

reliability and intra-rater-reliability for all taggers.  

Currently, there is just a voluntary incentive; taggers are free to contribute tags driven 

by their own motivation. A compulsory incentive for now does not exist. However, if 

taggers are not expected to contribute, re-test reliability respectively intra-rater-

reliability might be hardly to estimate. But a compulsory incentive might also increase 

the spam tag [63] because taggers just tag because they have to. 

Estimating internal consistency implies that the measurement method, e.g. social 

tagging systems can be divided into many smaller measurements which measure the 

construct competence in an equal manner. Social tagging systems consist of multiple 

taggers, profiles and tags and it is possible to form smaller social tagging systems within 

one system. However, there are differences between each single tagger, profile and tags, 

so equality of each dimension is hardly to attest. For instance, there are several tag types 

which vary in their accurateness, objectivity and content. Not all of them are appropriate 

to ascertain competencies [5]. Further, spam tags exist [38, 54] that does not contain any 

relevant content. So consistency within the measurement method is hardly to attest.  

Estimating inter-rater-reliability implies that at least two taggers tag the same profile. In 

social tagging systems multiple taggers describe the same digital object in a 

collaborative manner. However, the number of tagger varies depending on the digital 

object, respectively, profile. It is possible that just one or all taggers describe a profile, 
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because there are no rules that restrict a minimum of taggers. Referring to the 

conceptual approach there are several possibilities to estimate inter-rater-reliability 

exist, e.g. estimating inter-rater-reliability over several perspectives (self-assessment 

and foreign appraisal) [15], several hierarchical level or within one hierarchical level 

can be done. 

Secondly, inter-rater-reliability requires congruence over taggers‘ interpretation of the 

same measured value.  In social tagging systems there are neither rules nor regulations 

concerning the vocabulary choice. This causes the ambiguity of language social tagging 

systems are known for, in particular tags are imprecise [26]. Synonyms, homonyms, 

abbreviations and so on are not excluded because taggers are free in their vocabulary 

choice. However, taggers differ from each other in their linguistic power of expression, 

cognitive talents and domain knowledge [17]. Hence, ambiguity can be avoided neither 

in the spelling, nor in the understanding or sense a tag has [31, 53, 54]. For example, 

although an individual‘s profile is tagged multiple times by different taggers with 

„leadership ability―, inter-rater-reliability cannot be attested at all because each tagger 

might have its own understanding, what ―leadership ability‖ is [16, 45]. Tags are 

consequently not accurate to interpret, in particular single-word tags offer polysemy 

[3,57]. But can be used as a start tag which can be augmented with more specific tags. 

Further there tags with multiple or additional hidden meanings that are just 

understandable for a special group, called socio-semantic tags [34, 57]. Apart from 

objective tags there subject related ones [32], which can just be understood or 

interpreted by the tagger himself [6, 13, 32, 51, 53]. So, we recommend limiting the tag-

types to those tag types which are clear for all taggers.  Problems to interpret tags in an 

accurate manner might further result from different granularities within the tags.  Fine-

granular tags might be more accurate than large-grained ones, e.g. the tag „C++― is 

more defining than ―computerlanguage‖. We recommend a predefined granularity level; 

however, it needs further research to detect which granularity-level is the best.  

Independence from the participating taggers for each tagger has to be observed for 

competency acquisition and assessment procedures [35] according to the German 

requirements for proficiency assessment procedures and classical testing theory as well. 

In detail, it concerns the processes of acquisition, interpretation and evaluation of 

competency related information respectively tags. It is especially relevant for personal 

related information and individual‘s competency profile description due to the fact that 

competencies are sensitive personal-related data. However, social tagging systems 

follow the principle of collaborative tag sharing and a mutual transparency of all 

contributed tags [13, 15, 16]. So it requires a special characteristic as we presented in 

the conceptual framework.  

Assuming each tagger tags independent from others the same profile, multiple single 

descriptions of one profile are given to estimate their inter-rater reliability. In this 

combination multiple tagger are involved in a collective way. To ensure independence 

the transparency we recommend to keep profiles and the foreign related tags non-

transparent for the tagger that he or she just see own contributed tags [61].Thus 

coincidental errors that result from external influences might be minimized. 

Nevertheless, coincidental errors result from both influence sources externals and 

internals as well. This has been scarcely confirmed in [30, 50], which show taggers are 

influenced by their own subjective point of view and other taggers‘ influence as well. 

Internal coincidental errors result from the taggers‘ current temper and personality. So, 

every tagger is influenced by its own idiosyncratic subjective point of view [20]. 
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Socially desired tags cannot be avoided at all [6]. Otherwise, tags can consciously been 

avoided [16], e.g. to strip other taggers a special competence which tagger do not have 

themselves or just to save another tagger to be not connected with an expertise they 

want not to related with [14]. Underestimation or overestimation of their own or foreign 

competencies might occur as well [23]. 

However, classical testing theory assumes the true values are the expected values, so the 

mean of multiple measure values might compensate error values. Social tagging 

systems already use the wisdom of multiple taggers to describe the same object. The 

congruence over several taggers in his or her profile description helps to detect relevant 

tags. Research results from social indexing show, taggers agree on core terms [60], 

which are mostly defining for a digital object. Nevertheless, even if tags just appear 

once ,they can be valuable [4].Therefore, social tagging seems to be an appropriate 

method to minimize internal coincidental error values. The more taggers are involved, 

the more objective a profile description might become [36], it might also be helpful to 

improve inter indexer inconsistency [21, 22, 30]. Further subjective coincidental errors 

in competency acquisition could be reduced [23]. 

However non-transparent solutions act against the collaborative character social tagging 

systems has. Hence, we recommend a transparent solution, in which a tagger is 

influenced by external criteria (foreign tags) but all taggers interact invisibly with each 

just other over their tags. Thereby, all tags are in an equal font size to avoid halo effects 

[23, 27]. So, every tagger gets more objective information, foreign tags work as 

suggestions and it is the taggers decision to use the same tags or create new ones. So, 

taggers might be inspired by other tags to find additional rich deep information. It 

requires further research whether this approach observes the requirements for 

proficiency assessment and data protection. 

Finally, due to the accuracy and trustworthiness [35] to estimate inter-rater-reliability it 

requires equal expertise or domain knowledge for all taggers. In social tagging systems 

an expertise is not required [17, 43, 52], each tagger is allowed to participate [51] 

However, it requires empirical research to test if non-experts tags are less defining than 

experts [31, 51].Taggers differ in their expertise and knowledge, especially if we 

assume that they are from several hierarchical levels. But every single tagger has got 

special domain knowledge and might contribute hidden but important competency 

related information [5, 31]. For example, a tagger who has no special expertise in 

competency acquisition might know in detail which competencies his job requires. On 

the other hand, work mates might also know each other from another perspective than 

superiors or subordinates do, similarly to the multiple-rater-assessments. So, we 

recommend reaching equality in the taggers expertise as required to weight tags 

corresponding with the hierarchical level or by the distance a tagger has to the profile 

owner or job. 

In sum, it remains debatable if social tagging systems provide hard, reliable and 

accurate competency-related information. But using the recommended characteristics 

coincidental error sources might be minimized, which required further research. 

However, rich, deep competency-related information from many different perspectives 

can be gained [4, 7]. Social tagging systems seem to be appropriate to detect hidden 

information [5], which is hardly to collect over all facets with current methods in such a 

simple manner. Especially for self-description they seem to be an appropriate method 

[16, 46,50] because taggers can describe their own competencies in their own words as 

detailed as required.  
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3.2 Validity  

Estimating content validity it requires a fix measuring model that defines all facets 

dimensions competence consists of, in a special granularity [2]. However, social tagging 

systems do not provide any guidelines or definitions. They rather aim at the collection 

of all possible descriptions a digital object or construct might have. Social Tagging 

systems are foreign from controlled vocabularies, in which a single group of experts 

defines what competence is, the facets it consist of and how granular it is to ascertain. 

Instead of consulting experts to evaluate the face validity, social tagging systems use the 

collective knowledge of taggers to get a broad, rich and extensive definition. So content 

validity in social tagging systems is not based on a fixed definition but it is rather a 

continuous evolutionary defining process. This procedure is already used in 

combination with ontologies to augment competency models supported by employee‘s 

commitment [6, 33]. So, content validity is difficult to estimate.  Estimating criterion 

validity needs external criteria, e.g. empirically measured values to which tags can be 

compared with. This could be difficult to prove because competence is hardly to 

measure directly [6]. Hence, the estimation of concurrent and predictive validity 

requires further research. Estimating construct validity implies that, firstly, the construct 

is measurable and it, secondly, can be clearly distinguished from other constructs [2]. 

This seems to be difficult for multifaceted constructs such as competence [24], because 

there are several definitions and in part overlapping understandings what competence is 

[37,41]. Competence is a latent construct that consist depending on the situation of more 

or less facets [2, 41]. The harder it is to ascertain all facets with one measurement 

method [2]. But competencies are everywhere to detect, so each tag might be able to 

ascertain a small facet of competence [6]. To estimate convergent validity we 

recommend comparing tags with existing definitions and measured values gained by 

other conventional methods. If they are congruent concurrent validity is given. 

Estimating discriminate validity requires additional social tagging systems that ascertain 

other construct profiles with the same tagger. Both require further research. 

4 Conclusion  

Firstly, we answered the question which possibilities social tagging systems offer to 

gather competency related information. In order to do this we systematically examined 

social tagging systems from external and internal points of view and presented a 

conceptual framework that consists of several design characteristics ordered by social 

tagging dimensions and selected sub dimensions.  

Secondly, we aimed at finding out if social tagging systems are able to ensure the 

allocation of reliable and valid competency related information. To examine this we 

regarded social tagging systems from the point of view of classical testing theory. In 

particular, we focused on their reliability and validity. It has been detected that the 

absence of rules, independence from the taggers and missing expertise as well as the 

ambiguity of language aggravate the estimation of reliability and validity. The main 

disadvantages result from the shortness of tags that allows different understandings and 

interpretability. So, from classical testing theory‘s point of view social tagging systems 

do not fulfill the requirements to gather hard-reliable and consequently valid 

competency-related information. This was previously assumed in [17], who consider the 

flexibility and ambiguity of social tagging systems as a negatively influence on the 

quality of tags [51]. Social tagging procedure is similar to qualitative research methods 

that use the language of the society and acquire or gather data from the participant‘s 

point of view, who describe constructs through their own eyes [7]. 
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Nevertheless, using social tagging for competency acquisition is valuable for e-HRM. 

Because of their decentralized collaborative character, it is a free choice of vocabulary 

and missing structure social tagging systems are accepted by many people. Their 

commitment could be helpful to ascertain more hidden, deep and rich information by 

several multiple perspective which otherwise would not have been ascertained [4]. 

Using the collective or collaborative gathering approach social tagging systems consist 

of multiple perspectives from several points of views can also make competency-related 

information more accurate [30]. Further benefits, social tagging systems additionally 

provide, are hardly to detect with chosen quality criteria. So we propose another 

evaluation by substitute quality criteria e.g. efficiency, effectiveness [30], relevance and 

usefulness. 
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Abstract. Virtual Community (VC) is a comprehensive phenomenon with 

relevance to social as well as economic transactions. Also Human Resource 

Management (HRM) includes both relationship- and value added-oriented 

processes. HRM-actors, in particular HR-managers and employees, 

increasingly try to balance their personal and job-related needs. Thus, 

given increasingly spatially dispersed workplaces, the usage of VC may 

generate benefits or risks for HRM-relevant processes. Further, applicants 

utilize VC to enhance their chances in the recruitment process. Yet, 

although there is practical evidence of HRM-relevant VC (VCHR), respective 

research literature seems to be scarce. To explore this, the paper aims at 

assembling and evaluating relevant academic literature to give an impulse 

for systematic VCHR-research which might abet to the development of a 

respective research area in the context of e-HRM.  

 

Keywords: virtual applicant community, virtual employee community, 

virtual HR-community, rigor vs. relevance, e-HRM. 

 

1 Introduction 

Virtual Communities (VC) are defined as community-oriented, web-based discussions 

of groups of people with a certain kind of common interest and a certain degree of 

social belonging [53, 105]. The context in which VC are set is rather broad. Given 

comprehensive accessibility and habitual usage of information and communication 

technologies (ICT), VC represent a common and widespread phenomenon and are used 

in personal as well as organizational scenarios. Virtual discussions develop in regard to 

gaming (e.g. fun and fantasy), personal interests (e.g. demographic groups, health, 

hobbies), and economic transactions (e.g. discussions on brands, products, purchases) 

[for a common categorization see e.g. 6]. Social aspects, which go along with the idea 

of community, are to be considered in business communication because employees and 

managers though they act within business scenarios cannot fully prescind from their 

personal needs. Also, increasing network-oriented organizational forms and virtual 

workplaces demand to reflect social aspects of the work relationships denominated as 

´communities of work´ [109]. Due to their potential socio-economic value VC enhance 

formal as well as informal communication and thus are able to meet personal and 

organizational requirements simultaneously. Thus, multifarious motives and benefits are 

to consider in regard to participation as well as usage and management of VC.  
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VC exist in the scope of extra-organizational communication enabling communication 

with customers, administration/government, businesses, or applicants (B2C, B2G, B2B, 

B2A), and also in intra-organizational communication enabling communication between 

internal actors on hierarchical- or peer-levels (B2E, E2E). As already studied in other 

business scenarios (e-commerce), VC may also affect external and internal HRM-

relevant relationships in regard to personnel marketing, training and development, and 

leadership [35], and are means to foster virtual information exchange and social support 

in the increasingly dispersed and thus also virtual workplace [128]. Formal, usually 

task-oriented virtual communication yields the potential to enhance HRM-processes 

whereas informal, socially-oriented virtual communication (virtual water cooler talk) 

impact motivation and commitment. Also negative implications need to be considered 

as personal networks and information exchange increase beyond the sphere of influence 

of HR-executives. 

HRM-relevant VC-research should be a subset within the research on e-HRM research 

[85, 114], which is defined as ―[...] the (planning, implementation and) application of 

information technology for both networking and supporting at least two individual or 

collective actors in their shared performing of HR activities.‖ [114: 20]. With reference 

to this concept, the web-based nature is obvious and actors are easily identified. Yet, 

although a basic HRM-relevance is assumed further exploration of application and 

effects is necessary. The aim of this paper is then to enhance research in this area. First, 

an initial literature review is presented and discussed. Subsequently, an outlook is given 

to propose relevant research perspectives, a definition to delineate the term VCHR, a 

typology, as well as theories and methods for further exploration of the VCHR-

phenomenon. The paper concludes with a call for future research.  

2 Literature Review 

VC contributions are extensively heterogeneous. To review the amplitude of 

contributions which strongly differ in quality, perspective, and context is an unfeasible 

undertaking. Only few papers give rough sketches [53, 83]. VC-research dates back to 

1968 when Licklider & Taylor [84] expressed their vision of ´on-line interactive 

communities´. Following the initiation of a computer network basically for research 

purposes, further options for virtual (later also web-based) social communications [e.g. 

105], conceptual and technological design [e.g. 76, 101], and new business models [e.g. 

55] are opened up.  

The aim of the literature review is to provide an overview of VC-contribution with 

relevance to (e-)HRM. Due to the chosen review method which has a narrow VC-focus 

based on the assumed importance of reciprocal communication applications and looking 

for HRM-relevance in VC-literature rather than on evaluating topical web-based HRM-

concepts, the results cannot be exhaustive; yet should definitely lead to confirm and 

explore or challenge the VC-relevance for HRM.  

2.1 Method 

An iterative research approach is chosen which comprises a period of fifteen years 

(1995-2010) since the mid 1990s mark essential developments with respect to 

technology and VC, i.e. the facilitation of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the design 

of VC for economic purposes. 

Step 1: A primary review is based on an EBSCOhost Business Source Premier (BSP) 

database search. A combination of the general search terms ´virtual community´ + 
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´human resource´ (boolean research mode) applied on titles or abstracts of peer-

reviewed academic journals found only one article [37]. As a crosscheck, the screening 

of A-ranked journals (Human Resource Management/HRM, Human Resource 

Management Journal/HRMJ, International Journal of Human Resource 

Management/IJHRM, Journal of Human Resources/JHR according to WU-Journal 

Rating 2009) only revealed a second contribution [118].  

Step 2: Hence, the BSP database review must lean on an extended sample. Keyword 

combinations (boolean research mode) applied on title or abstract of peer-reviewed 

academic journals now include specified communication applications (forum/discussion 

board, weblog, chat/instant messaging/virtual world) instead of the general VC-term, 

HR-actors (employee, HR-executive, applicant), as well as functional areas 

(recruitment, development+HR, leadership+HR) and other keywords which imply HR-

relevance (knowledge+HR, collaboration+HR, leadership+HR, participation+HR, 

trust+HR, career). Additionally, the term Virtual Workplace is searched due to the 

impact of changes in work organization on communication structures. Still, a selection 

is difficult because a) systematic research in the research field of each HRM-function is 

beyond the scope of an initial review, b) found HRM key terms (e.g. development) 

often refer to VC-design instead of HR processes, and c) a selection from other VC-

research areas also would reveal differentiation problems due to the large number of 

contributions. Although this research step could generate ninetynine hits, only seven 

thereof are considered to be relevant [1, 3, 25, 37, 42, 110, 121]. 

Step 3: Step 2 shows that either the amount of academic literature on the topic is 

inherently rather small or the chosen approach significantly constricts the results. Thus, 

the preceding approach is complemented by free Internet research (Google Scholar, 

snowball technique), including academic journals and conference proceedings and with 

reference to the above mentioned keywords. While hereby further thirteen articles are 

revealed [5, 15, 19, 23, 40, 74, 80, 95, 98, 102, 113, 115, 124] it is detrimental that the 

results are not reproducible. 

Step 4: In order to better understand the identified contributions, they should be 

contextually discussed. For that, the fourth step includes free research on contextual 

contributions.  

2.2 General Results  

In contrary to the amplitude of general VC literature, literature on HR-specific VC is 

scarce and no discrete e-HRM sub-discipline can be stated. The selection of twentyone 

articles listed in figure 1 comprises a basis for future research, yet is subject to 

discussion in regard to the degree of differentiation from related areas (e.g. work 

organizational, knowledge management (KM)) as well as it cannot be exhaustive in 

regard to applied research method and an unidentified number of practical or semi-

academic contributions. 

Within the proposed selection eighteen contributions are published in academic journals 

[1, 3, 5, 15, 19, 23, 25, 37, 42, 74, 95, 98, 102, 110, 115, 118, 121, 124] and three stem 

from conference proceedings [40, 80, 113]. The inclusion of proceedings should have 

increased the results as meanwhile large international conferences (e.g. International 

Conference on Communities and Technologies/C&T, Hawaii International Conference 

on System Sciences/HICSS, Americas Conference on Information Systems/AMCIS) 

offer particular (mini-)tracks on VC. The comparably small number however is 

explicable as those tracks mostly focus on social aspects, marketing/e-commerce 
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perspective, success, and design. Explicit HRM-relevant aspects however are neglected. 

The regional dispersion based on authors´ affiliations shows a majority of articles with 

American origin (N=12), followed by Europe (N=7) and Asia-Pacific (N=3)
10

. In regard 

to chronology, the number of contributions increased over time. Fifty percent are found 

in the most current period (2007-2010).  

Author  Explanation aim  Theory  Method  Implications  

Akkirman/ 

Harris 2004 

(j) 

USA  

Employee 

satisfaction in the 

Virtual Workplace  

N/A Case study 

(N=86) 

Correlation and 

variance 

analysis 

(ANOVA) 

P: satisfaction and success 

of Virtual Workplace 

depend on strategies and 

activities  

R: cultural aspects, effects 

of implementation, 

development of 

company´s performance  

Anderson 

1999 (j)  

USA  

Model of HRD-

relevant Internet 

applications  

N/A Conceptual  P: improvement of HRD 

by learnercentric and 

interactive Internet-based 

activities  

R: learner and instructor 

types, effects on HRD 

organization  

Ardichvili 

2008 (j) 

USA  

Success factors of 

vCoPs as collective 

learning measures in 

the workplace  

N/A  Conceptual  P: consider framework to 

encourage participation 

and remove barriers  

R: explore vCoP in 

context of activitiy theory 

and situated cognition 

theory  

Birchall/ 

Giambona 

2007 (j) 

UK  

Company-external 

Virtual Learning 

Communities for 

SME managers  

N/A  Conceptual  P: VC are a feasible 

learning tool in regard to 

temporal, financial, and 

spatial restrictions  

R: trust level and 

development  

Bock et al. 

2008 (j) 

Singapore  

Impact of VC 

leadership on 

motivation and 

organizational 

commitment  

OSU 

leadership 

theory  

Study (N=92) 

PLS  

P: VC management 

should consider 

leadership styles  

R: explore leadership in 

blended communities, 

other influencing factors, 

and outcomes  

Cho et al. 

2005 (j)  

Korea  

Impact of IM on 

occupational 

relationships  

N/A  Study (N=137) 

Interviews 

(N=13)  

Social network 

analysis  

P: general usefullness of 

IM to support 

occupational relationships  

R: explore hierarchical 

and cultural aspects  

Cortini 2009 

(j)  

Italy  

Challenges, options 

and risks of weblogs 

in the context of 

related to 

CSP-

Framework  

Conceptual  P: reflection of blogging 

policies  

R: perception of blogging 

                                                 
10

 Note: Parker et al (2004) is counted twice as it is of American and Asia-Pacific origin.  
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Corporate Social 

Performance (CSP) 

policies and company´s 

attitudes towards blogging 

by employees, impact on 

commitment  

Ebner et al. 

2009 (j) 

Germany  

VC-concept of 

company-external 

suggestion 

management system  

N/A  Case study  

Action 

Research 

P: relevance for R&D and 

HR-processes, incentives 

for participation and 

stakeholder´s 

participation in 

development  

R: conditions, structures, 

consequences, further 

application scenarios  

Ettinger et al. 

2008 (p) 

Netherlands/ 

Germany/ 

Austria  

Participation factors 

in career 

communities  

N/A  Case study 

(N=1) 

Interviews 

(N=6) 

Ethnography  

P: relationship-oriented 

design suggestions for 

recruitment platforms  

R: N/A  

Fairbank et 

al. 2003 (j) 

USA 

Interactive forum as 

part of Employee 

Suggestion 

Management 

Systems (ESMS) 

expectancy 

theory  

Conceptual  P: replacement of 

traditional suggestion 

managemgement systems  

R: pilot implementation 

and evaluation  

Kahai et al. 

2007 (j) 

USA 

Team Collaboration 

in VW  

N/A  Conceptual  P: impetus for design 

suggestions  

R: impetus for research  

Laumer et al. 

2008 (p) 

Germany  

Recruiting in VW  N/A  Study 

(N=9.679) 

Descriptive 

statistics  

Case study 

(N=1) 

P: recommendation to 

consider VC/VW in 

recruiting strategies  

R: explore country-

specific VW-usage 

patterns  

Parker et al. 

2004 (j) 

New Zealand/ 

USA  

Concept of career 

communities  

N/A  Case study 

(N=3) 

Q-methodology 

(ICCS)  

P: N/A 

R: explore further aspects 

(identity, career success, 

career support) and 

concepts (extra-

organizational 

relationships)  

Pliskin/ 

Romm 1997 

(j) 

Israel  

VC evolution during 

a strike  

N/A  Case study 

(N=1) 

Content 

analysis  

P: N/A 

R: explore intra-

/interorganizational ICT 

usage, cultural factors, 

ethical dilemmas  

Quan-Haase 

et al. 2005 (j) 

Canada  

IM for Collaboration  N/A  Study (N=27) 

Interviews 

(N=10) 

Text analysis 

(Nvivo)  

P: consider visibility tools 

in VC design 

R: extend social 

translucence of 

technology (STT) 

framework  

Shaw et al. 

2007 (j) 

USA 

Impact of IM on 

organizational 

communication  

N/A  Explorative 

study (N=78) 

Logfile 

P: additional to traditional 

communication channels, 

increased presence 
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analysis, 

Deskriptive 

statistics  

awareness, thus more 

effective communication 

and increased productivity  

R: restraints on 

productivity by IM usage  

Stocker/ 

Tochtermann 

2008 (p) 

Austria  

Weblog usage in 

SMEs  

N/A  Case study 

(N=1) 

Descriptive 

statistics  

Experiment 

Study (N=40)  

P: promotion and content 

are key factors for weblog 

success  

R: impetus for research  

Taras/ Gesser 

2003 (j) 

Canada/ USA 

‖Greedy Associates― 

(GA) phenomenon  

N/A  Conceptual  P: VC are worth watching  

R: N/A  

Valentine et 

al. 2010 (j) 

USA 

Ethical aspects of 

firing employees due 

to their blogging 

activites  

Related to 

Integrative 

Social 

Contract 

Theory  

Explorative 

study (N=401),  

Regressions 

and variance 

analysis 

(ANOVA)  

P: definition of fair 

blogging policies  

R: ethical aspects in 

further blogging scenarios  

Warisse 

Turner et al. 

2006 (j) 

USA 

Relation between 

media usage (virtual 

presence) and 

performance 

appraisal  

Related to 

social 

influence 

theory and 

media 

richness  

Study and 

interview 

(N=88),  

Hierarchical 

regession  

P: careful definition of 

media-usage policies  

F: further organizational, 

media-related, and 

appraisal-related aspects  

Wiesenfeld et 

al. 2001 (j) 

USA 

Social aspects in the 

virtual workplace  

N/A  Study (N=250) 

Regression 

analysis  

P: social support 

strengthens organizational 

identification, investment 

in sophisticated ICT 

R: explore organizational 

identification in context 

of virtual workplaces  

Figure 1: Overview of VCHR-research. (j) = published in journal, (p) = published in conference 

proceedings, P = implications for practice, R = implications for research. 

 

2.3 Content Analysis 

In this subchapter, a short overview of the content along the criteria explanation aim, 

theory, method, and implication is presented. The explanation aims are heterogeneous 

and thus can confirm the VC-relevance in the assumed and further HRM areas: 

recruitment [37, 40, 80], development [3, 5, 15, 42, 95], leadership [1, 19, 25, 118, 121, 

124], work organization and organizational communication [23, 74, 102, 110, 113], and 

industrial relations [98, 115]. Further, the contributions show deficiencies in their 

theoretical foundation. Only two contributions [19, 42] apply an explicit theory while 

other three [25, 118, 121] relate to selected models and frameworks. Yet, all 

contributions base upon a thorough literature review and discussion of previous 

concepts to formulate research questions and hypotheses. Also in regard to the applied 

method, quite explorative research character becomes obvious. Two third of the 

contributions apply a qualitative or quantitative study. Hereof, three contributions [37, 

110, 118] explicitly declare themselves as explorative or action research while the 
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remaining on third of the whole selection is conceptual and likewise gives reason for 

future research. Finally, the majority of contributions derive implications for practice 

and research in order to benefit from the results.  

2.4 Contextual Discussion 

The identified VCHR-research contributions are discussed below in the context of HRM 

considering further literature to strengthen the evidence of the selected contributions. 

Basically, the review selection concerns recruitment, career support, leadership, 

organizational communication, and KM, as well as aspects of industrial relations. This 

rather broad set of HR-relevant areas is definitely not arbitrary but rather reflects a 

comprehensive initial review of the area.  

VC offer potential in recruitment. Benefits may be realized by applicants which attend 

applicant communities for information exchange and support, or by organizations which 

gather information from applicant communities or initiate or take part in applicant-HR 

communities for recruiting purposes. Laumer et al. 2008 [80] explored on the one hand 

the (frequent) usage of virtual worlds, a special kind of VC, by job seekers and on the 

other hand the (positive) experience of a popular company from the IT-sector which 

established a recruiting center in Second Life (SL). Ebner et al. 2009 [37] suggest to 

exploit company-initiated external R&D communities also for recruitment purposes as 

those communities make significant applicant information available.  

VC can also support career investments. This may be in form of intra- or extra-

organizational career communities [40, 95] or as special forms of general e-mentoring 

[38]. Ettinger et al. 2008 [40] focus on aspects of participating in recruitment platforms 

and conclude that job seekers are inclined to use this recruitment and career support if 

community- and network-supporting applications are offered. Parker et al. 2004 [95] 

explore the concept of career communities in order to identify possible characteristics 

and typology. They find that practical career communities comprehend a set of ideal 

types and serve different functions such as career support, sense-making, and learning. 

They emphasize that future career support requirements probably cannot be met only by 

company-internal concepts so that extra-organizational relationships gain in importance. 

Further, the concept of e-mentoring as presented by Ensher et al. 2003 [38] should be 

considered in this context, as recent mentoring definitions go beyond dyadic 

relationships and mentoring roles also include personal relationships which enhance 

social, affective support. E-mentoring can be attached either to informal networks to 

support personal career endeavours or to formal organizational development and 

leadership strategies.  

VC offer options for e-leadership. E-leadership, defined as execution of measures 

(power, rewards, expertise, role-modeling) to motivate individuals or groups to fulfil 

certain task in a virtual environment [e.g. 7, 104], can be perceived as a subset of e-

HRM and becomes increasingly important in the virtual workplace. Bock et al. 2008 

[19] explore the impact of leadership characteristics perceptions on motivation and 

organizational commitment. Being focused on non-work related communities (within 

the organizational setting), they affirm the supposition that the existence of virtual 

relationship-oriented communities (in contrary to task-oriented virtual teams) positively 

influence employees´ work habits. Awareness on adequate leadership styles even 

increases the probability of a positive outcome. Respective measures to create a sense of 

belonging and trust which can be enhanced by colleague- or leadership have impacts on 

employee satisfaction and commitment [1, 124]. Executives also need to carefully 

consider (media usage) policies in order to prevent discrimination as well as ethical and 
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legal issues which might influence commitment and performance negatively [25, 118, 

121].  

VC influence organizational communication and KM. In general, HR-relevant issues 

are associated with organizational issues such as organizational structures (positions and 

hierarchies) and communication structure (ICT usage). It is the function of HRM to 

recruit, develop, and compensate employees and, therewith, motivate them to fulfill 

their task-specific roles. Then it is to examine which impact modified organizational 

and communication structures might have on motivational measures and strategies and 

if social, relationship-oriented aspects need to be particularly considered in regard to 

network-oriented organizational forms and ICT-usage [109, 124]. The assumption is 

that VC usage facilitates knowledge acquisition and exchange. 

In more detail, diverse reciprocal ICT applications (discussion boards, weblogs, chat) 

serve as a technological prerequisite for VC. Thus, to explore the impact of such tools 

for organizational and occupational relationship building is worthwhile. While Cho et 

al. 2005 and Quan-Haase et al. 2005 [23,102] surveyed the potential impact of IM, 

which offer benefits for effective communication in form of their presence awareness 

functions [110], Stocker & Tochtermann 2008 [113] surveyed weblogs, whose value 

stems from the interlinked conversationality in the blogosphere [e.g. 56]. Also virtual 

worlds, defined as visually supported webchats, offer a trend for relationship-oriented 

organizational communication and e-leadership [74].  

Then, VC can serve as a measure for organizational KM. While KM is a part of product 

development to spur innovations [e.g. 37], knowledge communities can also be relevant 

in HRM as they can be a measure for training and development and support deployment 

planning and promotion on career paths [5, 113, 119]. KM is increasingly important in 

knowledge intensive organizations and modified organizational forms such as dispersed 

and less hierarchical workplaces. The concept of virtual communities of practice (vCoP) 

also delineates virtual communities in this context [e.g. 5, 29, 36]. 

Finally, and in addition to HRM-functions and work organization, VC trends in 

industrial relations should be considered. Due to their networking and information 

exchange possibilities, VC offer opportunities for job seekers and employees to exert 

power in regard to the negotiation of compensation and other working conditions [98, 

115]. Although such forms of employee communities do not substitute formal unions 

and their impact is dependent on the design (e.g. traffic, individuality, trustworthiness, 

topicality) as well as the economic cycle, its existence is ´worth watching carefully´ 

[115]. Further, there is a general discussion on the impact of ICT on unions to offer new 

option for information and services, recruitment, networking, and campaigning [e.g. 47, 

96]. Thus, terms such as e-voice and e-unions indicate two trends: a) the existence of 

informal virtual employee communities which render beneficial (individual) negotiation 

positions in regard to employers, b) formal virtual employee communities (interactive 

communication of union members) which enhance attractiveness and efficiency of 

unions.  

3 Research Outlook 

With reference to the rigor vs. relevance debate one could argue, that in regard to the 

scarcity and scattered kind of contributions, VCHR-research is neither relevant nor 

rigorous because it is almost not existent. In this regard, the rigor vs. relevance debate is 

groundless. But, practice shows a great variety of HR-relevant arenas, e.g. company 

external job boards and employee-oriented industry specific web-based platforms as 
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well as company-internal ICT (e.g. intranets) which nowadays offer a variety of 

interactive applications for discussion and thus also for VC. Based on this practical 

evidence, the suspected conclusion that the scarcity of VCHR-research contributions 

goes along with its irrelevance might be premature and the proposed initial selection 

might be rather seen as the potential advent of an emerging research area, potentially set 

in the larger context of e-HRM. This assumption is supported by the fact that analogies 

from existing VC-research areas are to question, e.g.:  

 How are VCHR characterized? 

 Subsequently, must the design of VCHR differ from the design of VC in other 

areas (e.g. commerce and marketing, relationship and leisure)? 

 Do organizational settings provoke different considerations of social cues? E.g. 

does trust have a different impact in the costumer-vendor and the employee-

employer relationship? 

 Does HRM need strategies to cope with a potential loss in their governance 

potential (hierarchy and information) due to the potential of company-external 

peer-to-peer information exchange and support?  

 Do VCHR generate positive/negative economic consequences for HRM? 

Because of the gap between research and practice is (intended to be) bridgeable [45], 

VCHR-research is of relevance in order to support HR-executives to manage and to 

benefit from the existence of the widespread VC phenomenon. Academic research is 

important because the existence and usage of VC is no self-evident panacea for 

communication, information, and relationship disorders. In contrast, being untrained 

and unaware in the handling, VC application or participation may result in undesired, 

costly outcomes. Thus, beside a rigorous research approach and implications for future 

research, VCHR-research should offer explicit practical implications. Often, practical 

implications are too general and of minor use (´Managers must foster trust and 

interactivity to support participation and commitment as prerequisites for VC-success.´). 

It is useful to transfer available VC-knowledge into the HRM-context in order to create 

new context-specific, quite explicit knowledge in form of specific design and 

management scenarios instead of producing scenarios adequate for other contexts or 

rather general design and management principles [4]. Although being discussed 

controversially, it seems purposeful that useful implications are co-developed by 

practice and research [45]. Thus, research is ideally problem-initiated and based on 

valid academic approaches [4]. So, applied research approaches should meet academic 

standards and fit the (practice-oriented) explanation aim. Yet, co-developed 

management knowledge – termed either as problem-initiated research or evidence-based 

management – cannot release entirely the tension between rigor (general knowledge) 

and relevance (contextual knowledge) so that an increase in one of the paired aspects is 

only obtained at the expense of the other.  

In sum, the existing modicum of VCHR-research is based only on few scattered studies 

and conceptualizations. This portrays a developing research area as currently neither a 

common definition or research framework nor a critical review of hitherto research 

results is available. The following subchapter intends to lead to problem-initiated 

research by which implications for practice and future research can be derived likewise. 
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VC-research does not differ from other research fields in regard to basic approach 

options whose essential selection criteria is the explanation aim. Thus, encircled by 

explanation aim and implications, options in regard to perspective, definition, typology, 

theory, and method are considered in detail.  

3.1 Perspectives 

The multidisciplinary nature of VCHR implicitly effectuates multiple perspective taking 

and is in favor of a multidisciplinary research approach [99]. Nevertheless, it seems 

advisable to explicate the respective focus to distinguish different research endeavors.  

The social perspective focuses on the interpersonal relationships of the participants. The 

technical or design perspective reflects either the information and communication 

technology (ICT)-structure or the strategic management. Systems and applications are 

frequently regarded as a prerequisite and thus neglected in the discussion of the social 

and economic perspective. This results in a heterogeneous comprehension of the VC-

term and rather general implications for VC-design and -management. Finally, the 

economic perspective focuses contingent economic benefits and costs of participation 

and usage. 

Although it is possible to depict different perspectives conceptually, they are obviously 

intertwined. Basically, VC are social entities (communities) which are realized on a 

technical basis (virtuality) and as such are socio-technical phenomena. This results in 

discussions on the societal impact of VC and a great number of research contributions 

on the attitude, intentions, and behavior of participants. Along with the increasing 

usage, also the economic impact became apparent and VC were considered within a 

socio-(technical-)economic perspective, which pairs social and economic variables [41]. 

With respect to the economic perspective, existing or missing affective, social aspects 

are found to influence VC-success [e.g. 8, 16, 21, 27, 100, 106, 126], system 

characteristics [e.g. 81, 82, 86], and rather cognitive benefit-cost evaluations [e.g. 10, 

53, 107]. VC-research in the context of marketing and e-commerce particularly explores 

the impact of VC on the consumer decision process (brand communities) [e.g. 9, 12, 30, 

78, 91, 92, 97, 108].  

3.2 Definition  

There is no single VC-definition due to respective perspectives and application 

scenarios as well as different concepts on the understanding of community and reality 

[e.g. 44]. This also aggravates VCHR-research, as common VC-definitions are too 

context-specific and restrictive whereas potential synonyms (e.g. social media, web 2.0) 

are imprecise. Further conceptualization is definitely needed to shape a definition 

attended by an adequate set of characteristics to develop a likewise adequate typology. 

For that, some basic considerations are suggested to enhance consistent future research.  

VCHR are defined as groups of HR-actors who predominantly utilize web-based ICT to 

discuss HR-relevant topics. Thus, actors, ICT, and discussion (as a specific of 

transaction) are the main dimensions of VCHR. Actors are applicants, employees, and 

HR-executives who are engaged in HR-relevant transactions. Applicants are company-

external actors whose actions are pre-contractual. Employees are company-internal 

actors whose actions are post-contractual. The term ´HR-executives´ is a subsumption 

of company-internal actors, i.e. either line managers or managers of the HR-department, 

and company-external actors, e.g. HR-consultants. Actors are in particular characterized 

by the degree of their interpersonal belonging. Access to web-based ICT is possible via 
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Internet, Intranet, or Extranet. The technical core is based on community-oriented 

applications. Whereas information applications (e.g. search engine, profile engine, 

rating scales, and file sharing applications) deliver important community-supporting 

functions, reciprocal communication applications (discussion boards, weblogs with 

comment functions, webchats) are prerequisites for dialogue-oriented communication 

and discussion. Depending on the definition, also a combination of both application 

categories may form a VC in a broader sense, which then can be depicted by related 

terms such as web 2.0, computer-mediated communication, or social media. VC-

specific transactions are basically discussions and topics could either be HR-function-

specific (e.g. recruitment including marketing and pre-selection, development, or 

relationship-oriented leadership) or HR-function-comprehensive (e.g. HR-

administration and -strategy). Further, two different transaction objects can be 

distinguished. Discussions can be specified as exchange of information or exchange of 

social goods (e.g. recognition, sense of belonging) in the HR-context.  

Figure 2 displays the fundamental characteristics of VCHR. 

 
Figure 2: Fundamental Characteristics of VCHR. 

 

3.3 Typology 

Based on the proposed fundamental characteristics, five ideal VCHR-types are 

determined. The proposed typological terms ground on actors´ relationships. This is 

only one, yet practicable and common possibility of denomination in analogy to 

terminology in other disciplines. A distinction is made between company-external 

(indicated by ´ex´) and company-internal (indicated by ´in´) types.  

Company external virtual applicant communities (A2Aex) are loosely-coupled groups of 

applicants who exchange information on future employers, positions, and working 

conditions which can provide decision support and a basis for negotiation. Participation 

is voluntary and publicly accessible via the Internet. Common applications are 

discussion boards or weblogs. Virtual applicant communities affect recruitment. 

Applicants benefit from peer-information on application proceedings and from being 

better prepared for interviews. Companies risk a loss in their informational preeminence 

and might want to observe applicants´ discussions in order to detect comments which 

negatively impact the employer reputation. But they also might benefit from advantages 

in the pre-selection process if they have, dependent on the respective business model 

offered by the community operator, access to applicant profiles and contact data. 

Examples are [62, 67, 71].  

Company-external virtual HR-to-applicant communities (HR2Aex) are loosely-coupled 

groups of HR-representatives and applicants who exchange information in the context 

of personnel marketing and pre-selection. Participation is based on the company´s 

Dimension Attribute Value

Actors Participants Applicants Employees HR-executives HR-consultants

Interpersonal Belonging Closely-coupled Loosely-coupled

System Access Internet Extranet Intranet

Communication Application Discussion Board Weblog Webchat

Transaction HR-topic Function-specific Function-comprehensive

Transaction Object Information Socials
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strategy and thus most likely obligatory for HR-representatives and voluntary for 

applicants. HR2Aex are publicly (Internet) or partly-publicly (Extranet) accessible. 

Common ICT-applications are weblogs and webchats. HR2Aex support recruitment. 

Company and applicants benefit from an exchange which can be decoupled from time 

and place in case of asynchronous communication applications and from supporting 

visual cues e.g. in case of synchronous communication in virtual world environments. 

Restrictions are apparent in regard to the verification of identity. Examples are [61, 66, 

69].  

Virtual HR communities (HR2HRex/HR2HRin) are comparatively persistent and closely-

coupled groups of HR-representatives. Discussions can be either function-specific or 

function-comprehensive and have the purpose to exchange expert information and 

social support to enhance operational and strategic HR-tasks. Participation in and access 

to HR2HR depends on the operator. In case that a HR-association or specific company 

operates the community, the access usually is restricted to members. Discussion boards 

on the Internet are common applications. As an assumption, HR2HR are beneficial to 

HR-representatives as they offer membership in an expert community which can 

positively influence task-specific and relationship-oriented leadership performance. 

Company-external examples are [59, 60, 63, 68, 70].  

Virtual employee communities (E2Eex/E2Ein) are groups of employees who exchange 

information and social support in a broad range of issues relevant for employees. 

Discussions are rather function-comprehensive and include working conditions (e.g. 

workplace organization, compensation), personal and occupational development as well 

as other occupational challenges (e.g. work-life balance, workplace bullying). The range 

of issues depends on the operator and declared purpose of the community. External 

operators may allow a more diversified discussion while internal communities may be 

task-specific or generally restricted to issues which do not conflict formal and informal 

company-specific policies. As E2E appear as a highly diversified type, participation and 

access as well applications also depend on operator and purpose. E2E in particular 

affect development and leadership. In regard to development, E2E could be formal 

relationships in e-learning concepts or rather informal relationships in knowledge 

management, denominated as knowledge communities or communities of practice. In 

regard to leadership, also company-external E2E are of particular interest, as they can 

resemble an outspoken rumor mill and thus serve as employee complaint sites (also: 

gripe boards) where employees share their experiences with working conditions and 

leadership styles with respective negative consequences (irritation or legal action) for 

the involved parties [9, 115]. Also, new communication options for formal or informal 

unionization appear [e.g. 47, 96]. The assumption is that employees benefit from the 

extended option of informational exchange and social support while companies need to 

understand VC-dynamics and make media-usage and monitoring policies carefully. 

Company-external examples are [58, 64, 65].  

Company-internal virtual HR-to-employee communities (HR2Ein) are rather closely-

coupled groups of HR representatives and employees who exchange information and 

social support in the context of development and (relationship-oriented) leadership. 

Participation is basically voluntary yet dependent on company-specific structures and 

strategies. Access is granted to company-internal members only. While diverse 

applications are optional in the Intranet, webchats become a trend in those virtual 

workplaces using virtual world technologies. Given that HR-actors include trainers, 

HR2Ein enhance training and development options in knowledge intensive companies as 

well as in the virtual workplace. In regard to leadership, occupational support and 
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recognition can positively influence employee satisfaction and commitment. Due to its 

company-internal status, equally to E2Ein and HR2HRin, examples can be given only in 

case study approaches.  

Other conceptual types are out of the scope of a general analysis. E2Aex is a rather 

uncommon relationship, as there is no specific need for exchange. In the case that 

employees are exploited for personnel marketing and recruitment purposes, this 

relationship can be subsumed under HR2Aex. Similarly, the delineation of HR2Eex is of 

minor relevance. Virtual discussions on industrial relations are held within each group 

(HR2HR or E2E), company-internally (HR2Ein), or between HR-actors and counselors 

(lawyers or mediators) who however do not fit the HR-notion.  

3.4 Theories 

Although the review displayed a marginal theory-based foundation and this might be an 

indicator for explorative research instead of a lack in rigor, benefits could be derived 

from an intensified consideration of theory application found in general VC-research. In 

short, sociological as well as media- and ICT-related theories are already applied in VC-

research, while economic theories are underrepresented although their examination 

might shed more light on costs and benefits of VCHR participation and usage. 

Basically, VC are kinds of relationships. The intention of respective research endeavour 

then is to a) to describe aspects of the relationships, b) to explain aspects of the 

relationships, and/or c) to compare VC relationships to other (non-)mediated 

relationships. To this, researchers can rely on a heterogeneous pool of theories which 

may be strictly applied, tested, or extended. Theories may stem from media and IT 

sciences, sociology, as well as business administration and economics. Yet, the 

classification of single theories to a certain perspective is rather difficult due to the 

multidisciplinary nature of VC and respective research.  

With regard to a social perspective, social network theories [e.g. 51], small world theory 

[90], social capital theory [e.g. 24, 87], and Social Cognitive Theory [e.g. 11] can be 

transferred to VC-research e.g. in order to emphasize the need to embed ICT into the 

social structure [72], to understand forms of social capital in VC in comparison to 

physical communities [28], to explain implications of VC on social engagement [e.g. 

16, 75] and factors of information sharing in VC [22, 89, 127]. Further, theories of 

social presence [111] and social translucence of technology [39] reflect VC-design in 

order to its ability to generate virtual social cues – visibility, awareness, accountability, 

social context – in the absence of physical social cues [103]. While on the one hand, 

former lacks of social cues in text-based VC [123] are mitigated by the availability of 

VC-supporting visualization options (e.g. buddy lists, virtual worlds), on the other hand, 

the fit of the specified traditional theories must be discussed in regard to new strategies 

in relationship building and delivery of social and emotional cues in VC [23]. VC are 

exposed to a process of evolution and can be examined by respective models [e.g. 98]. 

This is to explore life cycles in regard to different dimensions, such as VC-phases (e.g. 

early, mature, dissolving), structures (e.g. degree of trust, commitment), and 

memberships (e.g. lurker, regular, senior).  

With regard to the socio-technical-economic perspective, such theories are to be 

considered that potentially relate media characteristics and ICT usage to organizational 

behavior and outcomes. Gupta & Kim 2007 [54] apply the theory of reasoned action 

[46] and technology acceptance model TAM [120] combined with attitude-behavior 

theory [43] to explore cognitive as well as affective determinants on attitude and 
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behavior. Lin 2008 [86] applies the IS success model [31] to identify system 

characteristics and social factors which influence member loyalty as an indicator for 

VC-success. Also of interest are the uses and gratifications approach [18], theories of 

media choice [26, 32], and adaptive structuration theory [33, 93] to explain media usage 

[107] as well as to explore task-specific and contextual effects of VC-usage [7, 20, 23, 

74].  

Although at least transaction cost effects are mentioned [52, 127], economic theories are 

not applied. Yet, also economic theories might be beneficial for VC-research as e.g. 

transaction cost theory [125] offers an explanation for VCHR-existence and principal 

agent theory [2, 57] supports the analysis of hierarchical structures in general and trust 

and incentives in this hierarchical relationships in particular.  

3.5 Methods 

Although the review already displayed a variety of methods, insights into general VC-

research can help to consider specified options. Thus, a selection of methods is 

presented which also could be considered in VCHR-research endeavors. Adaptations of 

traditional methods might be necessary in particular due to the fact of a web-based 

research object [e.g. 13, 48, 73, 79, 88] but also due to organizational settings [e.g. 113].  

With regard to the socio-technical perspective, common data analysis methods which 

are basically based on observation and transcripts are social network analysis [e.g. 116, 

122] in order to link concepts of social and technical networks [e.g. 50, 123] and 

netnography (as a standardized approach in contrast to online or virtual ethnography) 

with special regard to interpretive analysis of consumer behavior in cyberspace [77, 79]. 

Further and partly intertwined with these methods, logfile analysis [112, 117], data 

mining [94], and other automated methods, e.g. chatbots and polls [49] are applied to 

gain insight into VC-structures.  

Further, modeling serves to illustrate causality in particular between VC-usage and VC 

participants´ behavior. With regard to the economic perspective, this is attached to 

economic relevant measures (e.g. commitment, success). Here structural equation 

modeling (SEM) analyzed with LISREL [22, 34, 53, 86, 100, 127], AMOS [119], 

Partial Least Square Analysis (PLS) [19], and Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) [28] 

have already been applied.  

4 Conclusion 

The paper intended to depict the hitherto neglected e-HRM subset of VCHR – which are 

web-based and community-oriented discussions with relevance to HRM. VCHR-research 

is considered to be of relevance as there is practical evidence of the phenomenon in 

form of virtual applicant communities, virtual HR-to-applicant communities, virtual HR 

communities, virtual employee communities, and virtual HR-to-employee communities. 

Although VC-research is abundant, the review found that HR-specific contributions are 

scarce, context-specific and not integrated into a broader framework. Faced the practical 

evidence, further research is desirable in order to structure the complexity of the 

phenomenon. A framework might spur VCHR-research and puts emphasis on the fit 

between explanation aim, perspective taking, definition, typology, theory, method, and 

implications.  

Future research endeavors might include: further definition and typology in particular in 

contrast to concepts such as social media, social networking, web 2.0 with HRM-

relevance, VCHR (functional) scenarios, business models, and prototypes, impacts of 
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not-controllable types, this is external virtual applicant or employee communities which 

are out of the reach of explicit organizational control yet with potential impact on HRM 

strategies and processes, future technical developments in regard to the virtual 

workplace and virtual life, e.g. the impact of increasing virtual world applications. 

In sum, one crucial aspect of the rigor vs. relevance debate is the general choice of a 

leading principle, this is if the existing gap between rigor and relevance is (intended to) 

be bridgeable or if it is not [45]. In case of VCHR, one might favor the position that the 

rigor vs. relevance gap needs to be bridged as the undeniable existence of VCHR faces 

an underrepresented research body. To extend the latter might serve to efficiently 

handle the management of and participation in VC in the context of HRM.  
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Abstract. This paper explores empirically future developments in 

information and communication technology (ICT) and its implications for 

human resource management (HRM). The paper applies the Delphi method 

and draws on a panel of anonymous experts comprising e-HRM academics 

from Europe and e-HRM practitioners from Finland. Findings indicate that 

developments in social media are believed to have several major 

implications for HRM in the future. 
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1 Introduction 

No one can predict the organization of the future. No one can predict the course of the 

HR profession. No one can predict how HR practices will change in the future. Thinking 

about the future, however, helps us to prepare it. Thinking about the future may lead to 

innovative insights. Thinking about the future may help to change today´s HR practices 

in positive ways. [65] Much of the change today and even more of it in the future will be 

driven by information and communication technology (ICT). This is becoming more 

and more the case for human resource management (HRM) processes as well. 

According to [17], HRM adopted ICT somewhere between the late 1970s and early 80s 

and was used for administrative tasks like payroll solutions. From the early 1980s the 

focus has shifted from single applications to more complicated HR portals. A survey 

conducted in 2009 -2010 reported companies broadening the scope of their electronic 

HRM applications [11], it seems that companies are ready to invest more in e-HRM 

technology in order add value.  

Considering the fact that practitioner reports provide evidence that e-HRM is a common 

feature in organizations [12], e-HRM research still remains silent about changes in 

HRM practices due to the introduction of e-HRM. Studies generally examine single e-

HRM applications, focusing on the changes in HRM processes and functions following 

automation [7]; [59] and reliable empirical data on the consequences of e-HRM are 

lacking. According to [60] research is asked to provide a general understanding of e-

HRM consequences that support practice in its decisions and shed light to (on) the 

potential negative consequences of e-HRM adoption for various stakeholders. In 

addition, [54] calls for e-HRM research to look at the consequences of technical 

developments and process streamlining for the design and conduct of international 

HRM activity in companies. This study tries to answer these and other similar calls for 

research [53], [54], [59] by applying the futures perspective and extracting expert 

opinion about future developments in ICT and their implications for HRM.  
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Overall, future studies within the field of HRM have not received much scholarly 

inquiry compared to the ICT field [46]. Management studies using the Delphi method 

have focused on future tools used in corporate management [51] and the future of 

knowledge management systems [46]. The Delphi method has also been used as a more 

practical business approach [2]; [15]; [25]. Indeed, it seems that the Delphi method has 

been applied and critically discussed most in studies on healthcare (see e.g. [6]; [21]; 

[27]; [35]; [41]; [42]).  

The scattered evidence concerning HRM future studies varies from the field of strategic 

HRM [30] towards developing new tools for HRM futures analysing [49] and survey 

predicting future HR trends [22]. Moreover, Delphi studies in HRM include human 

resource development (HRD) [40], country-specific studies [33] and a workplace stress 

study among HR professionals [34]. According to our search from scholarly databases, 

published books, various e-HRM conference proceedings, latest HRIS reviews [39]; 

[47], e-HRM review [59] and review on Delphi studies [46] future studies in the field of 

e-HRM are non-existent. This is somewhat alarming as future directions are extensively 

and successfully studied in other disciplines. We suggest this method could contribute 

to e-HRM as it has contributed to other streams of business research during last 

decades.  

In light of the above, this paper aims to identify key future developments in ICT 

between 2010- 2015 and their implications for HRM. More specifically, the study 

investigates implications for three aspects of HRM – how HRM is organised and 

delivered, the roles played by HR, and the knowledge and skills needed by HR 

professionals. The implications for HRM in multinational corporations (MNCs) and the 

identification of additional unexpected ICT developments that might influence HRM 

were also studied. The contribution of this cross-disciplinary study can be argued on 

three fronts. Firstly, based on assumption that research lags behind the use of ICT in 

business, this research tries to be proactive in predicting ICT implications for HRM. 

Secondly, this study raises debatable issues for the integration of the futures´ conceptual 

frameworks and theorizing future research questions. Finally, this research offers a basis 

for the development of HRM strategies and policies by practitioners based on the trends 

identified.  

The next section introduces the concept and history of e-HRM and summarises the 

current debate about the extent to which e-HRM is having or will have a 

‗transformational‘ impact on HRM. Future studies in general and the Delphi method are 

then discussed, which leads into the description of the present study‘s data collection. 

Following the presentation of the study‘s findings, the final section concludes with 

some managerial implications and areas for further research.  

2 E-HRM 

The term e-HRM has been referred to with different labels. For example, alternatives to 

e-HRM in the academic literature include, virtual HRM [29], web-based HRM [50] and 

human resource information systems HRIS [47]. The concept of e-HRM has also been 

defined in several ways. From the 1980s ―specialized information system within the 

traditional functional areas of the organization, designed to support the planning, 

administration, decision-making, and control activities of human resource management‘ 

[17] to widely used definition from [59] ―planning, implementation and application of 

information technology for both networking and supporting at least two individual or 

collective actors in their shared performing of HR activities‖. This research defines e-
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HRM as “an umbrella term covering all possible integration mechanisms and contents 

between HRM and Information Technologies aiming at creating value within and 

across organizations for targeted employees and management.‖ [7]. Whilst the term 

HRIS is sometimes used interchangeably with e-HRM, we distinguish between the use 

of ICT in HRIS and e-HRM in line with [38]. Whereas HRIS refers to the automation of 

systems for the sole benefit of the HR function, e-HRM is concerned with the 

application of internet and web-based systems, and more recently mobile 

communications technologies, to change the nature of interactions between HR 

professionals, line managers and employees from face-to-face relationships to ones that 

are becoming increasingly mediated by technology [38].  

The actual business case for the adoption of e-HRM technology has been argued on 

number of fronts. For example, e-HRM can increase efficiencies by reducing HR 

transaction costs and headcount. E-HRM can also substitute physical capability by 

leveraging digital assets, i.e. HR information can be used flexibly on an infinite number 

of occasions at little or no marginal cost. In addition, the effective use of integrated e-

HRM systems can transform the HR ―business model‖ by freeing up the HR function to 

provide strategic value to the business that it previously could not do [31]. Furthermore, 

organization can benefit from improved cross-group learning and knowledge sharing 

practices through a common information base where HR staff can benefit from 

improved career development. Finally, there can be better customer satisfaction through 

better service specification and overall better management of information [8]; [60].  

The benefits of e-HRM have been studied to some extent and [7] suggest halting studies 

about cost reduction and a ‗magic‘ transformation of an HR department into a strategic 

unit because of the introduction of e-HRM assuming organizations are definitely silent 

whether their HR departments are more strategic because of the e-HRM. To support 

this, [37] reports that a administrative HR function is unlikely to become more strategic 

with the introduction of e-HRM. On the other hand, e-HRM can become more strategic 

as a consequence of an existing strategic HR function. In general, it seems e-HRM 

literature often draws on managerialist rhetoric or ‗pro-innovation bias‘ [59], about the 

expected ‗transformational‘ impact, a debate which has been going on since 1980s.  

2.1 Introduction to e-HRM eras 

In this section we discuss trends in the past in order to highlight the kinds of things that 

might be important in the future. One can analyse the historical trends of HR from 

different viewpoints: the evolution of HRM as a professional and scientific discipline, 

as an aid to management, as a political and economic conflict between management and 

employees. Since the scope of this article is in the field of e-HRM and early 

developments in this field began late 1970s and early 1980s, we will examine the 

developments of HR and ICT since 1980s. 

The period from 1980 to 1990 has been described as the cost-effectiveness [26], polite 

and police [18] and communication [65] era. During this period HR had four core 

activities which were staffing, development, appraisal and rewards [65] and there was 

growing realization that people costs were a significant part of company budgets, some 

companies estimating them being 80% of their total costs which led to the need for HR 

to justify its existence and the overall functional focus shifted from employee 

administration to employee development and involvement. To improve effectiveness 

and efficiency in terms of service delivery, cost reduction and value-added services, HR 

departments came under pressure to harness technology that was becoming cheaper and 

more powerful [26]; [18]. 
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During the early 1980s payroll vendors began to emerge, offering technology and in 

some cases the possibility to outsource the personnel function and promoting ERP 

solutions which could combine personnel data and payroll applications [3]. In the late 

1980s small- and medium-sized firms could start to afford computer-based HR systems 

that were run by increasingly user-friendly microcomputers that could be shown to be 

cost-effective. [26] [36] described the automation of HR tasks and processes during the 

mid1980s as being the first steps which attracted the attention among HR scholars. 

Research topics covered ergonomics and usability, job design, organizational design 

and the role of users. In terms of academic interest, during late 1980s attention turned to 

the phenomena of textualization information and concerns about spiralling IT costs 

[36].  

The period from 1990 to 2000 has been described as the era of technological 

advancement and the emergence of strategic HR [26] or the partner phase [18]. The 

economic landscape underwent radical changes throughout the 1990s with increased 

globalization, technological breakthroughs (particularly internet-enabled web services) 

and hyper competition. HR process re-engineering exercises became more common and 

more frequent with several initiatives such as right-sizing of employee numbers, 

reducing layers of management, reducing bureaucracy, autonomous work teams and 

outsourcing [26]. The personnel department was transformed into the ‗human resources 

department‘ and the role of HR was moving beyond automated payroll and benefits 

transactions to, for example, recruiting talent and talent management via HRIS solutions 

[18]. However, [3] recognizes HRIS falling short of their promised visions during the 

―pre-Windows‖ era. Still, these developments did lead to the HR or workforce 

scorecard [4]; [24] as well as to an increased emphasis on return on investment of the 

HR function and its programs [10]. Companies were able to offer employees a way of 

connecting their own HR information via the intranet and implement e-HRM strategies 

by streamlining HR processes. In short, HRIS applications enabled operational 

efficiency, cost reductions and control [3].  

In the late 1990s vendors began to offer basic ―HR portal‖ solutions which would bring 

together in one place tasks relating to career decisions, personal information, and 

personal development. [18] argues this phase putting HR in the position of not only 

helping to run the business better, but also of partnering with other business divisions. 

According to [36] the growth of internet, as the main technological development of this 

era, opened the way to connect computers across countries and ERP systems created the 

opportunity to integrate databases ―into a seamless whole for real-time transaction 

processing and decision making‖. The ‗final stage of total digitalization‘ in the 1990s 

arrived when HR professionals and ICT specialists joined forces and developed 

electronic information systems ―that moved HR decision making from drawers to 

computer‖ [31]. In addition to previous developments, outsourcing became a hot topic 

during the late 1990s in search for strategic partnerships [36] – a theme that takes us to 

the next era.  

Finally, from the year 2000 to the present, [66] argues the beginning of the 21
st
 century 

the purpose of HR has been to ―create value‖ for key stakeholders (e.g. employees have 

right set of competencies, employees are committed to organization and communities in 

which organizations participate have more confidence in the organization‘s ability to 

deliver on its social responsibilities) In terms of e-HRM, [18] describes this player 

phase as aiming for ―creating strategic value‖. The 21
st
 century HR function was 

required to measure its impact on productivity, data mining and making decisions about 

talent. Technical solutions were often outsourced and HR‘s technical solutions supposed 
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to be strategic which then enabled a more productive and focused workforce. During 

this era it has been common to adopt a portal strategy that potentially enables 

collaboration across and outside of the business. During this era HR has increasingly 

turned to talent management with integrated software which combines recruiting, 

maintaining talent pools, personal data and information on personal networks; and to 

greater and greater extents doing all this wirelessly.  

Companies in the 21
st
 century can be broadly said to have adopted at least one of the 

following e-HRM technologies: HR functional applications, integrated HR suite 

applications, interactive voice responses (IVR), HR intranet applications, Employee 

Self-Service (ESS) and Manager Self-Service (MSS) portals, HR extranet applications 

or HR portals [19]. [56] suggests technological changes influencing e-HRM during the 

end of this decade will include intelligent self-service systems, interchangeable devices, 

cognitive software, nanotechnology and the convergence of the internet, digital TV and 

the wireless technology communication into ―vibrant network‖.  

Indeed, social media, or ―web 2.0‖ as a ―vibrant network‖ has been suggested by some 

scholars [28]; [20]; [39] to be the potential technology that will have a major impact on 

HR. According to [20] the term social network has been widely used in the web context 

in recent years. It is often associated with the term Web 2.0. Whereas Web 1.0 fitted 

into a scheme of "author to readers", Web 2.0 tends to reduce hierarchies by allowing 

readers to become real actors and be the centre of information exchange. In terms of 

social media and HR then, the potential tools for HR are, for example, blogs, social 

networks (e.g. Linkedin), virtual worlds, video platforms (e.g. Youtube) and wikis [28]. 

Research concerning social media and HR seems to be non-existent [39] except for a 

few preliminary studies focusing on social media and recruitment [28]; [39]. The lack of 

research regarding social media is surprising as the report from [11] argues that social 

media is going mainstream in corporate world. Other recent consultancy surveys also 

support this view [43]; [44]. 

To sum up, this historical analysis of trends showed the role of e-HRM in the company 

has changed over time from being primarily concerned with routine transactional HR 

activities to dealing with complex transformational ones. Transactional activities are the 

routine bookkeeping tasks, for example, changing employees address whereas 

transformational activities are those action that are intended to ―add value‖ (e.g. training 

programs) [26]. These transactional and transformational activities result in variety 

consequences, a debate to which we now turn.  

2.2 Consequences of e-HRM: current debates 

Consequences, especially positive consequences (such as reducing costs and speeding 

up processes) are the foundations of e-HRM adoption and therefore an important topic 

to study. At the time of writing there appears to be little consensus on the consequences 

of e-HRM. For analysing consequences we will review the work of [57]; [60] and [53] - 

[54].  

[57] suggests e-HRM can result functional consequences such as increasing 

organizations ability to access, collect and disseminate information. In addition they 

may give individuals greater access to information about job opportunities, benefits and 

performance feedback. Nevertheless, [57] argues such systems may lead to a number of 

dysfunctional consequences. For example, e-HRM may decrease social interactions and 

negatively affect the quality and accuracy of information about organizational 

expectation, incumbent performance and compensation. In addition, they may decrease 
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the degree of perceived control of incumbent and increase the degree to which the 

systems are viewed as invasive of privacy. As a result system acceptance may suffer, 

leading to reduced effectiveness. Related to [57], [56] reviewed the functional and 

dysfunctional consequences of using e-HRM to attract, select and manage the 

performance of employees. The conclusion was that many e-HRM systems are 

developed Western cultures and consequently the HR processes inherent in these 

systems are rooted in Western cultural values (e.g. meritocracy, individualism). As a 

result, e-HRM system may be less effective when used in nations with different 

cultures.  

Additionally, [60] views consequences as used information system (IS) potentials. In 

terms of origin of consequences, it is supposed that there is no single way of using a 

given HR system but a spectrum of usage possibilities that for instance differ in 

intention, intensity, and skilfulness among a large range of other aspects. Indeed, 

regarding whether e-HRM adoption result is an ‗innovation or irritation‘ [50] depends 

on where one stands. For example, HR headcount reduction, which is often the case for 

e-HRM adoption, can have potentially damaging consequences for knowledge transfer, 

line managers expecting personal HR service, and for those HR staff displaced by the 

reduction [38] According to [60] consequences are divergent there exists possibility to 

choose from a usually broad spectrum of offered usage possibility that is generally 

made responsible for divergent consequences. Furthermore, consequences change 

dynamically. While the technological contribution to consequences remains constant 

over a period of time, i.e. as long as the corresponding information system is not 

modified, the organizational contribution of occurring consequences, i.e. the kind of 

usage, of course can change.  

[60] suggests consequences being (un-)expected and (un-)desired. Often, actual 

occurring consequences are desired and expected. For instance, the desired 

consequences of cheapening and accelerating recruiting system can be anticipated in the 

run-up to using a certain recruiting system. As argued before, these expected and 

desired consequences form the central reason for using e-HRM systems. However, 

unexpected and undesired consequences may also occur. For example, intended misuse 

of individual users may constitute a serious variety of unexpected usage. Intended 

misuse can range from smaller fraudulences such as fudging one‘s own attendance data 

within a self-service system to malicious sabotages such as launching viruses that attack 

the information system. This kind of usage will also yield unexpected and undesired 

results. In terms of researching the consequences, [60] suggests consequences research 

based on the suggested concept implies several complications and adds complexity to 

consequences research; therefore we did not specify this concept further to respondents 

participating Delphi panel. In regards to this concept, we simplified our focus on future 

consequences to HR staff and HR function in MNCs and in methodological terms our 

purpose was to keep the questions as simple as possible.  

According to [53] the main change has been that HR now considers whether 

organization has good HR systems in place and whether this gives them capability to 

deliver people-related services without them having to pass through the hands of the HR 

function. However, implementation has been fraught with problems because the process 

of implementing e-HRM across countries is under-theorized and especially because the 

e-HRM consequences for HR managers and HR function are not well understood [54]. 

With this in mind [53] presents four ICT developments are impacting companies HRM 

success and potential unique competitive advantage; the advent of shared service 

thinking, the removal of various intermediaries in the delivery of HR services, the 
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continued adoption of ERP system and finally, the e-enablement of HR service delivery 

and more towards self service models. [53], [54] argue these developments will have 

significant impact on existing international HR functions and HR personnel‘s work and 

suggest that e-enablement of HR in MNCs can consequence in fragmentation HR 

function.  

For global ‗e-enabled‘ HR in MNCs then, [53] suggest the following developments will 

take place. Firstly, e-enablement of more transactional work HR work and more 

sophisticated HR practices such as parts of the selection process or the appraisal and 

performance process. Secondly, current online access rights and limited update rights 

used as a stepping stone to managers authorizing pay changes and performance 

management data and to employees providing not only actual data about their 

preferences but also more dynamic and interactive information around skills and 

personal aspirations. Thirdly, computing power being directed at developing what are 

called ―proactive pull technologies‖ (systems that allow individuals to see the 

consequences of their decisions, of decision-support mechanisms to assist managers in 

areas of discipline, training and selection) and finally, mass customization of terms and 

conditions as variations and combinations can be recorded and monitored. It is 

debatable whether these developments become real or not, but we argue that at least 

some of the developments can be scientifically predicted with the use of Delphi tool, 

which is presented next. 

3 Method 

3.1 Delphi Study 

Overall, the purpose of the forecasting Delphi study is to obtain consensus from a panel 

of experts using repeated answers from questionnaires and controlled feedback. The 

core of the Delphi technique is that a pool of experts deals with a certain problem that 

lies in the future. For example, forecasting Delphi could be used to forecast future 

economic, social, labour and organizational conditions to help organization design 

HRM programs for the next five year or more [34]. There are also variations like policy 

Delphi where only opposing views are debated and consensus is not necessarily the 

desired goal [63]; [64].  

In other words, the method used allows the grouping and subsequent analysis of the 

ideas of experts in order to gain a closer understanding of issues that would not be 

offered by other qualitative or quantitative studies. The reasons for conducting Delphi 

study has been summarized by [16]. Firstly, there is no other group communication 

process than can elicit the same data; secondly, the researcher can identify and access 

the ―experts‖ to discuss this problem; and finally, the researcher can forecast the type of 

results that may be obtained from these experts through the Delphi method [32], [68]. In 

addition, [63] identifies four possible research objectives that call for the use of Delphi 

studies. Firstly, Delphi studies can be used to explore or expose underlying assumptions 

or information leading to differing judgments. These can also be used to seek out 

information which may generate consensus on the part of the respondent group. The 

third use of Delphi studies relates to the correlation of informed judgments on a topic 

spanning a wide range of disciplines. Finally, Delphi studies are valuable in educating a 

respondent group as to the diverse and interrelated aspects of a topic. 

There are no set rules for Delphi studies [18]; [27] although they are characterised by a 

structured process of questionnaires or rounds of discussion until a group consensus is 

reached [6]; [21]. As mentioned earlier, these questions are discussed by a panel of 
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―experts‖ or oracles, hence the Delphi name. The popularity of this method arises 

especially because it can be conducted semi-anonymously amongst respondents who are 

geographically dispersed. For example, from the field of public relations research, [61] 

study covered 13 nations in Asia-Pacific and study by [67] included between 22 and 25 

European countries, therefore method it suitable for this study´s purposes as well. A 

Delphi study typically has two or three rounds of contact with the experts in which 

comments are first elicited, then summarised and returned for further discussion. The 

reality is that most Delphi studies are completed by a third and final round because of 

time constraints, participant fatigue, funding for the research and the design of the study 

[27]. Similarly to [46], Delphi studies can include follow-up telephone interviews with 

each panel member. 

The experts, panel members, are selected for the perceived expertise they can contribute 

on the research question. According to [51] panel members must be selected from 

stakeholders who will be directly affected, experts with relevant experience and 

facilitators in the field under study. In addition, [55] suggests the composition of the 

panel relating to the validity of the research results. Panel size can range from few to 

fifty of even hundred [54]. Research on Delphi performance has suggested that groups 

with 10-20 have had more accurate predictions than larger 50 + member groups. [9]; 

[13] In addition, some studies have found errors decreasing with larger groups [35]. 

Panel members are always anonymous. The various reasons for this include: an expert 

making a commitment to a stand then being reluctant to change it, the different 

academic standings of the participants, not losing face, and elimination of the usual 

biases found in present society such as gender, racial, and age biases. Anonymity of 

responders allows consensus to take place without the undue influence of rank, power, 

personality or persuasive speaking which is common to group meetings [9]; [16].  

3.2 Data Collection 

The process used in this study involved 24 experts: 11 HR managers from 11 

organizations, and 13 academics from 11 universities around Europe. In selecting the 

respondents, the main criterion used was to find respondents who have expertise on e-

HRM systems. More specifically, most of the academic members held position of 

assistant professor or above and have published e-HRM related research in international 

journals. Practitioners were mostly e-HRM consultants with business expertise of more 

than five years.  

We followed the approach of [40]; [52] and [69] who distinguished three separate stages 

with answer ranking described in Figure 1. The first stage is labelled as the 

brainstorming phase, where respondents generate lists of relevant items by replying to 

research questions. In the present study, after collecting contact information in academic 

seminar and professional e-HRM future workshop, respondents were sent an e-mail 

invitation to participate in the study which also contained an explanation of the process. 

The e-mail also contained the Delphi instrument where respondents were asked to 

respond to the following six open-ended questions. 

Q1: What development(s) in ICT will influence HRM between now and the year 2015? 

Q2: What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for how HRM is organised/ 

delivered in firms between now and the year 2015? 

Q3: What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for the role played by HR 

between now and the year 2015? 
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Q4: What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for the kinds of knowledge 

and skills needed by HR professionals between now and the year 2015?/ 

Q5: What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for HRM in the context of 

multinational corporations between now and the year 2015? 

Q6: Finally, please describe 1-3 unexpected ICT developments that might influence HRM 

between now and the year 2015? 

A three-week time frame was assigned to round one and a reminder letter was sent 

after the two weeks. Final responses arrived five weeks after invitation during 

December 2009 and 78% of invited respondents responded to the first round. At 

this stage, data was analysed by grouping similar items together. Duplicates were 

removed and data was reviewed by three independent researchers not participating 

as panel members.  

The second round was conducted during January 2010. [52] and [69] describe 

round two as the narrowing down phase, where respondents were asked to identify 

items which they considered to be most important from responses to stage one. 

The panel members were contacted individually by e-mail with a direct URL link 

to the round two survey site, an explanation of the procedure for responding, and 

the time line for this round. In round two, the issues raised in round one were 

presented and the participants were asked to rank the importance of these issues 

and introduce additional ones after reviewing their peers‘ suggestions and 

rationales. For rankings, the participants were asked to rank five responses which 

they considered to be most important from responses to stage one. Response rate 

for round two was 100 % (n=24). 

In the present study, the relative importance of each of the items in the instrument 

was calculated according to the indications of the respondents and all the items 

formed the basis for round three. [52] and [69] suggests the third stage as the 

ranking stage where respondents are asked to rank items in order of importance 

from responses to stage two. Third round was conducted during March 2010 and 

23 respondents participated (response rate 96 %) and ranked the five most 

important items based on round two rankings. The analysis of this round forms the 

basis of the results and findings section that follows, 5 being highest value and 0 

lowest. Kendall‘s Tau (τ) (-1 = total disagreement, 1= total agreement) was used 

to measure the degree of consensus among respondents between round two and 

three [40]. 
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Figure 1: Delphi process 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delphi study planning 

- Theoretical draft presentation in academic conference 
- Theoretical draft review by 4 scholars  
- Framework translated into a set of questions 
- Preparation of question sheet and supporting 

documents 
Pilot study 

- 2 pilot studies 
- Minor design and content modifications  

Delphi Round 1              

- Objective: To get respondents views on open-ended questions to form Top 10 
(or Top 5 if low variance) lists for Round 2. Additional weak signals asked 
during this round  

- Monitoring the response rate and send reminders 
- Minor modification to design possible 

Delphi Round 2            

- Objective: To inform the participants of the results from Round 1 with request to 
rank results. Give an opportunity to review their opinion in the light of the 
results 

- Contents of the survey include list based on Round 1 questions and possibility to 
add additional comments 

 

Progress to Delphi round 2 

- Review the responses from Round 1 and form lists 
- If sample size is acceptable; proceed to Round 2 

 

Progress to Delphi round 3 

- Analysis of the results from Round 2 with regards to 
changes in opinion. Form new lists.  

- If sample size is acceptable; proceed to Round 3 

 
Delphi round 3           

- Objective: To inform the participants of the results from Round 2 and request 
ranking them. Give an opportunity to review their opinions 

- Contents of the survey include list based on Round 2 questions and possibility to 
add comments 
 

Analysis of the Delphi study results 

- Analysis of the result categories 
- Consideration and analysis of the qualitative feedback, i.e 

comments of the participants 

Utilization of the Delphi study results 

- Summary of findings sent to participants 
- Report presentation at e-HRM workshop in Finland April 2010, Germany May 

2010 and UK June 2010 
- Publish articles on 1) overall results 2) results compared between academics 

and practitioners 3) possible weak signals 

Selection of participants 

- Invitation presentation during academic HRIS 
workshop & Future HR group meeting in Finland  

- Criteria for participation: Knowledge of e-HRM 
systems 

- 17 e-HRM researchers and 15 e-HRM 
practitioners indicated their interest 
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4 Results and findings 

RQ1.What development(s) in ICT will influence HRM between now and the year 2015? 

Of the 23 respondents who completed the final round, the increased use of Web 2.0 / 

social media (τ =0.148) was the highest ranked response. Increased use of mobile 

communication technology (τ = 0.219) was ranked second and increased interaction 

between audio and visual technologies (τ =0.302) was ranked as being the third most 

important development in ICT influencing HRM between now and 2015 (see Table 1). 

Respondents had broadly similar views during regarding the importance web 2.0 / social 

media (quotations presented are from round 2). For example:  

 

“Social media are already influencing HR and I think that it is just the beginning. HR 

department must adapt to this phenomena.” , researcher 

“Web 2.0 is becoming much more widely diffused and its advantages along with mobile 

will converge to produce a new HR business model” , practitioner 

Table 1. Development(s) in ICT that will influence HRM 

 

RQ2. What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for how HRM is 

organised/ delivered in firms between now and the year 2015? 

The three most important implications (see Table 2) were that, firstly, social media and 

collaboration will fundamentally change the competence and knowledge management 

paradigm (τ = 0.3), secondly, HR departments will become more virtual (fragmented 

nets of changing external providers, HR professionals, line managers and employees) (τ 

=0.337). Thirdly, HR will become more decentralized by giving more responsibilities to 

local managers and employees with negative Kendall´s tau (τ = -0.118) which means 

respondents disagreed on this ranked topic. Respondents commented most ranked 

answers with following comments:  

“Social media utilization will be broad and deep. This is revolution, not evolution! ”, 

practitioner 

“There are parallel centralization/decentralization trends. Many tasks of administrative 

HR performance by in-house HR function will move to line and centralized/outsourced 

services. There has been talk about this for the last 15 years. It is slowly happening. 

Number 1 may describe the direction, but 2015 comes fast. Fundamental change in 

paradigm requires more time. If the statement had been 'social media and collaboration 

Technological development Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Increased use of Web 2.0 (social media) 4,3 1 1,55

Increased use of mobile communication technology 3 2 1,53

Increased interaction between audio & visual technolgoies 1,82 3 1,3

Increased use of SaaS (software as a service) 1,56 4 1,72

Shift from document centric to communication centric 1,34 5 1,52

Increased data processing speed 1,08 6 1,44

Virtual worlds become common practice 1,04 7 1,22

The possibility to easily change the database 0,69 8 1,52

and update information

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,223
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start changing competence and knowledge management paradigm' I would strongly 

agree”, researcher 

“Major changes in the HR and how it will be perceived is done by business. Majority of 

companies still try to solve the same issues with the same tools and behaviors as today. 

However, agile companies (10%) have drastically gained competitive edge in implementing 

technologies to automate HR business and bring business intelligence  reporting tools 

close to business users (executives, managers, HR, controllers etc.)”, researcher 

Table 2. Implication for how HRM is organised / delivered in firms 

 

RQ3. What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for the role played 

by HR between now and the year 2015? 

Responses to implications for the role played by HR (Table 3) indicate, firstly, 

conventional HR departments seem to lose some of their influence, recognition and 

resources and for HR departments that open up to ICT developments power and 

recognition will increase (τ = 0,166). Secondly, HR will drive things like organizational 

agility (through performance management, learning and collaboration) while traditional 

HR administration is already tackled and ready for optimization (τ = 0,029) and finally 

HRM practices will be more useful for line managers; new cadre of middle and senior 

managers capable and prepared to handle people issues (τ = 0,004).  

“HR activities will differentiate in companies more and more. There will be advanced 

HRs but unfortunately will not do progress at all.”, researcher 

“There are several HR functions that do now believe that a new generation of line 

managers are people-centric enough to understand that they need to take responsibility 

for these issues. Much has been said about the capability of HR Business Partners. 

Everyone knows that it is the capability of line managers to handle these issues on 

which the overall success ultimately depends.”, researcher 

  

Implications for how HRM is organised/delivered Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Social media will fundamentally change management paradigm 2,82 1 2,2

HR departments will become more virtual 2,78 2 1,95

HR will become more decentralized 2,65 3 1,77

A mostly automated HR function 2,13 4 1,42

Increased devolution of HRM to the line 1,52 5 1,44

Completely bought HRIS service, managed by provider 1,08 6 1,59

HR will be more centralized 0,65 7 1,52

 ICT developments as such will not have an impact on HR 0,47 8 1,44

HRM will become more and more a managerial burden 0,43 9 0,94

Nothing much changes, HRM issues are not easy to measure 0,3 10 1,06

 SaaS will enable but also necessitate a different HRM approach 0,26 11 0,86

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,173
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Table 3. Implications for the role played by HR 

 

RQ4. What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for the kinds of 

knowledge and skills needed by HR professionals between now and the year 

2015? 

Interestingly, two most ranked options for this question were among the most agreed of 

all answers in this study. First ranking for knowledge and skills needed by HR 

professionals was knowledge of social networking, importance of social networking, 

and ability to work in a 'virtual' network (τ = 0,458). Second highest ranking for skills 

and knowledge needed was statistics and business analytics faster, deeper, more 

insightful about sourcing, buying and managing service providers (τ = 0.645). Thirdly 

ranked skill was statement ―knowledge of what the technologies can do is important, 

but more important is their capacity to handle all of the new data that will become 

available, especially on engagement and knowledge sharing‖ (τ = -0,323). Respondents 

commented ICT skills and knowledge being critical future skill for various reasons: 

 “Social networking is a mindset - important to have that mindset in a world where being 

connected is core, such a mindset is needed”, researcher 

 “ICT people don't take ownership and that is why HR have be on top of HR related ICT 

issues” practitioner 

 

Table 4. Implications for the knowledge and skills needed by HR professionals 

Implications for the role played by HR Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Conventional HR departments will lose their influence 2,61 1 1,92

HR will drive things like organizational agility 2,52 2 1,8

HRM practices will be more useful for line managers 2,26 3 1,88

Higher employee satisfaction with HR services 1,82 4 1,55

Not much will change, 2015 still talking strategic partner 1,43 5 2,04

HR will play active role in the design & development of ICT 1,39 6 1,75

Not many implications; HR will still want to work with people 0,95 7 1,52

HR will become a strategic partner 0,78 8 1,27

ICT platforms lead to a HR information market places 0,47 9 1,08

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,066

Implications for knowledge & skills needed by HR professionals Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Knowledge of social networking, realizing importance of SN 3,21 1 1,78

Statistics & business analytics: insightful about sourcing 2,08 2 2,06

Capacity to handle all data that will become available 1,95 3 1,74

Combination of HR expertise with core IT literacy 1,82 4 1,89

HR professionals are consultants, need consultancy skills 1,52 5 1,87

Understanding how ICT changes work in organizations 1,47 6 1,72

 More general education will be required, 10,8 7 1,9

HR professionals will need to have a good sense of time 0,82 8 1,64

Understanding present essential trends 0,65 9 1,52

HR service providers will be fewer in number, 0,65 10 1,43

Requires highly skilled, and consequently higher paid individuals 0,6 11 1,26

No administrative knowledge, creativity is the most important 0 12 0

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,26
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RQ5. What implication(s) will these developments in ICT have for HRM in the 

context of multinational corporations between now and the year 2015? 

Respondents ranked social media being the most important implication in the 

multinational context. According to this most ranked statement, ―social media will have 

far-reaching implications for staff: sharing of confidential information; its use in 

recruitment; training and educational issues; ethical issues‖ (τ = 0.326). Second most 

important trend identified by respondent was multinational corporations will 

particularly use ICT to better control and evaluate their subsidiary companies (τ = 

0.111) Finally, respondents ranked ―multinational organizations will outsource 

operational HRM on a global basis to a larger extent. This includes payroll. Global 

HRIS solutions implemented in the last 5-10 years are the enabler. This development 

has started and it will be accelerated‖ being third important (τ = 0.254). Comments 

regarding MNC context reflected the complex field where MNCs operate: 

“MNEs will use ICT and Web 2.0 to help resolve the integration-responsivess problem. 

Technology will enable MNEs to integrate and decentralize simultaneously”, researcher 

 “Although there will be huge complexity in implementation, as local cultural factors and 

differences in subsidiary power impact the pursuit of a globally consistent HR delivery 

model, the inevitable pull for corporate HR is that this enables them to redraw 'the line in 

the sand' between standardisation (as opposed to optimisation) of HR systems” researcher 

 

 

Table 5. Implications for HRM in the context of multinational corporations 

 

RQ6. Finally, please describe 1-3 unexpected ICT developments that might 

influence HRM between now and the year 2015 

According to respondents rankings on unexpected ICT developments, virtual job fairs 

will become common practice (τ = 0.173) Second ranking indicated that major ERP 

systems as in-house systems become history and next generation HRIS solutions will 

replace existing ERP solutions (τ = 0.202) and thirdly, companies like Google begin to 

dominate providing free ERP solutions (τ = 0.173). Comments on top three rankings:  

“Number 1 is not even unexpected. It is expected”, practitioner 

“I am waiting the moment, when Facebook, Google or LinkedIn actually will provide 

similar components for free as traditional ERP vendors like SAP or Oracle sell nowadays 

based on normal licence fees. However, SAP and Oracle most probably need to fight 

against these free-software companies and re-think their money-making strategy. I am quite 

Implications for HRM in the MNC context Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Social media will have far-reaching implications for staff 3,3 1 2,03

MNC will particularly use ICT to control and evaluating 3,17 2 1,33

MNCs will outsource operational HRM to a larger extent 2,17 3 1,99

Data privacy issues  will become more severe 1,43 4 1,72

Subsidiary units will become more locally responsive 0,86 5 1,71

Companies that have SAP will enhance solutions with SaaS add-ons 0,86 6 1,51

Systems such as SAP and Oracle will be out of use 0,69 7 1,32

It will tend to strengthen the notion of standardization 0,69 8 1,55

Because of the investments made, ICT developments have only a minor influence 0,6 9 1,37

Its not ICT, its institutional context that surrounds the attractiveness of sourcing 0,52 10 1,03

SAP or Oracle will be a driver towards convergence of HRM 0,52 11 1,08

There will be no difference. Social networking will remove the borders 0,26 12 0,91

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,23
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convinced that convergence between ERP and social media will continue to develop and 

therefore will impact dramatically HR and ICT in the coming 5 years time. Whatever will 

happen, it is benefiting companies in obtaining user-friendly and cost-efficient solutions.”, 

practitioner 

“Technology will make physical interviews obsolete especially in advanced economies as 

applicants will prefer online methods to 'shop' for their best company.” researcher 

 

Table 6. Unexpected ICT developments that might influence HRM 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

A review of e-HRM developments since 1980s and e-HRM consequences debate 

reveals that e-HRM is an emerging, fast evolving, and important area of research. 

The developments on this area will have great impact on the future of the HR 

field. To shed light on the futures´ developments of e-HRM, this study applied the 

Delphi method to survey a mixed academic and practitioner panel of e-HRM 

experts through a three-round issue identification and consensus-building process.  

Critical issues were suggested and ranked in six areas. We looked what ICT 

developments will influence HRM, what implications these developments have 

for how HR is organised/ delivered in firms, what the implications ICT has for the 

role played by HR and finally we looked what implications ICT has for the kinds 

of knowledge and skills are needed by HR professionals in the future. We also 

looked into two additional topics: firstly, what implications will developments in 

ICT have for HR in the context of multinational corporations and finally we 

looked for additional weak signals that might influence HRM in the future. 

Among the issues raised and later rated in both round two and round three, a 

acceptable consensus was reached in all areas (τ > 0). Overall, 5 issues received a 

strong mean ranking of 3 or above and thus emerged as the most critical issues 

across researched topics.  

Main finding in this study was the importance of social media. Increased use of 

web 2.0 technology was the highest ranked of all answers therefore we suggest 

this technology will have major impact on HRM in the future. In addition, 

respondents indicated social media and collaboration will fundamentally change 

the competence and knowledge management paradigm with highest ranking to 

Unexpected ICT developments that might influence HRM Mean rank Overall rank Standard

(5=highest) deviation

Virtual job fairs will become common practice 2,87 1 2,26

Major ERP systems as in-house systems become history 1,96 2 2,01

Companies like Google begin to dominate 1,8 3 1,8

End of conventional job interviews. Recruiting via Skype 1,52 4 1,75

International standards for HR data 1,09 5 1,85

Geotagging leads to monitoring and tracking practices 0,87 6 1,42

Social media is used to 'control' staff 0,82 7 1,43

Reaction against online communication by new generation 0,82 8 1,43

Consultation technologies democratise business programmes 0,69 9 1,39

Standardized HR services leads to stronger isomorphismism 0,65 10 1,36

Internet collapse / internet becoming very unsafe 0,52 11 1,03

Effort and error free HRIS implementation 0,43 12 1,23

Internal HRIS organizations are ramped down 0,22 13 0,73

Note: Top 3 Kendall´s τ = 0,182
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research question two. For the implications for the role played by HR then, our 

results suggest that with the use of social media conventional HR departments will 

lose their influence, HR will drive things like organisational agility and HR will 

be more useful for line managers. With these results in mind, [14] analyzed social 

media trends affecting business and argued the use of social media tools will 

continue to grow rapidly and this will provide business community with new and 

innovative ways to explore the rapidly changing business environment. According 

to consultant surveys, organizational support for social media is increasing. The 

use of wikis for knowledge sharing is supported in 13 %, the use of internal blogs 

in 14 % and the use of social media tools for recruiting is reported in 9 % of US 

organizations [11]. Knowledge of social networking, importance of social 

networking, and ability to work in a 'virtual' network was also ranked above mean 

three for question four thus supporting our argument regarding the importance of 

social media´s implications for HRM and HR personnel. Similarly with [5], we 

suggest this ICT transformation is reshaping the competencies that define HR 

professionals success. 

Interestingly, the third ranked issue of Google dominating ERP market in final 

research question became close to reality when during time of publishing this 

paper traditional print-media reported Google holding a conference and selling its 

cloud computing services — like e-mail and business software — to executives of 

large corporations [58]. However, previously mentioned or any other future 

technological developments should not be taken granted, as [48] notes that ―speed 

of technological progress will probably not be determined by technological 

capability but by culture‖ and keeping global operations in mind, HR is generally 

regarded to be most culture- and institution specific function [62]. To examine 

future trends in HRM and ICT one must look within countries, since labour laws 

differ from country to country and thus could have a significant impact on any 

new developments in HRM for that country. In IHRM literature we have learned 

that there are some similarities in terms of HRM trends across other countries (e.g. 

focus on the cost effectiveness) [26] We did not found institutional factors 

affecting futures´ development, instead our findings in MNC context suggest that 

social media will have strong influence on staffing and MNCs will particularly 

use this technology for better control and evaluation.  

The main contribution of our work was the theoretical contribution to the field of 

e-HRM research. This study was a successful pilot study which tested Delphi 

method across countries with experts from many e-HRM fields. With this in mind, 

and similarly with [59], we suggest researchers to adapt these kinds of non-

traditional methods when studying the cross-disciplinary field of e-HRM. 

5.1 Limitations and future research 

Our study was not without limitations; however these limitations offer fruitful 

venues for future research. Firstly, in order to make use of technology and reduce 

time delays we chose to use e-mail and web-portal to conduct this study. We 

found the return of the Delphi responses was much slower than excepted. Our 

conclusion from this experience is that that we should perhaps learn again writing 

with pen and with paper and conduct this kind of research in academic workshops 

or seminars or even via traditional mail.  

Secondly, marketing function has been argued as the most advanced ―user‖ of 

social media [14]. While marketing professionals are actively and regularly 
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participating in social networks on a weekly basis, their usage of a variety of 

existing social media tools seems to remain infrequent [1]. The current level of 

adoption of social media tools by marketing professionals seems to be still fairly 

low while the majority of acknowledges that participation in social networks is 

important to their business and career. With these findings from more people 

sensitive business field in mind, we might assume social media and HRM still 

being part of technological hype? Therefore we courage researchers to seek more 

knowledge on social media´s impact to HRM.  

Thirdly, present study had a positivist orientation, and critical questions regarding 

negative aspects of e-HRM were not widely addressed. Therefore future research 

could seek knowledge on negative aspects of ICT and HRM. Finally, this research 

will mature in very short period of time. Therefore this research could be repeated 

over time with similar methods and samples so that there would be a rolling 

benchmark of the issues and topics that contribute to develop the e-HRM body of 

knowledge.  

5.2 Managerial Implications 

As suggested, the increasing use of ICT in HRM will influence they way people 

in organization look at the nature and role of HRM and develop their skills. With 

HRM data and reports now being readily available on desktop, will managers 

interact less with the HR department which is actually ICT department? See it 

being less important and only develop their ICT skills? If that is so, we encourage 

managers to think how this will affect the attitude of HR professionals toward 

their jobs and profession. Will HR professionals resist adoption of latest 

technology if they perceive that technology lessens status? Finally, managers 

should not be too optimistic on social media. We recommend managers to 

consider the ―dark side‖ of this technology (i.e. where employees are too open, for 

example, with micro-blog posting) when implementing new e-HRM systems, 

policies and practices  
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Abstract. Design characteristics constitute a promising approach for 

supporting researchers and practitioners in developing, implementing and 

improving Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) to ensure the 

anticipated benefit for those firms which introduce and/or apply them. 

Constituting an intuitively appealing approach, the question how to 

understand and apply systematically such design characteristics is of 

specific interest. Hence, the paper proposes a general research framework 

of HRIS design characteristics which a) allows researchers to understand 

and apply crucial aspects relevant to HRIS design characteristics better so 

that b) practitioners may be supported in developing, implementing and 

permanently improving successful HRIS. 

 

Keywords: HRIS Design Characteristics, HRIS Development, HRIS 

Implementation, HRIS Improvement. 

 

1 Introduction 

Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) can be understood as ―configurations of 

different interacting systems that aim at generating and delivering [Human Resource] 

HR functionality in order to automate and informate [Human Resource Management] 

HRM [63]. With a view to HR core functions, these are, among others, recruiting and 

selection [7], compensation and benefits [15], training and development [66], 

performance management [44] as well as HR planning [23]. In so doing, HRIS show 

diverse benefits such as the improvement of HR operations and management processes 

by means of increased quality of decision making [4, 29, 36] or the improvement of 

―employee satisfaction by delivering HR services more quickly and accurately‖ [29]. 

However, the profit of applying HRIS strongly depends on their appropriate 

development, implementation and permanent improvement as only properly developed, 

implemented and permanently improved HRIS will ascertain the success [13, 29, 61]. 

On the other hand, this implies that HRIS success is manageable, at least, to a certain 

degree [64]. In so doing, design characteristics relevant to the success of HRIS may 
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support HRIS-related decision makers, system developers as well as system 

implementers in ascertaining the success of HRIS. Being of special importance, HRIS 

design characteristics are understood as a set of properties inherent to HRIS [28] by 

which they can be developed, implemented and permanently improved [13, 29, 61] and 

which are conceptually assumed or empirically ascertained to have a positive impact on 

system success [9, 11, 12, 46, 70, 71, 76]. To be more concrete, HRIS design 

characteristics may help HRIS-related decision makers to better validate the capabilities 

of particular HRIS, and based on this, to better derive necessary improvement measures 

in order to warrant successful HRIS. Thus, by use of corresponding HRIS design 

characteristics, HRIS-related decision makers may be enabled to better detect in how far 

HRIS actually meet crucial aspects relevant to HRIS success [29, 61]. Besides, HRIS 

design characteristics may support system developers in the preparation of the final 

HRIS system specification, respectively help them to build or select successful HRIS 

based on this initial system specification [13, 29]. With a view to system implementers, 

design characteristics may help them to customize HRIS precisely according to the 

(internal/external) customers‘ requirements [13]. Given this, researchers may be 

predominantly interested in the derivation of as well as the engagement with HRIS 

design characteristics by means of rigorous foundations and methodologies so that they 

may better support the aforementioned stakeholders in the development, 

implementation and permanent improvement of successful HRIS [26]. 

However, only few research contributions explicitly deal with HRIS design 

characteristics by exploring [37, 45, 55, 68, 75], applying [1, 37, 38, 39, 52, 55, 68, 75, 

76] or reviewing [45] diverse design characteristics at present. This may be mainly due 

to the fact that existing foundations such as the Technology Acceptance Model [8, 9, 10, 

71, 72, 73] or the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success [11, 12, 58] do not propose 

concrete guidelines how to understand and apply design characteristics relevant to the 

success of HRIS [11, 12, 46, 71, 73, 76]. 

Hence, our current understanding of HRIS design characteristics is quite limited at 

present and there is a necessity to suggest general insights. Given this, the main purpose 

of this paper is to introduce HRIS design characteristics as an emerging and mandatorily 

needed field of research in order to ensure the success of HRIS. However, due to its 

comprehensive and interdisciplinary character systematic engagement and debate 

around particular aspects relevant to HRIS design characteristics (e.g. definition of the 

application target, the method of elicitation, respectively evaluation of HRIS design 

characteristics) is needed in order to better guide and structure the upcoming discourse 

of this emerging field of research, and consequently, the successful selection and 

application of relevant HRIS design characteristics. Thus, the current paper does not 

intend to enumerate particular HRIS design characteristics but primarily aims at paving 

the way for HRIS design characteristics research in general by proposing a 

parsimonious, but general, research framework of particular aspects relevant to HRIS 

design characteristics. Using this framework, researchers should be enabled to better 

understand and apply crucial aspects relevant to HRIS design characteristics so that, 

subsequently, practitioners may be better supported in developing, implementing and 

improving successful HRIS. 

In order to deal with these questions, the paper is structured as follows: based on a 

clarification of HRIS a general research framework of selected issues relevant to HRIS 

design characteristics in particular will be derived. Subsequently, the framework will be 

discussed and exemplarily illustrated by means of an ongoing HRIS research project. 

Thirdly, both practice and research-oriented implications will be derived. 
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2 A General Research Framework of HRIS Design Characteristics 

At the current stage of research, a general research framework conflating particular 

aspects relevant to HRIS design characteristics is considered as the most appropriate to 

better guide and structure the upcoming discourse of this emerging field of research, 

and thus, the successful selection and application of relevant HRIS design 

characteristics. In short, the framework distinguishes between the following aspects 

relevant to HRIS design characteristics (see Table 1): 

type of 

success measure 

relevant to 

decision maker system developer system implementer system user 

type of 

design 

characteristic 

system-related information-related 

type of 

application target 
development implementation improvement 

validity universal contingent 

method of 

elicitation 
theory 

literature 

review 

use 

case 

case 

study 
survey [...] 

combinatorial 

approaches 

method of 

evaluation 
non-empirical empirical 

combinatorial 

approaches 

level of granularity coarse-grained medium-grained fine-grained 

Table 1. A General Research Framework of HRIS Design Characteristics. 

At first, the type of HRIS success measure referring to particular stakeholders is 

considered to be obviously of relevance for HRIS design characteristics. For instance, 

whereas HRIS-related decision makers, system developers as well as system 

implementers may more focus on resource- (e.g. budget, time), feature-, or revenue-

/profit-related issues, system users may tend to define HRIS success with a view to their 

level of individual productivity or satisfaction with the system [59, 60, 69]. Besides, 

system- and information-related design characteristics as a basic and rough 

categorization of HRIS design characteristics are introduced, defined and illustrated [11, 

12, 46, 71, 76]. In addition to that, crucial application targets of system- and 

information-related HRIS design characteristics are presented, amongst them the 

development, the implementation as well as the permanent improvement of HRIS [13, 

29, 61]. Furthermore, methods for the elicitation of HRIS design characteristics are 

illustrated as an important scientific milestone as researchers have to set the course 

which system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics will be evaluated 

subsequently at which quality. For example, HRIS design characteristics may differ 

according to their level of validity (e.g. universally applicable vs. contingent design 

characteristics) or granularity (e.g. coarse-grained vs. fine-grained design 

characteristics). 
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2.1 Type of Success Measure 

HRIS success, also called HRIS effectiveness [11, 12, 19] among others, is understood 

as the degree to which the person developing, implementing or permanently improving 

HRIS believes that the stakeholder (in whose interest the development, implementation 

and permanent improvement is being made) is better off [58]. 

In so doing, IS success measures can be classified according to the following 

stakeholders, among others, HRIS-related decision makers, system developers, system 

implementers as well as system users [59, 69]. From a decision maker‘s perspective, 

successful HRIS may maximize the following aspects, among others [60]: cost 

efficiency (e.g. IT operations), service-to-the-business-related issues (e.g. customer 

satisfaction with IT products/services), business improvements (e.g. IT support 

effectiveness) as well as revenue-/profit-related issues (e.g. IT profit generation, 

competitive advantage). On the other hand, from a system developer‘s perspective, 

successful HRIS may be completed on time and under budget, may show a set of 

features consistent with the system specification, and may operate properly [13]. With a 

view to system implementers, successful HRIS may be easy and fast to adjust to the 

(internal/external) customers‘ requirements [13]. Finally, system users may find HRIS 

successful if they contribute to maximize, among others, their perceived level(s) of 

individual productivity, satisfaction or usefulness/ease of use while using these systems 

[8, 10, 11, 12]. 

However, in order to maximize HRIS success, researchers and practitioners have to 

know more about its underlying drivers. Thus, the subsequent chapter presents system- 

and information-related HRIS design characteristics as crucial drivers of HRIS success, 

among others. 

2.2 Type of Design Characteristic 

HRIS design characteristics are understood as a set of properties inherent to HRIS [28] 

by which they can be developed, implemented and permanently improved [13, 29, 61] 

and which are conceptually assumed or empirically verified to have a positive impact on 

system success [9, 11, 12, 46, 70, 71, 76]. There are different possibilities to categorize 

HRIS design characteristics, while a common categorization in the literature roughly 

distinguishes between system-related and information-related design characteristics [11, 

12, 46, 71, 76]. Hence, system- and information-related design characteristics relevant 

to the success of HRIS are considered to constitute a basic and rough categorization of 

HRIS design characteristics. Whereas system-related design characteristics measure the 

desired properties of an HRIS itself (e.g. ―reliability‖, ―security‖ [45]), information-

related ones (e.g. ―understandability‖, ―consistency‖ [45]) measure the desired 

properties which refer to the information provided by the HRIS [12]. Thus, system-

related design characteristics may constitute a valuable means to the stakeholders 

involved (e.g. system developer, system implementer) to develop, implement and 

permanently improve successful HRIS. Besides, information-related design 

characteristics may support information providers in creating information relevant to 

system users‘ particular requirements (e.g. understandable, consistent and credible 

information). 

Refining and adjusting these two major categories of HRIS design characteristics 

towards individual HR requirements, and subsequently considering these design 

characteristics, may lead to practical HRIS development, implementation and 

(permanent) improvement processes which may contribute to an overall HRIS success. 
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In so doing, the subsequent chapter illustrates the development, implementation and 

(permanent) improvement of HRIS by use of system- and information-related design 

characteristics as major fields of application where design characteristics may support 

the stakeholders involved in attaining successful HRIS. 

2.3 Type of Application Target 

Given their manageability, and thus their crucial impact on HRIS success [11, 12, 64], 

system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics may support the 

stakeholders involved in successfully accomplishing the development, the 

implementation as well as the (permanent) improvement of HRIS [13, 29, 61]. 

To begin with the development of HRIS, design characteristics may support the 

concretization of the system specification (i.e. how the HRIS will operate). In so doing, 

HRIS design characteristics may be concretized alternatively by use of technical 

concepts, i.e. pure textual descriptions or visual representations via UML diagrams 

and/or user interface mockups. Based on such a system specification, HRIS design 

characteristics may subsequently help the stakeholders involved to either build or select 

(in case of a packaged software design) HRIS accurately [13]. Thereby, the selection of 

pre-packaged HRIS by use of design characteristics may help to avoid costly 

misconceptions of HRIS as vendor software packages may not be selected based on an 

incomplete, inaccurate or irrelevant system specification [29]. Besides, organizations 

may decide to select an external HRIS developer, i.e. to outsource the HRIS 

development to an external company or to obtain access to existing software through an 

application service provider as external software developers may yield vast resources, 

experiences, and technical skills to design a much more effective solution than would be 

otherwise possible [29]. 

Beyond, during the implementation HRIS design characteristics might be considered as 

a valuable means which may guide the customization, i.e. the precise adjustment, of an 

HRIS to the (internal/external) customers‘ requirements. 

Regarding the permanent improvement of HRIS, which is considered to be mainly 

ensured by their comprehensive evaluation, HRIS design characteristics are considered 

to constitute a valuable means to better monitor in how far the HRIS under 

consideration meets the (elicited/existing) design characteristics relevant to HRIS 

success. 

Given this, it is of particular scientific interest to support practitioners in the 

specification (see Chapter 2.4 & 2.7), elicitation (see Chapter 2.5) and evaluation (see 

Chapter 2.6) of relevant HRIS design characteristics so that practitioners may develop, 

implement and permanently improve successful HRIS [26]. 

2.4 Range of Validity 

In order to select and apply system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics 

within each of the application targets properly (see Chapter 2.3), it is relevant to the 

stakeholders involved to know about their validity, i.e. if particular HRIS design 

characteristics are thought to be universally valid or dependent on diverse contingency 

factors [32, 40]. 

In regard to possible contingencies, the success measure(s) to be achieved may 

constitute a prominent influence factor which may have a crucial impact on the validity 

of particular system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics to be selected 

and applied by the stakeholders involved. For instance, whereas HRIS-related decision 

makers, system developers and system implementers may more focus on resource- (e.g. 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/appropriateness.html
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budget, time), feature-, or revenue-/profit-related issues, system users may tend to 

define HRIS success with a view to their perceived level of satisfaction with HRIS [59, 

60, 69]. Hence, HRIS design characteristics may act as a function of their underlying 

contingencies, in this particular case the kind of success measure depending on the 

corresponding stakeholders involved (e.g. resource-, feature-, revenue-/profit-related 

issues or level of perceived satisfaction with HRIS). In so doing, design characteristics 

for stakeholders such as HRIS-related decision makers, system developers and system 

implementers may be shaped so that they might have a crucial impact on resource-, 

feature- or revenue-/profit-related issues (e.g. ―pre-packaged‖, ―easy and fast to 

customize‖, ―economical‖, ―reliable‖, ―secure‖, etc.). As distinct from this, HRIS design 

characteristics for stakeholders such as system users might be streamlined in order to 

maximize their perceived individual productivity, respectively satisfaction while using 

HRIS (e.g. ―understandability‖ and ―consistency‖ of the information provided by the 

HRIS, etc.). 

In addition to the success measure(s) to be achieved, the type of application target may 

be considered as a further contingency factor of HRIS design characteristics. For 

instance, during the development as well as the implementation phase, HRIS design 

characteristics contingent on the ―organizational culture‖ [47], the ―organizational 

context‖ (e.g. size, resource constraints, time frame, kind of HR core function [51, 56, 

65]) or the ―technological change‖ in general [56] may be considered in order to better 

adjust the HRIS to the (internal/external) customers‘ requirements. Beyond, HR core 

functions to be supported by HRIS [56], amongst them recruiting and selection [7] or 

training and development [66], may constitute another contingency factor which may 

have a crucial impact on HRIS design characteristics. Potential examples of such 

contingent HRIS design characteristics are, among others, the ―accessibility of the user 

interface‖, the ―user interface appeal‖, the ―interactivity within the user interface‖, the 

―multimodality of information‖ [45] as well as the ―multilingualism of information‖. 

On the contrary, universally valid HRIS design characteristics may be best suited for the 

improvement of an HRIS and replaced by more contingent ones in order to better adjust 

to particular HRIS properties (e.g. portable competence profile, support of particular 

technical standards, etc.) or unexpected system errors/failures. Potential examples of 

such universally valid design characteristics are, among others, the ―reliability‖ or 

―security‖ of an HRIS as the warranty of these design characteristics should always be 

ensured and not be driven by ―cultural‖, ―organizational‖ or ―technological‖ 

contingencies. 

Hence, HRIS design characteristics are thought to be located on a ―continuum of 

validity‖, ranging from universally applicable HRIS design characteristics to highly 

contingent ones. Thereby, the knowledge about such a ―continuum of validity‖ may 

help researchers in eliciting (see Chapter 2.5) and evaluating (see Chapter 2.6) 

appropriate HRIS design characteristics so that practitioners may develop, implement 

and permanently improve successful HRIS [26]. 

2.5 Method of Elicitation 

The elicitation of HRIS design characteristics may predominantly be undertaken by 

researchers so that practitioners may draw on comprehensive sets of well-extracted 

design characteristics relevant to the development, implementation and (permanent) 

improvement of successful HRIS. In so doing, the elicitation of HRIS design 

characteristics constitutes an important scientific milestone as researchers determine 
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which HRIS design characteristics will be evaluated subsequently (see Chapter 2.6) at 

which quality (see Chapter 2.4 & 2.7). 

Hence, methods of elicitation are understood as rigorous and thus systematic ways of 

ascertaining system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics which are 

made available to practitioners so that they may develop, implement and improve 

successful HRIS. 

Thereby, the following ways of ascertaining HRIS design characteristics are suggested: 

theory-grounded as well as literature-, review-, use case-, case study- or survey-based 

approaches, and combinations of them. 

Theories as a base for the elicitation of HRIS design characteristics can be generally 

described as a general set of statements which aim at explaining what is, predict what 

will happen and provide a basis for intervention and action [17]. In so doing, Doty and 

Glick [14] provide three primary criteria a theory should meet, namely: identification of 

constructs (here: independent variables such as design characteristics; dependent 

variables such as HRIS success measures), specification of relationships among these 

constructs which finally have to be falsifiable. In so doing, promising theories for the 

elicitation of HRIS design characteristics are, among others, the Technology 

Acceptance Model [8, 9, 10, 71, 72, 73] as well as the DeLone and McLean Model of IS 

Success [11, 12, 58]. This finding might predominantly be due to the fact that the 

Technology Acceptance Model as well as the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success 

comprehensively illustrate (inter-)relationships between system- and information-

related design characteristics and important measures relevant to HRIS success (e.g. 

individual productivity, satisfaction or usefulness/ease of use while using HRIS [8, 10, 

11, 12]). However, due to its comprehensiveness and robustness, the application of the 

DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success is particularly recommended for a 

theoretically grounded elicitation of system- and information-related HRIS design 

characteristics. The outcome of such an elicitation procedure may consists of 

comprehensive sets of system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics 

which subsequently could be applied in the realm of (experimental/large-scaled) 

empirical studies. 

Besides, literature reviews constitute another potential method for the elicitation of 

HRIS design characteristics. Thereby, a literature review may support researchers in 

better extracting, contextualizing or structuring information relevant to system- and 

information-related HRIS design characteristics, among others the kind of foundation 

(e.g. conceptual, theoretical), the object of analysis (e.g. HRIS in general, HRIS 

contingent on HR core functions such as training and development in particular), the 

data gathering or data analysis method as well as the results achieved. However, except 

one literature on design characteristics relevant to HRIS subtypes to training and 

development [45], there currently exists an urgent need to conduct such literature 

reviews as the selection and application of design characteristics uniformly appears to 

be highly arbitrary so far [45]. 

Concerning use cases as a potential means for the elicitation of HRIS design 

characteristics they may provide ―a standard way of capturing, exploring, and 

documenting what a system should do‖ [5]. To be more concrete, use cases may support 

system developers in better contextualizing, and thus specifying HRIS requirements. In 

so doing, use cases may help system developers in selecting appropriate HRIS design 

characteristics which may subsequently support system implementers as well as HRIS-

related decision makers during the customization and (permanent) improvement of 

HRIS [5]. 
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In addition, case studies are equally considered to be a valuable instrument to help 

imitating and/or simulating a real situation where HRIS design characteristics may be 

an issue [16]. Thereby, the main purpose of case studies, which can be described as 

verbal representations of reality [16], is to illuminate a decision or set of decisions 

regarding the development, implementation and improvement by means of HRIS design 

characteristics as well as their impact on particular success measures [77]. In so doing, 

case studies might be a valuable means for training purposes (e.g. best practices in 

HRIS design characteristics) as they cover a huge plethora of contextual conditions 

which might be highly pertinent to the selection and application of design 

characteristics relevant to the success of the particular HRIS under consideration [77]. 

Regarding survey techniques, qualitative approaches can be distinguished from 

quantitative ones [30], whereas both of them can be either conducted experimentally or 

non-experimentally. Thereby, given the benefits of an experimental design, such as 

controlling relevant while excluding confounding variables, ensuring direct relevant 

experiences of respondents, and, particularly enabling the manipulation of specific 

HRIS design characteristics [31], experimental designs are considered to constitute a 

promising approach for researchers in order to empirically ascertain relevant system- 

and information-related HRIS design characteristics [50]. With a more particular view 

to qualitative approaches, focus groups may be particularly useful for exploratory 

research when rather little is known about the phenomenon of interest [6, 48, 62]. For 

example, a focus group may support researchers in the elicitation of unknown HRIS 

design characteristics as well as in their operationalization while preparing a 

questionnaire for a quantitative, (non-)experimental survey approach [30, 57]. In so 

doing, quantitative approaches such as (expert) Delphi studies may be an appropriate 

means for systematically analyzing complex and multifaceted HRIS-related issues that 

are not directly and easily accessible via quantitative research approaches [18, 20, 21, 

33]. For example, there is pioneering work [45] which systematically ascertains system- 

and information-related design characteristics of HRIS subtypes relevant to training and 

development by use of an expert Delphi study amongst European e-learning experts. 

Further approaches for the elicitation of HRIS design characteristics are, among others, 

experimental standardized written offline interviews [50, 67] as well as non-

experimental standardized written online [35, 52, 74] or offline [2] interviews. 

Subsequent to the ascertainment of HRIS-related design characteristics, the content 

analysis may support researchers in coagulating, respectively extracting, relevant 

system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics out of the data acquired by 

―following content analytic rules and step by step models, without rash quantification‖ 

[43, 54]. 

Beyond mere manifestations, combinatorial approaches are considered to be most 

suitable as they may ―pool the forces‖ of each single method of elicitation. For instance, 

the necessity of an expert Delphi study to elicit particular HRIS design characteristics 

may be the main outcome of a preceded literature review. The expert Delphi study in 

turn may be founded on a theoretical underpinning such as the DeLone and McLean 

Model of IS Success which offers a basic and rough categorization of system- and 

information-related design characteristics [11, 12]. Finally, the outcomes of the expert 

Delphi study may be then further discussed and refined in focus groups. In so doing, the 

application of a focus group may enable researchers to operationalize an end user-

/expert-oriented questionnaire [30, 57]. This questionnaire may be then deployed in the 

realm of a large-scaled quantitative (non-)experimental survey which might aim at 

investigating the success of particular HRIS (subtypes). 
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2.6 Method of Evaluation 

Supplement to the elicitation, the evaluation of HRIS design characteristics is an 

important step to find out in how far the HRIS under consideration actually meets the 

(elicited/existing) design characteristics relevant to HRIS success. Hence, the evaluation 

of HRIS employing corresponding system- and information-related design 

characteristics constitutes a central point to ensure the permanent improvement and thus 

the success of HRIS. 

Thereby, empirical methods can be roughly distinguished from non-empirical ones. To 

begin with, non-empirical methods can be understood as a means by which researchers 

may conduct a plausibility check of the HRIS under consideration employing particular 

design characteristics. In so doing, HRIS design characteristics may enable researchers 

to eliminate elementary system errors/failures during each application target of an HRIS 

based on logical reasoning. Thereby, a plausibility check, respectively logical reasoning 

may be applied based on a theoretical underpinning such as the Technology Acceptance 

Model or the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success. Such a theoretical 

underpinning may support researchers in better specifying research models which depict 

(inter-)relationships between particular HRIS design characteristics and important 

success measures. Beyond, further non-empirical methods of evaluation constitute so-

called compatibility verifications. Such an approach may support researchers in carving 

out in how far the elicitation of particular HRIS design characteristics by means of the 

methods thoroughly described in Chapter 2.5 (e.g. literature review, use case, case 

study, etc.) may have led to the same results than the evaluation of HRIS by means of a 

theoretical underpinning such as the Technology Acceptance Model or the DeLone and 

McLean Model of IS Success. 

As distinct from non-empirical methods, empirical methods are exemplarily represented 

by the case study approach, experiments and the survey approach which all together are 

considered to constitute a valuable means by which HRIS design characteristics may be 

evaluated. Thereby, the case study approach is considered to best support researchers in 

the course of an in-depth analysis of pioneering HRIS, respectively design 

characteristics. This is mainly due to the fact that this approach allows for an extensive 

and comprehensive evaluation of HRIS design characteristics using the example of a 

particular company, etc. Regarding experiments, researchers may profit from their 

particular benefits while evaluating pioneering HRIS, respectively design 

characteristics. In so doing, experiments may enable researchers to manipulate 

particular system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics as well as their 

influence on particular success measures by use of a theoretical underpinning such as 

Technology Acceptance Model or the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success. 

Beyond that, further empirical methods of evaluation are, among others, the observation 

or the documentation of HRIS design characteristics [3]. 

Thereby, closely linked to the data gathering procedures presented, the analysis of these 

data constitutes a crucial aspect in order to carve out in how far the HRIS under 

consideration actually meet the (elicited/existing) design characteristics relevant to 

HRIS success. 

Finally, combinatorial approaches of particular evaluation approaches are considered to 

―pool the forces‖ of each single method of evaluation. For instance, researchers may 

decide upon a combination of non-empirical and empirical evaluation approaches. In so 

doing, non-empirical evaluation approaches may constitute the first step in the 

evaluation of an HRIS by means of particular design characteristics, followed by more 

comprehensive and expressive empirical approaches such as large-scaled surveys in 
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order to evaluate HRIS by use of small sets of elicited/existing system- and information-

related design characteristics. 

2.7 Level of Granularity 

Considering the preceding steps, researchers may be enabled to carve out particular 

(sets of) HRIS-related design characteristics. However, they do not know anything 

about their expressiveness or operational capability by then. Thus, the level of 

granularity of design characteristics indicates ―the grade of operativeness and 

detailedness of design characteristics‖ [45]. This definition is based on the assumption 

that the level of granularity of HRIS design characteristics ―can hardly be measured in 

terms of absolute numbers because of the subjectivity of the related concepts that may 

determine the granularity in question‖ [22]. Hence, we determine the level of 

granularity of particular HRIS design characteristics recursively [24], since a coarse-

grained design characteristic (e.g. system quality) can be understood as the composition 

of more medium-grained and fine-grained design characteristics. 

For example, coarse-grained design characteristics such as ―system quality‖ may be 

further sub-divided into more medium-grained design characteristics such as 

―flexibility‖ and more fine-grained design characteristics such as ―adaptivity‖ and 

―adaptability‖, whereas these fine-grained design characteristics in turn may hardly be 

further sub-divided into smaller, and at the same time, still expressive design 

characteristics. 

With a view to the type of application target, more fine-grained design characteristics 

may be mostly appropriate while developing HRIS (e.g. preparation of a detailed 

system specification) whereas medium-grained ones might be most suitable while 

implementing and/or improving HRIS. In so doing, more coarse-grained design 

characteristics can be easily drilled down to more fine-grained, i.e. more expressive and 

detailed, measures in order to better adjust the HRIS in case of unexpected system 

errors/failures. 

It is obvious, the expressiveness and usability of HRIS design characteristics increases 

with growing specificity (as for instance, ―design/select/utilize personalized HRIS‖ 

constitute a more expressive and usable statement than ―design/select/utilize HRIS with 

good systems quality‖). However, growing specificity is commonly aligned with a 

decreasing range of validity (see Chapter 2.4). Hence, to warrant validity for all kinds of 

HRIS, future research into HRIS design characteristics should preferably deal with 

medium granularity. 

To sum up, the present contribution provides a general research framework which 

illustrates the possibility space of selected issues relevant to HRIS design characteristics 

in particular. In so doing, the major benefits of the framework are as follows: firstly, the 

framework is considered to constitute a parsimonious framework which contains the 

most important aspect when dealing with HRIS-related design characteristics. However, 

similarly to design characteristics [45], all dimensions contained (with)in the framework 

are considered to be relevant in order to apply HRIS design characteristics, and thus 

HRIS successfully. Secondly, the framework comprehensively depicts specific success 

measures relevant to particular stakeholders, outlines system- and information-related 

design characteristics as mandatory categories which should be applied by the 

stakeholders involved developing, implementing and permanently improving HRIS. 

Beyond, the framework provides information about the kind of validity of design 

characteristics, supports researchers in the (initial) elicitation of HRIS-related design 

characteristics as well as the evaluation of HRIS by means of (these or already existing) 
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design characteristics. Finally, the framework proposes different kinds of granularity of 

HRIS design characteristics which may support researchers in choosing appropriate 

design characteristics for the right purpose. For example, during the development of an 

HRIS, more fine-grained design characteristics may be an appropriate means to 

determine an HRIS‘s properties at most precisely. As distinct from this, more coarse-

grained design characteristics may be applied during the implementation or (permanent) 

improvement of an HRIS in order to have some rough success indicators which may be 

refined by means of more fine-grained design characteristics in case of unexpected 

system errors and/or failures. Thus, the framework is considered to be a valuable means 

which provides pointers to crucial aspects when selecting and/or applying HRIS design 

characteristics. Hence, the general objective of this research effort could be 

satisfactorily achieved. 

3 Illustration 

Supplement to the major benefits of the framework, the subsequent elaboration 

exemplarily illustrates each dimension of the framework by drawing back on an 

ongoing HRIS research project, the EU co-funded project iCOPER (Interoperable 

Content for Performance in a Competency-driven Society) [27], which aims at 

providing mechanisms to ensure European-wide user involvement, cooperation, and 

adoption of e-learning-related standards and specifications. In so doing, one of the main 

objectives is to provide a useful technological infrastructure which matches learners 

with learning opportunities, that is, trying to get learners into situations to which they 

are suited. This requires enabling learners to have access to a portable profile of their 

learning outcomes achieved after their successful completion of studies. In order to 

achieve this objective researchers of higher education and vocational training settings 

collaboratively develop, implement and improve pioneering HRIS subtypes relevant to 

training and development [66], also called Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). 

Thereby, VLE are understood ―as electronic Information Systems (IS) for the 

administrative and didactical support of learning processes in vocational settings by 

systematically providing corporate learners adequate learning materials as well as 

corresponding collaboration facilities to develop intended qualifications‖ [45]. In so 

doing, VLE are considered as a prominent subtype of HRIS as they equally ―aim at the 

generation and delivery of HR functionality in order to automate and informate Human 

Resource Management [63]. 

Thereby, the suggested framework supports the ongoing project work in the following 

way: at first, HRIS success measures relevant to system users, i.e. learners, were 

chosen, amongst them learners‘ satisfaction with the HRIS under consideration. 

Beyond, corresponding to the second dimension of the framework, system- and 

information-related design characteristics were chosen as a basic and rough 

categorization of those particular HRIS design characteristics to be elicited and 

evaluated subsequently. Thereby, system- and information-related design characteristics 

were mainly chosen to demonstrate the influence of particular system- and information-

related design characteristics on learners‘ satisfaction with as well as the (behavioral 

intention to) use of the HRIS. Therewith, the development and (permanent) 

improvement of the HRIS under consideration could be systematically monitored and 

(minor/major) adjustments of system- and information-related HRIS design 

characteristics easily undertaken in order to maximize learners‘ satisfaction with the 

system. In line with the framework the utilization of fine-grained design characteristics 

was considered to be the most appropriate for preparing the final system specifications 
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of the different prototypes whereas medium-grained ones were chosen for 

improvement-related purposes. In so doing, more fine-grained design characteristics 

actually supported prototype task force members in determining the prototypes‘ 

properties most precisely. Subsequently, more coarse-grained design characteristics 

were applied during the build of the final applications, and similarly will be applied 

during the (permanent) improvement of the final HRIS as they turned out to constitute 

valuable and workable indicators of the HRIS‘ current development states. For instance, 

as prototype developers were faced with some unexpected system errors/failures these 

medium-grained design characteristics were easily drilled down to more fine-grained 

ones in order to better adjust the system errors/failures found by use of these more 

expressive and detailed measures. The same applies to the continuous evaluation of 

learners‘ satisfaction with the prototypical as well as final applications. Regarding their 

validity, prototype developers decided to draw on already existing HRIS system- and 

information-related design characteristics contingent on HR core functions such as 

training and development as well as innovative HRIS design characteristics contingent 

on the specific focus of the project (e.g. competency-driven provision of learning 

materials, support of technical standards relevant to training and development, etc.). 

In so doing, the complete set of HRIS design characteristics was elicited by means of an 

expert Delphi study, considering the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success as a 

theoretical underpinning for deriving system- and information-related design 

characteristics as recommended by the framework. Supplement to the elicitation, the 

evaluation of the prototypes as well as the final applications will be undertaken by use 

of the originally elicited set of system- and information-related design characteristics 

relevant to learners‘ satisfaction with these systems. In so doing, the corresponding 

research model will be based on amalgamations of the Technology Acceptance Model 

and the DeLone and McLean Model of IS Success will be analyzed deploying structural 

equation models. 

4 Implications 

The above-mentioned results should generally provide a basic starting point for future 

research relevant to HRIS design characteristics, while there are some implications for 

both research and practice. Generally speaking, the (dimensions of the) framework 

proposed should a) allow researchers to better understand and apply crucial aspects 

relevant to HRIS design characteristics so that b) practitioners may be better supported 

in developing, implementing and permanently improving successful HRIS. 

In so doing, researchers should further elaborate each dimension of the framework 

proposed in order to supply practitioners such as HRIS-related decision makers, system 

developers as well as system implementers with a comprehensive set of well-elaborated 

guidelines in order to develop, implement and improve successful HRIS by means of 

particular system- and information-related HRIS design characteristics. Such efforts 

may be of crucial importance for the further advancement of this emerging field of 

research as already existing research attempts [25, 26, 34, 41, 42, 49, 53] as well as 

theoretical underpinnings such as the Technology Acceptance Model or the DeLone and 

McLean Model of IS Success do rarely propose concrete propositions what to consider 

when dealing with HRIS design characteristics in particular. At the same time, an 

extensive, research-driven elaboration of particular framework dimensions proposed 

such as the validity or the granularity of HRIS design characteristics may help to bridge 

the gap towards rigorous and relevant guidelines relevant to HR practitioners in 

particular [26]. 
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On the basis of such rigorous and relevant outcomes practitioners such as HRIS-related 

decision makers, system developers as well as system implementers could then be 

equipped with comprehensive manuals for either managing the development, the 

implementation or the improvement of HRIS by means of particular system- and 

information-related design characteristics. Refining and customizing such manuals 

towards individual corporate settings and subsequently considering the manual may 

lead to practical HRIS development-, implementation- and improvement-processes 

which could contribute to minimize system users‘ resistance, increase system users‘ 

satisfaction, and support overall HRIS success. 

5 Conclusions 

Within this paper a general research framework of selected issues relevant to HRIS 

design characteristics was derived and exemplarily illustrated by means of an ongoing 

research project currently participated in on a European-wide level. This framework 

hopefully will stimulate future research regarding the development, implementation and 

improvement of HRIS by means of particular design characteristics. In so doing, the 

framework is thought to be continuously elaborated by, respectively supports 

researchers in their attempts to constantly improve HR-related IT artifacts by means of 

(particular/particular bundles of) HRIS-related design characteristics. 
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Abstract. The IS literature allows to identify the role played by the 

characteristics of the people and the characteristics of the tools in the uses 

if an ICT tool. However, these papers have in common to develop a very 

narrow analysis of them. They have difficulties to take into account the 

organization as a whole. Numerous papers ask for a greater consideration 

of the organization into the analysis of the uses of an ICT tool. In this paper, 

we suggest to enrich this reflection by paying attention to researches 

produced in the field of the sociology of organizations. To show the 

potential of this literature, we present a case study of a Small and Medium 

Enterprise that uses a software supposed to improve collective decisions. 

The results produced by this case study allow to validate the relevance of 

the framework which develop a localized analysis of uses but they also show 

that it is interesting to interpret those uses from a more global view, 

especially with regard to the strategic challenges of this firm. This 

framework allows us to propose a discussion which draws perspectives of 

research to progress towards a better consideration of the organization in 

the analysis of the uses of ICT. 

 

Keywords: ICT uses, tools, organization, appropriation. 

 

1 Introduction 

In the ICT uses field of research, the concept of enactment of the technology [30] 

constitutes a particularly crucial contribution. This concept allows to report how people 

intervene in their uses of an ICT. In the same way, De Sanctis & Poole [10] allows a 

precise analysis of the role of the characteristics of technology in uses. The concepts of 

―structural features‖ of the technology and the ―spirit of the technology‖ constitute solid 

support points on which it is possible to analyse ―appropriation moves‖ of a technology 

[10: 133]. 
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Those researches produced stimulating frameworks for the analysis of ICT uses. 

However they have in common to background the question of the organization. 

Nowadays, different papers in the IS literature underline that the nature of the 

organization plays a major role in the nature of the ICT uses. Therefore, they point the 

need to reintroduce the organizational dimension in this reflection. After presenting 

them, we will suggest completing them by reusing the researches that, from 60s to 80s, 

especially in Europe, analyse the link between the organization and the technology. 

These will allow us to propose a real enrichment of the reflection on the ICT uses. 

To report concretely the potential of this reflection, we will present the case of a firm 

that implements a software supposed to improve collective decisions. The analysis of 

the uses of this tool shows that they are linked to the characteristics of the users, to the 

characteristics of the tool but also to the characteristics of the organization in which all 

these phenomena take place. 

We will end this paper with a discussion that draws perspectives of research articulating 

these three dimensions of the people, the tool and the organization in the analysis of 

ICT uses.  

2 Literature review 

Although they are very different, works of Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10] 

can be considered as two majors outcomes in the reflection on the ICT uses. Each on 

their theme, they propose a powerful framework of analysis which succeeds in reporting 

exactly phenomena which they study. Having presented them, we will show however 

that they have in common not to grant a great place for the role that organization plays 

in the definition of the ICT uses. We will present recent papers in IS and oldest papers 

in sociology of organizations to show what the wider consideration of the organization 

can bring in this reflection. 

2.1 Orlikowski [30] analyses in detail the role of people in the ICT uses  

In the literature, the role that uses and socials structures play in uses of an Information 

Technology (IT) has been identified as a important theme of research.  

The theory of practice is considered as the actual most efficient framework to analyse 

this reinvention that users do when they use IT solutions [30]. Orlikowski [30] propose 

the term of ―enactment‖ (that she takes from Weick [53]) to designate the real use that 

actors make of a specific technology. Orlikowski argues that ―while a technology can be 

seen to embody particular symbol and material properties, it does not embody structures 

because those are only instantiated in practice‖ [30: 406]. In other words, Orlikowski 

considers that technology has no concrete material structural characteristics. It does not 

pre-exist to the practice. Each user enacts rules and resources that composed technology 

each time he uses it in recurrent practice. Instead of analysing how the structures 

presumed to be embedded within technology ―are used, misused, or not used by actors 

in various contexts‖, the theory of practice proposes to frame what actors do with the 

technology, how they enact it [30: 407]. Technology structures are thus not ―external‖ 

to humans, simply ―waiting‖ to be appropriated, they emerge from the actors‘ situated 

interaction with an IT. These enacted structures are labelled ―technology-in-practice‖.  

In this way, the actors‘ use of technology becomes structured by their experiences, 

knowledge, meanings, habits, power relationships, and norms. Such structuring enacts 

future use as actors continue to interact with the system.  
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In coherence with this perspective, Orlikowski [30] argues that technology can never 

really be considered as ―stabilized‖ because technology-in-practice is always subject to 

change as humans modify their awareness, experiences, knowledge, power, etc. It is 

proposed that even though technology-in-practice may become institutionalised over 

time, this is only stabilisation ―for now‖ [44]. In every use, there is always the 

possibility of enacting new structures. Therefore, the practice lens suggests an ―open-

ended set of emergent structures that may be enacted through recurrent use of 

technology‖ [30: 412].  

Theory of practice [30] is a powerful framework because it really underlines and 

explains the role that users play in the uses of the technologies. But, if the users‘ role is 

taken into account, the role of the characteristics of the technology appears quite absent 

[12]. In fact, this theory of practice does not link enactment with any kind of 

characteristic of the technology that is used. The place of users is so important that 

appropriations become too close to uses [29]. Therefore, literature claims for a 

reintroduction of the characteristics of the technology in the analysis of uses.  

2.2 De Sanctis & Poole [10]: technology and appropriation that tool 

characteristics play in the ICT uses   

De Sanctis and Poole re-introduce technology in the study of technology uses and social 

structuration. They proposed the Adaptative Structuration Theory (AST) that is 

currently considered as the most powerful framework to explain how characteristics of 

the technology play a role in uses [24].  

The central thesis of this conceptualisation is that social structures inscribed in the 

technologies are produced and reproduced by individual members of a group, by using 

and adapting rules and resources through the interactions.  

Initially, AST was developed to study groups using electronic group decision support 

systems (GDSS): ―it looks into the processes of human usage of computer systems and 

at the nature of group-computer interaction‖ [10: 150]. AST suggests that social 

structures serve as guides for planning and accomplishing tasks: designers incorporate 

such structures into the technology, with the result that the structures may be modified 

or reproduced [19]. De Sanctis & Poole [10] propose that the social structures provided 

by technology can be described in two ways: 

 The structural features of the technology (examples of the structural features of 

GDSS were identified such as the voting algorithms and anonymous recording of ideas 

that brought meaning and control); they are classified by the type of rules, resources, or 

opportunities for use that the technology offers to the user; 

 the spirit of the technology, which is understood as the general intention of the 

system with regard to values and goals underlying a given set of structural features that 

provide a normative framework, suggesting appropriate behaviour, possibly 

participating in the trial of domination. When technology is new, its ―spirit‖ is defined. 

Designers determine how the technology should be used, but the adoption of this 

technology shapes its spirit further. Over time, the spirit of the technology is less open 

to interpretations and becomes rigid when the technology is stable and used routinly.  

Those two concepts permit to analyse four elements that characterize the way users use 

a given technology :  

- appropriation moves (the ways that users choose to appropriate the available 

structures of technology); 
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- faithfulness of appropriation (the extent to which a certain technology is appropriated 

in line with its spirit); 

- attitudes towards appropriation (the users‘ assessments of the extent to which the 

structures within the system are useful and easy to use); 

- instrumental uses (reasons why the system is used) [42: 57]. 

With this framework, we clearly see how the characteristics of technologies intervene in 

uses. Even if those authors consider that users play a great role in appropriation, they 

emphasize more the characteristics of the technology (their features and their spirit) and 

give a smaller place to users. This is especially clear with their concept of ―faithfulness 

of appropriation‖. By evaluating the appropriation from the point of view of its 

―faithfulness‖ or ―unfaithfulness‖ to the spirit that designers inscribed in it, they 

ultimately do not seriously incorporate the impact of users. In contrast, some authors 

argue that ―best appropriation‖ can be considered as the most innovative one without 

taking into account whether it is faithful or unfaithful to the original spirit of the 

technology ([37]; [33]; [9]).  

With the Theory of Practice [30], we have a framework able to explain how people 

intervene in uses of a technology. With the Adaptative Structuration Theory [10], we 

have a framework particularly efficient to explain how characteristics of technology 

play a role in uses. They are not easy to articulate (because they are partly constructed 

in opposition) but they both can be considered as a kind of outcome of the reflection in 

their particular field of research.  

Nevertheless, they share the same weakness: they do not really take organization into 

account to explain uses of a technology. As we will see it below, literature currently 

claims for a wider reintroduction of this dimension in the reflection. 

2.3 Two theoretical frameworks that under-estimate the role of the 

organization in the definition of uses 

Orlikowski's reflection [30] is explicitly elaborated in reaction with the ―social 

constructivism‖ approach that, until then, was largely dominating technology analysis 

(mostly, computer technology) ([23]; [4]; [54]; [5]). Through a detailed analysis on how 

technologies are invented and developed by designers, these authors highlighted that 

technologies are social constructions and helped to better understand the logic that 

guided their design [47]. The majority of the authors note that technology reflects the 

―dominant‖ interests (those who have the power to control the development process) 

through funding for example, to the detriment of the ―dominated‖ interests (future 

users). From a very clearly Marxist perspective, the ―social constructivism‖ often 

denounces technologies as being developed by the ―dominators‖ to oppress workers.  

Orlikowski [30] criticizes this approach by demonstrating that the attention to 

technology design methods led researchers to overestimate the role of designers. In 

particular, those works lay on an hypothesis which she felt unfounded: inventors could 

integrate a framework so structured into technology that users had only two choices, 

either adopt or reject it. The ERP ―SAP‖ furnishes a good example of this type of 

technology. It seems so structured that users can have the feeling that the only choice is 

to use it the way the inventors conceived it to be used. 

Orlikowski‘s [30] criticizes this hypothesis by demonstrating that, on a conceptual level 

as well as in her case studies, a technology can be used in extremely different ways. 

This furnishes the proof that technology does not embody structure. From Orlikowski‘s 
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point of view, the concept of appropriation is too limited because its position is related 

to the structure, which was embodied into the technology by designers. All these 

authors try to demonstrate how the initially embodied structure has been sidestepped, 

transgressed, etc. by users. So, for this author, in relation to a specific technology, users 

demonstrate a much greater creativity than ―social constructivists‖ admit. She proposed 

the concept of ―enactment‖ to take this creativity into account and to underline that uses 

are not related to structure embodied in the technology. Clearly, this critic of social 

constructivism conduces Orlikowski to give a greater role to actors in the definition of 

uses and, by contrast, a smaller role to the technology and to the organization.  

But we have to be precise on this question. Orlikowski [30: 415] does not completely 

eliminate the question of organization from her reflection. On the contrary, she 

explicitly evokes the fact that uses depend on the leadership, the hierarchy structure and 

the remuneration/incentive systems. She is even much more precise than De Sanctis & 

Poole [10] on this question. At the first glance, it seems that she clearly explains that 

uses cannot be completely analysed if researchers do not take into account the 

hierarchical structure, repartition of power and HR politics and rules. 

But, at this point of the reflection, we must take into account that Orlikowski [30] and 

De Sanctis and Poole [10] are inscribed in the same epistemological framework of 

interactionism. This epistemological framework permits them to be aware of the 

importance of work and organization in the explanation of uses but it gives them a 

singular definition of those phenomenon. In fact, those authors pay attention to the 

interactions at work, but they encounters difficulties to consider the global context of 

the organizational structure. Especially, they do not take into account the organizational 

structure as a whole in the interaction process. They consider that actors locally 

restructure social structures, work, organization, etc. through their interactions. All 

structures and the interactions between structures are instantiated in recurrent social 

practices that employees maintain with the other members of the organization. 

Therefore, they are intangible, they emerge from interactions between people in work 

situations.  

This epistemological framework conduces them to describe with a lot of details how 

situations of work are organized, how technologies, actors and rules intervene in those 

micro-situations and how they are permanently built and rebuilt [15] but everything 

takes place in this micro area and the global organizational context is never really used 

as a major element of explanation [18]. 

Even if they are less explicit than Orlikowski [30] on the role of incentives HR rules, 

etc., De Sanctis & Poole [10] share the same point of view. For example, they clearly 

indicate that uses are influenced by skills of actors, their power, knowledge, and 

expectations about the technology. All those elements are themselves influenced by 

training, communication, and previous experiences and the knowledge and experience 

of the institutional context in which actors live and work [32]. The notion of 

―institutional context‖ is clearly taken into account but it is strictly limited to the context 

of the work/tasks that users do. 

 

3 The contribution of the sociology of organizations in the analysis of 

the ICT uses 

Since few years, the literature in the Information Systems field claims for a wider and 

more powerful definition of the role of organization in the analyse of uses of 
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technologies. We will present few important papers that argue in favour of this thesis 

and, after, we will propose to complete them with a wide re-use of results obtained by 

researchers in sociology of organizations during 60's, 70's and 80's especially in Europe. 

3.1 Numerous researches in IS claims to better analyse the role of the 

organization as a whole 

Even interactionism remains clearly dominant in IS (especially in Anglo-Saxon 

literature) [47], different reflections show a new interest for the role of structures in the 

analysis of uses of IT. To give examples of this new logic, we present and summarize 

five recent papers that appear particularly interesting from this point of view. 

The first one is the paper of Donaldson on ―Technological Frame Perspective‖ [13]. 

This paper remains clearly inscribed in an interactionist epistemology. It is even directly 

linked with Orlikowski's work because it proposes to re-use the concept of 

Technological Frame of Reference (TFR) developed by Orlikowski and Gash [32]. TFR 

indicates that uses of IT are oriented by ―assumptions, expectations and knowledge [that 

members of the organization] use to understand technology in organizations. This 

includes not only the nature and the role of the technology itself, but the specific 

conditions, applications, and consequences of that technology in particular contexts‖ 

[32: 178]. 

If we analyse this concept, we clearly see that it is mainly oriented to the understanding 

of how people (and especially their mental representations) intervene in the construction 

of IT uses. As we evoke it for other Orlikowski's concepts above, it does not ignore the 

organizational context but it has a very situated definition of it. TFR can only be 

analysed in specific conditions in particular contexts. 

In a first period, this attention to the specificity of situations do the strength of this 

concept. It permits different researchers to propose precise and insightful analysis of 

how TFR influences uses in concrete work situations (cf references in [13]). But, in a 

second period, Donaldson [13] evaluates that all those ―context specific‖ analysis are an 

obstacle to generalisation and construction of cumulative theory. In fact, in each 

research, authors propose ad hoc explanations that cannot be generalized. 

In consequences, Donaldson‘s paper continuously argues in favour of the analysis of the 

TFR structure (that can be the same in different organizations and work situations) and 

not only of the content of TFR (as it was done until now). This first paper clearly shows 

how the introduction of a relative distance to specific situations and a better analysis of 

structure appears as a way to increase power of concepts developed to analyse IT uses.  

The second paper that we find interesting to present is published by Sinha and Van de 

Ven [46]. It does not belong directly to the IS literature and it clearly cannot be 

considered as inscribed in interactionist epistemology but it is particularly useful for our 

reflection because it demonstrates that attention to work situations implicates today a 

rehabilitation of ―design of work‖ as an object of research. Work design can be defined 

as the system of arrangements and procedures for organizing work [46: 390]. This paper 

argues that analyse of work situation necessitates to analyse how work is organised, 

separated between different hierarchical levels, several people, teams and services and 

even between different firms (subcontracting, etc.).  

This kind of researches were particularly developed in the 70's and in the 80's [46] but it 

had been largely ignored in the following years. It is really important to redevelop it 

because as those authors explain ―IT is not simply a tool for automating existing 

processes (…) It is an enabler of work design changes that can lead to additional 
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productivity gains. In other words, a significant proportion of the increases we have 

enjoyed in economic productivity in the last two decades – increases typically attributed 

to IT – could very well be due to the new work arrangements that were enabled by IT‖ 

[46: 389]. 

This renewed interest for work design and organization is a major idea to improve 

Orlikowski's reflection. Interactionism approach develops a precise and very interesting 

vision of what is done and what happens in specific work situations but it currently 

needs to be better contextualized by indicating which kind of repartition of power 

(centralized or decentralized?), division of work, type of hierarchy, etc. we have in the 

organization where those work situations and those uses are observed. 

The last two papers that we want to evoke are Leonardi and Barley [21] and Markus and 

Silver [24] ones. Leonardi and Barley's paper [21] is clearly inscribed in the IS literature 

(it has been published in Information and Organization). It presents the main trends of 

the debate on the relationships between technologies and organizations. It underlines 

that those relationships had always to deal with the complex frontier between the 

material and the social and that a consensus had been built on the idea that despite their 

materiality, technologies are products of negotiations ([6]; [16]) and, on the contrary, 

organizing revolves around interactions between people and machines ([48]; [27]; [49]; 

[1]; [45]; [43]). ―Technologies resist, in the sense that they do not allow users to do 

whatever they want. However, the fact that technologies resist does not mean that users 

are at the mercy of the technology, only that they must adapt their practices 

accordingly‖ [21: 163-164]. For their part, Markus and Silver [24] refine definitions of 

De Sanctis and Poole by proposing to analyse the role of technical objects, functional 

affordances and symbolic dimensions in the uses of IT. We clearly see here that, as 

others, those authors claims for an articulated analysis of the role of people, of 

organization and of technologies in IT uses. 

Even she continues to highlight the role of actors in the construction of uses, Orlikowski 

seems to share the same kind of idea in her last paper [31]. In her seminal paper [30], 

she does not really use ―technology-as-artifact‖ to explain uses that are done of lotus 

notes. Technology-in-practice that means rules, norms and facilities were the only 

concepts she used to explain different uses. In her last one, we can see that she assigns a 

much more important role to the technical dimension of tools in the use that can be done 

of them. She clearly claims for a tight articulation between social and technological 

dimension of the life in organization. As we see in other papers presented above, it 

seems that organization and structures appear as a phenomenon that needs to be taken 

into account if we want to really analyse IT uses in details.   

Finally, the critical realist approach can be seen as a new approach that tries to re-

articulate those different dimensions [11]. In fact, these researches consider that objects 

(including people, material objects and social phenomena such as institutions) and 

relations among objects (for instance, friendship or master-slave relations) must be 

taken into account to analyse appropriation. 

3.2 Some reflections that can be completed by articulating them with the 

sociology of organizations? 

To enrich this reflection on what the consideration of the organization can bring in the 

analysis of the ICT uses, we suggest to use researches that, especially in Europe and in 

France, analyse the nature and the role of organization. From 60's to 80's, the sociology 

of organizations debates on the elements that characterize organizations. After 
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numerous debates [28], this field of the sociology constructs the idea that an 

organization can be defined by [22] : 

1. an horizontal division of work. In an organization, we can find different degrees 

of repartition of work between people or services. This repartition is at the basis 

of the elaboration of an organization. This is because work is separated between 

people that coordination of those different tasks is necessary and that 

organization is created. 

2. a vertical division of work. This division of tasks between different people 

regularly conduce to a vertical division of work which results in the definition of 

a hierarchy, in people that are in charge of the control of work of other people.   

3. A mechanism of coordination. These mechanisms of coordination can be varied. 

For example, Mintzberg [26] distinguishes five different ones: the mutual 

adjustment, the direct supervision, the standardization of the methods of work, 

the standardization of the results, the standardization of the qualifications. But 

they characterize an organization. 

4. One or several goals. The idea that organizations are finalized, that is they try to 

achieve goals has been identified since a long time [34]. Nevertheless, authors 

underline that this notion of goal must be used with caution. In fact, goals are 

always multiple and different among members of an organization. For example, 

Perrow [34] distinguishes the goals of production, the goals of firm , the 

systematic goals and the derived goals 

5. A certain perenniality. An horizontal and vertical division of the work justify 

themselves only if these persons are involved in an activity which reproduces 

regularly. An organization thus joins in a certain duration. It can be variable but 

it is nevertheless an important characteristic of the organization.   

These five characteristics constitute the basic elements that permit to define an 

organization. They take root very profoundly in reflection on organizations because 

they were already very widely present in the definition of the bureaucracy by Weber 

[52]. On the contrary, we can underline that very numerous works ([39]; [40]; [3]; [35]; 

[11]) attempted to detail these characteristics and to specify the mechanisms which 

allow to create them and to maintain them, etc.  

Other papers will be necessary to make all the profit of the results produced by this 

literature. Nevertheless, in this one we suggest using these five characteristics to show 

how the re-use of this literature on organizations is able to enrich the reflection on the 

ICT uses. 

4 Methodology, presentation of the case study and results 

After presenting our methodology and our case study, we will present the main results 

of our study  

4.1 Methodology and presentation of the case study 

The investigation conducted here is strictly exploratory. The phenomena under 

investigation are not well known and their boundaries are ill defined. For these reasons, 

the case study seems to be the most appropriate research method [55]. Boundaries and 

logics of phenomenon we analyse (competences, work situations, uses of management 

tools) are uncertain. This pleads for a unique case study method [38].  
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The case study was carried out in a software and computer services company that we 

call DT
11

. This firm produces and markets several software packages (registry/public 

records office management, mail digitisation and management, document 

classification). In 2006, the company‘s turnover was 4.5 million euros and it employed 

a total of 48 people. The workforce is distributed among 6 departments: digitisation 

software (10 people), electronic data Interchange (EDI) software (7 people), customer 

support (10 people), implementers (8 people), sales (10 people), administration (3 

people). 

In the autumn of 2007, this SME began to use the ‗think together®‘ software package, 

the purpose of which, according to its designers, is to „facilitate and accelerate 

decision-making in organizations‟. In order to understand the ‗spirit‘ of this technology, 

we conducted three interviews with the designers of the software. We also interviewed 

the SME‘s managing director. He told us that this software package was intended in the 

first instance for use in the Electronic Data Interchange software department. 

Accordingly, we interviewed more than half the members of this department (4 out of 

7). In order to extend the scope of our analysis, we also interviewed the head of the 

customer support department. 

The interviews were transcribed, coded, and validated across the research team and 

subsequently with the interviews. We also analysed secondary data in order to attempt 

methodological triangulation. A first level of encoding was used to reduce the diversity 

of the data and to sum up important elements in the interviews. A second level of 

encoding enabled us to identify the main themes arising during the interviews [25]. 

4.2 Results 

As we present it above, the literature shows that the characteristics of the people and the 

characteristics of the tool influence ICT uses. But as the organization influences too 

very strongly these uses, before presenting the way this tool is used in this organization, 

it is at first necessary to present our case more in detail. In particular, it is necessary to 

describe how this firm divides the work vertically and horizontally and what are its 

goals. We can then present two particularly interesting results. The first one will 

underline how much goals of the firm influence uses which are made of this tool. The 

second will bring to light the fact that the vertical division of the work (through an 

attempt of (re)creation of a new hierarchical level) plays a great role in those uses. 

4.2.1 Division of work and goals of DT  

Although DT is relatively small (48 persons), we can find in this firm a relatively 

elaborated division of work. DT proposes three kind of products/services:  

1. digitalisation, 

2. production of software for citizens services (management of cemeteries, 

management of the family status, etc.), 

3. production of Electronic Data Interchange systems articulated around a platform 

AIRS3 and around software applications (―file‖, ―mail‖, ―deliberations‖, 

―Customer relationship management‖ (GRC)). 

These three kind of products/service have different types of organization:  

                                                 
11

 It is a pseudonyme. 
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1. The digitalization is especially an activity of engineering, integrating technical 

and software solutions often produced externally, implanted in an integrated and 

middle-term approach. This activity has not been concerned by the introduction of 

the software ―think together®‖. 

2. Software for the management of cities are developed in-house and are connected 

with the applications of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). 

3. The platform EDI and its applications are also in a logic of publisher (produced 

in-house) but also of integration (the strategy being to offer henceforth a platform 

and inter-operable applications). It is on this last segment that the uses of ―think 

together®‖ were most developed.  

DT is thus composed by four kinds of professions (and four kind of services): 

1. The marketing, that is the commercial, that are all time outside from the firm. 

2. Project managers (implementation at the customers and training)  

3. Customer service (on-line support for the customers)  

4. The R&D service. 

The governance of this company is centred on an executive committee (CODIR) where 

we find the Chief Executive Officer (CEO - strategic management), the operation 

manager (technical management) and the sales manager (commercial management). 

Although centralizing the power, the CODIR acts clearly in interaction with the 

services. As OC (CEO of DT) explains: ―here we are a small structure. We know each 

other. We are close. We can take time to collect the various opinions before deciding. 

Even if it is us then in the CODIR, that make the decisions and who assume them”. The 

communication between the employees and the directors is also facilitated by the fact 

that the small size of this firm allows sales manager to be member of the CODIR and 

team leader of salesmen at the same time.  

But there is no official team leader for the R&D service. The team leader is for the 

moment the Chief Executive Officer himself (OC). As he evokes it in the interviews 

that we had with him, this supervision asks him time that he estimates not to have and 

he thus wishes to create a new hierarchical level to supervise this service. 

As we can see, before the arrival of the tool ―think together ®‖, in particular for the 

R&D service, this company faces difficulties from the point of view of the vertical 

division of the work (the CEO wants to create a new hierarchical level). This difficulty 

in the division of work is linked to its difficulty in the definition of the goals that this 

firm must pursue, in particular for this activity of R&D. In the field of the Electronic 

Data Interchange, this company faces an acceleration of the cycle of products. The 

requests of the customers are more and more precise and more and more varied. 

Changes in products involve time to conceive the new version of the applications (what 

asks time to the R&D service) but also time to the other services of the firm.  

This activity is characterized by a very strong link between activity of publishing and 

integration of IS. When R&D service conceives new applications, it has to train the 

project managers which will install them at the customer's and it has to train the 

customer support too because questions of customers will solicit them if these 

applications do not work correctly and to train the salesmen who will have to sell these 

new applications to new customers. 
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The fact of answering the requests of the customers has thus an important cost for this 

firm. Now these requests are more and more numerous and furthermore urgent. This 

company is thus confronted with a real redefining of the goals for this service of R&D. 

In particular, it has to build a tool of selection to determine the requests which the 

company can accept (because in spite of their cost, it estimates that they will be finally 

profitable) and those it has to refuse (because it considers them as unprofitable for her). 

This firm is thus confronted to the question of the good distance which it is necessary to 

establish between his customers and its R&D service. Too close, this service would 

reach too easily their requests and would not allow the company to be profitable. Too 

distant, it would risk to refuse too many of their requests and would eventually annoy 

them (and make them leave towards the other software editors). 

It is a relatively classic question for a R&D service. It is not moreover the first time that 

this firm tries to answer this question. It has already tried to answer it by introducing 

three years ago the mechanism of a ―users club‖. This club gathers all the 

customers/users of the software sold by this firm. As OG (one of the employees of the 

R&D service) explains it: “During the meetings of the “users club”, we inform our 

customers: “this year we have X days of development to be dedicated to your requests 

of modifications. Say to us what you wish”. Later, we try to organize a hierarchy 

between the requests, distinguishing those which seem the most shared between our 

customers and we assign them certain day number of development. For our customers, 

it is a way of answering their expectations. For us, it permit to control the number of 

days that we invest in the development because at first we fix them a maximum 

envelope. It is an important meeting: we can see the requests which appear, if they are 

shared by some of them, etc. By speaking to them about cost, we can also explain to 

them why we can make such development and not such the other one, etc. The “users 

club”, it is thus a good means to manage the requests of our customers. Well, it is true 

that often these meetings are delicate for us because we often have to say to them that 

we cannot make what they ask us because it is too expensive....”. 

This organizational solution meets partially the expectations of DT but the acceleration 

of the requests and the difficulty which it meets to channel really the requests during the 

meetings of the ―users club‖ do that this firm search for a new solution ―to leak out and 

organize into a hierarchy‖ the requests of development which are formulated by its 

customers. 

The CEO considered that the software ―think together ®‖ can be one solution to move 

on this objective. Indeed, this software allows to accelerate and to improve collective 

decisions. Used in the R&D service, it could allow all the employees of this service (and 

not only one or two of them as it is the case with the ―users club‖) to decide more 

quickly and more effectively which developments should be done. 

The analysis of the uses of this software in this firm shows that the characteristics of the 

people and the characteristics of the tool gives important elements to understand the 

nature of these uses. But the organizational structure and goals of this firm are also 

crucial to analyse them. 

First, we will see that people enact this software in very different ways. These results 

confirm Orlikowski framework [30]. These ―appropriation moves‖ can be considered as 

differently faithful to the spirit of the technology introduced by its designers. These 

results confirm the theoretical frame of De Sanctis & Poole [10]. But, second, we will 

see that the question of the place of the R&D service with regard to the requests of the 
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customers / users constitutes another powerful factor of explanation of these uses. We 

will thus introduce this organizational dimension into the analysis. 

4.2.2 RK, MPP and OG, three contrasted enactments - and differently faithful 

to the spirit of the technology - of “think together®” 

In this organization, we found enactment of this software extremely different. For 

example, RK (an employee of the R&D service) declares: ―it had been four months 

since we multiplied the meetings to try to answer a problem: how to articulate our 

product "mail" [which digitalizes received mails] and our product "document" [which 

classifies automatically documents]. It had been months since our customers had asked 

us for this merger and we did not know how to do it. I take all the e-mails that we had 

been exchanged, I put them all in [―think together®‖]. That was on Friday (…) That 

crackled, everybody expressed his opinion … On Wednesday, we had a meeting and we 

went out of it with a concrete decision. We really freed the situation thanks to [―think 

together®‖].‖. 

This enactment shows that, on this precise case, the software allowed to make quickly a 

collective decision that the classic software (here the e-mail) had not allowed to do. To 

use Orlikowski's terms [10: 416], this enactment can be considered as one ―collective 

Problem-Solving Technology-in-Practice‖. We can also notice that this ―appropriation 

move‖ is faithful to the spirit of the technology. On the basis of a classic democratic 

view, designers of these software consider that a decision is better if you ―seek the 

opinion of most large number of persons in the process of the decision-making‖ (AM, 

designer of ―think together®‖). The example which we have just presented well reports 

it: the decision seems to have been effective because everybody was consulted at the 

same time and either in a sequential way and two-two as it is mostly the case with e-

mail.  

MPP, responsible of the customer support, reports us a completely different enactment 

of ―think together®‖. If we use Orlikowski's term [30: 417], we can consider it as a 

―limited use technology-in-practice‖. MPP explains us that the use she was waiting for 

―think together®‖ was impossible and thus that she almost does not use it any more. 

She explains to us: “When a customer subjects us a little bit complex problem to the 

phone, we use generally our “cook book”. It is a word document where we listed all the 

problems which we have already met and the solutions which were brought to it. It 

works not bad. Sometimes also, when we have a specially difficult problem, we can send 

a small MSN message to a colleague to ask his opinion. Generally, he answers 

quickly… That works better than an e-mail for which, most of the the time, we do not 

have answer … Nevertheless, it is true that our “cook book” begins to be too big. That 

would be good to be able to make requests by words, etc. At the beginning I thought that 

[―think together®‖] would help us to make that”. 

This enactment is particularly interesting. It corresponds to what Orlikowski calls users 

creativity. Our interlocutor has a problem: her ―cook book‖ became too big to be easily 

useful, the e-mail does not allow to have fast answers to the questions, MSN is almost 

of the order of the "do-it-yourself". She thus tests the capacity of the new software to 

resolve her problem. The use she expects has nothing to do with the spirit of this 

technology. The structural features proposed by this software are in complete gap with 

regard to what she wishes. In a completely logical way, she regrets that there is not in 

this software of ―search engine”. Conversely, she does not know well the structural 

features of this software. For example, she does not know that the ―map‖ exists. When 

we show it to her, she declares: ―I, what I need it is: what is the solution which we can 
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propose in such problem? How this solution had been found, by whom, etc. it is not 

really important … From my point of view, this presentation of all those ideas muddles 

me up more that it helps me...". 

To use De Sanctis & Poole's terms [10], we see here clearly that this ―appropriation 

move‖ is not at all faithful to the spirit of this technology. While being in favour of this 

new software, this user analyses it with regard to problems she encounters in her 

activity. The fact, that the software was not conceived to resolve this kind of problem, 

do not enter into account in this logic: it is with regard to use that she wishes to produce 

that she estimates the utility or the uselessness of this software. 

We could multiply the examples of varied enactment and differently faithful to the spirit 

of this technology. For example, we can evoke the case of OG, one other employee of 

the R&D service who - although wishing to develop uses relatively faithful to the spirit 

of the technology - has for the moment a very limited use of ―think together®‖. Indeed, 

he finds that ―“think together®” is not easy to read and to use. There is really big 

efforts of ergonomics to do. For me, in the current version, this software does not really 

allows us to make quickly good collective decisions ". 

The frameworks of both Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10] allow to analyse 

in details the nature of the uses produced in this firm. However, it seems that this 

analysis is enriched when we take into account, besides, the structural characteristics of 

this organization. 

4.2.3 Those uses are also defined by goals and division of work in this firm 

The literature in sociology of organizations enriches the analysis of these uses. For 

example, even if we cannot enter into details, Crozier & Friedberg's concepts [7] bring 

interesting elements to analyse the enactments that we described above. From this point 

of view, the low use of MPP appears as relatively logical. ―Think together®‖ is 

intended to improve the decision-making in the R&D service. As responsible for the 

customer support, MPP is outside of the R&D service. She has links with this one 

(when the new developments realized by the R&D do not work at the customer's, they 

ask explanations to her service) but, situated at the border of the R&D service, it is 

finally logical that she is also ―at the border‖ of uses of ―think together®‖ and do not 

really use it. 

In the same way, interview with OG, employee of the R&D service, shows that he does 

not feel himself correctly recognized and valued in this firm. He even declares to be 

about to leave it. His limited use of ―think together ®‖ may also be interpreted to his 

position of dominated in the relations of power in this firm. In the same way, the 

intensive use of ―think together®‖ by RK appears as correlated to the dominant position 

which he occupies in this R&D service. Even if we are not able to go deeper in this kind 

of analysis in this paper, we indeed notice thus that an analysis more directly 

―organizational‖ of ICT uses allows to enrich strikingly this research perspective. 

In this same logic, we clearly see that beyond their varieties, enactments presented 

above are all linked to the question of their goal and, in the case of this firm, towards 

the difficulty to position its R&D service and its efforts of development with regard to 

the needs of her customers. RK evokes that ―it had been several month when customers 

had asked us for this merger” whereas MPP does not use ―think together®‖ because it 

does not allow to answer the requests of the customer as effectively as her cook book, 

even if this one became ―too big”, difficult to use, etc. Beyond their differences, 

enactments thus seem linked with the organizational context in which they appear.  
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A third element allows to bring light that the enactments do not appear simply in the 

interaction between people and technology but are really shaped by organizational 

phenomena. During our first interview with OC, the CEO of DT, when we asked him: 

"could you say to us why you decided to implement [―think together®‖] in your firm?‖, 

he answered: "it is a little complicated story … The R&D service where I would like to 

use it had no real manager for a long time … We had a first person who was supposed 

to be manager but in fact, he took on charge only the technical aspect. It not was him 

who really made the management of the team … When he left for reasons of health, we 

replaced him but that it was a very bad recruitment choice … At the level of the 

relationship with colleagues, that was not good at all. We fired him and, since, I assume 

the management of this service … But I have too many things to do, I can not enough 

take time with them. I have in the team, somebody, DC, whom you go to meet, whom I 

would like making him rise as manager. I think that he has shoulders and competencies 

for that but it has to mature little by little … In my idea, the use of [―think together ®‖] 

can help him to go up to this role”. 

This answer is particularly interesting because it justifies the use ―think together®‖ not 

by the idea that the employees's need it, nor by the technical characteristics of the 

software but because this CEO is confronted to an organizational problem (the absence 

of a responsible for R&D service) and he hopes that ―think together®‖ would allow him 

to resolve this problem. 

This example shows that the implementation and the uses of ―think together®‖ are in 

narrow interaction with the difficulties that this firm encounters at present on the goals 

of its R&D service and on its vertical division of the work. The uses of ―think 

together®‖ are shaped by the characteristics of the users and by the characteristics of 

the software but they are also defined by the search for a new solution to filter the 

requests of the customers which arrive to the R&D service. DC has already this role in 

the organizational structure. But OC, the CEO of DT, implements ―think together®‖ in 

his firm to strength this role and to add it a function of animation of the collective 

decisions which would move DC closer to the role of responsible of R&D service. 

This organizational dimension of the uses is so strong that it is from this point of view 

that OC judges the global efficiency of ―think together®‖. An interview realized three 

months later with OC shows that its relative disappointment about uses of ―think 

together®‖ does not lie on the technical limits of the tool. He agrees to say, for 

example, that ―think together®‖ allows the firm to decide how to merge mail and 

document products. But, he underlines that he regrets that ―the uses too much limited of 

[―think together®‖] do not really allow the R&D service to reposition collectively with 

regard to the requests of the customers and to help DC to play his role of responsible of 

the service‖. It is thus from the organizational point of view and not only from the 

technical one that he judges the efficiency of ―think together®‖. 

Other actors of the firm are aware of organization stakes that exist in the uses of ―think 

together®‖. So, RK, who ―thought at a moment that [he] could be an efficient 

responsible of the R&D service” considers today that: ―this team does not really need a 

chief” and that every project manager ―perfectly knows how to lead his projects by 

himself”. Compared to these comments, the very active way that he had to use ―think 

together®‖ for the problem of the merger of products mail and document can be also 

analysed as an attempt of demonstration - when he understood that he will not be the 

responsible of the R&D service - that this team does not need a chief and that the 

project managers know perfectly how to work completely autonomous. 
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From this point of view, we see that the uses of ICT must be also analysed with very 

classic concepts in the sociology of organizations. This firm seems to be in a very well 

known situation: the future chief choose by the CEO has difficulties to build his 

legitimacy in face of his ex-colleagues that consider that they were so justifiable at least 

as him to have this responsibility. The point of view of DC on this possible promotion 

are moreover particularly ambiguous. During the interview, he never evokes this 

question directly, he asserts that the decision to create a new hierarchical level is not 

still effective (while the CEO asserted us the opposite), never mentions that he is the 

anticipated holder, etc.  

These various points of view confirm that all the actors of this R&D service are aware 

of organizational stakes incorporated in uses of ―think together®‖. The future chief who 

knows that his legitimacy is weak does not display as a conqueror and, conversely, the 

actors who claimed to occupy this post, try to demonstrate its uselessness. We are thus 

here in very important but classic organizational phenomena towards the sociology of 

organizations. It thus seems to us that this kind of reflection must be reintroduced in the 

reflection on the uses of ICT. 

5 Discussion 

The results of this case study allow to introduce a discussion on three complementary 

dimensions. First of all, they demonstrate the validity of the theoretical frameworks of 

Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis &Poole [10]. But they also underline how much the 

results produced by these theoretical frameworks are focused on the micro-located 

dimension of these uses. In the second point of our discussion, we will claim for the 

necessity to add to this micro-located analysis, a more global analysis which integrates 

an organizational dimension. Finally, we will underline that by reintroducing this 

organizational dimension in the analysis of uses of ICT, we have the possibility to reuse 

all concept built by the sociology of organizations. 

5.1 Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10], two frameworks relevant but 

focused on a micro-located definition of uses 

The results of our case study confirms the relevance of the theoretical frameworks of 

Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10]. First, they show that the enactments of 

the actors are highly varied and that they are rich of a real inventiveness. The case of 

MPP, which waits from ―think together®‖ a use which neither the designers nor the 

CEO has ever evoked, constitutes a particularly interesting example. The users are 

completely free to reinvent the uses of a software, including if it conduces them not to 

use it because they judge it on the basis of a use which this one has never claimed to be 

able to return. Second, this case study confirms that the characteristics of the software 

play a role in the uses. In particular, the spirit of the technology appears as a powerful 

concept to analyse uses. 

But this case study also puts in evidence that these two theoretical frameworks, 

although appreciably different, share the same difficulty: they limit their analysis to the 

only situation of interaction between the people and the technology. Their reflection is 

confined in the immediate context of uses. In the data presented above, these theoretical 

frameworks analyse in detail how the uses of ―think Together®‖ allowed to merge 

―mail‖ and ―document‖ products and on the contrary, how it did not allow to meet the 

expectations of MPP, the responsible of customer support. Nevertheless, they do not 

analyse how these uses are positioned with regard to the major strategic reorientation of 

this firm. 
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5.2 Towards the consideration of a more organizational and more global 

dimension of the uses?  

While being particularly interesting, these analysis of the uses do not allow to see that 

the question of the merger between "mail" and "document" products participates of a 

much wider and more very strongly strategic question on the choices that this 

organization has to do to reposition its R&D service with regard to the requests of the 

customers and better choose its investments in development.  

The detailed presentation of the organizational context of these uses underlines that this 

firm is not any more satisfied of its tools of coordination as the user's club. Especially, it 

wants to reorganise itself to better identify and select the requests of development done 

by the customers. The use of ―think together®‖ to merge ―mail‖ and ―document‖ 

products is not thus simply a ―problem solving technology-in-use‖ as we had 

characterized it thanks to the theoretical framework of Orlikowski [30], it is as well the 

validation of the fact that ―think together®‖ can be a solution to bring to a successful 

conclusion the strategic repositioning of the R&D service with regard to the requests of 

the customers. 

On the contrary, the low use of MPP must not be simply seen as the fact that this person 

has personal characteristics and\or that the software has technical characteristics which 

conduce her to a limited use. This low use shows as well that, in this reflection on the 

strategic repositioning of this firm, the role of the customer support service is not 

perfectly established. Indeed, if, as announces it the CEO OC, ―think together®‖ 

becomes one of the major channels of the strategic reorientation of this firm, the low 

use of MPP is worrisome because it means that the customer support service is weakly 

involved in this strategic repositioning. On the contrary, this low use can also mean that, 

in spite of what asserts OC, ―think together®‖ is not really the main channel of this 

strategic reorientation of the R&D service. But in that case, it means that it is the idea of 

OC (the CEO) to use ―think together®‖ to help DC (the anticipated responsible for 

R&D service) to play his new role is not followed by effect. In a case as in the other 

one, DT has real organizational challenges to face and resolve. 

As a supplement to the frameworks of Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10] 

who describe in detail the uses that appear in interactions between the people and the 

technologies, it thus seems particularly important to develop a real organizational 

analysis of these uses, that means an analysis which positions these uses with regard to 

the questionings which are then current in this organization about its horizontal and 

vertical division of the work, its goals, its coordination and its perenniality.  

5.3 Towards the reintroduction of the classic research questions in the sociology 

of organizations?  

Finally, these more organizational and more strategic dimensions in the analysis of the 

uses of ICT lead us to reintroduce in the analysis very classic dimensions of the 

sociology of organizations as the question of the distribution of the power and the 

uncertainties [7], professional identities and of change management [22]. 

The analysis of the uses of ―think together®‖ shows that if the characteristics of the 

users and of the software explain some of these uses, we enrich very strongly this 

perspective when we analyse these uses by re-using the classic works of the sociology 

of organizations [3]. In fact, it seems that the uses of ―think together®‖ are linked with 

the fact that the actors, as MPP, are held outside of the relations of power which 

structure the R&D service in which this software is used or that employees, as RK, do 
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not recognize the legitimacy of the anticipated holder of the role of responsible for 

R&D service. 

Beyond the localized analysis of uses, we perceive that the implementation of this 

software and the varied way it is used in this firm can be analysed as a relatively classic 

process of change in an organization: some actors are out of this process of change. 

There are relatively neutral. Other think that they will win with these new logic and 

other think that they will lose. The uses made of ―think together®‖ are also connected to 

their location with regard to these transformations. These dimensions thus seem to have 

to be taken into account in the analysis of the uses of this software.  

6 Conclusion  

This research asked the question of the interest to introduce a clearly organizational 

dimension into the reflection on the uses of ICT.  

The literature review shows that the frameworks of Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis and 

Poole [10] establish two different but complementary perspectives to analyse the uses of 

the ICT. Orlikowski [30] develop more particularly the fact than the characteristics of 

the people are crucial to understand the uses of ICT. De Sanctis & Poole [10] insist 

rather on the role that the characteristics of a technology play in these uses.  

But these relevant frameworks have in common to analyse the uses in a very localized 

way. We see that numerous works in IS claim currently for a reintroduction of a more 

global and organizational dimension in the analysis of the uses of ICT. We enrich this 

reflection by showing that the researches developed in the sociology of organizations 

could be re-used to deepen the reflection on ICT uses. 

As this idea is still exploratory, we chose the methodology of the unique case study to 

begin to support it. The analysis of the uses of ―think together®‖ in the firm DT shows 

that, according to what assert Orlikowski [30] and De Sanctis & Poole [10], these 

enactments are highly varied and differently faithful to the spirit of the technology. Our 

results also put light that to be complete the analysis of these uses need to take into 

account as well the fact that they are linked with the strategic reorientation of this firm 

and, more particularly, its questionings on the position that the R&D service has to 

adopt with regard to the requests of development formulated by the customers. The 

results of our case study confirm that it is necessary to take into account better the 

organizational dimension in the analysis of the uses of ICT. We noticed that all the 

classic research questions of the sociology of organizations (distributions of power, the 

position with regard to the change in the organization, etc.) emerge during the analysis 

of the uses developed in that case. Our discussion attempted to transform these results 

into tracks of research for the future.  

Our results must be naturally analysed with regard to the limits of this study. They seem 

completely valid for our case study but their generalisation remains to establish. We 

formulate the hypothesis that this case is exemplary for the Small and Medium 

Enterprises that use ICT to modify their practices of management. To increase the 

generalisation of these results, it would be necessary to replicate this kind of study in 

similar situations but also to study other types of ICT in other economic sectors.  

In a general way, this research shows that the analysis of the uses of ICT necessities a 

double attention on the very local and sometimes technical dimensions of the uses and 

on a much more global and more organizational vision of the strategic context in which 

they are produced. The difficulty to articulate these various dimensions constitutes our 

main perspective of research. 
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Abstract. Research in e-HRM appears to purport that e-HRM practices are 

diffused and adopted uniformly in the subsidiaries of multinational 

corporations (MNC). This paper argues that the transmission e-HRM 

practices, like the diffusion of other HRM practices, is subject to a multitude 

of institutional factors. This paper also proposes institutional theory as a 

macro theoretical research paradigm for e-HRM research. Based upon an 

analysis of interview data garnered in the German and Irish subsidiaries of 

a single US MNC, a palpable divergence in e-HRM practices could be 

discerned. Moreover, this research identifies a number of forces for 

standardisation and isomorphic pressures in the institutional environment 

of the MNC.  
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1 Introduction 

Despite a growing body of research underpinning the field of electronic Human 

Resource Management (e-HRM), a distinct paucity of studies founded on macro 

theories emerges when this body of research is examined [89]. This paper argues that e-

HRM diffusion in the subsidiaries of a Multinational Corporation (MNC) is, similar to 

other HRM practices, subject to a broad range of institutional factors, even though the 

nature of an e-HRM would necessitate a high level of integration and standardisation 

across the MNC to attain expected effectiveness and efficiency gains. It has frequently 

been argued that particularly US MNCs‘ are characterised by standardised, centralised 

and formalised HR policy-making processes and the introduction of US style HRM 

practices in their host countries [e.g. 1, 25, 50]. The level of diffusion of HRM practices 

in general across MNCs appears to diverge considerably and various attempts have been 

made to understand these differences. For a number of years, the international HRM 

(IHRM) literature has provided a forum for an ongoing debate, which has given rise to a 

host of institutional factors that may arbitrate the transfer of employment practices 

among multinational corporations‘ subsidiaries. These factors comprise home and host 

country effects [1, 34, 70], sector effects [13, 78, 79], the institutional context and 

national business system [e.g. 10, 13, 13, 14, 24, 25, 26], dominance effects [35, 62, 
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74], organisational culture [2, 7, 48, 86], or the impact of micro-political relationships 

between the subsidiaries and the head quarter [32, 47]. A detailed discussion of these 

factors extends beyond the scope of this paper. Much of the debate surrounding these 

factors is founded on institutional theory. This paper will draw on both the business 

systems approach (or European institutionalism) and new or neo institutionalism. 

Indeed, Tempel and Walgenbach [90] opine that both theoretical stances can learn from 

each other. European institutionalism places greater emphasis on the regulative context 

[51, 93, 95] than does the US-based new institutionalism, which focuses more on the 

socio-political background [17, 83].  

A review of the extent e-HRM literature underscores a dearth of research and discussion 

on the factors mediating the diffusion of e-HRM and e-HRM practices across the 

subsidiaries of MNCs. Consequently, the aim of this paper will be to explore whether 

the institutional factors that mediate the transfusion of standard HRM practices may 

also effectuate the transmission of e-HRM practices within the subsidiaries of an MNC 

or whether indeed other forces can be discerned. Data for this paper emanate from a 

review of the international HRM (IHRM) literature as well as an analysis of primary 

data derived from a series of in-depth interviews with key decision-makers and 

stakeholders in the areas of IHRM and e-HRM in the German and Irish subsidiaries of a 

US MNC. Findings from this research intimate a number of pertinent issues regarding 

the transmission of e-HRM practices throughout this MNC. Subsidiary variations in e-

HRM utilisation may be explained by a multiplicity of factors including the strength of 

national business systems, the strategic salience of subsidiaries and micro-political 

power relationships between the subsidiaries and the head quarter. While the findings 

affirm both home and host country effects in the diffusion of e-HRM practices, the 

dominance effect of the MNC shapes employment practices in general [79, 80] and not 

just e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries in distinctive ways. Due to the information 

intensive and dependent nature of an e-HRM system, e-HRM practices are subject to 

stronger forces for standardisation than standard HRM practices. This paper evinces that 

variability in e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries of an MNC arises, to a large degree, 

from the same type of factors governing the transfer of HRM practices across 

subsidiaries, albeit e-HRM practices are impacted in different ways. These findings also 

support evidence from the e-HRM literature, which illuminates other factors such as 

user acceptance as auxiliary key determinants of e-HRM success [40, 82]. This paper is 

structured as follows: the succeeding section will illuminate the pressures of 

institutional duality on the transmission of organisational practices in general and e-

HRM practices in particular across the subsidiaries. Then, the lack of research into the 

diffusion of e-HRM is highlighted. This is followed by an outline of the methodological 

approach for this research. Next, the research evidence will be discussed before the 

main conclusions are offered.  

2 Institutional Duality and the Diffusion of e-HRM Practices 

Internal integration and centralised decision making is of paramount importance in the 

operation of global e-HRM system [81]. Any deviation from the standard system would 

arguably compromise the quality of the data collected and ultimately impair the 

informative value of any subsequent analyses of this data. However, organisations are 

continuously faced with what has been described as ‗institutional duality‘, that is, 

different layers of institutional contexts that simultaneously impact the configuration of 

HRM (and thus also e-HRM) practices [60, 76]. In other words, MNCs strive to attain 

internal consistency of policies and procedures to develop and sustain their corporate 

identity, while, on the other hand, MNCs are forced to tailor their policies and practices 
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to suit the cultural, societal, and legislative environment of their host nation in order to 

achieve local efficiency [29, 50, 53]. Morgan and Kristensen [67] contend that the 

countervailing nature of these institutional contexts will ultimately lead to micro-

political conflict between the head quarter (HQ) and the subsidiaries and the 

subsidiaries themselves. A number of authors have argued this point [8, 18, 19, 31]. 

Institutional isomorphic pressures may be categorised as normative or cognitive [83], 

high or low context-specific [11], or coercive, mimetic, and normative [29]. DiMaggio 

and Powell define isomorphism as ―a constraining process that forces one unit in a 

population to resemble other units that face the same set of environmental conditions‖ 

[16]. Coercive isomorphism is the product of both formal and informal pressures of the 

host society in which the subsidiary resides, including government, employment 

legislation, trade unions, works councils, etc. [16]. Mimetic isomorphism focuses on 

organisational modelling (in benchmarking and imitating strategies and practices of key 

competitors) in response to uncertainty in the firm‘s environment [16]. Normative 

isomorphism relates to the adoption of accepted work practices, standards and modus 

operandi of a specific institutional (sectoral) environment. Institutional isomorphism 

may ultimately result in organisations that are ―virtually indistinguishable‖ and 

―interchangeable‖ [16, 29]. These pressures can arise in the global or national (even 

regional), internal (the relational context) or external (the institutional context) 

environment of the firm [60]. Child [11, 12] distinguishes between high context and low 

context dimensions to assess the level of influence different institutional contexts have 

on MNC practices. A high context dimension refers to factors that lead to a high level of 

embeddedness in the national and social institutional context, whereas a low context 

perspective is associated with factors such as the economy, market and technology, 

which are less dominant in moulding a company‘s HR policies and practices. To a large 

degree, the level of differentiation and adaptation of HRM (and e-HRM) practices 

required by the MNC seem to hinge on the strength of the national business system 

(NBS) of the host country [13] and the magnitude of differences between the NBS of 

the home and host country [89]. MNCs pursuing a transnational or geocentric 

globalisation strategy appear to favour what has been described as a ‗cherrypicking 

approach‘, whereby the MNC selectively adopts HRM (and perhaps also e-HRM) 

practices from the respective home and host country context of their subsidiaries [43, 

49]. Furthermore, some employment practices that originated in host countries may be 

adopted by subsidiaries in other countries and even in the country of origin of the MNC 

– this process is termed ‗reverse diffusion‘ [1, 24]. The level of transfer of HR practices 

has been theorised by a number of authors. Morgan and Kristensen [67], for instance, 

argue that the larger the institutional distance was the greater the difficulty in 

transferring practices successfully would be. Kostova [59] differentiates between 

implementation and internalisation. She suggests that successful implementation and 

internalisation hinge on three sets of factors under the headings social context 

(regulatory, cognitive and normative), organisational context (culture) and relational 

context (commitment, identity and trust relationship with parent organisation). Building 

on this theme, Björkman and Lervik [6] put forward three dimensions of ascending 

levels of transfer success – implementation, internalisation and integration of diffused 

HR practices. Oliver [73] identifies a range of strategic responses to institutional 

pressures, which will ultimately affect the success of any transmission. These responses 

extend from manipulation, defiance, avoidance, and compromise to acquiescence. In 

comparison, the ERP and IS bodies of literature generally appear to consider large 

corporations in which these systems are rolled out as a homogenous mass rather than a 

heterogeneous system of political subsystems, that is, the subsidiaries. Few articles of 
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the ERP implementation literature allude to culture and the organisational environment 

[75, 85]. However, established IS success models strike one as focusing predominantly 

on user acceptance issues [15, 71]. While this section has illuminated a range of 

institutional factors that may compel a MNC to adapt its (e-)HRM practices locally, the 

next section reveals the dearth of literature and debate on the transmission and local 

adaptation of e-HRM in subsidiaries of an MNC, which this paper is ultimately aiming 

to address.  

3 Scarcity of Research into Diffusion of e-HRM 

Based upon the arguments presented above it seems reasonable to assume that e-HRM 

practices in different subsidiaries of the same MNC ought to diverge in some way. To 

date however, the e-HRM literature has accepted and has somehow assumed that 

unilaterally imposed e-HRM practices will be adopted by subsidiaries in the same 

manner in which they were intended by an MNCs HQ, even thought the above 

discussion has highlighted that this is in fact not the case. The few quantitative studies 

that examine the diffusion of e-HRM and / or Human Resource Information Systems 

(HRIS) centre on the adoption of HR technology by a wider population of organisations 

rather than the adoption and subsequent diffusion of e-HRM in a single company [42, 

58, 63, 72, 92]. It seems that only Smale and Heikkilä‘s [84] study acknowledges that 

the introduction of an e-HRM system may give rise to conflict and micro-political 

behaviour, which necessitate negotiation and local adaptation of e-HRM practices to 

resolve these issues. Evidently, additional research is required to address this imbalance.  

4 Methodological Approach 

This research employs a single case study but multiple units of analysis approach to 

assess whether or not the diffusion of e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries of a US MNC 

is mediated by the same institutional factors that govern the transmission of standard 

HRM practices. This paper also aims to explore any differences and similarities that 

may exist between the transfusion of traditional HRM and e-HRM practices. 

Accordingly, this investigation is both instrumental [87] and exploratory [97] in nature. 

Due to the multifaceted nature of institutional factors a single case was selected to focus 

on the phenomenon under investigation and to avoid the moderation of results by 

additional extraneous variables, which would have been introduced by a multiple case 

analysis [4, 14]. German and Irish subsidiaries of this MNC were chosen for this 

analysis due to the distinct cultural, economical, business and employment systems 

backgrounds in these countries [57]. Primary data for this ongoing study derive from 

fourteen in-depth face-to-face interviews with key decision-makers and stakeholders in 

the areas of IHRM and e-HRM utilisation in this multinational. Interviews were 

recorded and transcribed. Interviewees were chosen based on their level of involvement 

and decision-making power regarding the use of e-HRM in the subsidiaries. The semi-

structured interviews lasted between one and four hours and were carried out in the Irish 

manufacturing facility (with the HR director, HRIS specialist, and two line managers), 

the European HRIS headquarter (Head of Shared Services Centre Project Team, 

European HRIS Manager, Information Systems Analyst, Payroll Processing Manager) 

in The Netherlands, the International (European) Headquarter (Senior Director for HR 

Systems) in Switzerland, the Central European Sales Headquarter in Germany (HR 

Director Central Region and HRIS specialist), and the German manufacturing plant 

(Plant Director, Finance /HR Manager, Plant Manager / Head of the Works Council). 

The US MNC under investigation (Meddevco in the following) employs approximately 

38,000 people in 120 countries. This medical devices company operates in the region of 
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270 manufacturing facilities, sales offices, research centres, education centres and 

administration facilities across the globe. This sector is highly regulated [27] and may 

thus be subject to strong institutional isomorphic pressures. Coercive pressures arise 

from the highly unionised nature of this sector in Ireland and Germany and the highly 

regulated nature of the employment regulation system in Germany [68, 36]. Normative 

pressures emerge from the regulated nature of the sector itself, for instance quality and 

regulatory standards. According to the Irish HR Director in this study, key competitors 

in this industry frequently benchmark one another in terms of HR practices. This is not 

surprising, as many of the 140 medical device companies located in Ireland are 

clustered in the West of Ireland, which delivers additional mimetic pressures for 

institutional isomorphism among these companies. The majority of medical devices 

companies appear to be headquartered in the US [28].The e-HRM system in Meddevco 

is part of an enterprise resource planning system (ERP) named PeopleSoft (owned by 

Oracle). An ERP is a management information system that integrates information from 

all functional areas such as finance, production, marketing and HRM into a central data 

bank. The US HQ utilises practically every PeopleSoft module available to support the 

HR function. Online HR activities supported by the system include talent management, 

performance appraisals and e-recruitment, online training, and HR administration. The 

US-part of the corporation also maintains a HR shared services centre (HRSSC), which 

does not serve centres outside of the USA. The ERP and e-HRM systems were adopted 

at different stages in the life cycle of the different subsidiaries. In the Irish 

manufacturing site, PeopleSoft was adopted when the site was taken over by Meddevco. 

The Sales HQ for the Central Region in Germany (set up in 1970) commenced the 

introduction of PeopleSoft in 1999 (the same year the Irish site was acquired). It took 

almost two years to implement, according to the German HRIS Super-User. The 

German manufacturing site was acquired in 2000 and PeopleSoft introduced in 2004 

and is, with reference to the German Plant Director and Finance Manager still not fully 

implemented, even though the European HRIS Centre considers the rollout actualised. 

This dichotomy accentuates the differences between three ascending levels of transfer 

of HR practices identified by Bjorkman and Lervik [6] - implementation, internalisation 

and integration. The evidence suggests that e-HRM transfer may only be at the initial 

level. In other words, managers and staff in the German manufacturing plant have not 

accepted the system nor do they see value in using the system. The next section will 

focus more closely on the key factors of e-HRM diffusion in Meddevco.  

5 Key Factors in e-HRM Diffusion 

The introduction to this paper has already drawn attention to the premise that internal 

consistency ought to be the key to maintaining a global e-HRM system. Thus, the data 

and types of information collected throughout the MNC‘s subsidiaries ought to be 

uniform. It therefore follows that MNCs ought to control and keep isomorphic pressures 

to a minimum. However, this is not the case in this MNC. A number of examples exist 

where the corporation had to make concessions to individual subsidiaries and countries 

with regard to data entry. In the German manufacturing site for example, modules such 

as e-recruitment or talent management are not utilised due to the lack of manpower. In 

addition, this subsidiary is allowed to leave some employee information on the system 

unpopulated, as the pay scales of the employees covered by collective bargaining 

arrangement do not fit into the system. In some respects, the German Plant Director 

stated, the corporation simply turns a blind eye when qualifications of (German) 

employees are entered incorrectly, as the system of vocational training does not exist in 

the US. Moreover, the system recognises all but few German universities. German 
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payment systems and the entry of German qualifications into the system also present 

barriers to utilisation in the German Sales HQ, according to the German Super-User. 

Managers in the German manufacturing plant feel a great deal of disenchantment and 

even disengagement with the system, especially since the corporation has now shifted 

its main focus of attention on the introduction of a new ERP system (by SAP), even 

though PeopleSoft will run in parallel for the foreseeable future, a decision which raised 

palpable concern with the HR Director for the Central Region. Similar issues arose in 

the international head office in Switzerland and limited adjustments had to be made to 

the system for compliance reasons. Since the international HQ in Switzerland was 

considered a show-piece for the organisation and an extension of the HQ in the US, 

additional customisations or divergence from e-HRM policies were not an option 

according to the Senior HR Systems Director located in the International HQ. At a 

European level, the MNC has to date been unable to introduce a HRSSC, which 

centralises all HR administration in a central location. According to some of the key 

stakeholders interviewed (German Plant Manager, Irish HR Director), European 

managers are fundamentally opposed to this idea and their combined resistance has 

already led to the failure of the first attempt to introduce such a HRSSC. In response, 

the MNC has set up a project team, which includes some European key stakeholders in 

order to pre-empt possible resistance in the next introduction attempt. Other issues 

arising from the implementation of HR self-service are of a logistic nature. Since HR 

self-service is provided via an intranet, employees will need access to a PC. However, 

not every employee can be guaranteed permanent access, particularly in the 

manufacturing sites in Galway (Ireland) and Heerlen (The Netherlands), according to 

the Irish HR Director and European HRIS Centre Manager, even if the organisation 

provides a number of computer kiosks on the shop floor. In addition to access to a PC, 

employees require the basic computer skills necessary to take advantage of the self-

service features of such a system. These skills cannot be taken for granted as the 

composition of staff differs in the subsidiaries. For instance, the majority of staff in the 

German manufacturing plant possesses a tertiary qualification, while most of the 

workers in the Irish Plant do not.  In addition, people may have privacy and security 

concerns regarding online access to personal information [21, 55]. Mimetic pressure to 

implement a HRSSC arises from the MNC‘s key competitor, which has already 

introduced such a HRSSC.  

Auxiliary key drivers for the global standardisation of HRM practices include 

organisation structure and culture [20]. However, the standardisation of e-HRM 

practices is just as subject to the ‗drivers for localisation‘ [20] as other HR practices 

such as recruitment or training are. At any given time, these localisation drivers provide 

a counter force to the drivers for standardisation and include, inter alia, national culture, 

national institutions and national business systems as well as the subunits themselves 

[39]. Meddevco consists of six distinct product divisions, each with its own support 

functions. Complex reporting and organisational structures, centralised control and 

decision-making in this MNC all act as strong drivers for standardisation. A so-called 

Human Resources Council (HRC), consisting of Senior Vice Presidents (SVP) of 

particular functions, for instance the SVP for Compensation and Benefits Systems, drive 

the multinationals‘ HR strategy. Nine of the ten members of this council are permanent 

constituents; only the European representative rotates on a yearly basis, which has some 

marked repercussions for the (lack of) representation of European interests in the HR 

decision-making process. While the HR Council develops corporate HR strategy, it does 

not have Board of Director status. The actual Board of Directors of the MNC ratifies 
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any proposals before these are disseminated to the divisions. Asked about her influence 

on e- decision making processes the Senior Director HR Systems replied: 

None. All decisions are made by the HRC. If for instance a decision would be made to 

introduce SAP by the CIO [Chief Information Officer] and the HRC, I would not be 

involved in the decision making.  

Other key stakeholders in this research (Irish HR Director, German Plant Manager, HR 

Director Central Region, Head of HRSSC Project Team), independently from one 

another, emphasised that one of their key roles was to interpret company policies and 

transpose these into the local business system. The data suggests that local managers 

apply some discretion in adapting some of these policies locally, for instance the Irish 

manufacturing plant refused to implement a salary modelling tool, which confirms 

evidence from other research in MNC subsidiaries [18, 19, 26, 32].  

National institutions and business systems in Germany and Ireland diverge 

considerably. It has frequently been argued that the employment relations (ER) system 

in Germany is highly regulated, whereas Irish ER appear to be a lot more deregulated 

by comparison [1, 56]. The German system of co-determination is characterised by 

indirect worker participation through elected worker representatives and a myriad of 

formalised institutions [77]. It has also been argued that the key labour market 

institutions, multi-employer bargaining, co-determination, and initial vocational 

training, curtail managerial prerogative [69]. As one might suspect, legal compliance 

issues represent the key reasons for adapting e-HRM practices. However, the evidence 

also shows that these may be circumvented by using supplementary systems, as was the 

case with payroll systems, which are unique in each subsidiary. The localisation drivers, 

or high context specific drivers, in the unionised German manufacturing plant outweigh 

the drivers for standardisation to some extent. For instance, the introduction and 

subsequent changes or amendments of an e-HRM system would have had to go through 

a formal consultation process with the works council. Any veto by a works council 

effectively would have put a halt on the usage of the system [68]. However, the works 

council in the German manufacturing plant did not seem to object to the introduction of 

e-HRM, partially perhaps because the works council chairman and his deputy belonged 

to the management team of the German manufacturing plant. In the also unionised Irish 

manufacturing plant, the force of localisation drivers is low compared to the drivers for 

standardisation. In other words, trade unions were neither consulted about nor do they 

have any influence on the use of the system, as stated by the Irish stakeholders 

interviewed. It comes therefore as no surprise that the Irish subsidiary is rather more 

willing to adopt US e-HRM practices than the German plant, although the former has 

blocked a number of e-HRM practices and was able to do so but for reasons other than 

the drivers in question. The picture in the sales HQ for the central region mirrors that of 

the Irish manufacturing plant. Evidence from this research suggests that this is largely 

due to the absence of a union in the sales HQ. In the opinion of the HR Director for the 

Central Region, customisation of the e-HRM system could have been a more 

contentious issue had the central office in Germany been unionised or had there been a 

works council. The absence of a works council affords some advantages in the daily HR 

operations of the Sales Head Office.  

Because we don‘t have a works council, the recruitment process is simplified 

immensely for us. Because if you have a works council, then you have to first announce 

all positions internally for two weeks before you can go external. This for instance 
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would be an issue that we would have to incorporate [in the system] if we had a works 

council, but since we have none … (German HRIS specialist) 

The picture of e-HRM practices that manifests itself in the evidence provided is rather 

fragmented. Is it possible, therefore, to consider the e-HRM practices employed across 

these subsidiaries to be convergent (toward US model of e-HRM practices), divergent 

or in a form of stasis [66]?  

The MNC operates a strict ‗no customisation unless legally required‘ policy regarding 

the rollout of e-HRM practices in its subsidiaries. The Finance Manager of the German 

manufacturing plant explained the customisation strategy. 

The global aspect is always checked and if [a customisation] can be implemented 

globally and if it is advantageous not only for [us] then it is highly likely that it will be 

implemented quickly. If it is specific to our location and if you don‘t have a sufficient 

rationale as to how important it is, then nothing will happen.  

This policy is an indicator of the high levels of control in the corporation, which is a 

view that is echoed by the German and Irish HRIS Super-Users. For the most part, the 

strategic subunits (SBUs) in this research lean towards the full adoption of e-HRM 

practices. As far as the MNC is concerned, this makes business sense. For instance, the 

above section on the role of e-HRM has stressed the significance of internal consistency 

regarding the collection, management and analysis of employment related information. 

Overall, the European HRIS centre and European subsidiaries appear to have little 

leverage concerning decisions made by the US parent‘s HRC. The SBUs were neither 

informed nor consulted during the implementation phase. This seems to endorse 

Burbach and Dundon‘s [9] findings on HRIS and e-HRM utilisation in Ireland, which 

stressed that nine out of ten organisations did neither consult with nor inform employees 

of the e-HRM implementation. This is rather surprising, since it is well established that 

employee involvement can be correlated with system acceptance and ultimately system 

success [40, 87, 94]. The HQ drove system implementation in Europe and individual 

subsidiaries had no choice but to implement the system under the aegis of the European 

HRIS Centre. Despite HRIS Centre Manager‘s suggestion that the introduction process 

went smoothly, interview data indicates that resistance to the initial implementation was 

extensive, as, according to the Head of the European HRSSC Project Team, the 

corporation appeared to assume a ‗sink or swim‘ approach to implementation. Evidence 

intimates that some form of resistance to the e-HRM system in general appears to 

persist in the subsidiaries in that some line and sales managers seem to maintain what 

has been referred to by interviewees as ‗shadow administration‘, in the form of Excel or 

paper-based files, by some of the interviewees to circumvent the use of the global 

system. While officials know of their existence and their inappropriateness, they appear 

to have resigned to the fact that they continue to be used.  

I am almost certain that there are still managers that still have these. One has to concede 

that managers do not work daily with PeopleSoft. One can be almost sure that one or the 

other personnel file still exists. Fine. You can‘t do anything about it. It also won‘t 

change in the near future. (HR Director for the Central Region) 

The more recent introduction of a talent management system that requires employees to 

complete an extended online Curriculum Vitae, which is available to superiors, appears 

to be the cause of continued resistance in this MNC, whereby employees look to be 

reluctant to fill in these online profiles of themselves. With respect to the adoption 

success models presented above, the evidence furnished here evinces that e-HRM, while 

it may be implemented as far as the European HRIS Centre and US HQ are concerned, 
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has not been internalised by the subsidiaries. That is, individual subsidiaries have not 

displayed wholesale commitment, satisfaction or psychological ownership [59] of 

various e-HRM practices. However, the MNC has introduced a simple but effective way 

to ensure greater levels of compliance with the e-HRM system – without completing 

their online talent profiles staff will not be promoted. A similar policy ensures that line 

managers use the online appraisal mechanism – employees will not receive pay rises or 

bonus payments if the appraisal has not been conducted via the online system. A 

different usage pattern emerges when the e-recruitment facility is taken account of. 

While the Irish manufacturing plant fully capitalises on the system‘s features, for 

example, the system is even linked to an external job search website to increase 

exposure, the German manufacturing plant does not post any vacancies on this system, 

as stakeholders prefer to attract only local staff. This evidence suggests high levels of 

corporate control and high levels of embeddedness of the MNC in its home context [1, 

30]. For instance, the Irish Manufacturing plant was also able to prevent the 

implementation of a new system module. 

They wanted us to introduce a Salary Modelling tool, which we thought was too 

complicated. The system we use is Excel based, simple, and very user friendly – 

different salaries can be determined straight away. So here we have been able to resist 

the introduction of new practices. (Irish HRIS Super User) 

The Irish HR Director remarked on the issue of system implementation 

We have now reached a critical mass of 2300 employees where we could say that no 

new systems would be introduced in Europe without our ok – the economies of scale 

just would work – there wouldn‘t be enough people in the rest of Europe to make it 

work.  

As the Irish manufacturing plant also operates a sizeable research and development unit, 

their impact on system implementation may equally be attributable to sources of micro-

political power within the organisation as it may be related to institutional influences 

[8]. It is apparent that the Irish subsidiary has gained considerable strategic importance 

and resource power, which it is able to leverage in exchange relations with the HQ and 

other SBUs [5, 18, 33, 61]. Unlike the Irish Plant, which has far reaching influence on 

the introduction or non-introduction of some practices, e.g. self-service HR, the much 

smaller German Plant has virtually no sway. The German manufacturing plant appeared 

to be somewhat disillusioned after the implementation of the HR system, which the 

following quote by the German Plant Director highlights.  

You introduce such a system, because you want to benefit from its rationalising effects, 

because you want to introduce a global system that can communicate with each other in 

entire holding company. For us this means 75% more administration, because nothing is 

like it used to be, because nothing works the way we would like it to work. And now 

there is somebody who says, PeopleSoft, there you‘ve got it and he doesn‘t realise how 

could they actually manage it? How should they handle it? How much personnel will 

they need to derive any value from using the system? A [CEO] presses a button and 

sees his 100 best employees. [...]. He has a staff of 100 people that present everything 

that they generate out of the system on a silver platter– brilliant. But what use is it to 

me. I am not [the CEO]. May main priority is that my employees receive their correct 

wages at the right time. PeopleSoft can‘t do that. There, I don‘t care about PeopleSoft. 

PeopleSoft is at the very back of my priorities. […] 
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Not all HRIS practices used in Europe originated in the US. In some cases, ‗Europe‘ has 

been able to successfully develop and implement unique e-HRM practices, which were 

adopted ex post facto by the US in a process of backward integration [22, 23, 24, 37]. 

For instance, internet recruitment and manager reports were two initiatives that were 

developed in Europe and after successful implementation rolled out in the US. The 

notion of a global uniform e-HRM system in this MNC is somewhat contradictory, as 

above evidence emphasised. Considerable differences in e-HRM applications exist 

among the subsidiaries even within the same country. Moreover, each subsidiary 

appears to rely on a number of parallel systems. In Europe, every subsidiary uses its 

own payroll and time and attendance system, which is possibly due to differences in 

national legislation, which governs payroll administration. Other third party systems 

include training administration, salary modelling tools or quality assurance systems. As 

the MNC largely expanded through an acquisition strategy, many of these systems were 

part of legacy systems still used in the corporation. According to some of the key 

stakeholders interviewed (HRIS specialists and German Plant Manager), the 

proliferation and incompatibility of these sub-systems with the global system presented 

a major barrier to the operation of e-HRM in the corporation and as far as they were 

concerned further evidence of the lack of commitment to the overall system by the HQ. 

Above discussion has stressed the multifarious nature of institutional factors and 

isomorphic pressures that impact on the diffusion of e-HRM across the subsidiaries of 

an MNC. A number of conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.  

6 Conclusions 

The basis for this paper was the assumption that e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries of 

an MNC were subject to the same or similar institutional factors as standard HRM 

practices were. An analysis and discussion of the interview data revealed distinct 

differences in the e-HRM practices employed in the subsidiaries. Moreover, a range of 

institutional factors that may account for differences in diffusion of e-HRM practices 

could be discerned. The evidence presented above highlights the complex nature of the 

relationship between home and host country effects, pressures for standardisation and 

resource capabilities of subsidiaries. This phenomenon is frequently referred to as 

‗institutional duality‘ [60, 67]. A number of authors have argued that the dynamic 

nature of national business systems further complicates an accurate assessment of the 

factors shaping the constellation of HR practices (and thus e-HRM practices) in the 

MNC [45]. Björkman and Lervik [6] suggest that the transfer of employment practices 

is first and foremost a social process that is influenced by corporate governance, 

subsidiary and HQ relationships, the nature of existing HR systems and the strategy 

used by the HQ to introduce practices. Moreover, the balance of decision making power 

in the MNC is the result of negotiation and micro-political activities between 

organisational actors and business units, which is mediated by contextual and structural 

constraints that the organisation finds itself in [31, 65]. Smale and Heikkilä‘s [83] study 

has evidenced that negotiation and micro-political activities are key factors in e-HRM 

implementation. Evidence from Ireland in this research seems to intimate the impact of 

micro-political influences in the form of strategic capabilities [38] in the manner in 

which the subsidiary could influence the introduction of certain e-HRM practices. 

Despite some evidence for convergence of e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries towards 

the e-HRM practices promoted by the MNC‘s US HQ, discernible variations exist 

between the e-HRM practices used by the multinational abroad and those employed in 

its home country. This finding is reflective of other studies focusing on the convergence 

/ divergence of HR practices in MNCs [3, 10, 54]. One of the key findings of this paper, 
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which underlines the applicability of institutionalist theories to e-HRM research, is the 

dichotomy that exists between what the US and international HQ consider 

implementation and the conflicting reality in the subsidiaries.  Commensurate with 

Kostova‘s [59] and Björkman and Lervik‘s [6] conceptual models of organisational 

(HR) practice transfer, some e-HRM practices could be considered integrated, for 

instance basic employee record administration has become part of the organisational 

routine, while other e-HRM practices such as talent management are merely 

implemented, that is, enacted. Differences in transfer of e-HRM exist owing to 

dissimilarities in the institutional, organisational and relational contexts of the 

subsidiaries in this research [59, 60]. Applying Oliver‘s [73] strategic response model, 

the range of responses to the introduction of e-HRM practices in the subsidiaries ranged 

from acquiescence, compromise, and avoidance to defiance. However, the level of 

adoption and type of strategic response vary with each practice from one subsidiary to 

the next. This paper poses that e-HRM research will benefit from the application of 

these models to ascertain the adoption success of e-HRM practices. While this single 

case study research is limited in focus, the evidence presented here moots that e-HRM 

diffusion across the subsidiaries is contingent on an intricate mélange of a variety of 

institutional factors. Furthermore, this paper has evinced the validity of institutionalist 

theory as a new research paradigm and macro theoretical foundation for future e-HRM 

research. This paper also advances the view that aspects of both neo-institutionalism 

and European institutionalism may advance the field of e-HRM research. However, as 

this paper is of an exploratory nature, additional research taking into account a broader 

range and number of MNCs and their subsidiaries will be required to further test these 

hypotheses.  
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Abstract. This article describes how structuration theory can be used to 

analyze changes as invoked by two HR Sourcing arrangements: HR Shared 

Service Centers and HR Outsourcing. This approach allows us to under-

stand changing responsibilities, altered HR processes, and the adaptation of 

web-based tools for HRM, through the eyes of organizational agents. More-

over structuration theory allows that their perspectives can be utilized to 

explicate the emergence of adversities and advantages that are commonly 

identified with HR Sourcing, but which often lack interpretation. In order to 

create a more solid understanding of those perspectives, the notion of an 

HR Ensemble is developed, which signifies the mental constructs that orga-

nizational agents can carry about HRM. By highlighting these constructs 

before and during the occurrence of HR Sourcing at six organizations, sev-

eral well-known, but ill expound phenomena are illuminated. This is 

grounded in the comparison of the two HR sourcing arrangements, which 

gives the opportunity to explain several differences. The article concludes 

with three recommendations to make HR Sourcing more viable.  

 

Keywords: HR outsourcing, HR shared service centers, structuration 

theory, HR Ensemble 

 

1 Introduction  

An examination of the literature on HR Sourcing demonstrates a number of similarities 

with the studies into electronic HRM (e-HRM). Firstly, e-HRM and HR Sourcing 

arrangements have experienced similar patterns of growth in modern organizations [15, 

41]. Secondly, both initiatives are promised to advance the efficiency of the HRM 

function and the organization as a whole [21]. The growing adoption of HR Sourcing, 

combined with the increasing sophistication of the information systems available, 

presents organizations with the opportunity to manage human capital more effectively 

[1, 17, 28, 33]. The current generation of HR Sourcing arrangements, associated web-

based tools and Information Technologies enable organizations to perform diverse HR 

practices within- and across organizations. Moreover they also enable the automation 

and devolution of many routine administrative and compliance functions traditionally 

performed by corporate HR departments [16].  

Driven by suppliers, ample reports have been written on those advantageous effects of 

HR Sourcing for organizations in general and the HRM function in particular. Yet there 
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also have been writings on the possible disadvantages and unfulfilled potential of HR 

Sourcing [13, 26, 43].The failure of organizations to fully capitalize on the opportunities 

generated by the establishment of HR Sourcing arrangements to deliver sustained 

organizational value has been attributed to a number of factors. These typically relate to 

problems associated with IT implementation including: ill-defined implementation 

projects, inadequate leadership or planning, employee resistance, a lack of user 

involvement, underestimation of the complexity of the HRM function, and so forth [37]. 

These consequences tend to be related to the various ways in which different 

organizational actors engage with, enact, subvert or avoid new HRM or its planned 

objectives and thus undermine the anticipated value of HR Sourcing. And while these 

explanations are undoubtedly valuable, it remains the case that the studies from which 

they are derived largely ignore post-implementation factors impacting on the 

performance of, and outcomes associated with, HR Sourcing arrangements.  

From this stance we propose to broaden the understanding of the effects of HR Sourcing 

by including those post-implementation dynamics as well as implementation process 

issues into research. Our paper considers the role of human agency in the process of HR 

Sourcing, and the uses of an HR Sourcing post-implementation arrangement. We are 

engaged with the critical HRM studies, emphasizing the prominent and decisive role of 

human agency in the enactment of HR Sourcing [9, 10, 22], suggesting that various 

stakeholders including line managers, users, HR and IT professionals seek to exercise 

social influence in order to change the pattern of organizational HRM [12, 35]. Further, 

the institutional context within which HR Sourcing is introduced is acknowledged to 

play a role in shaping its effect on an organization [34, 47]. Hence, any changes 

associated with it are likely to be shaped by the interaction between institutional 

patterns and the interests of individuals and groups within organizations [4, 30].  

In order to understand human agency as context dependent and embedded in 

organizational frameworks, structuration theory is advanced in several researches [e.g. 

2, 20, 29]. The theory allows to focus on (managerial) behaviour and its connection with 

the larger organizational developments in concurrence. Structuration theory thereby 

enables the understanding of agency before and during the implementation process of 

HR Sourcing arrangements and its influence within the organizational context. Our 

study is, therefore, motivated by such research questions as what are the changes that 

occur with HR Sourcing due to the behavior of organizational agents. We will expand 

on the characteristics of this process in terms of structuration theory, thus describing the 

structuration characteristics of HR Sourcing arrangements. The paper is organized as 

follows. First, we elaborate on HR Outsourcing and HR Shared Service Centers, after 

which we discuss structuration theory. Thereafter we explicate the conceptual 

framework which was used in our research. Subsequently the findings and discussion of 

that research are presented whereupon three recommendations are formulated for HR 

Sourcing. 

2 HR Outsourcing and HR Shared Service Centers 

While there are many forms of HR Sourcing [11, 23], this article will focus solely on 

HR Outsourcing and HR Shared Service Centers. We see several reasons motivating our 

choice. First of all, these two are paramount in modern organizational life [8, 31] 

Secondly, the motives for establishing these sourcing arrangements often overlap (see 

Table 1) which makes them interesting to compare [19].  

Both, HR Shared Service Centers (SSC‘s) and HR Outsourcing can be viewed as a 

particular kind of HR sourcing arrangement having a long-term and strategic impact [6]. 
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Their popularity originates in a combination of advantages, including efficiency gains 

and an increase in service quality without giving up the control of the organizational 

and technical arrangements and expertise [19]. However, SSC‘s differ from outsourcing 

models [42]. HR outsourcing models offer contracting out or selling of the 

organizations certain HR activities (partially or fully) to a third party vendor, which in 

return provides the service for a specific period of time and monetary fee.  

During HR outsourcing, the relationships are built between one client and one-or-more 

external vendors. This in contrast with HR SSC‘s which address the relationships 

between many clients and one vendor, both belonging to the same organization. Further, 

HR outsourcing is oriented towards external vendors, therefore involves a formal 

contractual relationships, with clearly defined responsibilities, which are legally shifted 

to the vendor. HR SSC‘s are restricted to the boundaries and capabilities of the internal 

organization, often not being allowed to serve external clients and only be able to use 

internal resources, - that restricts potential economies of scale and skill [19]. Business 

models of HR SSC‘s try to capture the benefits from both centralized and decentralized 

models that are often conflicting in nature. While serving multiple customers having 

various needs, standardization and a clear management structure are maintained as 

benefits of the central model.  

As Table 1 reveals, and as other research supports [31], there exists a discrepancy 

between the motives for commencing with and the eventual accomplishments of 

sourcing. These discrepancies are of our particular interest since it gives rise to believe 

that there is an unleveraged potential for HR Sourcing which is not fulfilled. As 

discussed in the introduction, behavior of organizational agents can result in 

arrangements that have various ‗unintended consequences‘ [27: p20]. Besides additional 

advantages, it is more often seen that original motives are not reached because of the 

behavior of organizational agents [44]. This brings up that HR sourcing is much more 

than just a senior management decision, but also entails enabling actions of other 

organizational agents.  

We believe that the structuration perspective, while dealing with the post-

implementation stage of HR sourcing arrangements, allow us to comprehend the 

deviation and drifting of the goal-achievement dynamics within these HR sourcing 

arrangements.  
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Table 1: Motives associated with SSC‟s and with outsourcing [19], * as accomplished in their case 

research 

 

3 Structuration theory 

Structuration theory understands action as path-dependent and socially embedded in 

ongoing-practices [14, 39]. These characteristics are grounded in the basic premise of 

structuration theory that human agents are capable of producing and reproducing social 

structures over time and space. Social structures concern themselves with how rules and 

 

Motives labels 

Motives associated with… Accom-

plished 

motives* 
outsourcing SSC 

Strategic and organizational motives 

 

Focus on core business √ √ √ 

Gain access to high quality [IT] services and skills √ √ - 

Share risks and rewards √ √ √ 

Speedy response to [IT] needs (quick decision-making) √ √ √ 

Increase productivity √ √ - 

Professionalism of service provision √ √ √ 

Reduction of uncertainty/ complexity √ √ - 

Elimination of burdensome [IT] function √   

Reduction of a backlog of application development √   

Re-structuring (devolution), downsizing √   

Exploiting of new technology √   

Market testing √   

Accelerating reengineering benefits √   

Clear control of the [IT] function  √ - 

Synergy and concentration of innovation  √ - 

One stop shop  √ √ 

Standardization of functionality and processes  √ √ 

Dissemination of successful practices  √ √ 

Political motives 

 

Enhancing credibility √ √ √ 

Solving internal conflicts √ √ √ 

Government legislation √   

Reaction to the bandwagon √   

Elimination local and complicated control of [IT] function  √ √ 

Technical motives 

 

Access to expertise / technology √ √ √ 

Better performance of local [IT] staff √ √ - 

Higher service levels √ √ - 

Concentration of technical and project management expertise  √ √ 

Standardization of platform and application vendors  √ - 

Better information security and authorization by centralizing  √ √ 

Consolidation of experiences  √ √ 

Economic motives 

 

Lowering control and maintenance costs √ √ - 

Accountability of control √ √ √ 

Control of [IT] costs and better costs predictability √ √ √ 

Generating a cash flow √   

Converting capital assets to revenue √   

Freeing resources for core activities √   

Reduction of overcapacity by consolidation of systems  √ √ 
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resources are allocated within social realities. Human agents do not however merely 

constitute structures, they also draw upon structures that are prior enacted by other 

human agents. Hence structure comes forth out of action while simultaneously being 

encapsulated in it. Structures are therefore not only constraining in so far that they shape 

human action, they are also enabling since they give guidance as well. From this it can 

be deduced that the division between agency and structure is mainly of analytical 

importance, since structure is embedded and only visible within action. Each of these 

domains does however need some explications about its premises.  

Agency is the ability of human agents to influence power upon their actions [46]. By 

exercising power through their actions, human agents can establish and alter structures, 

although in reality the ability to do so might be marginal. Social practices become 

ordered and stable across space and time, as they become routinized behaviors. 

Routinization results from the desire to minimize sources of anxiety and is according to 

Giddens [14] an intrinsic human characteristic. When the enactment of routinized 

behavior lasts over time, it can be distinguished as a structure.  

From an analytical stance structure can be separated on three dimensions of 

signification, domination, and legitimation [14]. Signification concerns itself with how 

meaning is restricted and enabled to make sense of context. Domination is occupied 

with how resources are controlled and utilized to exercise power. Herein lays the 

distinction between authoritative resources, which concern the control over people, and 

allocative resources, which concern the control over materials. And finally, legitimation 

entails how order and values are restricted and enabled [39]. Since structures are 

abstract and nonexistent outside the human agency, Giddens introduced the concept of 

modalities. Modalities are the means by which the bridge between structure and agency 

is made. Therefore they can be understood as visible, measurable units of analysis 

which can be used for analyzing the connections between agency and structure. There 

are three kinds of modalities; ‗schemes‘, ‗facilities‘ and ‗norms‘. Schemes refer to the 

frameworks that human agents use to interpret societal reality. Facilities are those 

resources which enable the human agent to accomplish its goals and to exercise power. 

Norms are the ways how sanctions and appropriate conduct are governed and how 

legitimacy is given to actions.  

In short, structure influences how human agents communicate, enact power, and 

determine which behaviors to sanction and which to reward [3]. When structure is 

influencing the actions of human agents and those actions are influencing structure in 

turn, we can speak of the process of structuration [32]. Because structure can change 

over time and space [36], and is intrinsically personal in nature [40], various human 

agents can enact different structures. While discrepancies between structures may not be 

known, they can become visible when they are enacted. Moreover, when different 

structures are advocated through the propagation of new modalities, contradictions and 

conflict with other structures could arise.  

4 HR Ensemble 

Structuration theory offers the framework to understand, in accordance with our 

introduction, that human agents are knowledgeable beings who construct the reality and 

thus, do not necessary perceive HR Sourcing the same as offered by managers [29]. But 

while the basic premise of structuration theory is simple (we ‗create society at the same 

time as we are created by it‘ [14: p14]), a model is required to understand how this 

process is shaped around organizational HRM. While HRM can be seen as all 

managerial activities undertaken by the HR professionals, this would leave short on 
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reality. Nowadays HRM is regarded to be more than solely the activities of the HR 

professionals and involves line managers, decision-makers, top managers, employees 

themselves, and even external agencies [38]. Therefore, in line with the premises of our 

outlay on structuration theory, it is important to explore how the agents that are 

involved with HRM perceive it. 

This brings us to a model with three domains which correspond with the questions 

concerning what HRM delivers, by who it is delivered, and how it is delivered. The 

question on what HRM delivers concerns the HR Processes. That HRM consists out of 

ample processes needs little argue after extensive writings on them and the development 

of categorization systems to divide them [5, 11, 25]. Besides differences in their focus, 

whether it is transactional, transformational or strategic, it is also important to mention 

that their characteristics can differ. Here we would enter the domain of perceived 

quality, efficiency, and costs. We therefore pose that organizational agents can 

understand HR Processes as multifaceted in both their focus and characteristics. Who 

delivers HR processes is a core issue here since, as has been mentioned, shared services 

or outsourcing might be used to replace the ‗traditional‘ providers. Besides this matter, 

there are also debates on the division of HRM responsibilities amongst other 

organizational agents [45]. The question whether the line manager should be 

accountable for more HR processes [43] is grounded in this issue. Therefore 

organizational members can have notions about the different HR Agents that exist 

within the organizations who deliver HR Processes. Finally, the contemporary 

discussion on e-HRM [7, 33] makes it necessary to acknowledge that organizational 

agents can perceive different channels through which HR processes can be delivered, 

differently. Where formerly the prime mode of deliverance was paper-based or by face-

to-face contact, it got competition from the phone, electronic portals and more advanced 

e-HRM systems. Not only do these channels alter the form of what is delivered, but can 

also cause alterations on who delivers it. Therefore it is essential to understand the 

notions that human agents have about, what we will call, the HR Networks. The entirety 

of HR Agents and HR Networks which exist in order to provide HR Processes within an 

organization will be called the HR Ensemble. This entirety can be used as a construct 

that encompasses all the mental notions that organizational agents can have about the 

form of organizational HRM and simultaneously offers a framework to analyze them.  

5 Conceptual Framework 

Understanding the HR Ensemble as a mental construct of organizational agents allows 

us to describe it in terms of structure, and more specifically, in terms of modalities. 

While structures are in analysis rather vague and opaque, as they are only instantiated in 

human conduct, direct analysis of them would pose difficulties. Modalities on the other 

hand lend themselves more for direct analysis. While some have chosen to use ‗scripts‘ 

[2] to avoid the still abstract nature of modalities, it is believed that given the afore 

mentioned digression, and witnessing their use in other studies [29, 39] their usage does 

not put up insurmountable barriers. The HR Ensemble can thus be described by its 

adherent facilities, norms and schemes.  

When HR Sourcing is seen as altering the HR Ensemble, it can be understood as an 

occurrence that propagates new or different modalities. But by perceiving 

organizational agents as knowledgeable beings with the power to act otherwise, HR 

Sourcing is but a mere occasion for change which solely propagates modalities [2]. 

Transfers between original and propagated modalities are therefore neither inevitable 

nor impracticable. This is congruent with the observations of HR Sourcing and its 
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disparity between goals and accomplishments. By focusing our lens upon agency we 

enable ourselves to uncover possible exchanges that take place between the original 

modalities of the HR Ensemble and the intended ones, as propagated by the HR 

Sourcing arrangement. The framework is modeled in accordance with these statements 

and depicted in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Structuration of the HR Ensemble 

 

How this process of change can be analyzed and understood has been matter of 

precarious debate [36]. The hardship of structuration theory in empirical research is that 

it implies a duality of constant dialogue between agency and structure. Since this 

reciprocal account of social reality gives little opportunity to uncover neither coherence 

nor causality, complications wait in ambush. Fruitful assistance is however offered by 

Barley & Tolbert [3] and DeSanctis & Poole [12]. While the latter focus especially upon 

the interaction between human agents and information systems, the work of Barley & 

Tolbert addresses how institutional change and maintenance in organizational research 

can be described and analyzed. Their work offers clear guidelines for conducting 

empirical research with structuration theory. 

Their method shows structure as synchronously constraining action whereas action 

constitutes structure diachronically. Herewith the process consist out of the encoding of 

structural principles, the enacting of modalities, revising and replicating those 

modalities, and finally the objectification or externalization of the actions. Thereby ―the 

model reflects the contention that structuration is a continuous process whose operation 

can be observed only through time.‖ [3: p100]. Hence, their method dissects the 

reciprocity of structuration by partitioning the process in distinct periods of time, thus 

offering a sequential view upon structuration wherein the interaction between structure 

and agency can be separated. Moreover, the distinct periods can be juxtaposed for 

analysis to create an account on how structure is maintained and modified in those 

periods. Thereby allowing the uncovering of social change by comparing the used 

modalities in separate periods of time.  

6 Research methods  

Research has been conducted at six organizations in The Netherlands which are 

mentioned in table 2. The organizations were chosen because they commenced with HR 

Sourcing two years before the interviews were conducted or even earlier. We deemed 

this minimal period of two years necessary to assess the potential changes. Furthermore, 

we have selected three organizations which chose for HR Shared services and three that 

chose for HR Outsourcing. In the case of Delta, where shared services were established 

before being outsourced, we specifically focused upon the outsourced HR processes and 

the changes that occurred after the shared service center was outsourced to a third party 

vendor. These different HR Sourcing arrangements were chosen deliberately to uncover 

potential differences in structuration characteristics between them. 
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Organization Sector Number of 

employees 

Sourcing form Processes sourced Year of 

sourcing 

Alfa Public 18.000 Shared Services Transactional, 

Transformational 

2005 

Beta Energy 10.000 Shared Services Transactional 2006 

Charlie Public 65.000 Shared Services Transactional 2004 

Delta Telecom 30.000 Shared Services / 

Outsourcing 

Transactional, 

Transformational 

2001 

Echo  Services 20.000 Outsourcing Transactional 2005 

Foxtrot Consumer goods 80.000 Outsourcing Transactional 

Transformational 

2006 

Table 2: Researched organizations 

 

In order to explore HR Sourcing as an occasion for change a retrospective research was 

conducted wherein managers that experienced the entire process themselves were 

interviewed. Both line and HR managers were interviewed because they are frequently 

confronted with the changes that HR Sourcing invokes. Furthermore, by interviewing 

both line and HR managers two visions upon HR Sourcing were generated from 

different perspectives. The persons which were eligible as line manager were those who 

have an operational responsibility and carry direct responsibility for multiple 

employees. The interviewed HR managers were those who were carrying the title of HR 

manager within the organization and were neither part of nor detached by the SSC or 

vendor. In every organization both a line and HR manager were interviewed, except in 

Echo where we were only able to interview an HR manager. This resulted in a total of 

eleven interviews in six organizations with managers who experienced the entire HR 

sourcing trajectory.  

The interviews were semi-structured and information was asked about the HR Ensemble 

during different periods of the HR Sourcing trajectory. Besides the information on 

structuration characteristics in these time frames, information was also gathered on the 

initial situation of the HR Ensemble, and what the future desires and expectations were. 

The latter was done to get an insight into the interviewees view upon HR Sourcing 

within their organization.  

7 Findings 

In this section we describe the structuration characteristics of HR SSC‘s and those of 

HR Outsourcing as witnessed in the researched organizations. We will commence by 

giving a brief sketch of the overlap and discrepancies that existed between the original 

and intended modalities of the HR Ensembles. Thereafter the agency and effects will be 

described through time to give a complete overview of the structuration characteristics.  

7.1 Structuration characteristics of HR SSC‟s  

It was witnessed that HR SSC‘s propagated norms which were incongruent with the 

norms of the line and HR managers. The intended norms were implying a focus upon 

efficiency, cost-reductions and contractual based responsibilities. Efficiency and 
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achieving cost reductions were however conflicting with the original norms of 

accessibility and customization. These norms were connected to the situation wherein 

HR managers were close to the work floor and were expected to support the line with 

HR related issues. This was enforced by the norm that obedience to the organizational 

hierarchy was the prime instrument to coordinate behavior of HR managers and herein 

legitimacy was found. This was however also intended to be altered since 

responsibilities were to be based contractually, thus undermining the influence of the 

line managers which were often of higher rank than HR managers. The schemes had to 

change accordingly with the altered norms. Originally the appreciation, capability and 

proximity of HR managers, were defining the schemes in the HR Ensemble. This was 

however contested when HR SSC‘s were established. Besides the formalization of the 

schemes in the form of service level agreements, and the introduction of key 

performance indicators, their focus also departed from frameworks around appreciation, 

capability and proximity. Yet the intended changes concerning the facilities were the 

strongest. The original situation could be defined as one wherein the HR managers were 

the ones upon who the quality and characteristics of the processes, responsibilities, and 

networks, were depending. Furthermore the line managers possessed the authoritative 

resources to influence power upon the HR managers. In the intended situation 

authoritative resources were changed by dismissing HR managers, transferring them to 

a centralized location, and by creating distance between the shared services center and 

the work floor. Consequently this would decrease the authoritative resources from the 

line. This desired abolishment of informal connections between HR managers and the 

line can be seen as a part of the intended changes in authoritative resources. 

Furthermore the allocative resources were promoted to change in several ways too. 

Initially the HR managers were located close to the shop floor, had their own office 

wherein they had control over personnel data and several local information systems. But 

change was expected to occur due to multiple reasons. Firstly the digitalization of HR 

Processes was enforced. This was causing HR processes to be standardized to fit in a 

certain template. Secondly e-HRM applications and call centers were propagated to give 

line managers and employees more self-service possibilities. Which consequently also 

caused that the office where the HR managers were located was to disappear and their 

allocative resources had to be detached. 

It was generally accepted that the HR Ensemble was altered and it was understood that 

the original form was not beneficial to the organization as a whole and could be 

improved on several points. Nevertheless the modalities that HR SSC‘s propagated 

were negated in the agency of managers on several points. Therefore a tension was 

found between the believe in the added value of shared services on the one side, and on 

the other the perception that the supplier could not offer them what they needed. In line 

with structuration theory we can see several explanations of this apparent conflict. 

There existed a tendency among the HR managers to dislike the standardization of 

procedures and the inability of the supplier to aid the organisation with many of its 

questions. Moreover the line felt that little personal attention was given to their desires 

and the complications that they experienced with the SSC or with HRM issues in 

general. The HR managers therefore retook or maintained informal communication with 

line managers and thus (re)established the original relations. This desire was originating 

from both line and HR managers, where the latter felt responsible for dealing with the 

complications that were experienced. This was possible in the first place because the 

HR managers were not transferred or detached from the work floor, so enabling them to 

maintain informal communications. Line managers therefore could pertain to their 

authoritative resources to influence HR managers. This implied that HR managers were 
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still performing those processes that the SSC was responsible for. It also implied that 

the newly attributed responsibilities for HR managers could not be carried out, because 

they were preoccupied with the desires of line managers. The propagated norm of 

uniformity could consequently not be achieved. As a result the HR Processes were not 

so much standardized, more efficient, and cheaper as was desired. This was following 

from the lacking usage of the propagated facilities like e-HRM applications and call 

centers. The multiplicity of the HR Network was therefore intensified since new HR 

Networks like the e-HRM applications did not support the norms that were carried by 

the line management. Therefore more advanced networks were discarded by the 

maintenance of face-to-face contact. Thus by maintaining the relations between line and 

HR managers, originating from their norm for personal attention, not only the schemes 

and norms were negated, but also the intended facilities. 

When we take the previous data into account we must affirm that the desired processes 

were not provided. Many agents experienced that the supplier did not live up to 

expectations and the HR processes were below expectations. This might be invoked by 

the propagation of wrong modalities, while this seemed to be connected to the fall back 

on the original modalities. This caused that a multiplicity of HR Processes emerged 

since the organizational agents were evading the supplier and demanded the HR 

Processes from the original HR Agents. Hence, the HR Agents retained the original 

distribution of responsibilities. This tendency was enforced because the managers felt a 

distance between them and the shared service center. The lack of attention that there 

was for the complaints of the managers also caused that they felt alienated from shared 

services. We saw that organizations eventually responded to this by sending a contact 

person of the HR SSC to the work floor to re-establish the intended responsibilities of 

shared services. And moreover to increase the accessibility of HR Processes, which was 

one of the original norms amongst the managers. 

 

7.2 Structuration characteristics of HR Outsourcing 

In the original situation the HR Ensemble was surrounded by norms of compliancy with 

the line‘s desires, high approachability and accessibility. Making appointments with HR 

managers was for example not necessary, since line managers could drop by in their 

office at any time. Furthermore the original modalities were similar to those at the 

organizations that chose for shared services. For instance the line managers were the 

ones that demanded the HR managers to perform. This was thus a very common norm 

that was witnessed within the organizations. Outsourcing did not seem to have 

intentions that departed greatly from these norms. The approachability and accessibility 

of the HR Ensemble were regarded important. It was also for that reason that the 

organizations kept silent about the outsourcing. This was justified by the fear that this 

would create feelings of alienation between the organizational agents and the vendor. 

Furthermore outsourcing was to promote norms of innovation around the HR Ensemble. 

The schemes also were subjected to several developments. Originally the HR Ensemble 

was signified by schemes of who was capable, who could comply to the wishes of 

clients and who was being personal and in the proximity of the business. Due to the 

outsourcing some new schemes were introduced, while most original ones were also 

actively maintained. Formal schemes like service level agreements and contracts were 

introduced, but were only used as the backbone of the HR Sourcing arrangement. The 

original schemes were given place within this formal framework. This was done by 

putting formal emphasis on customer satisfaction surveys, creating incentives for 
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understanding and collaborating with each other, and promoting personal attention for 

the clients, which was deemed equally important to assess the HR Ensemble as financial 

indicators. Therefore enough attention remained for the desires of managers and the 

original schemes were intended to be just slightly affected. Just as with the 

organizations that chose for shared services the facilities changed radically. These 

changes could also be perceived from the perspective of authoritative and allocative 

resources. Originally a lot of authoritative resources were owned by the line managers 

and this greatly influenced the shape of the HR Ensemble. The line managers could 

exercise their power upon the HR managers and on the way how they performed the HR 

Processes. Furthermore the quality of the HR Ensemble was very much depending upon 

the quality of HR managers. Few tools were at their disposal and their power was 

marginal. Outsourcing intended however to alter both the authoritative and allocative 

resources radically. The authoritative resources would move from the line managers to a 

more broad array of HR Agents. Not only would HR managers get different 

responsibilities, also line managers and employees were enforced to carry 

responsibilities for HR Processes. This means that line managers were losing 

authoritative resources which was often forcefully established by dismissing or 

removing HR managers from their proximity. The allocative resources were to be 

changed because new ‗external‘ facilities were promoted. Facilities like call centers, e-

HRM applications and external networks of knowledge became accessible to the HR 

Ensemble. These changes would also enabled a stronger focus on self-service around 

the HR Ensemble.  

We saw that the intended alterations in the HR Ensemble caused several actions 

amongst line and HR managers. Line managers reacted rather stoic against the intended 

changes in facilities. The redistribution of authoritative resources was seen as an 

understandable development and the allocative resources that were offered to them 

where used and accepted. The HR managers that were affected by the outsourcing 

showed initially a great amount of negating actions, but this attitude changed over time. 

By means of increased career opportunities and offering educational programs this 

movement was tempered. Also the HR managers that gained more responsibilities were 

happy with the HR Sourcing arrangements.  

We witnessed that these actions find their origin in the choice for rather similar 

modalities to the ones that existed originally amongst line and HR managers. When we 

take the previous structuration characteristics into account we must affirm that 

uniformity of processes was created, i.e. the processes were performed in a more 

standardized manner. Also the compliance with the service level agreements has 

positively been introduced within those organizations. This occurred simultaneously 

with the changes concerning the HR Agents. We saw that not only the responsibilities 

moved from the HR managers towards the supplier, but also that the responsibilities 

spread over multiple HR agents. This was enforced by the contracts that were developed 

on a partnership basis and enforced cooperation between the different HR Agents. The 

abolishment and removal of the informal structure that existed between the line 

managers and HR managers happened rather smooth and might have been made 

possible because the supplier always was very approachable.  

8 Discussion 

In the previous section the effects of HR Sourcing have been mentioned with regard to 

the HR Ensemble. These effects were portrayed as the eventual results of the 
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structuration characteristics that were invoked after the HR Sourcing commenced. Table 

3 gives a brief overview of this discussion. 

 HR SSC‟s HR Outsourcing 

HR Processes f. Differing resources mobi-

lised 

n. Customised processes 

expected 

s. Client satisfaction diminished 

f. Propagated facilities utilised 

n. Effectiveness and reliability 

are 

  prime 

s. Client satisfaction major 

HR Agents f. Authority remains at line  

n. Biased norms exist 

s. Capability is important 

f. Redistributed auth. resources  

n. Collaboration and dutiful-

ness 

s. Common responsibility 

HR Network f. Redefined informal connec-

tions 

n. Each available connections is  

  justified 

s. Informal channels are better 

f. Formal connections are en-

forced 

n. Approachability and personal  

  touch 

s. Formal channels are used 

Table 3: Effects of the structuration characteristics for SSC‟s and outsourcing:  

f = facilities n = norms s = schemes 

 

We believe that by aiming on the discrepancies and overlaps between original and 

intended modalities, and the witnessed changes of the HR Ensemble, recommendations 

can be derived for more viable HR Sourcing. It is acknowledged that the process of 

structuration is unpredictable in its very essence, because the structures that human 

agents enact are idiosyncratic and their context is specific and multifaceted. Yet, based 

upon our findings on how intended modalities replace original ones, recommendations 

can be given on how certain structuration characteristics can be invoked. By 

understanding the underlying reasons for the structuration processes HR Sourcing can 

be developed in such a way that intended changes will actually be enacted by line 

managers. 

It was shown that outsourcing was associated with effects wherein the intended changes 

were actually accomplished. This was also expressed in the interviews where the 

managers stated that the HR Sourcing was successful. HR SSC‘s invoked totally 

different effects. The original and intended modalities were often seen in contradiction 

with another. This invoked a laborious process wherein eventually both original and 

intended modalities were typifying the HR Ensemble. Upon close investigation we can 

see that shared services propagated many changes in the facilities, norms and schemes. 

Outsourcing on the other side promoted especially changes in facilities, while norms 

and schemes remained mostly intact and were maintained. Grounded in this comparison 
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we believe to have found three recommendations to establish congruence between 

intended and actual practices and to foster the advantages of HR Sourcing. 

8.1 Break ties with original facilities 

The organisations that chose for HR SSC‘s experienced that HR managers who stayed 

close to the work floor still got requests for help from line managers. Moreover the 

SSC‘s eventually sent a representative to enhance the contact between the line managers 

because they were maintaining too much contact with the HR advisors/managers. These 

contacts enforced that e-HRM applications were not fully used and the face-to-face 

contact had more importance than intended. We believe that this continued contact was 

a source of alienation towards the HR SSC‘s. On the opposite of these developments we 

saw that after outsourcing commenced, line managers were stoic about the 

redistribution of the responsibilities and were not opposing the increasing workload. 

Because HR managers were removed from the organisation, through dismissal or 

relocation, the authoritative resources of the line faded. This forced them to adapt to the 

new situation which was taken without many difficulties. Therefore an emphasis should 

be placed on making line management more capable to deal with the new situation, 

rather than keeping HR managers close to the work floor in case that complications 

emerge. Therefore we would advice to propagate new facilities and break the ties with 

the previous ones since this can cause difficulties to adapt to the intended situation. This 

also implies that the organization should restrain line managers from depending on HR 

managers. 

In addition it should be stated that this requires organizations to get a complete insight 

in their HR Processes. At several organisations the complexity of HR Processes was not 

understood. Transactional processes were perceived as simple repetitive administrative 

actions and nothing more, causing that the complexities around those processes were 

disregarded. It was for instance not taken into account that many different forms of 

these processes could exist throughout the organisation. Also the HR Agents that were 

connected to it, and the HR Network that was utilised, was not often fully 

comprehended. Therefore it was not uncommon that when HR Processes got sourced 

unclear situations came into existence. This caused among others that facilities were 

wrongly introduced and HR Agents were not able to cope with neither original nor 

intended modalities. Therefore a good understanding of the HR Processes is an absolute 

necessity before commencing the changes in modalities. 

It was also mentioned that with HR Outsourcing, career chances and the employment 

contract of the (ex) HR managers improved. Consequently HR Sourcing was not merely 

perceived negatively by HR managers but also as an opportunity. This contrasted with 

HR SSC‘s, where low educated personnel was reported to work in the SSC were little 

opportunities awaited. They were not educated by the organizations and moreover they 

had little idea of who they were serving. Subsequently little information was present 

about the problems that the clients experienced and therefore clients often felt alienated 

from the shared services, promoting the move towards HR managers which were still in 

the proximity of line managers. We therefore saw that the quality of the HR SSC and 

vendor is (at least partially) dependent upon its personnel. By investing in the personnel 

the quality of the HR Sourcing arrangement can rise. Moreover the norms and schemes 

that were originally present within the organization can be more easily maintained when 

the supplier is educated about them.  
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8.2 Leave the schemes of the clients intact 

A finding which caught our attention was that organizations decided to keep the 

outsourcing ‗secret‘. In every organization it was seen that line managers often did not 

know for a long time that the vendor was an external party. While centralization and 

thus the physical removal of people was often notified, the fact that the personnel was 

not anymore part of the client organization was not. HR managers said that it was a 

conscious choice not to correspond about this with the organizational agents. Moreover, 

we saw that there were considerable efforts to make sure this was not noticed. For 

example, email addresses and telephone numbers remained the same after the 

outsourcing. And at Foxtrot the supplier was taking office at the client location, near 

internal HR managers. Thereby the original schemes concerning accessibility and 

proximity were not opposed, even though the physical proximity of HR Agents was 

altered.  

In addition to this we saw that when service level agreements were not including 

measures which respected the original schemes, it was disregarded. Managers did 

originally not asses the HR Ensemble by formal means at all. And while a service level 

agreement was not regarded negative per se, HR SSC‘s foremost did not include the 

original schemes in the formalized new ones. This caused that the organizations 

assessed the shared services in total different ways than managers did. The alienation 

between the shared services and the managers was believed to originate from this. 

When outsourcing was commenced, client satisfaction for one was included as an 

important indicator of its success. This enforced that outsourcer and clients were sharing 

similar schemes to signify the HR Ensemble. We thus found that when schemes around 

the HR Ensemble are respected the intended changes are easier accepted. 

8.3 Sustain norms whoever the supplier might be  

A difference that we encountered between SSC‘s and outsourcing was that the latter had 

a bigger focus upon increasing the quality of HR Processes. Shared services on the other 

side had a bigger emphasis on the reduction of costs and increasing efficiency. While 

cost-reductions are a strong motive to commence HR Sourcing, it is not a common 

norm that is supported by line and HR managers. These managers adhered to norms 

concerning the personal attention and accessibility of the supplier. As a consequence 

demand rose up for HR Managers to aid the line, resulting in an overall increase of HR 

Processes, their costs, and reduction of quality. So we saw that when organizations 

focused primarily on cost-reductions these norms were indirectly opposed and managers 

started to show negating behavior. Reasoning from a cost-motive might thus be an 

improper mindset for commencing HR Sourcing. While we do not oppose that cost 

reductions can be achieved with HR Sourcing, we believe this can be achieved easier by 

respecting the original norms. 

Furthermore it must be mentioned that education and investment in the supplier is not 

solely necessary to keep the schemes intact, but also to sustain norms. When HR Agents 

learn to signify the HR Ensemble that is accepted by organizational agents, they also 

should learn about the appropriate tools to legitimatize it. The HR Ensemble is 

stabilized when there is correspondence between them. 

9 Conclusions  

The article commenced by stating the goal to describe the structuration characteristics 

of HR Sourcing arrangements. This was posed with the intention to foster an insight 

into the discrepancy between motives and accomplishments of HR sourcing. After 
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elaborating on the characteristics of structuration theory we have developed the HR 

Ensemble. It has been developed around the three main notions about HRM; who 

delivers, what it delivers, and how it delivers. By understanding the HR Ensemble as a 

mental construct and HR sourcing as an occasion for change, we are able to understand 

the consequent changes in terms of structuration. 

The put the framework to the test a research was conducted at six organizations. The 

approach gave us insight into how organizational agents perceived and reacted upon HR 

Sourcing in relation with the original HR Ensemble. Thus effects were linked to the 

agency and structure of line and HR managers. By describing this process in terms of 

structuration we were able to understand the discrepancies between the intentions of HR 

Sourcing and the eventual effects. This resulted in three recommendations that advice to 

change the facilities, while respecting the original norms and schemes to a large degree. 

Our findings make us believe that if these recommendations are not taken into 

consideration during implementation, managers are very well capable of maintaining or 

returning to the original HR Ensemble. This was uncovered after comparing shared 

services and outsourcing and seeing that the latter succeeded in changing the original 

modalities to a larger extent. While we are aware that there are also HR Outsourcing 

arrangements that fail to live up to their potential, our three case examples give 

recommendations for future HR Sourcing arrangements alike. Therefore we can 

conclude by stating that existing structures can confine HR Sourcing in multiple ways 

but when modalities are understood, HR Sourcing can be more easily effectuated.  
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Abstract. There is an increasing awareness of the significance of talent and 

talent management to an organisation‟s performance and competitive 

advantage. Similarly there is increasing recognition that human capital and 

talent issues permeate throughout most segments of an organisation. 

Accordingly, when an organisation decides to change its processes and the 

way that it conducts its business, talent management will be affected. Based 

on an in-depth case study, this paper shows that the decision to transition 

from a proprietary to a vanilla HRIS, significantly affected the way in which 

the organisation viewed and managed its talent. By applying a social 

construction of technology based approach (SCOT), this paper further 

argues that it is important for academics, practitioners, consultants and 

organisations to be mindful of the potential positive and detrimental talent 

management implications of altering technology.  

 

Keywords: Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS), E-HR, talent 

management, implications, social construction of technology (SCOT) 

 

1 Introduction 

The argument that an organisation needs to manage its human capital assets has a long 

history and has been previously addressed by academics, practitioners and consultants 

interested in personnel management, human resource management, and strategic human 

resource management. However changes in demographic patterns, the ‗war for talent‘, 

talent shortages and several other factors have today combined in a manner which 

further encourages organisation‘s to identify, recruit, maintain and develop individuals 

who are deemed ‗talent‘. The above changes have provided compelling reasons for 

organisations to attend to their human assets through talent management. So much so 

that the increasing importance of ‗talent‘ has prompted many senior executives of 

organisations to not only state that ―our people are our greatest asset‖ but to undertake 

tangible strategic actions that embody these claims. Furthermore the ability to 

effectively manage talent within an organisation has benefited from the introduction of 
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technology. The range of technology available to organisations is diverse, and within 

the academic and practitioner sphere is referred to in a number of ways including E-

HRM [e.g. 39, 40, 44], web-based HR, virtual HR and/ or Human Resource Information 

Systems (HRIS) the focus of this paper is on the later. HRIS are integrated systems used 

―to gather, store and analyse information regarding an organisation‘s human resources‖ 

[23] and are considered to be one of the most dynamic and potentially useful 

technologies in business today [29]. Increasingly organisations are using information 

technology to support and enhance activities that are critical to their competitive 

advantage [11].  

Literature that advocates for connections between technology, specifically HRIS and 

talent management exists [e.g. 3, 10, 47]  however very little empirical research has 

been conducted to date. Similarly, very little research has been offered which examines 

the how changes in HRIS impact upon talent management. As such this paper will focus 

on the impact of an organisation‘s decision to alter their legacy HRIS technology upon 

its human capital assets. Overall this paper will present a comprehensive examination 

and analysis of one organisation‘s decision to transition their HRIS and the 

consequential impact of this decision for talent management. The findings suggest that 

it is important for academics, practitioners, consultants and organisations to be mindful 

of the potential positive and detrimental talent management implications of altering 

technology.  

The paper comprises of six main sections. In the first section we review the literature 

that discusses HRIS paying particular attention to previous studies and reports that 

recognise the connection between technology and talent management. In the second 

section we discuss the methodology applied. In the third section we provide an 

overview of the organisation and its history with E-HR and HRIS. This section is then 

followed by a discussion of our results which has discovered that altering technology 

has resulted in two significant changes. The final section summaries the findings and 

provides recommendations for academics and practitioners.  

2 Introducing Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) and 

Talent Management  

The term human resource information systems (HRIS) has been researched and 

discussed by a number of academics [e.g. 8, 18, 20, 25] and although there appear to be 

differences in the way that HRIS are specifically defined, there are common elements 

believed to be associated with the term. Some of the confusion that stems from defining 

HRIS is associated with the desire for some academics, practitioners, consultants and 

vendors to assume that a HRIS is hardware or software associated with information 

technology (IT). To enable a more comprehensive analysis, HRIS are believed to 

include more than just hardware and software, it also includes people, policies, 

procedures and data required to manage the Human Resource function and also the 

human capital assets of the organisation. Thus a functional HRIS must allow and enable 

the assimilation of procedures and policies to manage an organisations human capital as 

well as the hardware and software associated with the HRIS [23, 25].   

It is not surprising to learn that one of the first perennial issues that organisations need 

to deal with when embarking on the selection and implementation of technology is the 

extent to which they will seek customisation. Most specifically, organisations need to 

determine whether they will tailor their existing human resource processes to fit with 

the functionality of the technology versus customising the functionality of the 
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technology to fit their existing human resource processes. With reference to HRIS, the 

first category, where modifications are made to organisational processes is commonly 

referred to as ‗vanilla‘ or ‗vendor‘ HRIS and the later category, where modifications are 

made to the technology are known as ‗proprietary‘ or ‗customised‘ HRIS. Evidence to 

date shows that most organisations choose to select, implement and maintain ‗vanilla‘ 

HRIS because of the considerable costs associated with making changes to the 

technology [41]. Regardless of the approach adopted, the implications of the decision 

has found to be complex [13, 16].  

The use of the term ‗talent management‘ gained momentum and popularity in the late 

1990‘s as the phenomena, today referred to as the ‗war for talent‘ began to rise. The 

realisation that a number of previously separated demographic and global business 

patterns were combining in a manner which was about to have important implications 

for business lead to an increase need for talent management. The McKinsey & 

Company‘s study of 1998 [9] drew widespread attention to a rising demand for talent-

intensive skills that would outpace supply in many industries and markets. Stahl et al 

[42] further elaborate upon this influential change in the value of human capital assets 

by stating that in the context of the late 1990‘s ‗talent management‘ came to appear 

synonymous with human capital management and its influence on an organisations 

strategy. 

In direct contrast to traditional HRM, organisations that adopt talent management 

‗…emphasise decisions about the talents of their employees, rather than simply HR 

service delivery, and how these talents affect traditional measures of financial and 

competitive success‘ [6]. Talent management involves moving beyond a focus on HR 

policies/practices, towards a ‗…deep and logical framework connecting talent to 

organisational success…‘ [6]. Talent management involves looking at business strategy 

while having both eyes constantly evaluating the talent needs of the organisation pursue 

its business strategy today and in the future. It is not essential that academics, 

practitioners and organisations agree on definitions of talent and talent management as 

it can be argued that an organisation needs to define and pursue talent management in a 

manner that is specific to the organisation and its business strategy. 

Furthermore, and more specifically HRIS are believed to have the potential to be the 

mechanism by which companies monitor and deploy their talent in order to attain and 

sustain a competitive advantage [21]. The more contemporary aim underlying the 

strategic use of HRIS in regards to talent management is to focus on making better 

decisions, not just producing data faster [27]. More specifically and of greater interest to 

the study of talent management, is the ability for HRIS to produce metrics, analytics and 

data about an organisations human capital assets and hence ‗talent.‘ In contrast to 

arguments that proclaim a relationship between the use of technology and talent 

management, this paper will focus on the impact of changing a HRIS, a technology used 

to manage talent, on an organisations understanding of talent and their talent 

management practices. 

There are a number of debates about technology which have highlighted the importance 

of including and considering the role of both the social and material context upon the 

selection, adoption and use of technologies [e.g. 14, 17, 33] including HRIS. Such 

social construction approaches emerged as a response to the previous assumptions 

regarding the deterministic influence and impact of technology. Embracing the social 

construction approach, we apply the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) 

approach to both the impact of technology as well as the understandings of talent and 
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talent management. That is, we assume that the organisations use of their HRIS and 

their understandings of talent are socially constructured. The social construction of 

technology (SCOT) approach is relevant to this study as it challenges more 

technological deterministic approaches and the idea that technologies and technological 

artefacts have a pre-given and fixed meaning and in its place argues that the process, 

design and selection of technologies are open and can be subjected to contestation [35]. 

Thus a technology is seen to be characterised by ‗interpretative flexibility‘ and various 

‗relevant social groups‘ who articulate and promote particular interpretations of it. This 

meaning, over time tends to become accepted and the interpretation of the technology 

stabilised [14]. The application of SCOT is useful as it enables the authors to recognise 

that when considering relationships and experiences with technology and talent, it is 

essential that social factors and previous experiences be considered. Hence the process 

of talent involves individuals interacting with ‗facilities‘, ‗norms‘ and ‗interpretative 

schemes‘. Therefore the opinions of respondents can only be understood in the context 

of individuals and groups comprehending, interpreting, using and engaging with the 

technologies [14].  

 Furthermore this paper will transgress from the themes of previous studies of this 

technology which have mainly focused on the type of applications that predominated in 

HRIS [e.g. 19, 25, 37], the contexts necessary for the successful implementations of 

HRIS [e.g. 4, 26], as well as the conditions that support successful use of HRIS [e.g. 2, 

23]. Consideration of previous studies combined with arguments regarding connections 

between technology and talent management this has led this paper to be guided by the 

following research questions: 

 Does changing from a proprietary HRIS to a vanilla HRIS impact on an or-

ganisations understanding of talent? 

 If so, what changes can be observed? 

 What are some of the consequences for the organisation? 

By adopting interpretative and constructivist approaches, this research sought to 

describe, interpret, analyse and understand the social world from the participant‘s 

perspective [15] regarding the use of technology in talent management which was 

achieved using the following methodology. 

3 Methodology  

An interpretative epistemology is considered the most appropriate for this paper as it 

advocates two essential assumptions regarding the creation of meanings; that is that 

individuals create their own meanings and secondly that context can affect such 

meanings. Furthermore Orlikowski & Baroudi argue that the context of the use of 

technology is important, ‗the design and use of technology in organisations, in 

particular, is intrinsically embedded in social contexts, marked by time, locale, politics, 

and culture. Neglecting these influences may reveal an incomplete picture of 

information systems phenomena‘ [34]. 

As the existing literature which examines the combination of these two areas is limited, 

the research was undertaken as an exploratory case study with the phenomena being the 

impact of transitioning HRIS on the concept of talent.  Investigation of the research 

question‘s required a qualitative research methodology and in keeping with the social 
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constructivist approach, the paper utilised a number of methods to capture the situated 

dynamics that emerge as the HRIS transitioned and the implications of this. 

Furthermore an emergent process was followed [31] and involved the author‘s moving 

between emic and etic perspectives [46].  

This research adopted an exploratory single site case study methodology [5] which will 

be the use of technology, specially HRIS, for talent management. A case study for the 

purposes of this research enabled the researchers to systematically gather information 

about social settings, event or group which will enable the researcher to understand how 

the subject operates or functions [5]. This approach is appropriate as it is well suited to 

the study of complex organisational processes and practices [e.g. 1, 22] and has been 

used by other researchers whose projects share similarities [e.g. 12, 32]. The data 

collection process involved conducting semi-structured in-depth interviews [45] with 

five members of the organisation. All five participants are members of the Human 

Resource function of the organisation and were selected on the basis of their 

knowledge, understanding and use of HRIS for talent management in the organisation.  

The interviews were conducted within the natural setting over 18 months between 

February 2008 and October 2009 and were between 37 to 126 minutes in duration. All 

interviews were later transcribed and reviewed by the authors [38]. Through such 

methods, this paper sought to add rich empirical data which tells of the stories and 

experiences of individuals regarding talent management within the organisations. The 

empirical interview data was then analysed [28] through a double hermeneutic process.  

4 The Case Organisation 

The case organisation, ManuOrg has been allocated an assumed name. It is a leading 

diversified manufacturing company with operations throughout Australia, Asia and 

New Zealand and employ‘s more than 7,200 individuals across its businesses. 

Throughout its history, ManuOrg has experienced a number of significant changes in 

relation to its structure and operations. Despite such changes, the organisation has 

continued to maintain and manage their talent management processes and human 

resource activities primarily through a highly customised proprietary HRIS. As such the 

use of their legacy HRIS was complex and steeped in history.  

Today ManuOrg‘s primary HRIS, has become a system that has been ―…maintained, 

developed, and run…totally in-house‖ (HR Manager A). Through progressive 

implementations and the changes made to the functionality of the HRIS over the past 

ten years, ManuOrg now has an integrated HRIS that is in no way a ‗vanilla‘ HRIS. 

Rather ManuOrg‘s current HRIS is a tailored system that specifically addresses the 

needs of its different businesses and the organisation as a whole; ‗…the company has 

been pretty well served from something that has been done in-house and tapered 

according to the needs‘ (Executive HR Manager). Representing a significant break with 

the past, in 2008 the decision was made to transition away from its proprietary HRIS to 

a more vanilla system provided by a major HRIS vendor SAP.  

The data derived and analysed for this paper has discovered that the organisational 

change in question has resulted in two significant changes. Firstly the organisations 

understanding of talent and hence desired skills and capabilities altered from more 

general information technology skills combined with a long history of the organisation 

and its internal operations to specific information technology skills (those which are 

needed to use SAP) and the ability to deal with change. The second change 

encompasses a number of alternations experienced in the structure and management of 
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talent in the organisation. The second talent management changes are seen to be direct 

consequences of the first.  

5 Key Changes  

5.1 What is considered to be „talent‟ begins to change 

The change from the organisation‘s proprietary HRIS to SAP has resulted in ManuOrg 

repositioning its understanding of talent and the desired skills and capabilities which 

will add value to the business and enable it to pursue its strategic goals. As one of 

Australia‘s oldest organisations, ManuOrg has been able to create an organisational 

culture that is steeped in tradition and history. Such an emphasis on history can be 

viewed in their ability to create, build upon, and maintain a legacy HRIS that in 2008 

was more than 20 years old. The organisations understandings of talent, has previously 

included notions of history and loyalty such that many employees have created career 

paths within the organisation. The pursuit of organisational focused career‘s can have a 

number of benefits for the organisation and the individuals involved. Firstly the 

organisation is able to gain greater returns from investments in training and 

development combined with the ability to maintain knowledge about the organisation 

within the organisation. Similarly the individuals that stay with the organisation have 

been rewarded for their loyalty and organisational commitment with security in 

employment and promotions. During the data collection phase of this research, the 

research team personally liaised with a number of employees who had been with the 

organisation for more than 20 years. More surprising was that our primary point of 

contact for the project had served an impressive four decades with the organisation. 

Despite continuing to recognise the value of long term organisational commitment, 

members of the human resource function within ManuOrg recognise that the guard is 

changing and as such the supremacy of organisational careers are beginning to wain. 

The Executive HR Manager recognised this change: 

I think historically from talking to people around the business, you can talk to 

people who‘ve had careers in a number of streams within the various businesses 

that ManuOrg has owned over the years, but I don‘t get a sense of that from 

more current joiners. 

The change in mindset regarding the essentialness of long serving employees coupled 

with the changes resulting from the implementation of a new HRIS has also encouraged 

ManuOrg to re-evaluate the skills and capabilities that it desires from the ‗talent‘ within 

the organisation. Given the long and established history of ManuOrg as one of 

Australia‘s oldest organisations (ManuOrgs website) it may be unsurprising to learn that 

previous human resource and talent management policies and practices have been 

normalised in the organisation. As such, individuals deemed as ‗talent‘ for the 

organisation centred upon the possession of an extensive knowledge and understanding 

of the organisation and its different businesses. 

Furthermore one category of employees within the organisation that will be 

significantly affected by the transition is those employed within the existing HR 

department. As the legacy proprietary HRIS has been customised to meet the needs and 

demands of a wide range of stakeholders, including the existing HR function, the 

structure and approach of the HR function will be required to change. To date, 

individuals employed within the HR team have lived through very few technology 

platform changes over the years. Similarly the composition of the HR team has 

experienced very few changes. Despite the small number of individuals located in the 
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HR team, the length of service for the team is noteworthy. Both team members that 

were associated with implementing the original HRIS in 1986 are still both with the 

organisation. 

Yeah well we‘ve had a really good system, customised system and that‘s mainly 

because of [HR Manager A] and [HR Manager A]‘s got a very like sharp mind 

and stuff and has done some brilliant things with it and he‘s got [HR Team 

Member C] who works with him who is again very sharp (HR Team Member 

A).  

Consideration of the above analysis illustrates that the previous desire to retain talented 

individuals because of their knowledge and expertise in the organisations proprietary 

HRIS was seen as a significant driver of the organisations understanding of talent. On 

the most general level, the desired skills and capabilities included general information 

technology skills combined with a long history of the organisation and its internal 

operations. In contrast, the significant change to be undertaken has resulted in a new 

skill set to be added to the understanding of talent for the organisation: the ability to 

undergo and contend with change. Now one of the most valued talents is the ability to 

change: ―The most obvious one is the capacity for change.‖ (Executive HR Manager).  

The ability for the organisation to maintain its traditional approach recently came under 

fire when one of the two key individuals with the required talent to maintain the system 

decided to retire. It was during this time that the dangers of their approach to talent were 

explicitly recognised: ―But [HR Manager A] is retiring…so we need to look at 

upgrading because our human capital was within two people and we need to upgrade it‖ 

(HR Team Member A) and hence the current project to replace their proprietary HRIS 

gained momentum. The organisation, through its senior management realised that their 

traditional talent management processes, which centred on retaining key talent with the 

concentrated and specialised organisational knowledge, may not be the most appropriate 

for the organisation going forward. To continue the traditional approach to talent was 

seen as risky: 

Our risk, and what one of – not the only, but one of the big reasons going out, 

looking ahead – was the fact that the more sophisticated and complex we be-

come, the more dependent we are on principally two people (HR Manager A).  

Recognition of the risks has encouraged the Executive HR Manager to re-evaluate the 

future needs of the HR function. The selection of SAP as the future HRIS, is seen by the 

organisation as a strategic decision that explicitly considers the future needs of the 

business in regards to technology capabilities as well as the different capabilities of 

talent. 

…but I see it‘s pretty critical for us to focus on and looking at a new system, 

how we future-proof it in our thinking as much as possible rather than just as-

suming that what we‘ve done for the last period of time as organisations is going 

to see us through. But the world of technology and the mind set is just changing 

so quickly (Executive HR Manager).  

The strategic selection of SAP will directly impact on the skills and capabilities that the 

organisation requires to go forward. The implementation and adoption of SAP will 

require the organisation to acquire and retain skills, knowledge and expertise in SAP. 

The ability to acquire such talent will not only affect the success of the technology but it 

also has the ability to enhance or hinder future talent and operational elements of the 

business. Prior to selecting the new HRIS, the organisation had limited SAP talents held 
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internally. More telling of this widening talent gap was the complete lack of SAP skills 

in their existing HRIS maintenance and HR teams. To fill this void in the short term, the 

organisation has selected to engage a consulting company with specialised and certified 

SAP skills and knowledge to assist with the project. The need to include SAP skills as a 

talent in the organisation not only requires modifications to training and development 

processes but it also requires a change in mindset. The change in mindset will 

―…actually add value to the business‖ (Executive HR Manager)  

Despite the use of consultants, ManuOrg now faces the challenge of acquiring SAP 

skills and knowledge for the longer term. This can either be achieved through providing 

traditional training and development for existing employees or targeting the acquisition 

of SAP skills, knowledge, and expertise through external recruitment. Regardless of the 

decision made, each approach will require the organisation to make trade offs between 

organisational knowledge, and specific technological knowledge.  

Changes in the external environment coupled with the decision to implement a new and 

different HRIS has encouraged ManuOrg to re-evaluate the skills and capabilities that 

they consider as talents required to achieve their business objectives. The outcomes of 

this re-evaluation have had both positive and detrimental implications upon the way that 

the organisation manages its talent. 

5.2 Implications of changing an HRIS for Talent Management 

A new understanding of the skills and capabilities regarded as talent has resulted in a 

number of talent management implications. Furthermore, we have found that three 

specific consequences have been observed in the short term. These are; the need to 

balance generational demands, repositioning of teams and functions within the 

organisation, as well as the ability to revise their remuneration policies. 

Firstly, the organisation‘s explicit desire to increase the number of activities that are 

conducted online and facilitated through E-HR processes has implications for the 

organisation with regard to their ability to cater for, manage and balance, the differing 

needs of employee cohorts such as Generation X and Y with Baby Boomers. The ability 

to do this effectively is seen as an important talent management challenge. Generational 

differences regarding expectations of technology has factored into the decision making 

processes associated with the future technology requirements of the business. The need 

to consider and address this area was seen as important by the Executive HR Manager: 

So, how do you target the technology in a way that meets the business need but 

also is meeting different generations that are in the work force, because clearly 

there‘s still a lot of people, I‘m sure in this organisation, that are going to strug-

gle with the concept of a payslip coming via SMS on their mobile phone, 

whereas, for the generation coming into the work force, that ‗where is it? 

Furthermore career progression and talent development is seen to also differ between 

generational cohorts of employees: 

I mean like I‘ve dealt with a lot of Gen Y people and you‘ve got some really 

open Gen Y people, and then you‘ve got some others that are like well I‘m a 

graduate, when I come in here today I‘ll be the managing director tomorrow. So 

it‘s trying to manage those types of people (HR Team Member B).  

As ManuOrg adapts their understanding of talent in order to appreciate the differing 

skills and capabilities that generational cohorts can provide, polices and processes 

regarding recruitment, selection, succession planning and training and development 
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activities have also been required to adapt. Overall managing different generational 

demands and expectations of technology, E-HR and more specifically for the purposes 

of the paper, a SAP HRIS, leads to changes in talent management. 

The repositioning of certain functions and teams within the organisation and its 

structure are considered as the second category of consequences of transitioning the 

HRIS for talent management. As discussed previously, the current HRIS project has 

required the organisation to re-evaluate the talents that are required and the strategic 

contributions of those talents. This has further caused the organisation to recognise that 

many talents held currently within the organisation may not be required to meet the 

future direction of the business; 

I guess the challenge for ManuOrg now is what the world looks like going for-

ward and whether the staff within the current operation are the necessary fit to 

what the mission looks like going forward. (Executive HR Manager).  

One outcome of the re-evaluation is the desire to centralise information technology (IT) 

skills and talents. In order to centralise and unite IT talent, the organisation is seeking to 

reposition existing employees with specialised proprietary HRIS technical knowledge 

who currently sit within the HR team to the Business Information Systems (BIS) team. 

Previously the HR function, included all of the HRIS team however the retiring 

employee recognised very early in the process that this was going to change: 

My team, we call HR Services, and as the name implies, we provide services 

across the whole [organisation]… The services include the HRIS system, so I 

have a team of IT professionals reporting to me, and we maintain and develop 

the present HRIS system. That won‘t continue in the future… (HR Manager A).  

The Executive HR Manager also saw that the transitioning in HRIS would have talent 

implications for the existing HRIS team: 

So obviously one of the things that will probably come out of the new system 

is… a move towards a more conventional structure of that [the HRIS] team 

within the IT structure. 

The decision to relocate the existing HRIS team from HR to BIS recognises that the 

individuals with extensive knowledge of the proprietary HRIS and the organisation are 

no longer regarded as contributing strategically to the performance of the HR function. 

The individuals affected by this transition will not only be relocated to become 

members of the BIS team, but they will also need to be found alternative roles as their 

previous positions are now redundant. When asked by the research team about what will 

happen to the current HRIS team when the transition to SAP is finalised, the HR 

Manager discussed how the team will be totally disbanded and that particular members 

may leave the organisation if alternative positions can not be found. The Executive HR 

Manager shared similar sentiments during the same discussion. He stated: 

I mean clearly we‘re not going to need HRIS skills. Each of the individuals have 

a broad set of business skills, the issue is if there is a suitable role that they can 

move into to. So, it‘s really more around is there actually a meaningful role that 

makes sense both from the company standpoint and obviously from the individ-

ual standpoint. 

Given the move to SAP knowledge, skills and capabilities, the organisation has also 

sought to externally recruit additional individuals to strengthen the capacity of the BIS 

team. To date the organisation has recruited three such individuals that reside in the BIS 
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team and are working in hands-on positions regarding the roll out of the new SAP 

HRIS. Despite their talents in SAP, it is important to recognise that none of these 

individuals have knowledge of ManuOrg and its operations. The organisation 

recognises that they have needed to make talent management trade offs. The newly 

appointed HR Manager (replacing the retiring manager) accepted this talent 

management decision point: 

I think whether you go with an SAP versus business knowledge, its like any-

thing, it‘s like when you recruit for any role. Do you go with someone who has 

got subject matter expertise, which one can you learn the quickest to actually get 

you over the line (HR Manager B). 

The most significant change regarding the management of talent for ManuOrg as a 

result of transitioning their HRIS involves the relocation of their Accounting function, 

including their payroll team from Brisbane to Sydney. Consequently this decision 

involves not only a relocation of a function from one state to another, but also the 

―phasing out‖ out and replacement of an entire team of employees. Again recognising 

the talent implications of changing from a proprietary to vendor HRIS has directed the 

organisation to re-evaluate the role and position of the payroll team in a similar manner 

to the HRIS IT team. Members of the payroll function previously located in Brisbane 

were given the opportunity to relocate to Sydney however all declined and as such, all 

of the employees now employed as part of the payroll function located in Sydney are 

new to the organisation. This has been challenging for the organisation. ―…I had 

another challenge in that ….my payroll team, for instance changed. You know, they 

were up in Brisbane and now we‘ve moved them down here. It‘s a whole new team‖ 

(HR Manager B). During the process of relocating, the organisation resolved to operate 

both payroll teams simultaneously. This presented additional talent management 

challenges as neither team was knowledgeable of both the new system and the 

organisation: 

Unfortunately what we‘ve ended up with is not surprisingly a disenchanted 

Brisbane team, the team that know the business and a completely new team who 

don‘t know the business at all (HR Manager A).  

The organisation has also needed to manage the talent and knowledge implications of 

this move which has compounded some of the challenges. Furthermore the decision to 

transition their HRIS has required the organisation to choose between the organisational 

knowledge and technology talents in regards to their payroll team. The existing payroll 

team members were employees that were well versed in the proprietary system rather 

than SAP payroll and hence their talent set was deemed less salient. In contrast, the new 

payroll team is well versed in SAP but not the organisation. The new HR Manager 

reflected upon this during our most recent interview (October 2009): 

All that knowledge is gone. Not gone, sorry, all that knowledge you can no 

longer use in the new systems, so I think that is some of the challenges that we 

have. 

He then continued: 

I guess that it would be great to have people who had very, very good knowl-

edge in the business of SAP and our payroll, but you see that‘s quite difficult 

because all of our expertise has been with our legacy HRIS system… So unless 

you buy it in, and then your not getting the organisational bit, so it‘s a bit of a 

catch-22 (HR Manager B). 
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The organisations decision to reposition the IT experts from the previous HRIS team 

from members of the HR team to the BIS team, combined with relocating and replacing 

the payroll function are two direct talent management consequences of the transitioning 

from a proprietary to vendor HRIS. 

The third consequence of undertaking an upgrade of the organisations HRIS is seen to 

centre upon perceived opportunities for ManuOrg to adopt a more strategic talent 

management mindset. This change in mindset would then be reflected in the 

organisations remuneration policies and distribution of short, medium and long term 

incentives. The Executive HR Manager recognises that their remuneration policies and 

practices have adopted more traditional human resource management approaches which 

pursue equity. Although the more traditional human resource approach is believed to 

have served them well in the past, it may not be the best way for the organisation to 

manage the remuneration aspects of the business in the future: 

…I think it is, but for a whole lot of good reasons, we‘ve tended to have the one-

size-fits-all, and that‘s going to have to be tested and I suspect changed to reflect 

where the different streams of the business are… At the moment, the LTI [long 

term incentives] is obviously structured around an equity plan and what‘s the 

value of that to people who are in one side of the business vis-à-vis another… 

The desire to exploit the move towards SAP technology to help drive changes in the 

way employees are rewarded is seen as an important strategic issue. To represent such 

beliefs the Executive HR Manager continues: 

But I think strategically… it‘s around what are the reward programs around that, 

both short term and long term, but I think increasingly the world is moving to-

wards more of a medium term incentive type approach. 

In contrast to equity and consistency approaches, ManuOrg see‘s that the adoption of a 

SAP HRIS will provide them with additional functionality that can be utilised to pursue 

remuneration in a way that targets and rewards individuals and/or groups of individuals 

that posses the talents required for the organisation to achieve its future business 

objectives. The new technology is seen to also enable the organisation to reward 

talented individual‘s that add value. Such a transition in thinking represents a move 

towards a more strategic approach to talent management through the generation and 

management of information. 

6 Discussions and conclusions 

An examination of the existing literature regarding talent management and E-HR 

encouraged the authors to seek a greater understanding about the possible talent and 

talent management implications of an organisations decision to alter technology which 

was highly customised. The results from a detailed exploration of one organisation‘s 

transition from a long standing, highly customised proprietary HRIS, to a vanilla HRIS 

provided by SAP has uncovered a direct impact between this transition and the 

organisations understanding of talent and approach to talent management. In this case, it 

appears that the change in the HRIS approach, i.e. the move to SAP has influenced the 

desired skills and capabilities of the human resource and IT functions. Given the nature 

of existing academic arguments regarding the need for organisations to define the 

talents that are essential for the organisation, one could have expected the decisions 

surrounding the selection and adoption of a HRIS would have been made with direct 
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consideration of the organisations talent management strategy and that the organisations 

talent management strategy should determine the HRIS. However this appears not to be 

the case. In this instance the transitioning of a HRIS had implications for talent. 

Although this research draws on only one case, additional research should be 

undertaken to consider the causal relationships between technology and talent 

management.  

The data derived and analysed for this paper has enabled the authors to discover that the 

organisational change in question has resulted in two significant implications. Firstly 

the organisations understanding of talent and hence desired skills and capabilities 

shifted from more general information technology skills combined with a long history 

of the organisation and its internal operations, to specific information technology skills 

(those which are needed to use SAP) and the ability to deal with change. The second 

impact encompasses a number of changes experienced in the structure and management 

of talent in the organisation. The second impacts are seen to be direct consequences of 

the first. 

The results also show that an organisations understanding of talent is socially 

constructured. Furthermore it is argued that an organisations understanding of talent, 

and their approach to talent management should change as the organisation undergoes 

change. It is believed that such changes are an essential consequence of pursuing talent 

management because talent management involves the management of talent in 

connection to the organisations business strategy of today and the future. Through the 

presentation of one case organisation, ManuOrg has demonstrated how the decision to 

make changes within the organisation, such as a change in HRIS, should encourage the 

organisation to re-evaluate the skills and capabilities that they desire and that contribute 

to the pursuit of their strategy. Changes in technology will also affect talent 

management policies, processes and activities. The impact of transitioning technology 

on talent and talent management is an area that currently lacks extensive consideration 

by academics and practitioners. It is suggested that future research and studies that 

address E-HR, HRIS and/ or talent management may like to further consider such 

impacts and extend this body of knowledge. 

By adopting a social construction of technology approach to the study of talent, the 

paper‘s findings demonstrate that the study of technology and its impact on talent 

management is determined in part by the agency of the individuals involved and the 

social context within which the organisation operates [33]. In sum, it is only through the 

appreciation of both the material and the social can more informed understandings of E-

HR and talent management be obtained. These findings corroborate those of existing 

literature that apply SCOT to the study of technology [e.g. 14, 16].  

As organisations increasingly compete through talent [7], and continue to realise that 

the management of their talent is critical to their operations and survival, the use and 

application of HRIS, through access to encompassing information, may allow 

organisations to more effectively and strategically manage their talent and allocate 

resources. A growing awareness of the changing nature of business through 

globalisation combined with changing demographics such as an ageing population and 

talent shortage, compels business to focus more of their attention and energy on not 

only retaining their talent but also keeping them actively engaged in their work [24, 30, 

36, 43]. In this environment, it will be critical for organisations to manage their talent in 

a more strategic manner than they have been accustomed. Furthermore it is believed 
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that the technological factors, such as HRIS, which are also constantly evolving will 

bring with them talent management opportunities and solutions. 

Despite the findings and contributions made by this paper, the potential connections 

between technology and talent management still present an area for future research. 

There are possible connections that can be made between technologies such as HRIS 

and talent and talent management however additional in-depth comparative case studies 

considering a diverse range of organisations according to industry, location and size will 

further enhance our understanding of this phenomenon. Furthermore, additional 

theoretical lens such as technological determinism, discourse analysis and the resource-

based view of the firm could also be applied by future analysis.  

Regardless of whether organisations choose to upgrade, downgrade, combine or replace 

any form of technology, this paper shows that academics, practitioners, consultants and 

organisations should be aware of, and sympathetic to the possible positive and 

detrimental talent management implications of pursuing changes in technology. 

Furthermore, it is important to recognise that analysis of relationships between E-HR, 

HRIS and talent management may be limited however it is important and as such this 

paper has drawn upon empirical data to present evidence that making changes to 

technology can and will impact talent management.  
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Abstract. Nowadays it is not likely to find any large organization, either 

public or private, that does not have some sort of computerized information 

system for their Human Resource Management (HRM) processes. However, 

not all of them use it successfully and effectively. Lessons need to be 

extracted, both from theoretical research and case studies in order to show 

HR managers how to boost the added value of people by integrating an e-

HRM perspective in their businesses. 

Strohmeier‟s e-HRM [36] framework posits that researchers need to 

understand the context in which the practitioner works, along with the 

relationships between the actors affected, the firm's strategies and activities, 

and the technologies implemented before attempting to determine its 

consequences and ways to improve HRM performance. Taking this into 

account, this paper offers an analytical, qualitative view of the e-HRM 

context, actors, activities and technologies developed by the University of 

Alicante, comparing the perspectives of the employees and their 

supervisors, in order to identify which key issues need to be considered 

prior to undertaking a quantitative research on e-HRM performance. Our 

main contribution is to find evidence supporting that the most relevant 

issues to be considered are those of communication, conflict management 

and trust between employees and supervisors. 

 

Keywords: case study, e-HRM, Intranet, University, Spain. 

 

1 Introduction 

Lately, there has been a strong interest in the relationship between Human Resource 

(HR) managers and the way they add value to organizational performance, surpassing 

the exploration of the effectiveness of single HR policies and practices [5, 32]. Even 

though Teo [37] presented evidence on the fact that technology-related competences 

were considered less competitive than soft relationship management issues (trust, 

commitment, etc.), it cannot be denied that a dramatic change is taking place in the HR 

area, which affects everyone within and on the fringes of the organization (applicants, 

retirees, outsourcing contractors…). This change is both supported and led at the same 

time by information technology (IT), specifically Internet, which is permeating, slowly 

but surely, the HR manager‘s function. 
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The root of this change is the knowledge that a successful firm will be the one 

compelled both to adapt and anticipate to the current environmental changes, evolving 

from a solid, hierarchical and mechanical entity to a fluid, organic organization built on 

information flows [44]. 

Some consequences of the introduction of Internet in the world of HR are the following 

[11]: 

 IT destroys traditional, intensive manual labor, but gives birth to new jobs 

(Webmasters, media brokers, html programmers, etc). 

 Teleworking and flexible consideration of time and space are part of the job‘s 

description. Privacy has also become a relevant issue, since the distinction of 

personal and professional related information is blurred, as well as blending 

personal time and working hours. 

 Geographical barriers disappear, up to the point in which some businesses are 

working 24 hours a day by using time zones appropriately. 

 Multifunctional skills and team working are required abilities for new 

economy‘s employees. 

 Modern organizational structures, flat and team-based, are taking over 

traditional forms (virtual organizations being the epitome of this phenomenon). 

The integration of IT in the organization of work has brought certain benefits which 

lead to new conceptions about work relations, but not about work itself [12]. Business 

have to learn to "e-manage" their human resources, as opposed to simply "manage" 

them, in order to survive in today‘s digital environment. However, many organizations 

do not react to these environmental challenges suitably. This problem often results in 

policies, practices, and strategies that may be outdated. 

Thus, the quest of present time HR managers is making the most of this pervasive 

technology while addressing the abovementioned challenges in an effective manner. 

And this can be achieved by implementing e-HRM functions. Strohmeier [36] defines e-

HRM as the application of IT for both networking and supporting at least two individual 

and collectives actors in their shared performance of HR activities. Therefore, e-HRM 

extends outside of the HR department to the whole organization. 

The paper's purpose is to address a case study in which it is shown how to boost the 

added value of people as a company asset by means of an IS, specifically intranets, to 

integrate an e-HRM perspective in their businesses. It focuses on the issues raised by 

the employees of the University of Alicante (UA) who are currently implementing 

intranet-supported applications for their HRM practices. This case study is the first part 

of a larger research project, which comprises another stage in which a quantitative 

survey will be carried out. This survey will study whether the Technology Acceptance 

Model [9, 10], or TAM, is applicable to the context of the UA's e-HRM policies as a 

tool for predicting HR attitudes, and its consequences for HR performance.  

The layout of the paper is as follows: the following section will approach the concepts 

of e-HRM, Strohmeier‘s framework and the role of the intranet and its HR applications 

for e-HRM performance. A third section presents the methodological aspects of this 

stage of the research. Afterwards, the results and discussion section shows an analytical, 

qualitative view of the e-HRM functions carried out by the UA through its corporate 

intranet. The paper finalizes with some conclusions and the consequences that the 
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findings presented here will have for the second stage of our research, as well as future 

lines of work for new economy‘s HR managers, as extracted from the case studied. 

2 State of the art: e-HRM 

2.1 E-HRM concept, advantages and models 

E-HRM refers to conducting HRM transactions using the Internet and other IT. 

Although the ‗e‘ part is a reflection of the ‗electronic‘ meaning that it has in ‗e-

business‘ or ‗e-commerce‘, it really means online HR. An e-HR system aims to provide 

useful information to managers and employees anytime, anywhere. For instance, it 

allows employees to take over some of the administrative roles of the HR department, 

by controlling their personal information, updating records and keeping control of 

timing and agenda. As for managers, it helps them to access information and data, 

conduct analyses, and make HR related decisions without consulting the HR department 

[29]. 

E-HRM is a more specific vision of how HRM and its associated processes can benefit 

from a rational use of IT. According to Voermans and van Veldhoven [40], there exists 

―a positive relation was expected between reported ease of use, usability, user support 

and output quality of an IT system and the attitude towards E-HRM‖. The cost of doing 

HR transactions is lowered and response times are improved, as well has quality and 

consistency of the HR information [27]. Likewise, HR managers are able to focus on 

strategic functions instead of carrying out administrative tasks. But there are also some 

disadvantages: as said by Noe et al. [26], e-HRM “pose a challenge that is especially 

significant for human resource management: they lack the personal touch of face-to-

face communication‖. Also, less administrative and paperwork tasks usually lead to less 

HR personnel needed, thus considering e-HRM as a blessing and a course [20]. 

This is the principle underlying the notion of e-HRM: It can only support true 

competitive advantages in combination with soft HRM practices, knowledge 

management and trust relationships [13, 17]. This means that firms must enhance their 

employees´ skills, behavior and attitude towards creating and sharing knowledge in 

technology-based work environments, like an intranet. For a more elaborated view on 

IT-based HR innovations, see [13]. 

This case study will benefit from being approached from a comprehensive 

organizational perspective, like that presented by Strohmeier [36]. For this author, e-

HRM is a multilevel phenomenon; this is, its effects are both macro level 

(organizational) and micro level (individual). Both levels need to be considered for the 

dimensions of their framework (see figure 1): 

  The context considers the different environments that influence the e-HRM 

system, namely cultural, legal, industrial and organizational.  

  The configuration seeks to integrate the operative part of e-HRM. The actors 

involved can be external assessors, employees, HR professionals, managers, 

applicants, virtual teams, etc. The activities are those HR processes and 

functions that could be improved with IT. As for technology, it is clearly 

identifiable with the equipment and applications that support e-HRM. Finally, 

the strategy refers to the connection between e-HRM implementation and HR 

objectives.  
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  The consequences will attend to the different levels. Operational consequences 

are actors‘ attitudes, whereas transformational (organizational) consequences 

will happen when HR play a key role in sustaining competitive advantages.  

 

Figure 1.  Framework for e-HRM [36] 

 

2.2 E-HRM activities and processes 

Almost every e-HRM activity can be carried out by means of an intranet. An intranet is 

defined as a network based on TCP/IP protocols (an internet) belonging to an 

organization, usually a corporation, accessible only by the organization's members, 

employees, or others with authorization. The intranet‘s purpose is to safely share part of 

an organization's information or operations with its employees and to facilitate the 

sharing of this information. They support many real job functions and can become the 

primary avenue that employees use to communicate with people in other groups within 

the organization and the way you find the information you need to do your job 

effectively and easily [25]. Sometimes the term refers only to the most visible service, 

the internal website, generally restricted to employees of the organization. 

Intranets have inherited from Web parenting the low cost, inexpensive fees, scalability 

and excellent support advantages, but these will only come out if it is properly designed 

and managed [17]. This means that the Internet‘s interactivity and real-time interaction 

collude with the advantages of having the information on HR systematized, allowing for 

most efficient decision making. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the key e-HRM processes most commonly found on corporate 

intranets [5, 15, 39]. 

Figure 2.  Key e-HRM functions 

 

It can be seen in Figure 2 that there is a variety of functions available for e-HR 

managers, from the simple publishing of information, to more sophisticated HR 

practices that contribute in the long term to skill and knowledge base within the 

organization [42]. Let us elaborate on these functions. 

HR selection and recruitment may be carried out by means of an applicants‘ tracking 

system, a software application that enables the electronic handling of corporate 

recruitment needs. Most include a corporate career site, allowing companies to post jobs 

on to their own websites, and applicants to log on their curriculum vitae. Candidates can 

apply for either specific or non-specific job vacancies. Effective solutions store the 

candidate data into a database to allow efficient searching, filtering, and routing of 

applications. It can be complemented with the information provided by an online, 

integrated solution using Web-based management tools, which allow applicants (job 

seekers) to submit (upload) and manage their electronic Curriculum on the Internet [39]. 
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HR administration allows for e- self-service applications that diminish the charge of 

routine work for the HR department while increasing transparency and visibility for 

employees in regards to their personal information. This indicates an increase in 

information access and sharing, shifting away from the traditionally centralized and 

hierarchical approach. Furthermore, the operational efficiency and effectiveness of the 

HR area improves, leaving their managers to focus on the more strategic functions of 

their profession [8]. 

Payroll administration is known to be one of the earliest HR processes to become 

automatic [20]. Wages and benefits are easier to calculate and personalize since the 

information needed is mostly uploaded in the system, like time attendance and 

productivity figures. 

This is related to HR planning in terms of presence control, and requests for holidays 

and time off. The traditional time clock often no longer makes sense and simply does 

not meet the needs of the current work environment. The intranet may be used to track 

and monitor employee attendance accurately in real-time, even if they are not working 

physically ate the organizational premises However, it may lead to a ―Big Brother‖ 

experience for the more technophobic employees [1]. 

Information dissemination and intra-organizational communication are two of the 

most common purposes of the intranet [5, 24]. However, e-HRM takes this information 

level up a few notches, by offering employees online access to information about HR in 

a self-service way. E-mail, forums, videoconferences and other applications are set up 

on the virtual desktop of the employee to provide them with several communication 

channels that break the trade-off between reach and richness of information [8]. 

Payne et al. [29] provide evidence that online performance appraisal systems are 

viewed as superior to paper and pencil systems in many respects, but not in terms of the 

perceived quality of the performance appraisal ratings. Actually, the gain comes from 

having the information gathered in one system that allows for comparison and feedback 

of the HR manager, although not so much from the employee´s point of view. 

Jobs inventories and staff profiles can be loaded into the system and used as the starting 

point of the HR development function. A series of assessments are carried out to match 

peoples‘ competencies and job requirements, as well as planning promotions and 

careers, and detecting training needs. These databases should be kept always updated, 

so that HR managers are able to identify and lack or excess in any competency of any 

employee at any given time [39]. 

HR training has a wide scope, from an application to request courses to e-learning and 

e-mentoring processes. It also contributes to organizational effectiveness by managing 

knowledge repositories and creating social and intellectual capital [20]. According to 

Murray et al. [23], most distance education technologies can be used for training, are 

cheaper for the firm to use (as compared to the use of a live instructor) and trainees thus 

trained perform better, especially in virtual environments. However, the average trainee 

prefers a live trainer that any e-learning resource, unless there is a strong 

intercommunication among trainees.  

The use of web technologies has changed the way in which data and computational 

resources are brought to the desktop of the employees. Since web based solutions are 

easy to establish [32], a plenty and quickly increasing number of resources can be made 

available on Intranet application [15]. This function refers to an e-HR form which 

focuses on the automation of transactions, under the principles of business process 
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reengineering, where paperwork is replaced by electronic work flows, even integrating 

and combining several application programs, under ERP software. 

Now that the e-HRM functions have been shown, the next stage would be to measure 

their performance and the employees' attitude towards them, for which the TAM has 

been considered for the next stage of the project that is being discussed in this paper. 

The Technology Acceptance Model 

As we have seen in Strohmeier's framework, the performance levels of the e-HRM 

depend on several factors, like the level of commitment and qualifications of the HR 

manager, the IT used, the organizational culture and the expectations and demands of 

the employees and managers [5, 11, 27]. In order to be able to measure this 

performance, several models and theories have been developed. Particularly, the 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is an information systems theory that models 

how users come to accept and use a technology. This model may be valuable as a tool 

for helping with analyzing and understanding intranet usage [16] and attitudes toward e-

HRM [40]. 

Davies et al. [10] presented a model which suggested that when users are presented with 

a new technology, a number of factors influence their decision about how and when 

they will use it (see figure 3): 

 Perceived usefulness: refers to the degree to which a person believes that using a 

particular system would enhance his or her job performance. That is, the 

application results in a positive use-performance relationship. In the context of 

e-HRM, this definition can be interpreted as whether or not actively participating 

in the online management of one‘s time would help the employee to become 

more productive. 

 Perceived ease-of-use: refers to the degree to which a person believes that using 

a particular system would be free from effort; i.e., if the application can be easily 

used for the intended purpose. For instance, in e-HRM, whether the platform is 

easy to access and to work with.  

  

Figure 3.  Technology Acceptance Model [9] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_systems
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This model is quite popular among researchers. It has been tested within a wide variety 

of computer settings and has been shown to be a robust predictor of computer use [40] 

The TAM should also be a successful predictor of online course use [22] thus being 

applicable to study online training practices.  

However, a common denominator is that the model is seldom useful as designed by 

Davis [9], and therefore changes have to be made so that it may adapt to the 

circumstances of the analyzed industry and business. In practice constraints such as 

limited ability, time, environmental or organizational limits, and unconscious habits will 

limit the freedom to act. For instance, Horton et al. [16] found out that its applicability 

may be variable between intranets and demonstrates that self-report and actual measures 

of usage are not interchangeable when applying such a model. Further criticisms of 

TAM as a "theory" include its lack of falsifiability, questionable heuristic value, limited 

explanatory and predictive power, triviality, and lack of any practical value [3]. 

Attempts to overcome these hindrances have generally taken one of three approaches: 

by introducing factors from related models, by introducing additional or alternative 

belief factors, and by examining antecedents and moderators of perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use [34]. For instance, Venkatesh and Davis extended the original 

TAM model to explain perceived usefulness and usage intentions in terms of social 

influence and cognitive instrumental processes. The extended model, referred to as 

TAM2, was tested in both voluntary and mandatory settings. The results strongly 

supported TAM2 [40]. The variables added by [40] are: image (the degree to which use 

of an innovation is perceived to enhance one's status in one's social system), job 

relevance (individual's perception regarding the degree to which the target system is 

relevant to his or her job), output quality (the degree to which an individual believes 

that the system performs his or her job tasks well), result demonstrability (tangibility of 

the results of using the innovation), subjective norm (a person's perception that most 

people who are important to him think he should or should not perform the behavior in 

question), and voluntariness (the extent to which potential adopters perceive the 

adoption decision to be non-mandatory). The latter dimension appeals to our research 

since we are dealing with public servants.  

Other attempts to establish a perfected model are those of [31], who proposed a 

framework integrating three categories of factors for the analysis of teleworking 

adoption: technological, human resources, and organizational factors. [2], using data 

gathered from the implementation of an ERP system, affirmed that managerial 

interventions in training and project communication influence the acceptance of 

technology, since perceived usefulness and ease of use contribute to behavioral 

intention to use the technology. 

All in all, these discrepancies on the applicability of TAM for e-HRM reinforce our 

belief in carrying out a previous analysis of the context, actors, activities, strategies and 

technologies, so that we can tailor the model to our organization's features. 

3 Methodology 

This paper presents a qualitative research [43], based on an open group-based interview 

regarding the intranet‘s working and their perceptions and attitudes. This interview was 

responded by the employees of the CV division of the Information Systems Department 

of the UA, one of them a middle manager, thus applying the ―person of interest‖ 

approach. Following [14, 33], the majority of the studies in HRM performance neglect 
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the perspective of the employee, which is necessary evidence to have a comprehensive 

view of HR politics, and has the added value of improving labor climate.  

These specific employees were selected because, firstly, they possess technical 

knowledge about CV and coached us in how the system works and which applications 

are still being implemented. Secondly, the interviewees‘ job is to answer the questions, 

issues and suggestions of the university‘s employees regarding CV usage, thereby 

providing the researchers with first hand information about behavior usage. Therefore, 

the interview was conducted in an interactive manner, in which the interviewees 

described how the system works and stressed the most important issues they have come 

across during the implementation period in regards to its users. 

Following their recommendations, we selected for analysis the following subsystems of 

the e-HRM of the UA because of their higher level of development, describing them 

from both perspectives, those of the administrative employee and the supervisor: 

  Employee: time attendance tracking, time off request, holiday period request. 

  Supervisor: employee absence monitor, time off request and holiday period 

request approval. 

This will allow for a 360º vision of every function, illustrating the interactions among 

both agents involved [4]. Also, the information was limited to the experience of the 

administrative staff since they form a numerous group with similar tasks, at least in 

regards to the manner in which to conduct these HR functions, whereas the faculty do 

not have these online time management functions because of the special nature of their 

jobs. 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 The context 

The UA had a teaching staff of 2212 people and 1240 administrative staff in December 

2007 [21]. Besides, the 2007 budget was roughly 265 million €. Therefore, although the 

UA is a public organization, it can be considered a ―big-size enterprise‖ in terms of 

personnel and operative budget, albeit a very complex one. Also, being a public 

organization, strict bureaucratic rules need to be followed, especially for administrative 

tasks. This means that the assessment of e-HRM is seen as the extent to which e-HRM 

applications are perceived as appropriate in use [30].  

4.2 The strategies 

The e-HRM system of the UA was developed as a result of its strategic plan for 

achieving higher levels of service quality and cost efficiency, as well as complying with 

its environmental policy [6]. Its use is compulsory for everybody and training courses 

are offered to the employees once the applications are implemented and in use. 

4.3 The technology 

Since 1995, the UA makes use of a self-made platform called Campus Virtual [6]. 

Campus Virtual is a web application that supports both teaching and learning processes 

and administrative tasks, and it is used by more than 95.000 users in a mandatory 

manner [38]. As a proprietary IT system, it is customized to UA staff's needs and 

demands, and any difficulties are being dealt with as soon as they are detected. It is on 

this platform, which was already known to the employees, that was decided to 
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implement the HRM functions. This is important since, as [19] have demonstrated, web 

experience and task interdependence impact intranet usage and perceived ease of use.  

The e-HRM platform the UA is personalized, secure, and accessible from any computer 

with an internet connection. Obviously, the e-HRM limits access to information to only 

authorized users in the UA: privacy is an important issue, because HR information is 

confidential and not suitable for posting on a website for everyone to see. Currently, the 

e-HRM offers the following main functions to employees, but every year the features 

and functions of e-HRM are improved: 

 Enroll in and participate in training programs online (e-learning). 

 Time attendance tracking. 

 Time off request. 

 Check holiday entitlements and request holiday periods. 

 View and print the payroll online. 

Moreover, the e-HRM system of the UA supports other functions as e-recruiting and 

knowledge sharing. For example, all the new job positions are made public on the UA 

web portal; all the information about health care and other benefits, UA‘s policies 

regarding work hours and holiday periods, and model documents are available on the 

UA web portal. 

Besides, UA employees keep their personal records up to date by themselves. For 

example, an employee can submit an address or bank account change through the e-

HRM. With employees helping themselves to information transaction and changes, UA 

is able to cut the number of staff members required to administer some HR tasks and it 

is able to offer a more personalized and up-to-date information, which concurs with the 

benefits and drawbacks presented before.  

4.4 The activities and actors: e-HRM functions in the University of Alicante. 

4.4.1 The employee‟s perspective 

As it was explained before, the Campus Virtual of the UA is used to track and monitor 

administrative employees' attendance accurately in real-time. Instead of employees 

punching a time-card, they simply connect to the Campus Virtual, enter their user and 

password and select the function to punch in. Employees can punch in only from their 

assigned computer; therefore, it is avoided fraudulence: an employee cannot punch in at 

home or from another computer in the University. 

Figure 4 shows the e-HRM interface that is used punch in both the entrance and the exit. 

As we can observe, the interface is very simple: the time of the last punching is shown, 

and two buttons allow the employee to punch in the coming in or the coming out. 

 

Figure 4.  Punching in work 
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Sometimes, employees can make a mistake and can forget to punch in at the right time. 

In this case, the employee has to use the function to correct a mistaken punching: the 

employee has to fill up the date and time of the mistaken punching, the event (come in 

or come out) and the reason, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Correcting a mistaken punching 

 

Moreover, the e-HRM offers an on-demand report generation that allows employees to 

review their own attendance data and to check their balance (theoretical and real hours), 

as shown in Figure 6. This is very important since for the most bureaucratic 

organizations, wages and productivity are usually calculated in according to working 

hours. In this report, special events, such as bank holidays or sick leaves, are shown 

with a different color. 

 

Figure 6. Time attendance balance report 

 

On the other hand, employees can make time off requests and enter time off taken 

through the e-HRM of the UA. Figure 7 shows the interface of this function, where the 

employee has to fill up the reason and the starting date and ending date of the time off. 
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Figure 7. Requesting time off 

 

The requests for time off are automatically routed to their supervisors and automated 

email notifications notify supervisors the existence of pending time off requests. 

Supervisors could approve or reject with detailed comments any request. Automated 

email notifications notify employees when time off requests are approved or rejected. 

Lastly, employees can also request holiday periods, as shown in Figure 8. The employee 

has to fill up the type of holiday period and the starting date and ending date of each one 

of the holiday periods. 

 

Figure 8.  Requesting holiday periods 

4.4.2 The supervisor‟s perspective 

Supervisors can monitor and manage employee attendance and absence in real-time 

from any computer with internet connection. The e-HRM allows supervisors to note 

exceptions such as tardiness or absences and adopt corrective decisions. 
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For example, Figure 9 shows the time attendance tracking of an employee during a 

week. A mistaken punching that the employee has corrected is highlighted with yellow 

background color. The supervisor can check the reason and can approve or reject this 

correction. 

 

Figure 9. Time attendance tracking of an employee 

 

Regarding time off and holiday period requests, supervisors receive automated email 

notifications. Supervisors review time off and holiday period requests and approve or 

reject them with detailed comments according to scheduling criteria or whether balances 

will be available. Then, automated email notifications notify employees when time off 

and holiday period requests are approved or rejected. Figure 10 shows the interface of 

this function, where the supervisor has to fill up the reason of rejecting a time off 

request. 

 

Figure 10. Approving or rejecting a time off request 

 

Finally, UA‘s e-HRM platform allows supervisors to generate on-demand reports. 

Supervisors can review the time attendance of a particular employee or can check the 

balance of all the members of a work group. For example, Figure 11 illustrates a report 

about the time attendance and time off requests of five employees from May to June. 
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Different colors are used to highlight the special events, such as bank holidays, 

employee holidays and full and part-time time offs. It is easy to see and compare the 

dates of attendance and time off of every person, thus providing their supervisor with 

exact and relevant information concerning the work time of their employees. 

 

Figure 11. Report of time attendance 

4.5 Discussion 

The present comparison of perspectives aims to help the organization to understand the 

electronic interactions between managers and employees, preventing 

miscommunications and misinterpretations of information, as posited by [2]. For 

instance, online presence control may be considered overwhelming for the less willing 

employees, because the fell that they are under constant vigilance. Measures against this 

feeling should be set up.  

Other topic regarding the collusion of the employees and supervisors‘ jobs that should 

be addressed is the possibility of correcting mistakes produced by the employees that 

use the system without direct surveillance, limiting the damage in time. This will help to 

counteract computer anxiety [40] or the degree of an individual‘s apprehension, or even 

fear, when she/he is faced with the possibility of using computers.  

Besides, any reports on performance and time management generated by the system 

should be discussed between employees and managers to generate feedback on the 

causes and consequences of their performance. In accordance with [4], the difference in 

perspectives must be addressed not only when data discrepancies arise, but also when 

tacit incongruencies may happen, due to diverse frame domains.  

As for the nuances that must be introduced in TAM‘s questionnaire, the analysis of the  

context (that of a public organization, highly bureaucratic and formalized), the strategies 

(platform of mandatory use from top management) and activities (self-management of 

time functions are the most developed) lead to think that, out of the two dimensions 

considered by Davis [9], we should concentrate on the perceived usefulness of the 

platform. The perceived easiness of use will also affect the attitude towards its use and 

the acceptance of online control of their tasks, especially considering the role that web 

experience has on this dimension, as was shown by [34]. Nonetheless, if the employees 

feel more in control of their time despite the online supervision process, then they will 

accept the platform more easily as seen in [37], especially in terms of trust and 
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communication between employees and supervisors. Trust, communication and support 

are all interrelated, even more where IT is concerned, like [18] establish.  

The intention to use, on the contrary, is not relevant in itself, due to the compulsory 

nature of the application, but it should be considered because it may be a source of 

future ―mistakes‖ due to negligence and carelessness from the employees and 

supervisors. Therefore, we strongly feel the need to add the voluntariness dimension to 

the questionnaire, as proposed by [40]. 

5 Conclusions, limitations and future research. 

In this paper we have presented a case study following Strohmeier's framework, 

consisting in the organizational analysis of the intranet that supports the e-HR functions 

of a Spanish university, the University of Alicante, as the context and technology 

supporting e-HRM policies. We have also considered the perspectives of the 

administrative staff of the UA in regards to the deployment of these functions, as 

channeled by the IT staff that support the intranet. This case is doubly interesting 

because it is a public administration, with its special cultural features, and center for 

science development itself, which means that it benefits from an advanced tailor-made 

IT system to support e-HRM. This paper provides the reader with illustrative examples 

of how e-HR technology may be strategically aligned with HR needs, even in such a big 

enterprise with a diverse workforce and a bureaucratic culture. 

Indeed, IT offers the opportunity to combine both perspectives due to its ability to break 

the trade-off between reach and richness of information within the organization. A 

strategically planned IT system may provide with dynamicity, adaptation and low costs, 

save time and supply useful information for better decision making. 

The intranet is the most commonly deployed IT system for e-HRM, due to its 

adaptability and scalability. The intranet‘s main advantages are increased efficiency in 

decision making and a decrease in the required time for internal and external 

communication. These both result in a cut down of coordination and communication 

costs, removing bottlenecks in the decision making system and eliminating duplicated 

and routine administrative tasks. These positive effects could also be transferred onto 

HR policies to lessen their subjectivity, with the help of a rigorous competency 

management system, as presented by Valdes-Conca et al. [39]. 

HR managers now face the challenge of shifting from a bottom-line, expense control 

perspective towards organizational effectiveness and knowledge sharing. This is even 

more radical when they work for public administrations, characterized by their 

bureaucratic attitude against change in their work routines. Evidently, cultural issues are 

bound to exist and have to be taken care of by means of training programs and other 

benefits. Therefore, motivation and communication programs should be in the agenda of 

e-HR managers to increase willingness and acceptance of changes. 

According to our results, the main issues to consider carefully when setting up e-HRM 

applications are those of communication, conflict management and trust between 

employees and supervisors. If these needs are not addressed, people will be reluctant to 

accept the system therefore creating more challenges than benefits. These findings will 

be introduced in the deployment of the TAM in a second stage of the research, so that it 

tailors to the specific characteristics of the UA's administrative workforce. 

Our main limitation is that of presenting only the qualitative part of the case study, 

along with the small size of the sample. We are currently engaged in the quantitative 
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study regarding the satisfaction levels, attitudes and expectations of the UA 

administrative employees. It will be necessary to adapt the model to give more 

importance to the issues of commitment, trust, leadership and motivation, and less to 

those related to intention of use. Moreover, we have found that there is a lack of studies 

regarding the attitudes of University's employees towards e-HRM, in particular, and 

public employees faced with mandatory use of intranets, in general. Future lines of 

work in this field are the promotion of more case studies from which to learn directly 

the opportunities and threats of e-HRM, and the solutions provided by field-HR 

managers. 
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Abstract. This paper promotes philosophical arguments for a practice based 

view to e-HRM, as an alternative to evidence based management, to close 

the gap between HRM academics and practitioners. A reflexive theorizing of 

HR work is proposed, encouraging diversity in epistemological and 

ontological assumptions to support a mindful problemization of empirical 

work. In my study of an HR transformation project at Sandvik Corporation I 

argue for a positioning of e-HRM studies towards a deeper acknowledgment 

of situated work practices. I also propose some contemporary discussions 

within organization studies and information systems research, 

acknowledging especially the entanglement of technology and every day 

practices, and ethnography as a strategy of investigation. Finally I conclude 

with a discussion of the contribution of this research approach to the study 

of e-HRM. 
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1 A gap to practice 

In recent years ‗e-enabled HRM‘ and the idea of evidence-based HRM has had 

significant impact upon HR professional skills and the way organizations design HR 

practices. Within Multi National Corporations (MNC) technological developments and 

the use of integrated Human Resource Information Systems (HR IS), have promoted 

reengineering of processes and made possible the integration, centralization and 

rationalization of administrative work within HR departments [35, 49]. The use of such 

―pull technologies‖, and the mass customization of terms and conditions, have revealed 

a transformational potential of HR IS [33], and positive associations between technical 

and strategic effectiveness have also resulted in a situation where HRM is more often 

understood as a major competitive advantage [16]. 

A key driver in the rhetoric behind this development has been Ulrich‘s (1997) highly 

influential business-partner model. This value-driven business model for HRM, based 

on research, has for more than a century figured as a benchmark for the creation of 

modern HRM. It is widely dispersed and discussed in businesses, and to be found as 

guidance in many HR transformational projects and consultancy marketing information. 

The basic idea of this business partner model includes the use of integrated software 

solutions to support and enable benchmarking of global HR processes. This gain in 
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efficiency through automating information structures and often outsourcing HR 

administration, is supposed to ―release‖ HR professionals into more strategic activities 

as ‗business partners‘. Instead of being preoccupied with routine work, HR 

professionals are ideally released into more analytical work tasks taking on a more 

proactive role in the organization working with people development and change issues 

in line with corporate strategy. This is supposed to contribute to the organizational 

mutual interests of employees and share holders, and raise the professional standing of 

HR [86]. 

  „Business partnering makes HR accountable to the business, and expects HR to add 

real value. This is a shift away from traditional HR functions where purpose, priorities 

and successes were defined within HR‘ [18] 

Though, in ―reality‖ there seems to be general disappointment in the use of these high 

performance work models. HR managers seem to have failed to seize the opportunities 

outlined by Ulrich‘s ‗business partner model‘. A majority of participating managers in a 

recent study don‘t believe in the structure of this model and that one out of four also 

questioned it‘s effectiveness [65]. There also seems to be a lack of clear definitions of 

the roles for HR professionals within this model [7]. 

From a more general point of view there seams to be large discrepancies between 

research findings and practitioners‘ beliefs in ―how it is in reality‖ [74]. Professionals 

often do not agree with research findings and this in turn leads to a general problem of 

getting companies to put scientific knowledge into practice, i.e. Evidence-Based 

Management (EBM) as companies [practitioners] often make decisions based on false 

beliefs that stem only from personal experiences [62, 63]. Why is this? Why do 

practitioners not just do as we think? 

Rynes, Giluk, et.al. (2007) argue that this is because of academics inability to 

communicate their research findings. They suggest academics agree about evidence that 

supports the use of specific practices, and that intermediate HR journals should 

communicate this information to practitioners, but fail to do so. They claim that 

information distribution is the main problem; that academics are miss-interpreted and 

that we are not good enough at communicating our facts. Managers need information 

that is timely and relevant for their jobs, providing them with fresh insights and 

meaningful solutions that help them also within the political game. But academics miss 

out on this opportunity, and instead management gurus and consultants take over and 

fill out the ―expertise gaps‖, using good narratives and emotionally appealing, and 

efficient, marketing [31]. 

A second explanation is the difficulty for managers to relate to our research, and when 

using it they still miss out interpreting them wrong because of poor scientific 

understanding [70]. This is arguably because management is not a profession, like 

medicine, psychology, education, or law that shares a common knowledge base (Leicht 

and Fennell 2001; Trank and Rynes 2003; Rynes, Giluk et al. 2007). Highly structured 

practices, such as these, are in stark contrast to the messy and ambiguous practicing of 

management in contemporary organizations [95]. Managers generally don‘t read 

scientific articles, but consult other managers to solve problems [15, 99]. 

A third explanation may be found in Deadrick and Gibson‘s findings about interest 

areas. Looking at the interest groups of HR professionals and practitioners there seem to 

be a gap in interest areas. In a content analysis of 4300 HR related articles, in two 

academic and two professional journals, Deadrick and Gibson (2007) found a 

significant difference in the interest areas of HR professionals and HR academics and a 
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general lack of interest in everyday activities by HR academics. This was especially 

prevalent in studies of HR technology, strategic HR, managerial change efforts, and role 

of HR departments. In total these subjects (HR department, strategic HR and technology 

issues) covered 29 % of the professional articles, while just found in 7 % of the 

academic articles [20]. While professionals seems to be more interested in the technical 

and day-to-day aspects of their work, academics devoted more attention to generalizable 

phenomena (macro/statistical research) [20]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Largest content-area gaps, represented by percentage of articles published in HR 

professional and HR academic journals (1986–2005). Deadrick & Gibson 2007, p. 134 

 

  ‗As long as the professed goals of HR Academic and Professional journals diverge, the 

espoused (and published) interests of the two groups will also diverge. As a result, the 

privileged knowledge of HR Professionals and Academics will differ, which will lead to 

knowledge gaps and, most likely, ―doing‖ (implementation) gaps.‘ [20] p.138 

To sum up, I see two clear arguments for why these gaps exists, but weather this gap to 

practice exists because of incompatible ways of communicating what we academics 

know, or professional‘s ability to understand academic results, one question still lingers: 

why are the interest areas so diverse and why are not academics focused on problems as 

they are experienced by those who own them? 

 

For sure Dave Ulrich, takes his responsibility responding to the critique, and gradually 

developed his model [87-89], but the general gap between practitioner and HR research 

is more profound and complex than to be answered by some leading authors. Fact is that 

despite the attention paid to the strategic agenda of future HR work, there is up to 2005 

still little empirical evidence yet to support the HRM-performance link and the actual 

enactment of HR practices and employees perception of them [11, 59]. Arguments 

regarding the proposed shift from transactional to more strategic work in real practices 

is lacking evidence [60], and studies of the impact of HRM on different stakeholders are 

sparse [10]. Also regarding HR IS research, little has been done to address the perceived 

benefits and potential barriers to the implementation and use of HR technology [9, 37, 
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50, 82]. Studies of the implementation of integrated Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) software, specifically, is still in it‘s infancy [9]. 

a. A way forward 

Arguably there seem to have been a loss in philosophical reasoning about the 

knowledge that EBM scholars argue we are in consensus of, and a problematic distance 

between practitioners and academics interest areas and understanding as a consequence 

of this [31]. These questions need to be deeply thought through, searching for answers 

that can bridge this gap. Guest (2007) firmly steer this question towards a broader 

understanding of what is consensus within the academic discussion. Arguably, 

functionalistic writers seem to assume that we have the scientific knowledge of those 

basic principles that should guide HR practicing. Seeing this calling for EBM from a 

European perspective, Guest (2007) argues the situation being a bit different in Europe. 

For sure, there are fairly strong national initiatives supporting the development of 

evidence based management in the UK (e.g. Social research council, ESRC, and 

additional funding to universities that can demonstrate a strategy for transfer of 

knowledge). Still, compared to the development in the United States, in Europe EBM 

may be an even more disputed territory. In the context of a strong pluralist tradition in 

European industrial relations, with strong trade unions sustained and even reinforced by 

homogeneous legislation within European Union, European critical management 

scholars [1, 44], have fundamentally questioned the positivist (functionalistic and 

rationalistic) paradigm, drawing instead on the salience of issues such as power, social 

structures, and social relations, acknowledging a fundamentally different understanding 

of what is valuable knowledge.  

  ‗On the one hand, strategic HRM is characterized by the dominant organizational 

imperative for performance and productivity, which derives from an industry-based 

view of the firm and is informed by a rationalistic view of human action. On the other 

hand, HRM is concerned with meeting a more complex and often ambiguous needs and 

expectations of employees, the humanizing of work,…‘ [57] p.185 

Through inquiries into the field priorities and limits, critical scholars have produced a 

viable critique of rationalistic approaches, arguing that value centric and unitary 

solutions too many complex and emergent organizational phenomena are simplistic. 

Instead this critical view of HRM argues for a pluralist approach that cares for diversity 

and the multiplicity of managerial conduct [31]. But, this critique seems to have fallen 

somewhat in the shade. European scholars argue that there has been a neglect of critical 

perspectives within HRM research between 1995 and 2000 [41]. Compared to European 

management and organizations theory journals, HRM journal appear to be oriented 

towards a consensus perspective, while organization theory construct HRM both in a 

way that strives for consensus and critique of reigning paradigm.  

However, there are viable examples in the contemporary HRM debate [3, 96]. Going 

back to the critique of the ‗business partner‘ model, Francis and Keegan (2007) 

critically evaluate the idea of ‗e-enabled HRM‘ and the key underpinning assumptions 

behind the business partnership (i.e. CIPD notion of the ‗thinking performer‘). They 

argue that instead of enhancing the creative and progressive roles (strategic partner, 

change agent and employee champion), HR professionals seem to miss out on the 

classical employee facing roles that are so important to maintain the social and human 

capital [27]. Guest and King suggest the same interpretation, arguing HR managers 

seem to put heavy emphasis on the rationalizing infrastructure designed to support line 

management, and so they neglect paying more attention to build good relationships with 
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line managers and taking an explicit role in change management issues, [32]. Francis 

and Keegan (2006) argue that the profession needs to reflect seriously about the 

consequences of this framing of HR work. As business-values may be given as the only 

supposed contribution, this might render in a depersonalization and a lack of strategic 

amplification of HR professionals relationship with employees, employee well-being 

and the career paths of HR professionals. As soft elements cannot be measured in 

objective terms, and the ´high commitment´ HRM practices are still shaped by a 

rhetoric concerning ―right‖ attitudes and behaviours, a great cost may instead occur 

when loosing empowerment and its potential to facilitate the incorporation of broader 

issues of employee well-being [27]. Arguably, there is a need for more constructive and 

balanced dialogue on the employee-facing role in the HR and a deeper understanding of 

the diversity of work practices as a basic building block in a sustainable way forward 

[26, 46]. 

Guest (2007) suggest academics need to stop thinking too much of what is ―perfect 

information‖ and go back to ―the roots‖ of what good communication is, and in 

particular, we need to readdress the perspective of the practitioners and reflect on what 

happens in organizations and understand why practitioners do not find the same value in 

EBM. Instead of thinking information distribution, we should be realistic about what the 

intermediate HR publications can do, and that we instead must see the plethora of 

different communication channels open to us in a modern society, including the 

formation of new relationship building constellations that take on more ―direct‖ 

activities, such as joint forums and networks for further collaboration [71]. This work 

also involves our engagement in helping HR professionals education, to develop 

enhanced critical understanding and a capacity to conduct there own scientific inquiry 

and to know where to find and validate academic results and find workable solutions 

[68]. There is obviously a need for HR professionals to understand how power, 

responsibilities and critical reflection may help balance the inherent tensions in the 

employer contract, and it‘s centrality for the psychological contract between employee 

and organization [27, 69]. 

What looks to be an apparent gap between rhetoric and reality in HRM research [45] 

has only one way forward: we need to start again paying interest into what HR 

managers every day work is really like. We need way forward that once again focuses 

upon ―real‖ practices, giving attention to empirical setting. We need to ask our selves if 

a the every day problems and challenges for HR professional and management in 

general (often concerned with existential affairs, relying on good relationship building 

and flexible solutions to resolve everyday problems) can seriously be compared with 

other professions, such as medicine or law, and if not, what are the negative 

consequences of these ―hard practices‖ in such a ―soft practice‖ as HRM,? These issues 

need to be addressed in a way that cares for the totality of human organizing. It needs to 

be a perspective that better conceptualize the development of the HR profession, not 

from what they are supposed to be, but from where HR managers are today, relating 

stronger to ‗workers verdict‘ of what is valuable HR work.  

The enactment of HR models occurs in ‗actual‘ organizations and if we are to educate 

managers in relevant know how, we need to study practicing management‘s knowledge 

to solve the real puzzles, also reflecting on the effects of the scientific rhetoric on this 

reality that we try to understand [21]. We supposedly need to get closer to the problems 

of organizations and experience them personally, rather than describing them from the 

outside [21]. We need to come closer to this reality and understand lived organizations, 
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conducting empirical research that account for the richness in organizational 

‗sensemaking‘ [98] 

  ‗…we need to be more aware of the structural and experience-based contexts of our 

investigation; to see more than we understand.‘ [21] p.554 

This needs to be done in a constructive and balanced way, not just in opposition to the 

functionalist paradigm, advocating a deconstructive logic, but systematically 

investigating the impact of HRM models on the shop floor. However, this is not to say 

that we shall adapt to the ―marketization‖ of HRM research where scholars try to 

compete with consultants and journalists, in a consumer driven research. This could 

result in knowledge generations methods that loose both rigor and relevance, adopting 

an atheoretical language, close to what organizations already feel that they know and 

say [21, 75]. Rather, we need to explicitly target both HR managers and their reasons 

for their sticking with conventional truths and the misuse of EBM [62], and at the same 

time reflect upon our scientific rationale [meta-theory] and how such might lead to a 

―quick fix‖ mentality [36]. This way a critical view, need not to be in contrast to an 

EBM approach, but can be a complement to the critique forwarded by Guest (2007) and 

Lawler (2007), arguing for an ‗engaged academy‘ [19]. Extended with behavioural 

theorizing, the functionalist perspective can readdress the weight of employee well-

being and work based dynamics for the actual performance within embedded HR 

practices [23]. 

2 e-HRM at Sandvik Corp. 

Answering this call for more empirical work and new types of research approaches, the 

aim of my doctoral thesis is to contribute with a case study of HR transformation at 

Sandvik Corp. Sandvik Corp. is a knowledge-based Swedish engineering group with 

advanced products and a world-leading position within the selected areas such as 

mining and construction, hard materials and industry tools. With over 40‘ employees 

and an order intake of approx. 9 billion EURO and, the company is one of the largest 

companies in Sweden.  

Since 2003 the corporation drives a large HR change program called CONNECT. The 

program was created to introduce new ways of working with HR questions on a global 

basis, securing efficient and common ways of working and changing focus from 

administrative tasks to more strategic HR work. The program consists of four corner 

stones being the implementation of a Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software 

(‗Peoplesoft‘), to enable a global HR information handling, introducing global HR 

processes, a new HR role on both global and national level, called ‗HR advisor‘ and a 

service centre solution, responsible for delivering effective HR administration services. 

Having had strong support from top management team, the program has over the last six 

years overcome many breakdowns and developed an experienced project management 

group. Focusing on all four cornerstones in each country implementation, introducing 

processes to streamline the organisation on a global basis, the program have had 

fundamental impact on the way HR is delivered at Sandvik Corp. 
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Figure 2: Sandvik HR transformation model; CONNECT. From Sandvik web-presentation. 

 

a. Technology, processes and everyday routines 

Initial findings of the 20 interviews conducted, and observation of CONNECT project 

management group, can be bracketed into two areas of concern: CONNECT project 

management group and the use of Peoplesoft, and the development at a production plant 

in Gimo, Sweden. 

Historically the HR work at Sandvik has been dispersed, having uneven quality within 

the different business areas. The organization has been characterized by a decentralized 

organizational culture and varied ways of coping with HR problems and opportunities. 

With the help of offensive change management and internal marketing the CONNECT 

program management group have delivered the tools necessary to raise the general 

quality on HR work, but the different business areas seem to have made very different 

progress in their work with the CONNECT agenda, most significantly on the use of 

‗Peoplesoft‘ and it‘s more formal routines. The system seems to be thought of as hard to 

handle. Line managers complain about the interface and that the system is built on the 

wrong philosophy, being to rigid. There seem to be significant influence from system 

requirements, and dependency on system architecture where much work needs to be 

focused on getting the basic functionality running, globally, before the more qualitative 

and parts can be developed. It‘s arguably a communication challenge; that in order to 

get the value adding parts working the basic functions need to be in place; adjusting 

system modules to local requirements, and getting service centres working and 

operational reporting done by managers and employees. This seem to have affected the 

way CONNECT has influenced the practice, often through the connection HR 

professionals and technical experts on a global level. They work as a sort of ‗high 

competence support‘, but in reality they are reasonable apart from the ongoing business 

of day to day HR work practices played out in the relationships between line managers 

and HR advisors.  

  ‗ -As commented from a globally responsible HR advisor, all the four corner stones in 

the delivery model are all as important and he insists that they would not suspend the 

idea of a system support, just because of old routines, but for him it is a question that 

needs support from top management and it needs to gratify line managers and HR 

advisors in their everyday work [77] 
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As an example at the production unit, HR advisors and line managers thought they 

needed to take another turn in clarifying role descriptions, reasoning at all level in the 

business area about current situation and future expectations. 

  ‗- We noticed that during this transformation we needed to do this more than once, 

because they forget and you go back on the same track. [77]  

This reflective activity was conducted all over the production unit, where all involved 

managers had the opportunity to state their point of view and collectively make sense of 

the new situation, find their responsibilities and figure out the contribution of the new 

technology. 

  ‗ -People often miss, or choose not to tell the main reason, the most significant reason 

for managers not getting efficient in their work with ‗Peoplesoft‘, that they don‘t want 

to work with the system.. They think It‘s much better to call someone…but It‘s not 

inefficient to use the system. [77] 

  ‗-I have no reason to defend ‗Peoplesoft‘, but I have had great reason to see, do we do 

the right quality, and my conclusion is: It‘s not rationally conditioned, It‘s a resistance 

to change, and we all have the responsibility to get this working. It‘s OUR 

responsibility to work with this change and that‘s why the program management is not 

such a powerful instance. [77] 

This constant centrality of the CONNECT program management and the use of 

Peoplesoft, in relation to every day work practices and organizational routines, have 

become a central phenomena for ongoing investigation and theorizing process. The 

whole HR philosophy at Sandvik, as such, and this tension between the rationalizing 

goals of program management, and how it is answered and interpreted by individuals 

and groups in the organization, in everyday work practices, will be the main mystery 

being described and analyzed in the study of HR work at Sandvik Corp. 

3 Contribution to e-HRM 

In trying to connect this study to current discussion within e-HRM, I recently got in 

contact with the work of Tatyana Bondarouk and Huub Ruël, who have made recent 

attempts to find a common conceptual umbrella of this kind of transformational process 

[72, 73]. Traditionally, the definition has touched upon the implementation and 

structuring process of technology driven HR transformations and the consequence of 

these organizing activities in creating HR network structures throughput the 

organization [83]. Ruël, Bondarouk & Van der Velde (2007) further suggest a definition 

of e-HRM as a complete approach for modern HRM, also including en explicit 

recognition of the relevance of integrated ERP systems. Bondarouk and Ruël (2009) 

continue this definition, arguing that we need to find a consensus in a definition 

covering the integration of HRM and IT, focusing also on targeted employee and 

managers, often being the value creating consumers of web-based technologies: 

  ‗…an umbrella term covering all possible integration mechanisms and contents 

between HRM and Information Technologies aiming at creating value within and across 

organizations for targeted employees and management. [9] 

To focus the problemization on Sandvik I have used this definition of e-HRM, and four 

interrelating aspects of e-HRM proposed as relevant for further elaboration: content of 

e-HRM, implementation of e-HRM, targeted employee and managers and e-HRM 

consequence. From my experiences at Sandvik Corp. this made explicit four study 

objects that guide the investigation: 
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1) Use of HR IS: providing global information handling, as a central mechanism to 

understand the development of CONNECT. Studying the appropriation process of 

technology may show the logical demands of the integrated system and its role as a 

boundary object. By studying the demand of integration of HRM strategy and policies, 

as they are documented in web-based and other communication material, the aim is also 

to understand the intended HR practices  

2) Transformation of HR work practices: understood as real time changes in both 

management and shop floor practices. Studying interpretations of formal roles and 

processes to uncover differences in the way this transformation is enacted and perceived 

in actual HR practices 

3) New roles and relationships between top and line management: studying how 

CONNECT program management, HR advisors and line management 

collaboratively/relationally make sense of their new work situation, to understand how 

new work roles/identities are played out, and how these relationships changes over time 

as work is routinized. 

4) Value creating HR work: the subjective experience of value in the constructing HR 

tools, transformational leadership, and every day practicing of HR. A deeper 

understanding of the practical knowledge needed to produce value will unravel 

important competency needs. A relative appreciation of the contribution within the 

organization from HR problem solving and the development new tools and policies, will 

show both the political and creative/productive value. 

a. Practice-based theorizing 

The construction of these four study objects, as understood in the empirical setting, has 

also been constantly influenced by a parallel theorizing process. The guiding principle 

in my research has been the iterative ―dance‖ between different explanatory frameworks 

and the experiences at Sandvik Corp. From the early framing the empirical phenomena 

and the interrelation of technology, HR practice transformation and HR managerial 

competence, I was trying to find research that could help me get a better general 

understanding.  

In this theorizing process I was initially inspired from contemporary academic debates 

within relevant academic fields, and interviews with key stakeholders at Sandvik Corp. 

Reading literature on the area of HRM resulted in a broad informing research base that 

supports the problemization of the case, pointing out some relevant theoretical questions 

and concepts regarding HR IS and HR transformations [35, 47], subsequent changes in 

competency demands for HR professionals [28, 38, 87, 89, 90], and the changing role of 

line managers [8, 66, 93]. This reasoning was further complicated with arguments from 

adjacent disciplines such as Information systems (IS) research, Organization Studies 

(OS). Driving this process is my fundamental interested in the link between research 

and practice, and the ‗practice turn in social science‘ [67, 79]. From a sociological 

background [13, 30] practice-based studies have offered a pragmatic (re)orientation in 

organizational studies through the observation of everyday practices [14, 43, 53, 56, 61, 

103].  

  ‗…beyond its canonical abstractions of practice to the rich, full-blooded activities 

themselves. And it must legitimize and support the myriad enacting activities 

perpetrated by its different members.‘ [14] p. 53.  
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Basically these influences handles the phenomena of organizational learning [14, 29, 

43, 51, 79, 84, 85], and within information systems research a substantial research of 

‗IT and organizational change‘ [6, 12, 48, 52, 54, 91, 102, 103]. 

In later developments this iterative process has resulted in a framing of more distinct 

theoretical constructs. To further focus my elaboration of central mechanisms (i.e. the 

study objects), I refer to some key constructs in a number of converging debates within 

information systems research, organization studies and science and technology studies. 

These concepts gain their relevance in explaining central phenomena at Sandvik Corp., 

but their common philosophical argument is just as interesting. From a sociology and 

science and technology perspective [5, 42, 64, 79] scholars argue we need relational 

view of organizational practices, understanding technology and human organization on 

an ontological level as fundamentally entangled. Rather then talking about objects and 

humans as having distinct properties, these authors, and I, argue we need to better 

understand the social and technical phenomena as fundamentally relational phenomena, 

i.e. the one cannot exist without the other. 

  ‗The thrust of site [practice] ontology, consequently, is that human coexistence 

inherently transpires as part of a context of a particular sort...What makes them (‗sites‘) 

interesting is that context and contextualized entity constitute one another: what the 

entity or event is tied to the context, just as the nature and identity of the context is tied 

to the entity or event (among others).‘ [78] p. 465  

We do not ―come into‖ a situation, but we constantly are in situations as we go about, 

together, and with the use of tools and cultural artefacts, to take purposeful action, 

already ‗being-in-the-world‘ [34]. I refer to this relational ontology and its 

phenomenological grounding as a new meta-theoretical starting point [36]. As a sort of 

‗pragmatic pluralism‘ [97], or what may be called ‗interpretive repertoire‘ [4], I will 

reflexively refer to theoretical concepts relevant for empirical interpretation, also trying 

to ensure that central concepts within the are used together in a coherent way, 

introducing a framework of assumptions that has its own ontological, epistemological 

and methodological integrity [97].  

This framework will involve relational concepts such as ‗socio-technical agency‘ and 

‗performativity‘ [5, 39], ‗reflection-in-action‘ and the constitutive ‗entanglement of 

sociality and materiality‘ in organizational life [55]; all used as tools to cut the rose out 

of the cake. Based on such theoretical background knowledge, the aim is to present a 

relevant vocabulary and analysis of HR work as sociomaterial practices, and a direct 

argument for a relational view of both HR transformations, and HR professional 

competence and expertise needed in contemporary HR work [22, 76]. 

b. Methodological and theoretical awareness 

Charreire Petit & Huault (2008) argues forcefully that the general deployment of 

constructivist approaches in studies of organizational knowledge is unreflective as to the 

specificity of the research design and the basic philosophical assumptions [17].  

A practice-based problematization needs an inquiry where data are inextricably fused 

with theory, and where academics and practitioners constructs the mystery by 

deepening their understanding of the phenomena [2]. Theorizing practices this way also 

becomes a problem of recognizing the interplay between theory and method [94]. It is 

an iterative research process where there is no blueprint, but every approach needs to be 

justified and the contribution needs to be constructed [92] via recursive cycling among 
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the case data, emerging theory, and later, extant literature [25], theorizing ‗up‘ from 

grounded practices [51, 100]. 

Through the constant negotiation of the role of technology and how modern HR 

practices may look like, the subjective elements of powerful stakeholders and creative 

users at Sandvik Corp. plays a subtle but very significant role. Whether or not these 

changes are objective in the form of materialized technology, or subjective in the form 

of line managers understanding of their formal HR responsibility, what we experience 

as a change is always happening in the every-day coping with HR service delivery at 

Sandvik Corp. Arguably then, a practice-based approach need to have an appropriate 

methodology for research of what it is people in organizations actually do, and In 

contrast to traditional triangulation of data or methods, a constructivist approach 

requires an emphasis on the varied and engaged nature organizational practices. This 

needs an commitment seeking approach, such as ethnography [80] or action research, 

that forces the researcher to participate and familiarize oneself with the situation and to 

gain empirical access into these knowledge based processes to ―get a feel‖ for the place. 

I use an ethnographically inspired investigative method, using three distinct 

methodological lenses (time, breakdowns and narratives) [61] to distil the rich and tacit 

knowledge to be found in every day informal organizing activities.  

4 Summary 

This paper is an argument for the understanding of HR design practices and the design 

of HR practices that takes into count the situated character HR transformations. Rather 

than just affirming the ‗black box‘ view of organizations, a situated perspective can 

probably help closing the gap between theory and practice in HRM research, 

contributing with a critical discussion of modern HRM. A practice-based approach 

argues that we need better knowledge of how rules, routines and roles are affected by 

these premises of complex technology and program management. From this 

understanding I hope to achieve an analysis and vocabulary relevant both to academics 

and practitioners, and strong consistent arguments for alternative ways to understand 

success or failure of HR transformations. 

Engaged by voices that encourages scholars in the field of HRM to continue exploring 

empirical investigations through innovative theoretical and methodological approaches 

[40, 58, 81], the main aim is to theorize these changing HR practices in a way that 

informs discussions within the field of HRM and e-HRM, and practitioners interest in 

this process. Hopefully my study will be of value for those interested in the phenomena 

of HR transformation projects, presenting a case that works as a reference frame for 

discussion and debate and work as a catalyst of new theoretical knowledge [24, 25, 

101], crossing both academic and occupational boundaries. With the help of other 

modern ways of communicating this academic knowledge, as suggested by Guest 

(2007) (e.g. homepage, forums and networks for Swedish e-HRM research, and 

pedagogical interventions/feed back sessions within Sandvik Corp.), a secondary aim is 

also to contribute directly to the development at Sandvik Corp. and other Swedish 

organizations conducting this type of transformation. 
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Abstract. Gen-Yers are the new generation of employees; they are talented, 

self-starting and technology-oriented, but they are also controversial with 

respect to their employment drivers. Developing effective work arrange-

ments for Gen-Yers is crucial for the future development and sustainability 

of firm competitive advantage. Adopting the Employee-Organization Rela-

tionship framework, we suggest that e-HRM systems facilitate work ar-

rangements that produce positive outcomes; they signal and reinforce the 

organization’s investment in the employee-organization relationship. In this 

vein, the paper aims to explore the possible strategic role of e-HRM systems 

in sustaining these relationships. Specifically, we focus on the relationship 

between e-HRM systems and Gen-Yer work attitudes such as affective com-

mitment, perceived procedural and distributive justice, intent to quit, trust in 

HR departments and job satisfaction. Our broad survey provides valuable 

and at times unexpected results particularly for the new and thus far little-

known Gen-Yers, serving as the basis for defining some useful guidelines to 

design strategic e-HR systems - not only for the new Y-Gen - to actually en-

hance the sustainability of organizational competitive advantage.  

 

Keywords: electronic-Human Resource Management (e-HRM); Employee-

Organization Relationship (EOR); Y Generation; Strategic Human Resource 

Management (SHRM); employee work attitude. 

 

1 Introduction  

Modern firms remain competitive if they are able to continually develop distinctive 

competencies [39], [89], [60], [25], maintaining their agility and efficiency [68]. 

Accordingly, firms invest in their human capital to generate new knowledge and skills 

and yet continually search for organizational solutions capable of addressing 

unpredictable changes. These dynamics have a substantial impact on the organizational 

structures and operating systems that influence working practices [65], [33], [34]. These 

new work arrangements have increasingly spread in recent years, affecting work 

attitude and performance [44].  
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All these changes have deeply influenced employee-organization relationships, not only 

in a juridical way, but – even more significantly – from an organizational perspective 

[70], [12]. The new employees – and not only new organizations - have become more 

flexible, more mobile and more technology-oriented, building and choosing their own 

career paths [4], [45]. 

These factors have sparked an ongoing debate on how to sustain work relations in the 

changing socio-economic scenario. Great emphasis is placed on analysing the influence 

of diverse formal contracts, human resource practices or management styles in shaping 

the nature of the relationship. However, little attention has been paid to understanding 

the relevance of information and communication technology (ICT) as a work solution 

that could influence employee behaviour, especially of those particularly embedded in 

technological issues, such as the so-called Virtual or Y Gen [62]. From a Human 

Resource Management perspective, the ICT possibilities are endless: electronic-HRM 

(e-HRM) systems are a way of implementing HR strategy polices and practices in 

organizations through the direct support of web-technology-based channels [66].  

Our paper aims to explore the possible strategic role of e-HRM systems in sustaining 

employee-organisation relationships, specifically considering a new group of young 

people in the work force [74], [62], [2]. They are talented, self-starting and especially 

technology-oriented, but also controversial with respect to the drivers of their work 

relationship outcomes [91]. 

Taking a broader look at the impact of e-HRM: how does it affect the nature and quality 

of employee performance and their attitudes towards the organization? From an 

employer perspective, does investing in e-HRM systems prove beneficial in terms of the 

critical and technology-embedded new work force? 

The current study was designed to answer these questions. We collected data from a 

large sample of Y Generation employees. Our research set its sight on the role of ICT in 

managing the Gen-Yers relationship, analysing how these employees conceive the wide 

range of e-HRM systems and the consequences in shaping their work relationships [62], 

[2]. 

Our results are particularly relevant from the HRM perspective, since they prove that 

the e-HRM employment approach can be truly strategic.  

2 Theoretical background  

Various research streams describe the different employee-organisation relationship 

arrangements - such as flexible work solutions or management practices oriented to 

work-life balance - analyzing their effects on a variety of outcomes such as commitment 

and extra-role behaviours [58], [80], co-worker helping behaviour [8] and 

organizational performance [37]. Specifically, several studies rooted in transaction cost 

theory and RBV, focus on the effect of differentiating HR architecture on organizational 

performance [36]. Other studies, based on work-life balance literature, are more focused 

on understanding how new work solutions can influence job quality perceptions [32]. 

Still others, drawing on HR literature, highlight the effect on performance of HR 

practices orientated to promoting engagement and motivation through flexibility [22], 

[28].  

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned theories, little attention has been devoted to 

providing a picture of the effects of e-HRM on the employee-organization relationship. 
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These effects seem particularly crucial and relevant for YGen employees described as 

technology-oriented [62]. However, the ongoing debate on the validity of the 

generational approach in explaining the differences in work attitudes does not consider 

differences arising from personal experiences, age, career or life-cycle stage [43].  

Combining the employee-organization relationship framework with the e-HRM 

research stream allows us to understand the strategic role of e-HRM systems in 

effectively managing Gen-Yers work attitudes. They are described as resourceful, 

original and well-suited to innovation challenges; they are also the new Virtual 

Generation, always connected and having specific learning and relational styles. If these 

considerations are true, the development of new e-HRM solutions should help 

companies manage their new young talent. 

In the following sections, we first present the concept of e-HRM, within the HRM 

framework; we then critically illustrate the principal traits and research evidence on the 

technologically embedded employee generation. Finally, we propose the adoption of the 

employee-organization relationship framework to better understand the role of e-HRM 

systems in shaping working relationships. Our assumption is that e-HRM systems 

produce positive effects on employee work attitudes - such as commitment, job 

satisfaction, perceived justice and intention to stay, which are crucial antecedents of 

employee task and contextual performance [27], [55], [31], [67].  

2.1 HRM and e-HRM 

HRM departments must become actual ‗business partners‘ able to generate and sustain a 

company‘s strategic value according to the specific sources of competitive advantages 

[83], [36]: the ability to design and manage effective work arrangements and HR 

systems aligned with changing labour force needs, such as time and space flexibility, 

professionalization and boundary-less careers, is a source of strategic success for many 

modern organizations that compete in fast, global and continuously pioneering 

industries.  

The rapid development of the Internet in recent years has propelled HR systems towards 

the new e-HRM approach [76]. New technological opportunities are a bridge that could 

help connect the two sides of the working relationship; for organizations, e-HRM 

solutions are a way to support organizational flexibility and knowledge-sharing, while 

for the new and ‗technologically embedded employees‘, they represent a way of 

managing their working preferences [28].  

E-HRM can be designed with three kinds of goals in mind: improving traditional HRM 

strategic orientation, improving efficiency and improving client service orientation, thus 

resulting in three different types of e-HRM: operational - concerning the administrative 

area (such as payrolls; on-line conference systems); relational - concerning the way to 

manage the relationship between the organization and employees (such as HR services 

through the intranet; online firm communities); and finally - transformational, towards 

the alignment of employees and organizational strategy (such as knowledge 

management systems; e-recruitment and online employer branding) [66]. 

Although this research field is still new and results are sometimes controversial and 

unconsolidated, academic interest in e-HRM has increased [71], [77], [7]. More 

research is needed to address different user-types and attitudes and to propose e-HRM 

design and implementation strategic processes. There is some evidence of diverse 

reactions to e-HRM, including perceptions of attraction, but no evidence focuses 
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specifically on particular kinds of users (such as the Y-Gen). Moreover, considering the 

evidence on strategic intent and the consequences of e-HRM on an operational level, 

efficiency is still controversial; relational and transformational consequences are almost 

entirely lacking in research findings and the strategic approach has not yet been fully 

analyzed and defined [76]. 

2.2 Y Gen  

According to Generational Theory [73], YGen designates a cohort of people born 

between 1982 and 2003 [75]. There are various studies describing Gen-Yers from 

different perspectives: from a wider sociological point of view [91], [30] to more work-

related and managerial approaches [2], [92], [81], [16].  

Wilson & Gerber [91] identify seven Gen-Yer distinguishing traits. They are ‗special‘ in 

terms of their parents‘ care; ‗sheltered‘ – namely, wrapped in cotton wool; ‗confident‘ – 

namely, optimistic about their future prospects; ‗team-oriented‘ – i.e., skilled in their 

collaborative efforts; ‗achieving‘ particularly in respect of their careers, without 

involvement in idealistic activities; ‗pressured‘, especially by their workaholic parents 

and ‗conventional‘, namely strongly attached to family even if born in a divorce culture.  

Alsop [2], from a managerial perspective, describes Gen-Yers as having a strong sense 

of entitlement. Their work expectations include high pay, flexible work, fast-track 

careers and work-life balance. They are multitasking with low power distance attitudes.  

Proserpio and Gioia [62], focusing more on the technological side, describe them as the 

Virtual Generation, familiar with virtual technologies and therefore characterized by 

virtual cognitive, learning and communication styles, requiring aligned pedagogical 

teaching and means of interaction: non-linear, autonomous, networked and conceiving 

learning as fun. 

From a generational perspective, they seem to be different from the previous Generation 

X, but there are still numerous grey areas concerning their work expectations and 

careers drivers [16]. How to design effective organizational systems to manage them is 

still an enigma [14], [74], [19], [20].  

There is also evidence that not all traits are the same within these generations. Giancola 

[24] suggests that it cannot be assumed that all members of any given generation will 

experience the same key socio-cultural or social-economic events in the same way, 

depending mainly on social class, gender, ethnicity or culture [18]. Nevertheless, some 

commonalties cross generations. Montana and Lenaghan [50] find that generations X 

and Y are identical in rating their top six work drivers. Cennamo and Gardner [10] 

demonstrate that the value of person-organization fit is always crucial to sustain job 

satisfaction and organizational commitment across all generations. A further 

methodological problem concerns determining the temporal extraction point at which to 

segregate the various generations [54].   

2.3 Technology Readiness 

Aware of the debate on the strength of the generational perspective to identify different 

groups within the workforce, according to the preceding literature, we presuppose the 

broad technological orientation of Gen-Yers, but do not take it for granted.  

In general, people experience different psychological reactions when faced with 

technology-based systems [40]. Some feel comfortable, see advantages in using it and 
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therefore appreciate acting in a technology-injected environment. Others, to the 

contrary, feel uncomfortable and frustrated [57]. Negative feelings prevail, even if they 

are aware of the benefits of using ICT, inducing them to avoid it [46]. Concepts such as 

computer anxiety and technophobia were formed to describe the most acute situations 

[57]. Technology readiness (TR), defined as people‘s propensity to embrace and use 

new technologies to accomplish goals in their home life and at work [57], helps in 

understanding whether users will appreciate and adopt new technologies.  

TR is an important driver of user satisfaction. Moreover, it positively influences 

favourable behavioural intentions regarding technologies. This means that the more 

satisfaction customers experience when using technology, the more likely they are to 

use it again and recommend it to others [41]. 

The concept of TR has been used in the marketing domain to study customer 

appreciation of Self Service Technologies. However, further application and greater 

generalization of the measure in the sphere of other technologies and user categories is 

required [57].  

E-HRM is a recent technology and its role should be further discussed and 

demonstrated. Although implemented in firms, its positive effects and success also 

depend on user attitudes and intentions to make use of it. Users in this case are 

employees, a different category of stakeholder who can directly take advantage of this 

technology and even find it an interesting aspect of their relationship with their 

employer. In particular, Gen-Yers should feel comfortable, even relaxed, when 

interacting through technological systems.  

For these reasons, it would appropriate to apply the construct to this different domain 

and further study the real technological orientation of Gen-Yers and the validity in 

assessing their appreciation and intention to use e-HRM systems.  

2.4 The Employee-Organization Relationship and work attitudes: the research 

framework  

Rousseau & Parks [65] describe employee-organization exchanges as promissory 

contracts, where commitment of future behaviour is offered in exchange for payment. 

According to this definition, the employee/employer relation is a social exchange where 

the two parties develop certain expectations from the contractual content and adapt their 

behaviours according to their perception of the reciprocal obligation [26], [38].  

Research on labour contracts suggests that these obligations are idiosyncratically 

perceived and understood by individuals [64] confirming that employees look for 

reciprocity and that work attitude and performance are heavily influenced by their 

perceptions: the more the relationship is perceived as balanced, the more employees are 

disposed to contribute and perform, even beyond their called-for duties, in a framework 

described as a mutual investment approach [1], [79], [84], [12]. This kind of 

employment relationship is especially appropriate in the context of high environmental 

uncertainty and rapid change [15]. Analogous systems are so-called high involvement 

and high performance work systems [5], or Walton‘s commitment strategy [87], and 

Arthur‘s employee commitment system [3]. There are also several earlier conceptual 

equivalents of this approach, including, among others, Etzioni‘s normative involvement 

[21] and Ouchi‘s clan [56]. 

Our main hypothesis is that e-HRM systems facilitate employment solutions with a 

positive outcome on the employee‘s perception that the organization intends to invest 
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in, meeting their needs and reinforcing the described mutual investment employee-

organization relationship [80]. In other words, e-HRM systems could have a positive 

impact on shaping and making employee-organization relationships both more explicit 

and valuable from the employee‘s point of view; this positive impact can be assessed by 

measuring the effects on employee working attitudes.  

Work attitudes are the employee‘s perspectives on many aspects of their job, career and 

organization [67]. There is copious evidence that the mutual investment employment 

relationship positively influences employee work attitudes, defined as work 

commitment [90], [59], intention to stay [80], perception of fairness - both procedural 

and distributive justice [6], trust [49], [63] and job satisfaction [85]. Several studies 

have proven that positive work attitudes are significant antecedents of both task and 

contextual work performance [85], [35], [6], [67].  

Considering the evidence presented, we postulate that e-HRM systems signal 

organizational investments in the employee-organization relationship and contribute to 

clarifying and making the content of the relationship more explicit, reducing possible 

misunderstandings and, in this way, aligning the employee‘s and the organization‘s 

interpretations: they are signals of respect and transparency.  

E-HRM systems oblige organizations to pay ‗extra‘ attention to both defining the 

criteria that guide the HRM system design (distributive justice) and communicating and 

structuring them into stable systems (procedural justice). Literature demonstrates that 

when HRM systems are considered transparent, respectful, explicit and based on stable 

and shared rules and procedures, they have a positive effect on perceived organizational 

justice [23], [13].  

From these considerations, we assume that e-HRM systems have a positive effect on 

perceived procedural and distributive justice. For instance, job posting, online 

succession plan and e-career systems enable the organization to better define, share and 

clarify the opportunities offered and the underlying decision-making criteria.  

From these preliminary considerations, we propose the following hypothesis:  

Hypothesis 1: Employees who are highly embedded in technology (Gen-Yers) 

perceive higher distributive and procedural justice the higher the perceived 

level of organizational adoption of e-HRM systems is.  

Podsakoff and MacKenzie [59] suggest that creating an attractive work environment 

increases employee commitment and improves employee retention.. Affective 

commitment can be broadly defined as an attachment characterized by identification 

with, and involvement in, the target entity [47]; [48].  

A presupposition of affective commitment to the organization is the perceived 

organizational support, which reflects the global beliefs that employees develop on the 

extent to which their organization values their contribution and cares about them [17]. 

According to organizational support theory, employees who feel supported by their 

organization will attempt to repay their debt through affective commitment [69].  

In this perspective, e-HRM systems are a signal of organizational support. Especially 

for employees who are comfortable with technology, in a social exchange framework, 

e-HRM investments can be considered as an indicator of a long-term approach and 

attention to their needs. This could be the case of many e-HRM systems, from simple 

information tools (i.e. online HR information, newsletters) to more sophisticated 
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development tools (i.e. e-learning and knowledge management systems) and work-life 

balance arrangements (i.e. teleworking, online handling of bureaucratic matters).  

According to the organization-employee relationship approach, we develop the 

following hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 2: The affective commitment of employees who are highly embedded 

in technology (Gen-Yers) will be higher the higher the perceived level of 

organizational adoption of e-HRM systems is. 

Research frequently considers affective commitment together with turnover intent. 

There is, however, evidence that they are negatively correlated [86]: 

Hypothesis 3: Intent to quit is lower for employees who are highly embedded in 

technology (Gen-Yers) the higher the perceived level of organizational adoption 

of e-HRM systems is. 

Job satisfaction is defined as a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from the 

appraisal of one‘s job or job experiences [42]. Steers and Porter [72] suggest that 

employees are satisfied when they find tasks rewarding and enjoyable and when they 

perceive working within a promising interpersonal environment.  

Employees experiencing a pleasant overall working environment - also in terms of the 

availability of communications systems – together with support from the firm for their 

personal wellbeing and good relationships with colleagues, are more likely to be 

satisfied with their jobs [59], [85]. Positive relationships are significant antecedents of 

job satisfaction in highly competitive contemporary organizations that frequently 

downsize and change work processes [78].  

In accordance with this research evidence, and considering technology-oriented 

employees, it is reasonable to suppose that e-HRM systems can contribute to job 

satisfaction in a number of ways. For employees who are particularly interested in new 

technological possibilities, e-HRM systems - especially the more advanced (i.e. on-line 

conferences, e-recruiting) - are considered in themselves a valuable reward; more 

generally, e-HRM systems can contribute to making work activities more enjoyable (i.e. 

online communities, e-learning and e-recruiting games and simulations) and to 

managing the work environment more effectively in terms of interpersonal relations 

(online firm forum, firm chat), work-life balance opportunities (i.e. mobile-work and 

distance work arrangements) and effective communication (i.e. intranet, bulletin board, 

newsletter). 

Thus, the following hypothesis emerges.  

Hypothesis 4: Job satisfaction will be higher for employees who are highly 

embedded in technology (Gen-Yers) the higher the perceived level of 

organizational adoption e-HRM systems is. 

Finally, e-HRM systems facilitate a more direct and clearly defined relationship 

between employees and the HR Department. These are direct communication tools, not 

supervisory-mediated, that enable employees to better understand the actual HR policies 

and philosophy. This is the case, for instance, in the development e-HRM systems such 

as online career management systems and web-based performance evaluation 

procedures. 
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Hypothesis 5: Trust in the HR Department will be higher for employees who are 

highly embedded in technology (Gen-Yers) the higher the perceived level of 

organizational adoption e-HRM systems is. 

Organizational adoption of different e-HRM systems is not exhaustive in predicting the 

nature of the employee-organization relationship, since it does not reflect the 

employees‘ thoughts on perceived value. It could be assumed that the quantity of e-

HRM systems is not the only dimension that should produce a positive impact on work 

attitudes. Consistency between the level of e-HRM perceived utility and their degree of 

adoption can also contribute to explaining employee attitudes: if perceived utility is 

high and organizations do not adopt some systems, employees can feel frustrated and 

disappointed. If perceived utility is lower than the level of adoption, we assume that a 

negative reaction could also be possible: people can feel overwhelmed and puzzled by 

technological over-service and they could think that the organization is investing in 

something that is not relevant to them.   

We then assume that there is an interaction effect between the alignment of utility and 

the level of adoption of the e-HRM systems that impact on the work attitudes 

considered.  

These assumptions are translated into the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 6: The positive relationships in hypotheses 1-5 will be stronger if the 

perceived utility and level of adoption of e-HRM systems are aligned. 

This last hypothesis is relevant since it enables us to broaden our final discussion 

considering not only Gen-Yers, but also all employees who demonstrate different 

degrees of technological attitude and high-perceived utility of e-HRM. Moreover, it 

suggests the relevance of the perceived value and not only the quantity of e-practices 

within the employee-organization relationship. 

3 Methods  

A wide and structured survey was used to collect data on workers that are part of the Y 

Generation. 

The sample was drawn from the alumni of two important northern Italian universities 

and four colleges. People were randomly selected and the sample was composed taking 

into consideration the proportion of the population of each institution. Only alumni born 

in or after 1981, with at least a three-month work contract, were eligible to participate. 

Self-employed and internship workers were excluded.  

Data was collected via an e-mail survey (two rounds) sent to 1024 (first round) and 754 

(second round) Gen-Yers, yielding a response rate of 21%, i.e. we have thus far 

obtained 373 valid responses
12

. The respondents included in our analysis fell into four 

occupational categories and work in ten different industries. All enterprises have over 

100 employees, since otherwise their HR systems would not be adequately developed. 

12% of the enterprises included have over 500 employees. The average age of all 

respondents is 25.8 years; 57% are men.  

                                                 
12

 The sample is not yet complete - respondent are still sending their questionnaires back. Considering the 

actual redemption rate, and to enlarge our sample, we decided to extend the deadline to the 31
st
 of March.  
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3.1 Measures 

To test our hypotheses we designed a four-section questionnaire: perceived adoption 

and utility of various e-HRM systems; level of technological familiarity; employee 

work attitudes - job satisfaction, affective commitment, trust in the HR Department, 

intent to quit; perceived justice; information on personal job conditions and the 

enterprise. 

E-HRM adoption and utility 

The level of adoption and perceived utility of e-HRM systems was measured using a 

broad list of these systems and practices (65 items) developed from the literature review 

and validated through several in-depth interviews with five HR managers of large 

companies in the ICT industry noted for having advanced HR practices and 

technologically based working solutions.  

The list was repeated twice. The first time, respondents were asked to indicate the 

extent to which e-HRM systems are implemented in their firm and actually used by 

employees. Respondents were provided with a seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging 

from ―not adopted‖ to ―habitually used by all employees‖. The second time, the focus 

was on the perceived utility of these systems, regardless of their implementation in the 

company. In this case, the seven-point Likert-type scale varied from ―unknown‖ to 

―very desired‖. We collected information on the employees‘ work environment with 

respect to e-HRM adoption, and, on the other hand, employees‘ overall knowledge of, 

and positive response to, these systems.  

The various e-HRM systems considered were the following - for each system several 

items were considered:
13

 teleworking, online conferences, intranet with generic HR 

information, online information about health, safety and security, online management of 

work-time, online staffing plans, HR-practice online help; online training; e-recruiting 

and recruiting through social networks, online succession planning, online climate 

surveys, knowledge management systems; online payroll, online career systems, online 

meeting and event management, job posting, electronic organizer system, online 

parking management, online firm communities, online company bulletin board, forum, 

chat, online personal profile management system, online handling of bureaucratic 

matters, web-based performance record and employee potential evaluation systems, 

newsletter. 

Technological familiarity 

To measure the extent to which people feel comfortable with technology and what their 

individual feelings are when faced with technology-based systems, we used the 

Technology Readiness Index (TRI) [57].  

The TRI consists of a 36-item scale based on four dimensions: Optimism (a positive 

view of technology and a belief that it offers people increased control, flexibility and 

efficiency); Innovativeness (a tendency to be technologically pioneering); Discomfort (a 

perceived lack of control over technology and a feeling of being overwhelmed by it) 

and Insecurity (distrust of technology and scepticism on its ability to work properly). Of 

these, optimism and innovativeness are the positive drivers of TR; they encourage users 

                                                 
13

 At this preliminary stage, we decided to consider all the e-HRM practices that emerged during our 

analysis (literature review and field interviews).  
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to use technological tools and to have a positive attitude towards technology. 

Discomfort and insecurity are the negative attitudes; they make users reluctant [41].  

Survey participants responded to a seven-point Likert scale anchored at ‗‗strongly 

agree‘‘ (7) and ‗‗strongly disagree‘‘ (1). Scores related to the discomfort and insecurity 

dimensions were then reversed. From the preliminary analysis (100 records), the 

internal consistency was adequate (Cronbach‘s α = 0.83).   

Employee work attitudes 

Work attitudes were assessed with a multi-dimensional measure. The first dimension 

considered employee commitment. The measure was comprised of 11 items adapted 

from Mowday and colleagues‘ [52] OCQ (items 1-8) and from Cook & Wall‘s [11] 

commitment scale (items 9-11). A sample item is, ―I am willing to put in a great deal of 

effort beyond that normally expected in order to help this organization be successful‖. 

From the preliminary analysis the internal consistency was adequate (Cronbach‘s α = 

0.72).   

A second multi-dimensional component was how employees feel they are treated at 

work and the following dimensions were measured: procedural and distributive justice. 

Procedural justice was assessed with a nine-item scale adapted from Moorman [51], 

distributive justice was measured with six items from Price & Mueller [61] covering 

typical employee reward motives: responsibilities, training, experience, effort, 

performance, stress and strain. From the preliminary analysis the internal consistency 

was adequate (Cronbach‘s α = 0.76 for procedural justice and 0.71 for distributive 

justice).   

Trust in the HR department was assessed with a seven-item measure adapted from 

various contributions. Items 1, 2, 3 were taken from Cook & Wall [11], items 4, 5, 6 

were adapted from Butler‘s Trust Inventory Scale [9] and item 7 was reversed from 

Cook & Wall [11]. This construct was developed to assess feelings and opinions that 

YGen employees have towards HR department managers. From the preliminary 

analysis the internal consistency was adequate (Cronbach‘s α = 0.78).   

Intent to quit was measured with an item taken from Muchinsky & Tuttle [53]. The item 

is, ―What are your plans for staying with this organization?‖ Respondents were given a 

four-point scale where 1= I intend to stay until I retire, 2= I will leave only if an 

exceptional opportunity turns up, 3= I will leave if something betters turns up, and 4= I 

intend to leave as soon as possible.  

The last dimension considered was job satisfaction, assessed with a seven-item measure 

derived from Van de Ven & Ferry [83]. Items included, ―how satisfied are you with the 

friendliness and cooperativeness of your co-workers?‖ A 1 to 7 scale was used, where 1 

= very unsatisfied, and 7 = very satisfied. From the preliminary analysis the internal 

consistency was adequate (Cronbach‘s α = 0.70).   

Control variables 

Several additional variables were controlled in order to exclude alternative explanations 

for our findings. Gender, tenure, department, job title, age and number of employees 

were considered since they could plausibly influence feelings and experiences about 

technology and consequently the appreciation of e-HRM systems in managing the work 

relationship.  
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3.2 Analysis 

At this stage, we analysed 100 records in a preliminary test with two objectives: first, to 

preliminary verify our hypotheses and, second, to find new suggestions and ways to 

proceed with the data analysis. The actual findings are encouraging. 

We performed an exploratory factor analysis of employee work attitudes and TR Index 

items (four components). The preliminary analysis confirms the consistency of the 

measures as stated. 

We also performed some descriptive analyses to obtain evidence on the mean and 

standard deviations of our variables, which enabled us to compare our statistics with 

previous studies (especially considering the TR Index) (Table 1). 

  

  Employees Tenure AGE 

TR 

Index 

 

TR 

Discomfort 

(reverse)  

TR 

Innovation 

TR 

Insecurity 

(reverse) 

TR 

Optimism 

N 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Mean 689.3500 3.2000 24.9000 3.5149 4.1710 4.0429 4.6733 4.8611 

SD. 1397.38491 1.85320 2.77616 .56304 .58019 .91021 .91935 .72893 

Table 1. The analysed sample 
 

To test our hypotheses we performed both correlation and regression analyses with 

work attitudes as dependent variables (see Appendix). 

As reported in the following section, the first findings seem relevant and promising, but 

the robustness of the model has to be consolidated considering all respondents.  

4 Preliminary results 

Even in view of the preliminary sample, the analyses seem to confirm part of our 

hypotheses and suggest some outcomes and future directions to develop the study. 

4.1 Are Gen-Yers technological ready? 

The analysis shows seemingly average TR Index mean and standard deviations for Gen-

Yers (compared with the previously cited research evidence [40]). TR Optimism and 

Innovativeness are particularly high although standard deviations are also high. 

Insecurity is even higher, that is to say, it is not true that the Y Generation is highly (on 

average) and uniformly technology-oriented. Moreover, at this preliminary stage, the 

TR Index does not seem to be strongly correlated with other variables (see Appendix 1).  

These results suggest that there is not only one best way to manage YGen employees, 

considering their technological attitude: they are optimistic, but they also feel insecure 

when dealing with technology.  

4.2 Are e-HRM systems adopted and useful? 

A somewhat unexpected finding was the partial misalignment between perceived e-

HRM system adoption and utility. The utility is on average perceived as higher than 

adoption. Moreover, considering these two dimensions, all four combinations are 

possible and the mean differences are almost significant.  
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High levels of both perceived utility and adoption of e-HRM systems were found for: 

HR intranet arrangement (mean 4.12 adop.; 4.64 utility), on-line payroll (mean 5.33 

adop.; 5.35 utility), online performance evaluation (mean 4.56 adop.; 4.57 utility), job 

posting (mean 4.55 adop.; 4.98 utility), company bulletin (mean 4.78 adop.; 4.74 

utility), online working time management (mean 4.59 adop.; 4.99 utility). High levels of 

adoption and low perceived utility are for online personal profile management systems 

(mean 4.88 adop.; 3.66 utility), and online staffing plans (mean 4.64 adop.; 3.2 utility). 

Low levels of both adoption and perceived utility were found for mobile work 

arrangements (mean 2.29 adop.; 2.62 utility), chat (mean 2.72 adop.; 3.21 utility), and 

online succession plan systems (mean 3.21 adop.; 3.4 utility). Finally, high perceived 

utility and relatively low adoption were found for web-based health & wellness 

programmes (mean 4.34 adop.; 5.6 utility), online surveys (mean 3.75 adop.; 4.58 

utility), company forum (mean 2.7 adop.; 3.85 utility), e-recruitment systems (mean 

3.09 adop.; 4.74 utility), e-learning (mean 3.82 adop.; 5.03 utility), HR online help 

(mean 3.17 adop.; 4.38 utility), knowledge management systems (mean 2.91 adop.; 4.20 

utility), online bureaucratic matters (mean 3.83 adop.; 5.2 utility), and online company 

communities (mean 2.56 adop.; 4.04 utility). 

At this preliminary stage, it is interesting to note that e-HRM systems on average show 

a high degree of utility (mean = 4.41; SD = 0.8). Even the adoption degree, although 

lower, is quite high (mean = 3.79; SD = 0.97). The most evident misalignments are 

work-life balance and development systems and the most aligned are operational and 

mainly informative (one-way) systems.  

4.3 Do e-HRM systems influence employee work attitudes?  

This third section of findings concerns the hypotheses tests. Part of the hypotheses are e 

verified, but with some annotations.  

We can confirm the general positive relevance of the adoption of e-HRM systems in 

influencing some of the work attitudes considered. Some other interesting tentative 

results are presented, considering not only the level of e-HRM systems adoption, but 

also their perceived utility.  

E-HRM and justice (Hyp. 1). The hypothesis is partially confirmed by the regression 

analysis. The relation is positive and significant (β = 0.277; R
2
 = 0.8; sig. 0.001) with 

reference to the procedural justice. The model improves when including TR optimism 

(β = 0.249; R
2
 = 0.138; sig. 0,000). 

The relation between e-HRM adoption and distributive justice is not confirmed. 

E-HRM, affective commitment and intent to quit (Hyp. 2 and 3). The hypotheses are 

preliminarily not confirmed by the regression analysis. However, significant 

correlations were found between the level of adoption of specific e-HRM tools and 

commitment, which is negatively correlated with the adoption of online recruitment 

systems (-0.302) as well as Web communities (-0.278). These results suggest the 

importance of further analysis with a larger sample. 

Intention to quit instead is negatively correlated with the alignment between adoption 

and perceived utility of e-HRM (-0.263).  

E-HRM and trust in the HR Department (Hyp. 4). The results of the regression analysis 

confirmed that the adoption of e-HRM positively influences trust in the HR department 

(β = 0.4; R
2
 = 0.16; sig. 0,000).  
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Correlations are significantly high with two groups of e-HRM tools, specifically: 

– systems that aim at reinforcing and making the relationship between the HR 

department and employees more direct, i.e. online surveys to measure the 

degree of employee satisfaction or to make relevant decisions, tools that 

allow self-managing employee personal profiles, e-learning and training 

management systems, online help with HR practices, newsletter. 

– tools useful to schedule and settle employee bureaucratic and job activities, 

i.e. electronic organizer and calendar sharing systems, tools used to plan and 

manage online meetings and events, online forums and tools to manage 

bureaucratic matters.  

E-HRM and job satisfaction (Hyp. 5). The hypothesis is preliminarily not confirmed by 

the regression analysis. Moreover the results of the correlation analysis evidence that a 

strong positive and significant relationship exists between job satisfaction on the one 

side and trust (0.416) and distributive justice (0.645) on the other, with a significant 

negative relationship between job satisfaction and intention to quit (-0.315). This seems 

to confirm the theoretical meaning of job satisfaction, i.e. the fact that job satisfaction is 

a comprehensive concept of the work attitudes previously considered. For these reasons, 

we decided to analyse this construct further within our research framework. 

4.4 Is alignment between e-HRM systems adoption and utility relevant?  

Alignment between the level of adoption and the level of perceived utility of e-HRM 

systems seems to improve the impact of e-HRM on work attitudes (considered the 

absolute value). A misalignment means that e-HRM system adoption is lower or higher 

than the perceived need for them; from the employee‘s point of view, it seems to be a 

kind of HR Department ‗mis-service‘.  

The preliminary correlation analysis points to a significant relationship between e-HRM 

practice alignment and intent to quit (negative) and distributive justice (positive) (see 

Appendix). These results are also confirmed by the regression analysis considering the 

two aforementioned attitudes as dependent variables (intent to quit as dependent 

variable: β = 0.26; R
2 

= 0.07; sig. 0.009; distributive justice as dependent variable: β = 

0.29; R
2 

= 0.08; sig. 0.004). 

Regression significance is also higher for trust in the HR department when considering 

alignment (β for alignment = 0,332; R
2 

= 0.23; sig. 0.000). 

Finally, in a preliminary test we also decided to investigate the interaction effect of the 

perceived e-HRM alignment and level of adoption; the correlation analysis suggests that 

there is a significant ‗combination effect‘. These results are confirmed by the regression 

analysis: for distributive justice β = 0.335; R
2 

= 0.112; sig. 0.001; for affective 

commitment β = 0.25; R
2 
= 0.06; sig. 0.012.

 

5 Discussion  

Our research aims to explore the role of e-HRM systems in shaping the employee-

organisation relationships of the new workforce of young people known as Generation 

Y. In particular, we investigate if and eventually what kind of e-HRM systems 

positively influence the work attitudes and behaviours of these new employees and thus 

obtaining better performance.  
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In our preliminary study we first found that not all our pilot sample employees are 

endowed with high technological readiness, as the literature on Gen-Yers assumes; but 

interestingly they are on average more technologically optimistic (although more 

discomforted!) than other employees in previous studies.  

This first consideration has both theoretical and managerial implications.  

From a theoretical perspective, the results contribute to the debate on the validity of the 

generational approach. The duality described needs to be better analysed, also in 

combination with the perceived utility and adoption of e-HRM systems, to try to 

understand if there are some generational technological traits, or if life-cycle and 

previous personal experiences are prevalent.  

From a managerial perspective, the data shows that there is not one single way to 

manage new talent, differing in terms of technological orientation and lower sensitivity.  

Considering the adoption level of e-HRM systems, our study confirms that this is not 

homogenously widespread: adoption of the operational systems and one-way 

informative e-practices is perceived as relatively high but remains relatively low for 

many two-way e-practices (i.e. e-recruitment, company chat and communities, 

knowledge management systems). Moreover, our data also demonstrates a 

misalignment between adoption and the perceived utility of e-HRM practices. On 

average, higher adoption is requested: this is especially true of all e-HRM systems that 

sustain work-life balance and development systems; the request is lower for operational 

systems and an over-service is at times perceived (i.e. online personal profile).  

From a theoretical point of view, this suggests the validity of e-HRM classifications 

from a company perspective [66], but also the need for more detailed studies with a 

classification from the employee‘s perspective, perhaps based on ‗hygienic‘ and 

‗motivational‘ factors [29].  

From a managerial point of view, the results suggest that these new employees are ready 

for a further technological leap: they request more ‗interactive‘ e-HRM systems, able to 

satisfy more sophisticated employee needs such as development and wellbeing. 

Considering the relationship between e-HRM systems and work attitudes, our results 

confirm that these generally have a significative impact. This impact in some cases is 

related to adoption quantity and in other cases to perceived effectiveness with respect to 

employee needs (alignment).  

From a theoretical perspective, according to the E-O Relationship framework, the 

results suggest that the quantity of e-HRM significantly improves intelligibility of the 

working relationship (considering its impact on trust and procedural justice); e-HRM 

perceived utility (in combination with quantity) seems to signal the organization‘s 

consideration and concern towards its employees (in terms of the impact on 

commitment, distributive justice and intent to quit).  

From a more practical perspective these results suggest that organizations have to 

increase their e-HRM investments, but they also have to communicate and introduce 

them better in order to be consistent not only with the technological optimism of the 

new employees but also with their technological discomfort.   
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6 Limits and forthcoming steps 

The main limitation of this study is the sample size: only a preliminary analysis has thus 

far been performed. The next step is the analysis of the entire sample data.  

Useful suggestions could also come from closer attention to the combinative approach, 

since we assume that there are no single types of e-HRM systems to implement and the 

degree of technology readiness is not entirely good or poor, but there is a variety of 

possible positive organizational combinations (considering for example desired and 

implemented e-HRM, degree of technology readiness and eventually significant control 

variables concurrently). Clusters of users could be formed based on different criteria: 

i.e. types of e-HRM systems actually adopted and desired, technological readiness and 

desired e-HRM or e-HRM and control variables that eventually demonstrate a positive 

influence on work attitudes.  

The research could also evolve in a different direction, considering the type of e-HRM 

endowment that can better support the HR department in performing its activities along 

with the alternative roles it can carry out, such as, for example, in the Ulrich framework 

[82]. The assumption is that different combinations of e-HRM systems can better suit 

the needs of the different aims of HR departments.  

Finally, the research framework could also be adopted to study the influence of e-HRM 

on the work attitudes of all employees (also considering sub groups as a control 

mechanism), and this would become more relevant especially if e-HRM carries on 

gaining importance in the ICT endowment of all firms.  

Our article would serve as a prelude to the growing body of theory and research seeking 

to explain the emergence and existence of the e-HRM challenge in shaping the 

employee-organization relationship.  
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Appendix 2. Regression analysis  

 

 Dependent Variable: TRUST 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 3.267 .378   8.648 .000 

  E-HRM Adoption .405 .094 .400 4.302 .000 

 
Dependent Variable: TRUST 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 3.267 .378   8.648 .000 

  E-HRM Adoption  .405 .094 .400 4.302 .000 

2 (Constant) 2.219 .492   4.513 .000 

  E-HRM Adoption  .585 .107 .578 5.482 .000 

  Alignment .417 .132 .332 3.149 .002 

 
Dependent Variable: PROCEDURAL JUSTICE 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 4.140 .319   12.963 .000 

  E-HRM Adoption  .226 .080 .277 2.835 .006 

2 (Constant) 2.843 .585   4.857 .000 

  E-HRM Adoption .208 .078 .255 2.683 .009 

  TR Optimism .281 .108 .249 2.614 .010 
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Dependent Variable: DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients   

    B Std. error 

Bet

a t Sig. 

1 (Constant) 5.054 .082   61.409 .000 

  Combination align-

ment*adoption 
.290 .083 .335 3.497 .001 

 

Dependent Variable: AFFECTIVE COMMITMENT 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 5.350 .087   61.260 .000 

  Combination align-

ment*adoption  .224 .088 .250 2.546 .012 

 

Dependent Variable: INTENT TO QUIT 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 2.730 .108   25.275 .000 

  Alignment  .249 .093 .263 2.684 .009 

 
Dependent Variable: DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

Model   Non-standardized coefficients  Standardized coefficients t Sig. 

    B Std. error Beta B Std. error 

1 (Constant) 4.791 .121   39.576 .000 

  Alignment .307 .104 .288 2.962 .004 
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Abstract. Recently, many quantitative or qualitative techniques have been 

developed to support human resource management (HRM) activities, 

including Human Resource Information System (HRIS). More importantly, 

HRIS can include Expert System (ES), Decision Support System (DSS), 

and Executive Information System (EIS). As DSS and Group Support 

System (GSS) are able to facilitate human resources (HR) groups to gauge 

users‟ opinions, readiness, satisfaction, etc., increase their HRM activity 

quality, and generate better group collaborations and decision makings 

with current or planned HRIS services. Consequently, GSS can help HR 

professionals exploit and make smart use of soft data and act intelligently 

in their decision making process. This paper presents an in-depth 

discussion on what GSS is and how it works, which may shed some 

enlightenments to HR professionals on what grounds GSS can be 

integrated as part of HRIS and support HRM. 

 

Keywords: Decision Support System (DSS), Group Support System 

(GSS), Group Decision Support System (GDSS), human resources (HR), 

human resource management (HRM), Human Resource Information 

System (HRIS) 

 

1 Introduction 

Decision making is not necessarily a group phenomenon. However, with the growth of 

team work, team decision making has become a common process in business and 

organizations. Often these teams are dispersed geographically which makes group 

decision making difficult and costly. The development of group support system solved 

the problem and enhanced group decision making process because this technology 

facilitates communications of information among remote team members. Group support 

system was developed after the appearance of decision support system, another 

important technology for decision making for organizations. In the late 1960s, a new 
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type of information system came about; model-oriented DSS or management decision 

systems. By the late 1970s, a number of researchers and companies had developed 

interactive information systems that used data and models to help managers analyze 

semi-structured problems. These diverse systems were all called decision support 

systems (DSS). From those early days, it was recognized that DSS could be designed to 

support decision-makers at any level in an organization. DSS could support operations, 

financial management and strategic decision-making. 

Group decision support systems (GDSS) which aims at increasing some of the benefits 

of collaboration and reducing the inherent losses are interactive information technology-

based environments that support concerted and coordinated group efforts toward 

completion of joint tasks [10]. The term group support systems (GSS) was coined at the 

start of the 1990‘s to replace the term GDSS. The reason for this is that the role of 

collaborative computing was expanded to more than just supporting decision making 

[23]. For the avoidance of any ambiguities, the latter term shall be used in the 

discussion throughout this paper. 

Human resources (HR) are rarely expected like other business functional areas to use 

synthesized data because HR groups have been primarily connected with transactional 

processing – getting data into the system and on record for reporting and historical 

purposes [11]. For them soft data doesn‘t win at the table; hard data does. In most of the 

business functional areas, data collected from transaction processing systems (TPS) may 

not exhibit much sense to managers before they are processed. Whereas after being 

processed with certain software, they can produce significant value to managerial 

decision making to the extent that information gathered from the processed data can be 

the determinant of the final decision. Data collected for HR through TPS on the other 

hand seldom requires further processing or synthesis. However, the HR decision making 

process may require human determinants, computers, information systems, and 

communication technology in addition to the soft data, especially in collaborative 

decision making where anonymity may play a key role. Data generated and/or collected 

from these sources for the decision making are more facilitating and decisive, thus 

making them the more vigorous, powerful and hard-earned data in HR decision making 

process. 

Recently, many quantitative or qualitative techniques have been developed to support 

human resource management (HRM) activities, classified as management 

sciences/operations research, multiattribute utility theory, multi-criteria decision 

making, ad hoc approaches, and human resource information systems (HRIS) [7]. More 

importantly, HRIS can include the three systems of expert systems (ES), decision 

support systems, and executive information systems (EIS) in addition to transaction 

processing systems and management information systems (MIS) which are 

conventionally accepted as an HRIS. As decision support systems, GSS is able to 

facilitate HR groups to gauge users‘ opinions, readiness, satisfaction, etc., increase their 

HRM activity quality, and generate better group collaborations and decision makings 

with current or planned HRIS services. Consequently, GSS can help HR professionals 

exploit and make smart use of soft data and act more intelligently in their decision 

making process.  

 

The paper will first discuss what GSS is and the strengths and weaknesses of GSS. 

Understanding of GSS, its pros and cons in particular, can assist HR professionals to 

appreciate its functions and values in the decision-making process of HRM. Then recent 
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research findings in GSS will be discussed with a hope of stirring up an inspiration in 

the e-HRM research on the application of GSS in HRM. Finally, future trends of GSS 

will be briefed to promote the incorporation of the improvements in communication 

technology for better collaboration in HRM. 

2 Group Support Systems 

In the early 1980s, academic researchers developed a new category of software to 

support group decision-making. Execucom Systems developed Mindsight, the 

University of Arizona developed GroupSystems, and researchers at the University of 

Minnesota developed the SAMM system [24]. These are all examples of early Group 

Support Systems. ―A Group Support System could be any combination of hardware and 

software that enhances group work. GSS is a generic term that includes all forms of 

collaborative computing‖ [27]. The increased need for GSS arises from the fact that 

decision-making is often a group phenomenon, and therefore computer support for 

communication and the integration of multiple inputs in DSS is required. The desire to 

use GSS therefore comes from the need of technological support for groups. 

GSS are designed to remedy the dysfunctional properties of decision-making groups, 

such as groupthink, lack of coordination, information overload, concentration block, 

etc. These systems are becoming popular in aiding decision-making in many 

organizational settings by combining the computer, communication, and decision 

technologies to improve the decision-making process. These systems use a key tool to 

improve the quality of decisions made by a group. This key tool is the anonymity of 

members of a decision-making group. The purpose of GSS is to maximize the benefits 

of group work, while minimizing the dysfunctions of group work. This maximization 

and minimization can be made possible by GSS mainly by two factors: anonymity, 

which is enabled by removing the identifications of those who are contributing ideas 

and parallelism, which refers to ideas from contributors can flow to the facilitator 

simultaneously via electronic media without additional interference. In this way, 

genuine idea generation and communication are maximized and interfering factors are 

minimized within the group, especially a hierarchical group. 

2.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of GSS 

GSS provides support for communication, deliberation, and information flow especially 

for group activities that may be distributed geographically and temporarily. Group work 

has numerous benefits and advantages. First, groups are better at understanding 

problems and catching errors than individuals [15], [16]. Second, a group has more 

information than any one member which when combined can create new knowledge. 

Third, working in a group stimulates creativity and synergy. Finally, groups balance out 

the risk-tolerant and risk-averse. GSS offer many benefits. First, GSS support parallel 

information processing, parallel computer discussion, and generation of ideas. Second, 

they promote anonymity, which allows shy people or those who do not want to disclose 

their identities to contribute and helps prevent aggressive individuals from driving the 

meeting. Finally, these systems help keep the group on track and show the bigger 

picture. The two keywords here are parallelism and anonymity [27].  

Some of the potential dysfunctions of group work are not automatically eliminated by 

GSS: first, groupthink, as suggested above, where people begin to think alike and not 

tolerate new ideas; second, lack of coordination, excess time consumption, poor quality 

solutions, and nonproductive time; third, duplication of efforts and high cost of 
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meetings, including travel; finally, information overload, concentration blocking 

(disturbance from inappropriate influences, free-riding discussions), and group 

misrepresentation (improper or badly chosen groups) can be added as the potential 

dysfunctions of group work. Process dysfunctions are caused by structural 

characteristics of the group setting that could hinder a group from reaching its full 

potential. Process dysfunctions hinder productivity because of unequal participation or 

unequal air time. This happens in a setting where only one person can take control of 

the floor. This sort of dysfunction can be countered by the use of computerized 

exchanges because people may enter their comments and thoughts simultaneously. 

Power [24] utters that simultaneous expression of ideas may be beneficial to the 

quantity of ideas generated. This is because computers have the capacity for 

concurrency. Finally, process dysfunctions are usually caused by limitations in the 

structure and forms of meetings. 

Social dysfunctions, as Power [24] describes, can hinder group productivity through 

undesirable social processes that occur in the group. Social processes refer to those 

activities, actions, and operations that involve the interaction between people [8], [20]. 

For example, a group may limit the quality and quantity of input from any of its 

members by social processes such as evaluation apprehension, conformity pressures, 

free riding, social loafing, cognitive inertia, socializing, and domination due to status 

imbalance, groupthink, and incomplete analysis. These problems arise from processes 

present in all groups and are rooted in the ways in which group members change their 

behavior to adapt to the group. Finally, the prevalent analysis of group decision-making 

is that social influences within the group lead the rational individual astray. 

The view of GSS portrayed by Power [24] is that they are text-based tools made with 

purpose of remedying some problems of decision-making in co-present groups. These 

systems claim to remove the social obstacles that prevent individuals from attaining 

their full potential in the group. Anonymity is central to achieving this full potential of 

individuals in a group. Shy people tend not to speak in a group discussion face-to-face. 

This hinders them from contributing to the group. GSS solve this problem by allowing 

these individuals to evade their shyness in the public and input their contributions 

through individual human computer interaction devices, thus achieving the goal of 

removing this social obstacle from these individuals and facilitating them to reach their 

full potential in the group. Meanwhile, the systems help prevent aggressive individuals 

in the group from driving the meeting, which is typically a potential intimidating source 

to the shy people in a group. 

2.2 Recent GSS Research Findings 

Decision-making in an organization today has become more the work of some form of 

group. Whether this group is a board, team, or a unit, important issues can be at stake. It 

is fair to ask, given the possible problems that occur in a group setting: Would the group 

setting have a negative effect on the quality of decisions that have to be made by the 

group? Current research in this area suggests that GSS, if implemented and used 

correctly, can improve the quality of group decision making significantly by minimizing 

the negative effects of group decision-making and by maximizing the benefits of group 

collaboration and decision-making. GSS have come a long way since their inception. 

Current and previous research efforts have made significant findings on the effects of 

the numerous criteria that affect the decision making process in a group setting while 

using GSS. The results show that while the Internet has made it easier and less costly to 

use GSS than ever before, the social effects of group decision making can have a 
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significant effect on the quality of decisions made in a group setting using GSS. By 

manipulating things such as visual cues, group versus individual-based incentives, 

anonymity, group size, feedback, leadership role, communication mode, type of tool 

used, social presence (degree of personal connection in communication settings) [13], 

[18], [21], face-to-face versus distant, shift work or non-shift work, the fit between 

facilitation style and agenda structure, and finally, a relationship versus a task focus, it 

is possible to significantly impact the quality of decisions made by a group using GSS. 

According to Barkhi, Jacob, and Pirkul [3], GSS are divided into two groups; 

Distributed GDSS(DGDSS) and face-to-face GDSS(FGDSS). DGDSS groups consist of 

members who use a GSS at the same time but at different places. On the other hand, 

FGDSS groups consist of members who use a GSS at the same time and same place. 

The authors studied and compared the decision process and outcomes of groups that use 

FGDSS to those that use DGDSS. The results indicate communication mode and 

incentive structure can influence the effects of each other. Therefore, the appropriate 

design of incentive structures may be important to the success of virtual organizations.  

The Web-based Multi-Criteria Group Support System (MCGSS), according to Lu et al., 

[17], Zahir and Dobing [28], is designed so that users can enter their preferences in an 

easily understood and user-friendly interface through a web browser. They state that 

easy-to-learn and user-friendly interfaces are essential if GSS are to become more 

commonly used in organizational decision-making and that MCGSS uses a new visual 

mode of preference entry. The relative importance of any two objects is expressed 

through a pair of side-by-side bars drawn in a graphical window. The ratio of the 

heights of two bars represents the user's relative preference for the two objects. Bar 

heights can be adjusted dynamically by dragging the mouse or utilizing some other 

device. Their article presents the design of a web-based MCGSS that can be used by a 

group of geographically dispersed decision-makers. This system takes advantage of 

Internet technology and enables a novel procedure to aggregate intensities of 

preferences.  

In line with Kim [14], the role of leadership facilitates group processes by adding 

structure to group interaction. The effects of leadership on group performance in GSS 

settings still remains one of the least studied areas of GSS research. An analysis of 

comments by group leaders show that they are more efficient when making comments 

on group objectives and interaction structure, but this is only true in the early stages of 

group interaction. In the later stages, it is of increasing importance that group leaders 

make comments that encourage interaction and maintain cohesion between members of 

the group. Dennis and Wixom [9] presented a meta-analysis investigating five 

moderators. These moderators are as follows; tool, the type of group, task, the size of 

the group, and facilitation. The authors studied their effects on GSS. Results of the 

study draw multiple conclusions. First, process satisfaction is less for decision-making 

tasks than it is for the idea-generation tasks. Second, the GSS tool itself influences 

decision quality. Finally, the authors conclude that group size is an important moderator 

when it comes to measuring satisfaction with the process and decision time. 

Rutkowski, Fairchild, & Rijsman [26] demonstrated experimentally that in the context 

of dyadic conflict, patterns of interpersonal communication, supported by a particular 

Group Support System technology, affect the quality of decision making. The authors 

found that GSS are efficient tools that support inter-group communication and relations. 

The authors also delved further into this topic and discussed the implications of their 

research on the study of intercultural negotiation and conflict resolution. They observed 
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that groups are becoming increasingly important in organizations and that intercultural 

negotiation and conflict resolution use electronic groupware to facilitate communication 

and workflow. Barkhi [2] compared the performance and information exchange 

truthfulness of groups under these various experimental conditions. The author utilizes a 

game theory perspective to study the behavior of members in these groups. The results 

indicate that communication channel and incentive structure mitigate strategies that lead 

to decision choices and information exchange truthfulness among members in a group. 

 

GSS can improve communication and learning as demonstrated by Bandy and Young 

[1]. Their study examined the impact of two collaborative technologies and a priming 

agent upon communication complexity and learning style in a group decision-making 

context. Their findings revealed that communication complexity was significantly 

greater in groups using a GSS compared to groups using a simple chat system, 

suggesting that characteristics of the GSS served to structure discourse among group 

members. Burke [6] examined how GSS learning environments (face-to-face vs. 

distant) and task difficulty level (simple vs. difficult) influenced participation levels and 

social presence among accounting students working collaboratively on an accounting 

task.  

Hostager, Lester, Ready, & Bergmann [12] examined the effects of agenda structure and 

facilitator style on participant satisfaction and output quality in meetings employing 

GSS. This study indicates that GSS facilitators should try to find a fit between their 

facilitation style and the agenda structure, while not forgetting to adopt either a 

relationship or a task focus and ensuring that they are consistent with their choice. GSS 

are designed as an analysis tool to support the decision processes of a group. Inherent in 

the design is the developer's desire to make the basic meeting process better either by 

increasing process gains or reducing process losses. Further, it is suggested by Martz 

and Sheperd [19] that one way that GSS attack these losses is by providing immediate 

feedback.  

2.3 GSS in the Real World 

There are three options for setting up GSS technologies. One of them is in a special-

purpose decision room, another is at a multiple-use facility, and the third is a web-based 

groupware with clients running wherever the group members are.  

2.3.1 Facilitating Meetings  

One example of the use of GSS is the system developed by a group of researchers of the 

University of Arizona to facilitate the organization of meetings. A typical meeting room 

consisted of a microcomputer for each participant, as well as a large projector for the 

display of either individuals‘ work or the combined results of the group efforts. A 

typical meeting is composed of a three-tier process consisting of electronic 

brainstorming, idea generation, as well as voting. Under the electronic brainstorming 

phase, all group members typed at separate terminals using electronic brainstorming 

software, and recorded their ideas regarding questions posed for the day. Even though 

these sessions were anonymous, everyone could see the abundance of ideas. 

Additionally, an issue analyzer assisted the group in identifying and consolidating key 

ideas generated from the idea generation. Lastly, a voting tool provided various 

methods for prioritizing key terms. Here, even though voting is anonymous, the results 

are readily displayed for all to view. This GSS by Nunamaker et al [22] was used at an 
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IBM site. It was found that process structure helps focus the group on key issues and 

discourages irrelevant digressions and unproductive behaviors. 

2.3.2 Web-Based GSS  

A web-based decision support system (DSS) is a DSS built with web technologies so 

that the DSS users access with web browsers through an internet connection. In 

addition, web-based DSS applications that are developed by companies may be 

deployed on company intranets to support internal business processes or can be 

integrated into public corporate websites to enhance services to trading partners [25].  

Most web-based DSS are currently individual DSS systems [4]. On the contrary, web-

based GSS(GSS) provide a broader approach to solving complex problems that are less 

structured. As noted earlier, there are a few web-based GSS and one of them, 

GroupSystems, is a local area network-based client-server that exists for online 

collaboration. Several commercially available web-based GSS products also contain 

decision-making tools. These products provide support to the group decision-making 

process with tools that facilitate brainstorming, idea generation, organization, prioritization, 

and consensus development.  

2.3.3 Distance Learning 

Several courseware packages that have GSS functions facilitate distance learning. They 

range from such tools like Blackboard, through Microsoft NetMeeting, to PlaceWare 

Virtual Classroom. Distance learning, as a tool, can be an effective part of GSS. Many 

corporations have taken advantage of it mostly through web-based streaming and other 

private company intranets. Distance learning, therefore, can act as a strong collaborative 

and knowledge management tool in GSS, with a distinctive feature, namely, being 

accessible every hour of the day. 

2.3.4 GSS for Political Events 

The multi-faceted use of GSS is reflected in the dynamism inherent in organizational 

structures. For instance, political risk associated with corporations‘ decisions to expand 

internationally could be alleviated using GSS. This is because the key to analyzing 

political events is obtaining good information about these events. GSS thus provides 

higher reliability in accessing this needed information, through anonymity, simultaneity 

(may apply only to certain types of GSS), and documentation, features that are lacking 

in face-face interactions. Among other advantages, anonymity offers participants a 

greater degree of freedom in expressing their thoughts, and presents them with a greater 

sense of confidence to be more critical. Blanning & Reining [5] suggest a two-

characteristic framework depending on whether analysis of the event under 

consideration is static or dynamic, as well as whether the analysis is one-dimensional or 

multi-dimensional. 

3 Future trends of GSS 

GDSS is transforming into GSS and the same ideology used for enhancing group 

meetings is being used in other areas as well. The idea is not just to increase the 

effectiveness of decision-making, but to incorporate the current improvements in 

communication technology to redefine collaboration. Anonymity is also becoming more 

and more widespread in this new Internet culture; its effects on collaboration are very 

interesting as discussed, e.g., allowing shy people to contribute and helping prevent 
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aggressive individuals from driving the meeting. The findings presented in this paper 

uncover the social effects that might affect group work. These findings can also be 

applied to other fields in which collaboration is experiencing growth as in education and 

social networking. By combing the Internet, emerging technologies, and the findings in 

social behavior as they relate to group work, with the exploding growth currently being 

experienced in communication, the results and the rate of introduction of new ways of 

collaborating will be absolutely amazing. 

 

4 Conclusions 

GSS, if implemented and used correctly, can improve the quality of group decision 

making significantly by minimizing the negative effects of group decision-making and 

by maximizing the benefits of group collaboration and decision-making. GSS have 

come a long way since their inception. Current and previous research efforts have made 

significant findings on the effects of the numerous criteria that affect the decision 

making process in a group setting while using GSS. The results show that while the 

Internet has made it easier and less costly to use GSS than ever before, the social effects 

of group decision making can have a significant effect on the quality of decisions made 

in a group setting using GSS. Based on the unique functionalities and by manipulating 

things such as visual cues, group versus individual-based incentives, anonymity, group 

size, feedback, leadership role, communication mode, type of tools used, social 

presence, face-to-face versus distant, shift work or non-shift work, the fit between 

facilitation style and agenda structure, and finally, a relationship versus a task focus, it 

is more than likely possible to significantly improve the quality of decisions made by a 

HR group using GSS. 
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Abstract. This article analyses HRIS impact in a SME based on a longitu-

dinal case study. This SME evolves in the educational sector and has just 

operated a fusion of four private schools. A HRIS (time management & ac-

tivity software) is launched. A contextualist perspective is taken from 2002 

to 2010 based on various stakeholders interviews (external actors as con-

sultant; internal actors as HR manager, Financial manager, school direc-

tors etc..). We present the “contextualist” analysis (context, content, and 

process) on three key periods. We underline their specificities and explain 

HRIS implementation situation through a “conventionalist” lens. 

 

Keywords: SME, HRIS, time management & activity software, 

contextualist perspective, conventionalist lens. 

 

1 Introduction 

E-management model is often perceived as an ideal-type applied in flexible and reactive 

companies and positive technological innovations [11]. This specific vision of the 

organization has led to the development of Human-Resources-Information-System, 

including in small structures (SME). HRIS is tied with interdependent logics of 

personalization, adaptation, division and anticipation which gradually irrigated the HR 

function [16]. However this function and underlying "logics" are variously perceived in 

SME.  

E-HR constitutes a proper research theme in HRM, but few articles exist in the 

establishment of HRIS and its consequences in SME. However Boundarouk et 

al..(2009) [5] conclude in their article that their exploratory study leads to the 

conclusion that SME that use ITC in their HRM program declare a improving in HRM.  

Our article lies on an exploratory perspective and more specifically on a case study 

research realized between october 2006 and may 2010. The study relates the process 

from launching an IT system dedicated to social information, to the produced result and 

use effects.  
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The case study is concerns «Sainte-Croix»
14

 entity. This private school involves 3000 

pupils & students from nursery school to advanced vocational training certificate and 95 

employees. Its current organization results from the fusion of five establishments in 

2002. The idea was to harmonize operations; particularly HRM and management 

control.  

We propose to study the various phases of the HRIS implementation and its impacts on 

HRM. Our research is based on a longitudinal study and on semi structured interviews.  

Identification of the HRMIS effects in an organization, but also uses and actors‘ 

strategies of actors have been analyzed through decision makers‘, users‘, IS designers‘ 

interviews. This analysis emphasize, according to contextualist method [17,18,19], 

interactions which can exist between organisational context, HRIS implementation 

process and content. We describe different stages in order to study how, why and when 

organizational changes lead to this new HRIS. The objective of this study is to define 

voices of research and to nourish a debate with the experts.  

If the observation is focused on the HRIS we discuss the relevance to extend our 

conclusions to E-HR. Lastly, we propose perspective of use and appropriation of the 

system. In a first part we make a literature review and expose a model of research. A 

second part is devoted to the methodology and the results of our observations.  

2 The HRIS a management tool in SME: theoretical bases of an 

exploratory research  

The HRIS indicates that softwares are conceived for social information management, in 

order to realize pay processing for example. When HR function uses internet technology 

to manage information, communication and interactive web applications, then we can 

speak of E-HR. Historically articles in IS and HRM are focused on HRIS or on ITC and 

finally on E-HR. The division between HRIS and E-RH is not so clear now as more and 

more softwares can be reached today using a web navigator, from the Intranet of the 

company. After a presentation of ITC and HRIS as HR process support, we analyze the 

HRIS implementation strategy in the context of SME. ITC is in general lower in small 

entity but what about e-HRM impact in SME? To deep this problematic, we present an 

E-HR model which underlines technologies impact of technologies on HRM. Uses 

themselves are influenced by factors technical, social, organizational and individual 

factors. Finally we expose our empirical study, inspired by the contextualist perspective. 

We analyze HRM changes in «Sainte-Croix» SME.  

2.1 Definition of the HRIS associated with E-HR  

The concept of HRIS is not new. In 1990 Tannenbaum publishes the following 

definition: a HRIS is a system used to acquire, store, handle, analyze, sort, distribute 

relevant information concerning human resources in an organization. Hendrickson 

(2003) adds that it is not limited to technical aspects (computer equipments, software 

applications) but includes also individuals, procedures and policies, necessary data to 

manage HR function. Use and appropriation are underlined, but certain confusions 

emerge concerning the technology infiltration in HR function. In spite of the inexorable 

development from the HRIS, various authors stress that the use of these systems is not 

optimum and remains on an administrative level [1, 27,12].  

                                                 
14

 The name of this private school is fictitious for confidentiality reasons.  
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However, for Harisson and Deans [9], the HRIS includes various facets from employee 

information, applicant alignment; recruiting; equal employment opportunity/affirmative 

action; position control; performance management; compensation; payroll; benefits; 

training; to square development/skill inventory; human resource planning. 

Nowadays, HRIS is defined as a system managing various software bricks automating a 

certain number of tasks related to human resource management and to ensure follow-up.  

HRFunction is tied with strategic, operational and administrative activities (vacation, 

absences, wages management, etc.) on which ITC have undeniable impact.  

However, Ruël (2005) [25] specifies that HRIS must not be confused with E-HR 

because the HRIS is a tool for HR function whereas E-HR have a target outside the HR 

department. Ruël et al.. (2004) [24] indicate that E-HR is supporting HRM process by 

the use of internet technology. Firms have different choices: it can privilege face to face 

relations or remote relations, virtual or not, technology mediatized or not. Lepak and 

Snell (1998) [13], Wright and Dyer (2000) [29] distinguish three types of impact of the 

TIC: impact on administrative activities, impact on activities concerning RH functional 

policies (policy of recruitment, remuneration, formation, evaluation, participation), 

impact on value added strategic activities.  

First impact is operational with HRIS setting up (basic of data, administrative activities 

automation…). Second impact is transactional with E-HR development. It relates to 

more sophisticated HR activities. Underlining is not laid any more on administrative 

one but on HR supporting managerial process tools (recruitment, training, 

remuneration). Finally last impact is transformational with a virtual function RH 

creation. This reorganization leads to focus on certain strategic activities according to 

their value and specificity.  

2.2 Strategic management of HR in SME and HRIS impact 

SME chief executive defines strategy and centralizes power. This leads to functional 

decision strategic integration (commercial, financial, HR, or information systems). After 

having characterized the HRM in SME, we consider information systems in SME. Then 

we conclude on the link between HRIS and HRM.  

For Bayad and Chanal (1998) [3], HRM in SME is from the very beginning at a 

strategic level simply because the CEO is in charge of it. According to Mahé de 

Boislandelle (1999) [15], design of SME HRM rests primarily on CEO vision. This 

vision relies on two variables: leader‘s personal characteristics and environment & 

internal company characteristics.  

Academic articles in information systems also emphasize the leader importance. Levy et 

al.. (2001) [14] evoke managerial limits concerning the IS development. This is due to 

the leader‘s age, leader‘s experience, leader‘s interest for this field, lack of time, lack of 

confidence towards consultants and budget problems (financial, human, material).  

Ramdani and Kawalek (2007) [23] observe that in SME: IS are less sophisticated 

compared to large companies, Environment information, information scanning are less 

relevant, There is little opportunities to collect information and there is a management 

resource concentration.  

We can logically think that ITC presence is, in general more modest in small structures. 

However, firm size does not limit their use in HRM field [24].  
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In that way, in our article, we study a HRIS implementation in an SME based on Ruël et 

al (2004) [24]. 

Internal actors as top&line management, employees, worker council are in the center of 

the model. IT use is a behavior which results of technology perception. Davis‘ TAM 

Technology Acceptance Model [7] is an explanatory model of this behavior. According 

Mahé de Boislandelle (1999) [15] HRM in SME reflects its ambition level. Its 

configuration is similar to Pichault & Schoenaers‘ ―arbitrary model‖ [modèle arbitraire 

in French], [22] where formalization degree is weak, hiring are unplanned, promotion 

are informal etc... SME can also focus on “codifying model” [modèle objectivant in 

French], in order to rationalize HRM. It can be use for the organization to be in 

conformity with law regulations. 

The next variable is the finality of such a strategy in SME. The literature evokes costs 

reduction (efficiency), which corresponds to first ambition level [15]. The required goal 

can be also, a stronger coherence of HRM practices. In the studied case it can be also a 

stronger HRM practices coherence. The impact of the HRIS, in this organizational 

configuration is probably operational, even operational and relational. Lastly, obtained 

benefit could take the form of conformity improvement, of better costs control and 

finally greater managers‘ implication in firm management.  

2.3 A longitudinal case study of a private scholar group: «Sainte-Croix»  

«Sainte-Croix» is a private school, tied with a pedagogical contract to French 

government. This entity receives a mission letter from diocese supervision. There are 

specific conditions to respect to explain Christian specific characteristics as pastoral 

teams, mission organization etc (in French ―mise en oeuvre du caractère propre‖). 

Families contribute to the finance of private schools. They rest on a french juridical 

system named ―association loi 1901‖ which cannot do profits. It houses nearly 3000 

pupils from nursery school to advanced vocational training certificate (BTS). Non 

teaching personnel is affected to pedagogy support function at nursery school, college 

and high school. ―Sainte-Croix‖ applies private sector law and represents 95 people [ 80 

Equivalent Full Times (ETP in French)]. These people are in charge of various 

missions: education, pastoral animation, maintenance, household, administration, 

communication, financial management and accountancy.  

In 2010, organization chart corresponds to the following diagram:  
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Figure 1: organization chart.  

 

Actually, a staff board manages the school system and is composed of ten persons. The 

school coordinator manager, the three directors of primary schools, the high school 

assistant manager, the school assistant manager, the financial and administrative 

manager, the HR manager, the educational adviser, the person in charge of pastoral 

animation.  

The person in charge of financial and administrative tasks is the hierarchical manager of 

accountants and maintenance & cleaning team. The HRD is the hierarchical manager of 

secretaries, ad employees of the documentation center. The educational adviser is 

responsible of non teaching employees‘ information keyboard data and of weekly 

planning. The Accountant integrates in the computerized system, absence (illness, 

training). 

The school unit and its current organization follows a strategic evolution. There has 

been a fusion of 4 establishments in 2002, which have harmonized their operations ( in 

particular contracts, vacation and working time ). An agreement on annual working time 

within 35 hours system allows schedules modulation with high week (with 39 hours) 

and low week (with 35 hours). Nevertheless, wage bill is the first company financial 

cost (50% of the budget). Due to this specific situation, a rigorous management of the 

wage bill was necessary. The group wanted to benchmark the new group to other 

similar establishments and to readjust costs by services. In order to do that, they 

followed ratio (example number of employees by service/ pupils‘ numbers). A first 

financial study was undertaken in 2003 by a consulting group, specialized in financial 

analysis and catholic establishments of teaching sector.  

This consulting group develops and sells a HR software named «TERH». This last 

supports organization, regulation updating, wage bill analysis for non teaching staff. It 

proposes a data base allowing personnel administrative management (contract, 
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remuneration, status …), tied with a working time management software. Here are some 

functionalities examples of this software: Legislation (employment contract 

management; 35 hours follow-up; Checking of legal obligations in term of work 

length), Organization (Weekly planning (per salaried employee, per place of 

employment, per service); Annual planning with vacation calculation of the vacation); 

Analyze (personnel allocation (time and activity); Flow of replacement/management of 

absences; Equipments and costs by service compared with national statistics.), Forecast: 

wages simulation (per variation of pupils size or per variation of employees).  

The stake for «Sainte-Croix» consists in software deployment success, in order to 

guarantee wage bill control.  

The empirical study is led according to contextualist perspective [17, 18, 19]. According 

to this method, analysis of any organisational process is articulated around two central 

and inseparable pillars:  

- need for registering the process in the context which surrounds it and this, at var-

ious levels,  

- need for studying this same process with past, present and future perspectives.  

Contextual factors analysis must take into account key factors of the company internal 

context, history, culture, structure. It must integrate as well, power relationships which 

represent the internal mosaic through which takes place HR development.  

Past is alive at the present time and can precede the evolutions to come. This approach 

makes it possible to understand continuously events sequence. Reciprocal effects of 

context and action, structures and human agents are underlined.  

Three axes are identified in a contextualist method: a multi levels context, a temporally 

directed process, a non deterministic content.  

This step allows of explicit processes through a change situation. Firm transformation is 

seen as multidimensional, iterative but, not resulting necessarily from rational relations. 

This approach is articulated around the interconnection of three concepts:  

- Context: includes internal context and external context. It explains "why" 

changes and "whom" of this evolution (actors). It is multi levels since bringing 

into play various stake holders. Direct and indirect users position HRIS impact 

at various levels. Within ‖Sainte-Croix‖, it intervenes according to users and 

their position.  

- Process: it translates actions, reactions, interactions of various actors who make 

evolve organization. It is the "how" which is apprehended here. The process of 

HRIS implementation is temporally directed. Indeed, TERH HRIS deployment 

constitutes a long-term project. Control of process management depend similarly 

on former practices (pre establishment), of objectives posted at implementation 

time and finally reported practices (post-establishment).  

- Contents: refers to studied transformation field. It answers the "what" of change. 

Contents study must be based on a nondeterministic approach taking into ac-

count multiple trajectories. This indetermination characterizes extended infor-

mation systems, as HRIS, whose modules are various. This could generate vari-

ous uses in HRM field.  

The contextualist model which is applied to our case study can be represented like that:  
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Figure 2: contextualist model.  

 

We will consider that contents relate to "what" of change, while the "how" and the 

"why" of change are treated by internal and external context analysis, and by the process 

analysis of process as such. We mobilize contextualist perspective because it insists on 

studying change in its context, by articulating various levels of analysis (individual, 

group, organization).  

The general question is: which is the impact of the HRIS on the HRM in SME? But, in 

the light of the diagram we can specify our questioning: which is the implementation 

strategy of the HRIS? Which is the impact of HRIS on HRM? Which is the perception 

of HRIS in this SME?  

 

3 From HRIS launching decision to appropriation  

We present the methodology of the study then the case analysis, according to 

contextualist perspective [6]. Finally our conclusions and scientific and practical 

contributions are developed in a third and last part.  

3.1 Methodology of study  

Semi-structuring interviews have been realized in face to face relationships. Work is 

divided into three phases: preparation (framework definition and preparation of the 

interview guidelines), realization (confidence phase with the interviewer, interview, and 

discussion synthesis with interviewed person) and the follow-up. Semi-structuring 

interview is adapted to the study of social phenomena and organizational problems.  

Concerned items are : «TERH» histories and its use ,Implementation of such a system, 

«TERH» choice between others, Links with pay system, Software perception 

(advantage drawback).  

The following actors have been met once between October 2006 and June 2007 and a 

second time in January 2010. The stakeholders‘ interviews concerns different specific 

themes . 

- Director (initial needs, reasons of HRIS choice, links with the ―Sainte-Croix‖ 

strategy)  

- Consulting («TERH» designer) – (order formulation, response in term of servic-

es and ―play and plug‖ product, users training, stages of the project, implementa-

tion plan)  

- educational adviser ( HRIS use, communication with its team, implication)  
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- IS manager (Adaptation with the existing information system training of the us-

ers, assistance)  

- 3 Directors of the primary schools (organisational and strategic specificities of 

the establishments, perception and use of tools, management, implication)  

- Accountant in charge of the pay, of administrative tasks related to contracts, of 

the management of vacation (use, connection with pay, defects and lacks, advan-

tages, extent of the needs, division of work, saving of time, automation, reliabili-

ty, user-conviviality, emergence of new missions, evolution of work, ameliora-

tion of the service quality, effectiveness, other requirements ideas on social 

management in HRM)  

- Countable head (initial needs, reason of the choice of HRIS, Definition of the 

needs compared to the functionalities for «TERH», users help, links with fusion 

of the establishments and strategy, efficiency, effectiveness).  

3.2  HRIS impact on “Sainte-Croix” HRM  

By articulating context, process and content we aim to understand and to explain the 

dynamic of the evolution and the transformation of the firm. The longitudinal case rests 

on interviews concerning the period 2002-2010. 

3.2.1  Context: from the fusion to strategic integration 

- 2002-2004 : fusion, restructuration, financial charges 

This period has started with the four teaching institutions fusion, followed by a 

restructuration which generates a heavy debt spread out on 25 years. In a tended 

financial context related to the significant investments devoted to mortgage, the school 

group must control financial expenses, to maintain stable wage, while improving work 

organization. We give several interview extracts which shows lack of organization. 

Manager tells: "We realized our ignorance of our team activities. We did not know who 

was doing what and when! This is why we ordered a study on the organization chart in 

order to obtain a financial analysis of our wage bill " The person in charge of 

accounting: "the financial situation will be tense during the 25 next years because of 

loan settlement, managers are not enough conscious on financial equilibrium weakness"  

A study has been undertaken by TERH consulting group in 2002, but we needed a more 

dynamic answer to analyze wage bill variations and to carry out prospective 

management. Manager asserts: "It is a photograph at ―T‖ moment and I wished to have 

a film: a financial analysis on schedule allowance distribution per service and on 

resource allocation». 

- 2005-2008: a need for control 

In 2005, a financial alert is done due to a high wage bill . This revives the HRIS launch 

and precise the objectives. Schools managers declare: "«TERH» was really needed 

because of too high ratios concerning the wage bill"  

The choice of the consultant was naturally made on the TERH consulting group 

specialized on school sectors. The consulting one of the S RH: "With the 35 hours, a 

reflexion on the organization of work appeared in the heads of establishments. No tool 

existed, we created a software for plannings in one 1 
er 

time, then for RH and financial 

management " The director coordinator: "It is the person in charge for the accountancy 

which will carry out the analyses of the dashboards left «TERH», will carry out the 

consolidations for the budget or the cost accounting"  
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The first version of «TERH» arrived in 2003, but does not allow to carry out estimated 

N+1. «TERH» is exploited as a pilot software by the accounting department and 

requires adaptations, which do not arrive immediately.  

The accountant in charge of employees management: "the goal was to enter contracts 

and planning, in order to check if accounting analyses were coherent compared to the 

number of people dedicated to each service. The software will evolve according to our 

needs"  

Computerized management of planning towards managers intervened only in 2006, 

after the awakening of the importance of HRM in the organizational control.  

Educational advisers declares: "software set up for a very long time at accountancy, but 

inaccessible for the other persons in charge. The access for all the network has been 

operational in 2006, but there are many dysfunctions»  

- 2009-2010: Strategic and “market oriented” perspectives  

HRIS is used by the management staff to control ―Sainte-Croix‖ group. HR function 

becomes more strategic with a 10% wage bill increase. A new collective agreement is 

executed. This leads to big financial stake (personnel days off buying in). An analysis of 

the employees‘ absence is done. The HR manager says ―It can help in case of pandemic 

development of Asian flu…‖. Program on stress detection is launched. ―Sainte-Croix‖ 

acts on working conditions. Services towards families are raised. Handicapped children 

are better welcome. A program concerning seniors begins. The person in charge of 

HRM says ‖ In 2002, everything was informal. Today there is far more requirements. 

Absences are justified, we develop competence management‖. 

3.2.2 Process: software implementation, functionalities perceptions 

- 2002-2004  

The first version of the software is dated of 2003. The software is just for the accountant 

for dashboards analysis, consolidation, cost accounting which does not allow to carry 

out estimated budgets. However numerous bugs were present. The accountant declares 

―with ―TERH‖ version 1.4 was really heavy and screwed up all the time‖. ―at the 

beginning, I had no positive perception of ―TERH‖. I had the impression of doing 

analysis for nothing because there was a gif gap with the reality. 

- 2005-2008 

The second version of the software is launched in 2006 with a decentralization towards 

the managers of the computerized management of planning (access in network). It was 

necessary to wait for the second software version to finish some with slowness technical 

problems due to ―Access‖ implementation. 

The coordinating director seems to have laid down alone his objective of operational 

realization for 2008, without inevitably clarifying points of stages, of evaluation, nor to 

have sensitized the users at the limit.  

The analysis of the needs was carried out into external by the consulting one of the S 

RH, on the basis of its experiment in other establishments.  

―TERH‖ was not presented to the users in term of opportunity and optimization. 

Perceived utility perceived remained far from the operational managers‘ immediate 

concerns of the operational managers, appropriation and adhesion did not follow.  
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The use of the system is rather convivial and users‘‘ modifications requests have been 

taken into account. The data-processing person in charge declares: " «TERH» interface 

is colored with intuitive navigation. Users can also make send wishes of software 

evolution, according to their needs"… "For the moment all the users have the same 

access, but there is the possibility of locking the access according to uses'". The 

educational adviser insists: "the required modifications were quickly made". The person 

in charge of IT says: "NetMySQL version is really more convivial".  

Various technical problems have appeared. The accountant declares that he did not 

install ―TERH‖ 2.0 because there was an incompatibility with my treasury software that 

I use every day.‖ 

Uses perception are various. The educational advisor thought that with ―TERH‖, he was 

spending more time for the personnel management. He says ―I have found rapidly the 

limits of this software: slowness to go from the weekly planning to the annual planning, 

slowness of comparing weeks, bug, non taken into account the law on working at 

night… finally the software reliability was calling into question. 

Concerning the training session on ―TERH‖. Two sessions have been organized in June 

and September 2006. However the users consider that it does not respond to their needs. 

They want the session to be spread in a longer period. The director claims 

―retrospectively training sessions was too early compared to the strategic objectives‖. 

School directors add‖ we were present at the june session to discover TERH‖; but we 

have refused to assist to the second session because we didn‘t know if we will use it. 

After all why would we keyboard planning ourselves‖. 

Little by little, TERH has been bettered. It has evolved according users‘ requests. The 

―TERH‖ consultant declares : "When a software is introduced in an organization, we 

progress according to people practice and IS evolves according to these practices. For 

example the educational adviser has asked to do n+1 organizational & resources 

simulation. The software has been adapted for him" 

- 2009-2010 

Development of functionalities is expected but according the human resource manager, 

one of the brakes is the fact that the software updating is not automatic… It needs 

several clicks to launch the updating process and then it needs to re-start the application. 

This is nothing difficult to do but without that manipulation we cannot reach the 

application.  

3.2.3 Contents: HRIS Impact on HRM  

- 2002-2004  

At the beginning, the objective was to underline non controlled costs, procedures non-

conformity. There was a need to management rationalization. Uncertainty exists as it is 

shown in the director‘s declaration: ―do we allocate the right resource to the right 

service?‖. 

Then a resistance movement appears from the managers point of view. Organizational 

problems were not resolved after the fusion and the software was not THE solution. As 

the consultant remarks ―the group was in ―reengineering‖ after the fusion. It works on a 

consensus logic. Managers are not used to receive directives. They have difficulties to 

accept imposed methods‖. For school directors: "«TERH» is not a priority, therefore we 

do not use it"… "Time spent on «TERH» is a problem because we have already many 

things to do. It would be good to consider a time discharge for that. We are teachers 
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above all. We have a semi time of teaching and a semi time for the management of 

school. We do not have time released for the staff management " "We have a position 

hierarchical and a specific statute. We do not have time to keyboard data in software. 

There is of personnel for that. Our mission is elsewhere. We are not always in front of 

our PC in our office. We just need results in order to take care of the employees 

working time "  

- 2005-2008 

The managers‘ opinion evolves with responsibilities consciousness The strategic 

integration of the HRF begins. The objective is the harmonization and the valorization 

of the manager role. The HRIS reinforce the employees‘ confidence because they want 

to be OK with procedures conformity; That partly influences the individual and 

collective performance at work. The accountant says: "Modifications were before 

written on flying paper which were circulated from the hierarchical person to the 

accountant, sometimes directly towards accountancy without the visa of N+1. Today I 

see less and less employees in my office to manage problems of making up, vacation, 

planning"  

- 2009-2010 

There is a study which has been published on the non teaching employees population. 

New jobs and new needs exists (for example educational psychologist post, IS and 

multimedia competence, handicapped children assistant,..). Competence gaps have been 

noticed. There is not enough vocational training. The annual development and activity 

interview must be generalized. In 2010 the institution must put into practice the new 

collective convention to non teaching personnel. There will be just only one pay-scale 

which as has an impact on the wage bill (+ 10%).  

There are actually four ―TERH‖ users: education advisor, administrative and financial 

manager, human resource manager and the accountant. A fifth user (the high school 

assistant) consults now the time planning. The employees don‘t use ―TERH‖ software.  

I think that the entities fusion has remove HR responsibilities for school directors. They 

simply try to endover this kind of tasks.‖. 

The high school assistant refers to ―TERH‖ only since recently because he has become 

conscious of time management problems. He has recognized serious errors in the 

laboratory technician‘s planning management which have done more hours than he 

shouldn‘t. This error can be avoid if the person takes the time to look at ―TERH‖ . With 

TERH, the human resource manager can better position the person who helps the 

handicapped children. ―It his planning is well done, this women can be present on 6 

days ½ instead of 4 ½. Besides, due to permutation in timetable, employees can follow 

vocational training sessions and earn a training allowance. This avoids absence and a 

replacement by temping work. 
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 2002-2004 2005-2008 2009-2010 

Context Fusion of the 4 schools 

Restructuration 

Financial charges 

(mortgage) 

Organizational stabilization  

Increase of the Consulting 

group implication 

New collective convention 

implementation 

Increase of 10% for the wage 

bill 

Senior plan, stress plan, 

handicapped children services 

development 

Process First software version 

available for the accountant 

which do not permit to 

elaborate projected budget 

Second software version 

available also for the 

manager (decentralization, 

network access)  

More functionalities 

Software Updating , user 

training, software interface, 

functionalities development,  

Content Slow start 

Virtualization of the process 

Various use perceptions 

Several bugs 

Administrative HRM 

More strategic HR function 

5 users, managers become aware 

of a more rational HRM 

(controlled wage bill); 

awareness of the social law, of 

HR competence 

 
Figure 3: contextualist view. 

 

HRIS has, in this case, a real operational impact on HRM. It also appears that E-HR 

supports HR activities sharing with managers: it is an illustration of ITC relational 

impact . IS implementation must be managed in a project mode and if not; its 

development is chaotic. This weakness seems to be a characteristic of IS management in 

SME.  

The method used for the tool installation was not carried out according to classical 

stages of a project management.  

The strategies of actors were not taken into account:  

-  The strategic objectives were not presented, and were thus not integrated by the 

persons in charge in their operational activity,  

- No coordination around the project was founded, to generate a division of prac-

tices and a positive emulation. 

Our empirical knowledge leads us to propose a second explanation of the appropriation 

process of the tool, complementary to actors‘ strategies. Indeed the chaotic character of 

the process evokes the coexistence of different ―conventions‖. According to our 

observations three "economies of worth " can coexist for the moment in the organization 

(Boltanski, Thévenot 1996):  

- Civic world: which justifies the action by the research of the interest of the em-

ployees, the improvement of their recognition, working conditions granted by 

the organization,  

- Industrial world: which acts for the effectiveness and efficiency through a ra-

tional HRM (Employment and Expertise Plan and controls wage bill),  

- Market world: which privileges the quality of service in order to improve the 

level of families‘ & pupils satisfaction.  

The HR director currently seeks a mode of regulation and of resolution of the tensions 

which we could qualify "arrangement" because it makes it possible each one to remain 
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in its own "orders of worth". Let us take the case of the Primary school directors who 

are potential users of the ―TERH‖ application, they are discharged from the acquisition 

the data and the management of planning of the ASEM (specialized agents of the 

nursery schools) assigned to their establishments. Before fusion they managed this 

personnel not teaching. During their interview in 2007, they state not to have time to use 

―TERH‖ and to be "teachers above all".  

In 2010, the situation did not evolve said the HR director "the establishments‘ fusion led 

to a centralization of the decision-making power. That did not make Primary school 

directors aware of their HR responsabilities, they shift HR responsibilities to 

others"."As financial & Administrative manager and HR manager we, in addition to the 

annual planning of the personnel not teaching, the weekly planning of the personnel 

assigned to the primary schools in the place of the principals which do not use ―TERH‖.  

We observe a resistance to change which can be explained by a double explanation:  

- strategic, i.e. by a location of the individual & corporatist stakes,  

- and ―conventionalist‖, by observing tensions resulting from the relations be-

tween various "worlds", those of the managers (functional jobs) and those of 

teachers and people in charge of the pupils. 

The ―TERH‖ ―contextualist analysis‖ appears relevant if it is completed with a 

conventionalist view which explains the slow down or the solidification of this change 

management process. This longitudinal study could reveal the interest of this double 

perspective, which constitutes a theoretical contribution of this research.  

The tool appropriation intervenes after its effective implementation: it is useful to let 

emerge from the operational practices "invented" by certain users, who will become 

then of new functionalities shared by all. We recommend, as Tixier and Deltour (2004) 

[28] did, a work of actors identification, in a HRIS project development. The 

deployment must have as an ambition to support the strategic purposes of the HRM 

while answering the objectives of these various stakeholders.  

Consultants can facilitate information systems launch in SME, by proposing probation 

periods before the final implementation [23]. It permits to SME discovering the system 

functionalities, testing its compatibility with existing system, having an idea of its 

complexity. Lastly, study of the perception of E-HR in SME, carried out by Bondarouk 

et al.. (2009) [5], presented a model connecting SME characteristics of SME (size and 

strategy), HRM & e-HR practices, use, acceptance, and perceived HRM effectiveness. 

We confirm their conclusion: the applications of E-HR are perceived like useful 

although difficult to use. E-HR contributes to the effectiveness of the HRM in SME. In 

our case, we have shown that ―TERH‖ permits to improve efficacity, efficienty 

(improve the economic situation, control wage bill, less appeal to temporary work) but 

also employees interests (improve working conditions, earn more money) and also 

service quality (improve family‘s satisfaction). 

4 Conclusion 

In the studied case, HRIS has played a catalyst role and has clarified organizational 

structure needs. More particularly organizational process, hierarchy role must be 

reconsidered.  

Launched at the time as the fusion, the organizational structure was not ready to assume 

technology, whereas the teams had already to manage numerous changes.  
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The ―TERH‖ second version appears during the phase of development of «Sainte-

Croix». An HR culture is embryonic in managers spirits and the organizational structure 

is stabilized. The HR function RH thanks to the HRIS has an operational and relational 

evolution. The great challenge for the company is to found a broad dialogue in order to 

prevent natural change resistance. This leads to more transparency into process by 

explaining the aims in clear view perspective, by mentioning openly risks to be avoided 

and by introducing actors in various working groups.  

To set up a HRIS is managing change, is taking care of the actions coherence, 

regulating the evolutions speeds, managing information and finally learning 

continuously [8]. It seems obvious that the software appropriation is a key success 

factor and this phenomenon rests partly on the employees‘ satisfaction.  
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